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The two most headline-grabbing books of this summer are Go Set a 
Watchman by Harper Lee and What Pet Should I Get? by Dr. Seuss. One 
is mired in controversy, suspicion, and anxiety, while the other has been 
greeted with heartwarming smiles. There are a number of explanations 
for the divergent reactions: Dr. Seuss has made children smile for a very 
long time (children who are now adults nostalgic for their youths), while 
many readers seem concerned that Lee, who is in a wheelchair and hard 
of hearing, is being taken advantage of in her old age and may not have 
knowingly approved of the publication of Watchman. Isn’t it also slightly 
more difficult to inspire conspiratorial thinking about a writer who 

passed away some time ago? Theodor Geisel, whom we know as Dr. Seuss, died in 1991. 
I’m writing this the day that Go Set a Watchman was released, July 14. The revelation that 

Atticus Finch joins a segregationist citizens’ council 
some 20 years after he defended an innocent African-
American man in To Kill a Mockingbird has added 
disappointment to the already present controversy 
about the discovery of Go Set a Watchman. Judging 
from the early reactions to Watchman, the necessity 
to move on from To Kill a Mockingbird and wrestle 
with the much thornier conversations about race that 
take place in Watchman seem tough for some readers. 
It’s a necessity nonetheless. Because our resourceful 
and thoughtful reviewer read Watchman immedi-
ately after it was released, we were able to publish our 
review in this issue (on p. 23).  

What Pet Should I Get? was found by Geisel’s widow, 
Audrey Geisel, in a box in a closet in their home in 
La Jolla, California. It was released on July 28 as the 
first original new book both written and illustrated by 
Dr. Seuss since Oh, the Places You’ll Go! (1990). I asked 
Cathy Goldsmith, the associate publisher of Random House Children’s Books, why Geisel 
didn’t publish the book when he was alive. What Pet Should I Get? was written in a period of 
intense creative ferment when Geisel was firing off hit after hit (The Cat in the Hat Comes Back 
and One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish, for example); Goldsmith believes that he simply got 
so frantic with work that he forgot about What Pet Should I Get? She argues convincingly that 
if he didn’t want it published, he would’ve thrown it away. My interview with Goldsmith is on 
p. 104 and our review of What Pet Should I Get? on p. 124. 

As far as book journalism goes, July was an exciting month. Bring it on, August. 
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Beloved author/illustrator Tomie dePaola offers 
a hymn of gratitude that stuns with its simplicity. 
Read the review on p. 96.
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Live August 12
The premise of Julia 
Heaberlin’s Black 
Eyed Susans is 
chilling: at 16, Tessa 
Cartwright is found 
in a Texas field, 
barely alive among 
her friends’ corpses, 
with only a scattered 
recollection of how 
she got there. 

Twenty years later, the 
press has labeled her as 
the lone surviving “Black-
Eyed Susan,” the nickname 
given to the murder victims 
because of the yellow car-
pet of wildflowers grown 
in the field where they 
were murdered. Tessa’s tes-
timony about those tragic 
hours put the purported 
killer on death row. But 
now, nearly two decades 
later, Tessa is an artist and 
single mother. In the deso-
late cold of February, she 

is shocked to discover a 
freshly planted patch of 
black-eyed Susans—a sum-
mertime flower—outside 
her bedroom window. 
Terrified at the implica-
tions—that she sent the 
wrong man to prison and 
the real killer remains at 
large—Tessa turns to the 
lawyers working to exoner-
ate the man awaiting execu-
tion. But the flowers alone 
aren’t sufficient proof, and 
the forensic investigation 
of the still-unidentified 
bones is progressing too 
slowly. The legal team 
appeals to Tessa to undergo 
hypnosis to dredge up lost 

memories—and to share 
the drawings she produced 
as part of an experimental 
therapy shortly after her 
rescue.  

As the clock ticks 
toward the execution, Tessa 
fears for her sanity but even 
more for the safety of her 
teenage daughter. Is a 
serial killer still roaming 
free, taunting Tessa with 
a trail of clues? She has no 
choice but to confront old 
ghosts and lingering night-
mares to finally discover 
what really happened that 
night. 
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Julia Heaberlin

Live August 3 
We talk to Lauren 
Holmes today, who 
offers a comical and 
very—very—honest 
short story collection 
in Barbara the Slut: 
And Other People. 

Live August 7 
Alice Hoffman’s 
St. Thomas–set 
The Marriage of 
Opposites tells the 
fantastic life story of 
the mother of impres-
sionist painter Camille 
Pisarro.      

Live August 10
We ask Summer 
Brennan about The 
Oyster War, which 
charts the tenacious 
battle between envi-
ronmentalists and 
organic oyster farm-
ers in San Francisco 
(and features, believe 
it or not, “oyster 
pirates”).     

Live August 14
In her new novel The 
Beautiful Bureau-
crat, Helen Phillips 
creates a story that’s 
part love story, part 
urban thriller that’s 
also “intense and 
enigmatic, tense and 
tender.” We ask her 
how she did it. 
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DEATH IN VERACRUZ
Aguilar Camín, Héctor
Translated by Thompson, Chandler
Schaffner Press (304 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Oct. 5, 2015
978-1-936182-92-3  

A reporter investigates corruption 
and wrestles with complex personal 
entanglements in this tense novel set in 
1970s Mexico.

Aguilar Camín’s novel spans more 
than a decade in the life of its narrator, an unnamed journalist 
whose slow ascent toward prominence—one character calls him 

“a national opinionmaker”—acts as a backdrop for the events that 
follow. The first chapter traces the narrator’s friend Rojano’s slow 
rise in politics and sets up the complex dynamic between Rojano 
and his wife, Anabela, for whom the narrator not-so-secretly 
pines. What emerges from this is an intricate maze of corrup-
tion involving land rights, megalomaniacal union officials, crime 
scene photos of dubious authenticity, and public figures less 
than concerned with the public good. One particularly sinister 
figure is fond of the phrase “whoever can add can divide,” which 
occurs throughout the book, sounding equally inspirational and 
threatening. The narrator’s world-weary observations crop up 
again and again: he notes that a man nicknamed Smiley was thus 
dubbed after a gunshot to the face, which “left him with an indel-
ible smile that couldn’t be wiped off.” That balance of violence 
and gallows humor infuses the novel. Another character tells the 
narrator that “history is full of revolutions the police have out-
lived,” which furthers the cynical mood. Over the course of the 
novel, Anabela becomes more and more prominent, and the nar-
rator is often left to puzzle over the motivation behind, and truth 
of, a series of violent acts in the wake of her clashes with a union 
leader. Aguilar Camín’s fondness for using specific dates in the 
narrative furthers the sense of realism, even as the novel’s events 
become more ambiguous.

This ambitious novel memorably brings together recent 
history, horrific crimes, and an ever present sense of 
corruption.

fiction
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GOLD FAME CITRUS
Watkins, Claire Vaye
Riverhead (352 pp.)
$27.95  
Sep. 29, 2015
978-1-59463-423-9
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THE SECRETS OF BLOOD 
AND BONE
Alexander, Rebecca
Broadway (384 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-8041-4070-6
978-0-8041-4071-3 e-book  

Alexander hits her stride, adding 
werewolves to the vampires, witches, 
and revenants of the series opener (The 

Secrets of Life and Death, 2014).
Parallel protagonists Jackdaw “Jack” Hammond and Edward 

Kelley are back, along with their various supernatural allies, ene-
mies, suitors, and rivals. Once again the novel unfolds in brief chap-
ters that visit either the present or the 16th century. Those set in 
the present follow Jack—a revenant trying to keep herself and her 
family safe from powerful bogeymen out to devour them—and her 
love interest, Felix, an anthropologist who travels to New Orleans 
to research vampires in the Santeria tradition. The 16th-century 
chapters follow Kelley, a sorcerer, on an errand for an English 
patron to Venice, where he runs into his old nemesis, the vampire 
Countess Erzsébet Báthory—and the demon who animates her. 
As in the first book, Alexander places Kelley at the creation of a 
monster (or in this case, a race of monsters) that Jack must fight 
centuries later. This time it’s a family of werewolves, descendants 
of Kelley’s patron. Alexander is good at spooky atmospheres: her 
Carnevale scenes and wild werewolf hunts in Italy and England’s 
Lake District should please fans of the genre.

Heartfelt but complicated rather than subtle, this 
novel offers plenty of suspense.

EVERYTHING SHE FORGOT
Ballantyne, Lisa
Morrow/HarperCollins (448 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  10.99 e-book
Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-239148-3
978-0-06-239149-0 e-book  

Ballantyne combines a stolen child, 
lost memories, and a love gone wrong in 
her latest tale.

Margaret Holloway, a happily mar-
ried mother of two, is driving home on icy, snowy roads from 
work at Byron Academy, where she’s a deputy head teacher, 
when she becomes involved in a multicar accident. Margaret 
has already had a bad day, so the collision is the last thing she 
needs. And this is no ordinary wreck: Margaret finds herself 
stuck in her car, and when it catches on fire, she realizes she’s 
destined to die. Instead, a mysteriously deformed man breaks 
her window and pulls her out, putting his own life at risk in the 
process. After the car explodes, the man disappears, but Marga-
ret soon tracks him down to the hospital where he’s been taken 
and put into an induced coma. When she visits him, she learns 

Last summer, I wrote about my love for 
big, juicy, waterfront-based family nov-
els, particularly J. Courtney Sullivan’s 
Maine, Maggie Shipstead’s Seating Ar-
rangements, and Miranda Beverly-Whit-
temore’s Bittersweet. Those books all take 
place alongside the cold waters of New 
England, and this year I’ve managed to 
branch out by reading about families by 
the warmer shores of Mallorca, where, by 
some strange coincidence, two Riverhead 
authors have set their latest novels. Fortu-

nately, the better weather hasn’t improved anyone’s behavior.
Emma Straub’s The Vacationers, which 

came out last year, follows an American 
family on their two-week trip to Mallor-
ca. Between cooking with perfect local 
ingredients (“The grocery store in Palma 
was heavenly.…The packaging was sub-
lime, even on canned sardines and tubes of 
tomato paste. Being in a foreign country 
made even the smallest differences seem 
like art”), swimming in the pool, walk-
ing, and napping, the extended Post fam-
ily and their friends talk to each other in 
various combinations, divulge secrets, and make big decisions 
about their lives in the real, nonvacation world. In a starred re-
view, Kirkus’ reviewer wrote that “the premise is so familiar it 
seems like such a novel could write itself, but it wouldn’t write 
itself nearly as engagingly as Straub has.”

In The Rocks, Peter Nichols focus-
es not on vacationers but on an interna-
tional community of expatriates based at 
the Rocks, a small hotel run by a woman 
named Lulu since the 1950s. The story 
begins at the ending, in 2005, when Lulu 
runs into her ex-husband, Gerald, another 
British expat, whom she’s been avoiding 
since their brief marriage broke up almost 
60 years earlier. They get into a scuffle, fall 
into the ocean, and drown—a compel-
ling beginning to a novel that proceeds to 

move backward through time to see how their explosive mar-
riage affected their own lives and the lives of their children with 
other partners and even their grandchildren. Kirkus’ starred re-
view called it “absolutely riveting, leaving the reader desperate 
to depart immediately for swoony Mallorca.” I’ll settle for my 
backyard hammock, with a tropical drink by my side and a book 
in my hand. —L.M.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor. 

mallorca in 
mind
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his name is Maxwell Brown and that he’s had no other visitors. 
Told from numerous points of view, the story flashes back to the 
events of 1985, when a little girl named Molly is abducted on her 
way to school. As her mother, Kathleen, and the whole coun-
try search for the child while fearing the worst, Molly is getting 
to know the man who took her—Big George McLaughlin, a 
gentle giant born into an unspeakably cruel family of gangsters. 
Meanwhile, an ambitious and unethical reporter named Angus 
Campbell is on Molly’s trail, determined to use her case to make 
a name for himself. Readers will have no trouble figuring things 
out for themselves, but this is less a story of suspense and more 
one of Margaret’s and George’s personal journeys. Ballantyne 
has tightened and improved her writing since her first novel, 
and the effort shows.

A sweet novel of love, redemption, and loss that chroni-
cles one family’s struggle with a difficult past.

THE BLUE GUITAR 
Banville, John
Knopf (272 pp.) 
$25.95  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-0-385-35426-4
978-0-385-35427-1 e-book  

A painter who has quit painting finds 
his life unraveling as a soured love affair 
impels him to reassess his past and pres-
ent and face a possibly bleak future.

Oliver Orme’s paintings have brought 
him fame, yet for reasons he tries to explain throughout this 
painful, artful book, his muse has left him—”one day I woke up 
and the world was lost to me.” He also can’t fully explain his life-
long compulsion to steal small things, usually from people he 
knows. As he approaches age 50, he’s living in the town where 
he grew up and pursuing an affair—with a woman he “pinched 
from her husband”—in the art studio he still has above his late 
father’s former print shop. The early death of his only child 



casts a shadow over his marriage that isn’t lightened by his 
infidelity. Orme, a largely unlikable and unreliable narrator, 
says he’s writing in a “thick school jotter” about “my loves, my 
losses, my paltry sins.” At times he makes light of or tries to 
gloss over his flaws, and he laughs when he mistakenly writes 

“painster” instead of “painter.” But this self-examination, an 
effort to “learn over again all I had thought I knew but didn’t,” 
is far from painless, offering familiar Banville (Ancient Light, 
2012, etc.) themes of memory and regret. Still, there is con-
stant humor, of the sly variety for which the author is well-
known, and something more: a section where Oliver visits 
the tatty estate of his lover’s eccentric family has elements of 
Stella Gibbons and P.G. Wodehouse. Then there’s the sheer 
pleasure of the writing. Banville delights in descriptions of 
people and nature, and here he has the added excuse of writ-
ing through a painter’s gifted eye.

The artist Orme is not a pleasant creation to spend sev-
eral hours with, but in the hands of this gifted Irish writer, 
even a potbellied, melancholic petty thief and Lothario 
offers countless delights.

AUGUST, OCTOBER
Barba, Andrés
Translated by Dillman, Lisa
Hispabooks (152 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-84-943658-1-2  

Fourteen-year-old Tomás’ life changes 
forever while on a beach vacation with 
his family in award-winning Spanish 
writer Barba’s (Rain Over Madrid, 2014, 
etc.) newly translated novel.

This is a coming-of-age story, of sorts; Tomás finds him-
self estranged from his own rapidly changing body and from 
his family. Riddled with teen angst, he spends a great deal 
of time at the beginning of the novel feeling disillusioned 
with his parents, who, from his perspective, are “no longer 
bathed in the benevolent glow of childhood, no longer supe-
rior beings; they, too, had been strangely degraded some-
how.” Tomás’ inner turmoil is familiar, certainly, but none of 
it makes him especially sympathetic—in fact, his perpetual 
bad attitude makes us long for him to just grow up already. 
Fortunately, our frustration is eventually offset by the rela-
tionship Tomás forms with four local boys from the poor part 
of town, or “forbidden territory.” The boys introduce Tomás 
to a world of casual sex that he finds simultaneously entic-
ing and bizarrely repulsive. His struggle to balance his desire 
and revulsion—especially where one of the local girls is con-
cerned—gives the novel a much-needed menacing edge that 
propels the story forward. Finally, on the night after Tomás’ 
aunt’s funeral, his new friends draw him into a whirl of drink-
ing, drugs, and an act of unspeakable violence. The second 
part of the novel deals with the emotional aftermath of that 
night, as Tomás further isolates himself, keeping the events a 
secret, while his family grieves for his aunt. It’s shorter than 

the first part and comparatively lighter. Tomás ultimately 
seeks redemption and finds it perhaps a little too quickly. We 
are left with the sense that, yes, bad things happen, but in the 
end, all is forgiven and life goes on.

This is a coming-of-age novel that can be captivat-
ing and possesses many strengths but an equal—perhaps 
greater—number of weaknesses.

PATRIOT 
Bell, Ted
Morrow/HarperCollins (544 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $13.99 e-book  |   $27.99 Lg. Prt.
978-0-06-227941-5
978-0-06-227942-2 e-book
978-0-06-241672-8 Lg. Prt.

A rip-roaring thriller wherein the 
hero must protect both his son and the 
free world from an erstwhile friend.

Lord (and Commander) Alexan-
der Hawke is a superrich British warrior whose life Vladimir 
Putin once saved in prison, establishing a friendship that 
puts them on Alex-Volodya terms. Over drinks, Putin informs 
Hawke that the Russians have invented a completely new 
and powerful explosive, Feuerwasser, which looks just like 
water—or vodka. Soon it’s clear Putin will use this fearsome 
fluid to intimidate the world and reassert the glory of the old 
USSR. “He used a thimbleful to vaporize a huge sunken Rus-
sian freighter,” Hawke says. Hawke decides to help stop the 
aggression, but the bad guys know his vulnerability—if they 
kidnap his 6-year-old son, Alexei, they can neutralize Hawke. 
Alas for Putin, he mustn’t have read the author’s Warriors, or 
he would have realized how tough it is to harm Hawke’s child. 
Along the way are colorful characters Crystal Methenny, a vile 
siren who has cleavage to die for; Spider Payne, an ex–CIA 
operative gone bad; and Uncle Joe, a Stalin look-alike. Good 
guys Ambrose Congreve and Stokely Jones are back, perhaps 
for the duration of the series, although once again fealty to 
Hawke proves unhealthful for some. Fans of Ian Fleming’s 
novels will love Hawke, even if he’s not quite as over-the-
top as James Bond. But when Hawke wonders “how the hell 
to stop a megalomaniac with a weapon like this,” his doubt 
doesn’t linger. “Here we go again,” he quickly decides. “Alex 
Hawke, saving the world, one madman at a time,” and the Eng-
lish-speaking world knows it can sleep well at night.

Loaded with action and driven by a man of improbably 
admirable qualities, this adventure is a great escape from 
reality.
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A KILLING WINTER
Callaghan, Tom
Quercus (288 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-62365-390-3  

The former Soviet state of Kyrgyzstan 
is the unusual backdrop for a gruesome 
crime spree in the first of a projected 
series featuring hard-edged but compas-
sionate Inspector Akyl Borubaev.

While mourning the death of his 
wife, Borubaev is under intense pressure to solve a horren-
dous triple murder. The daughter of the ruthless Minister of 
State Security has been found dead, cut open and stuffed with 
another woman’s fetus. When subsequent, equally unthink-
able murders occur, one of them on a Russian military base, a 
state of chaos descends on Bishkek, a Mafia-infected capital 
where corruption reigns supreme and seemingly every family, 
including Borubaev’s, has a history of criminality. Consider-
ing how bleak conditions are in the country, where a large 
percentage of people live well below the poverty level, it’s not 
surprising that so many of them turn to violence—and a ruth-
less form of heroin called krokodil that makes your skin turn 
green. Borubaev is not without his Dirty Harry streak, but 
inspired by his wife’s motivational words, he maintains a cer-
tain moral code. The warmth of his devotion to her helps off-
set the cold, despairing tone of the book, which makes Gorky 
Park look like a vacation destination by comparison. Though 
squarely in the noir tradition, with a plot that—for all its shock 
value—isn’t terribly original, the book establishes Callaghan 
as a major new voice in crime fiction with his cut-to-the-bone 
storytelling and descriptive brilliance. Many secrets remain to 
be revealed in Kyrgyzstan.

Callaghan’s debut is a tough, no-frills thriller with a 
Central Asian setting rife with dark secrets.

MOTHERS, TELL YOUR 
DAUGHTERS
Stories
Campbell, Bonnie Jo
Norton (256 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 5, 2015
978-0-393-24845-6  

Campbell’s latest (Once Upon a River, 
2011, etc.): a powerful but uneven collec-
tion focused on the experiences of work-
ing-class Michigan women.

She covered much the same ground in American Salvage 
(2009), a National Book Award finalist, but still has plenty of 
fresh insights, as evidenced in the collection’s three standout 
entries. The title story is a searing first-person monologue by 
a woman dying of lung cancer, talking back in her head to the 
reproachful, college-educated daughter who blames her for 

sharing her life with a parade of violent men who brutalized 
her children as well. “When I had a voice,” she muses in the 
wrenching climax, “I didn’t know how much I wanted to say to 
you, to explain how I lived my life the way I could.” “A Multi-
tude of Sins,” by contrast, is the scary but gratifying account of 
an abused wife who finally gets her own back with the mortally 
ill husband who can no longer hurt her. The most nuanced and 
complex tale gently profiles Sherry, who has spent years trying 
to create “Somewhere Warm” for her family, a refuge totally 
different from “the bitter place where Sherry grew up, where 
people humiliated one another, where the power of love did 
not hold sway.” Instead, her smothering embraces drive away 
her husband, her lover, and her angry teenage daughter, though 
a tender ending offers tentative hope. Campbell’s protagonists 
are tough but heartbreakingly vulnerable; an appalling number 
have been molested as children or raped as adults, and they 
rarely seek justice since nothing in their experiences suggests 
it’s attainable for them. The very modesty of their dreams—

“Our own home, a comfortable, well-lit place nobody can take 
away from us, where each of us has our own room and closet,” 
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yearns the narrator of “To You, as a Woman”—indicts the soci-
ety from which they expect so little.

A fine showcase for this talented writer’s ability to 
mingle penetrating character studies with quietly scathing 
depictions of hard-pressed lives.

PRETENDING TO DANCE
Chamberlain, Diane
St. Martin’s (352 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-01074-2
978-1-250-01072-8 e-book  

A prospective adoptive mother exam-
ines her past and her conscience prior to 
embarking on her parental journey.

Molly and her husband, Aidan, invol-
untarily childless attorneys in San Diego, 

are going through the fraught process of qualifying to adopt. 
Molly, 38, has a degree of trepidation about how “open” this 
adoption is expected to be: is the birth mother, Sienna, expect-
ing to be part of her child’s life in perpetuity? Molly’s misgiv-
ings are understandable; she herself is the product of a family 
in which her birth mother, Amalia, lived close by, and she wit-
nessed the discomfort such proximity created for her adoptive 
mother, Nora. Molly has not told her husband why she’s now 
estranged from both Amalia, who’s dying, and Nora—in fact, 
she’s told him almost nothing about her past. The present narra-
tive is interspersed with chapters flashing back 24 years to Mor-
rison Ridge, a large tract of family-owned land in the wooded 
hills near Asheville, North Carolina: Molly is 14, living with 
her mother, Nora, and her father, Graham, a psychotherapist 
who has invented a new behavioral regimen, “Pretend Therapy.” 
Multiple sclerosis has left Graham paralyzed from the neck 
down. Molly is a bookish, precocious teen who types Graham’s 
manuscripts and accompanies him on book tours. However 
when she falls under the influence of a classmate, Stacy, who 
introduces her to older boys, the plot takes a major detour 
through teen-novel territory: Molly’s main preoccupation, 
enabled by a Judy Blume novel no less, is now losing her virginity. 
In the meantime, Graham and his relatives are wrangling over 
the fate of the Ridge: one faction wants to sell to a developer 
while others, including Molly’s grandmother and Graham, want 
to keep the land pristine. While the family argues and Molly’s 
hormones run wild, something else is going on that will make 
for the explosive revelation at novel’s end.

Marred by excessive sentimentality and superfluous 
exposition that dilutes the drama.

MAKE ME
Child, Lee
Delacorte (384 pp.) 
$28.99  |  $14.99 e-book  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-0-8041-7877-8
978-0-8041-7878-5 e-book  

In this 20th installment of Child’s 
action series (Personal, 2014, etc.), Jack 
Reacher ends up in the wrong place at 
the wrong time—perfectly positioning 
him to unravel a missing person mystery 

and save the day.
Living on the road with his toothbrush in his pocket, ex-mili-

tary policeman/all-around-hero Reacher is wending his way across 
the country by train when he alights at Mother’s Rest on a whim, 
curious about the origin of the name. Instead of the expected 
historical marker, he finds a bunch of unfriendly townspeople 
and ex–FBI agent/PI Michelle Chang, who’s searching for a miss-
ing colleague. Drawn irrevocably to both Chang and the mystery, 
Reacher fights to uncover the truth behind Mother’s Rest—a 
truth that involves the so-called “Deep Web,” the dark undercover 
space of the Internet. Reacher and Chang traverse the country 
from Oklahoma to Chicago, Phoenix, Los Angeles, and San Fran-
cisco in their quest for answers. The final showdown reveals that 
the crimes of Mother’s Rest are more sinister and terrible than 
they ever imagined. Despite (or maybe because of) the expected 
Reacher-novel formula, this series remains as compulsively read-
able as ever. Child is a master of pacing, stretching out the mystery 
through short chapters that give rise to bursts of well-choreo-
graphed violence. Sentences are choppy, dialogue is fast, yet there 
is authenticity to Reacher’s world, too. While the mystery is rather 
shallowly sketched in between the fight sequences, the setting is 
effectively bland, and the ending makes one feel true horror at the 
ways of men. Of course, the biggest strength is Reacher himself: 
impassive, analytical, secretly romantic, and relentlessly honor-
able. It’s impossible not to root for him and his lady friend of the 
moment—and Chang, to be fair, is tough, if not multidimensional.

Jack Reacher is still going strong. Will satisfy fans—
and newcomers, too.

AND WEST IS WEST
Childress, Ron
Algonquin (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-61620-523-2  

Award-winning novel from a first-
time author.

Ethan Winter works for a Wall Street 
bank. Jessica Aldridge is an Air Force ser-
geant based in Nevada. What unites them 
is the war on terror. Ethan has developed 

an algorithm that allows his employer and their clients to profit 
from market fluctuations caused by anti-terrorist activities. As a 
drone pilot, Jessica launches missiles at suspected terrorists in the 
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Middle East. Technological innovation has given them both power 
over the lives of others that would have been unimaginable in the 
not-too-distant past; however, neither Ethan nor Jessica is a figure 
of authority in the hierarchies in which they operate, and both 
prove to be expendable. Childress has the makings of a thriller 
here, but he clearly has other aims. The winner of the PEN/Bell-
wether Prize for Socially Engaged Fiction, this novel is devoid of 
anything that even approaches entertainment—and that includes 
drama and emotional impact. The narrative follows Ethan and 
Jessica after they’re cut adrift from the institutions in which they 
had planned to spend their lives, but the crises that serve as cata-
lysts happen so early in the story that the reader has little sense of 
what it is, really, that these protagonists are losing and little rea-
son to care. Major events happen offstage, and scenes that should 
be crackling with tension—such as Ethan’s firing and Jessica’s 
discharge—are strangely bloodless. Childress’ characters succeed 
neither as abstract symbols nor as actual people. Ethan and Jessica 
may be victims of systems of corruption, but they’re also victims of 
their own dumb mistakes; they’re screw-ups, not martyrs.

Socially engaged but otherwise unengaging.

WE THAT ARE LEFT
Clark, Clare
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (464 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-544-12999-3  

Twice longlisted for the Orange Prize 
for stories set in distant eras, Clark (The 
Great Stink, 2005; Savage Lands, 2010, 
etc.) takes on the dicey task of revitaliz-
ing Edwardian aristocrats grappling with 
the heir loss and social change ushered in 

by World War I.
The ancestral wick of Sir Aubry Melville and his wife— 

Eleanor to her extramarital companions—coils to ash with 
the death of their only son, Theo, killed in France before his 
Christmas letter arrives. Missing her golden boy, Eleanor con-
sorts with spiritualists. “I’m not sure hush is what Eleanor’s 
after,” her mouthy youngest child, Jessica, snipes to a condo-
lence caller. “She prefers the dead jabbering 19 to the dozen.” 
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Ignored (as always) by their mother, and with presentation at 
court and weekend gaiety no longer an option—“Every man 
you might have married is already dead”—Theo’s teenage sis-
ters, Phyllis and Jessica (call them Sense and Sensibility), plot 
their pacts with the new normal: the elder girl ducks her duty 
to reproduce by volunteering at a convalescent hospital, then 
pursues a degree in archaeology, leaving the younger trapped 
with their table-rocking mother and a father preoccupied by 
the future of Ellinghurst, the crumbling pile which by tradition 
must pass to males with the Melville surname. In doubt of ever 
being allowed to start her own life, 19-year-old Jessica bolts and 
cadges a job in London as the agony aunt columnist for a new 
women’s magazine. Clark reminds us that one of the pleasures of 
reading historical fiction is meeting characters whose thoughts 
are their own but also mirror the wrongdoings and legacies of 
their time. We commiserate with Jessica for having to jolly older 
men, only because they vastly outnumber the age-appropriate 
ones. She does her best to torment her mother’s godson, Oskar 
Grunewald, the most insightful of their childhood set. A math 
prodigy and hopeless stick-in-the-mud (by Jessica’s estimate, 
though not her sister’s), Oskar faces his own wartime chal-
lenge—his German heritage could scrub his chance of working 
with his scientific idol at Cambridge. Ironically, his loyalty to 
the Melvilles poses a greater threat to his career.

Vivid, layered, and provocative period drama about the 
trade-offs of backing tradition versus letting go.

THE CLASP
Crosley, Sloane
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-374-12441-0  

This debut novel from a bestselling 
essayist follows an interlinked circle of 
friends on a quest to find a priceless neck-
lace and regain an even rarer treasure: a 
genuine connection.

This trenchant first novel from the 
author of I Was Told There’d Be Cake (2008) and How Did You Get 
This Number (2010) is about a necklace; Guy de Maupassant’s 
classic short story, “The Necklace”; and an interconnected 
circle of friends from college who, like beads on a broken neck-
lace, have dispersed and rolled off on different paths. Some of 
these young people have gotten lost—or lost some essential 
part of themselves—along the way as they hurtle toward their 
30s, watching their 20s blur by and disappear in the rearview 
mirror. While the luckier (wealthier, more successful) of them 
marry and move toward parenthood, three of the pals—hap-
less, unemployed data-crunching Brooklynite Victor; charis-
matic yet not quite successful LA screenwriter Nathaniel; and 
clever, spritelike Kezia, whose job working for an offbeat jew-
elry designer in Manhattan is, she fears, hardening her soul—all 
single, are beginning to wonder if they’re wasting their lives pur-
suing goals as false and worthless as a paste gemstone. Crosley’s 
smart, sardonic, sometimes-zany, yet also sensitive story is told 

from the alternating perspectives of these three linked charac-
ters, taking the readers along as they reunite first for a friend’s 
wedding in Miami and then again for a road trip in France, set-
ting off from Paris in pursuit of, yes, a priceless necklace but 
also of things far more valuable: the truth about themselves and 
one another, a genuine sense of purpose (or, at least, an antidote 
to their approaching anhedonia), and, perhaps most precious of 
all, a connection to one another.

This novel about a chain of interlinked friends on the 
brink of their 30s has a few overly manufactured plot ele-
ments but overall is a real gem.

TWAIN’S END
Cullen, Lynn
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4767-5896-1
978-1-4767-5898-5 e-book  

Mark Twain’s dark side.
Historical novelist Cullen (Mrs. Poe, 

2013, etc.) returns to the plot of her last 
novel, which imagined the relationship 

between Edgar Allan Poe, married and a literary star, and Fran-
ces Osgood, a young poet who worshiped him. Now, she focuses 
on Twain, the most famous writer in 19th-century America, and 
his young assistant, Isabel Lyon, who meets him when she is 25, 
works for him for 7 years, and falls passionately in love with him. 
He calls her Lioness; she calls him King. After the sickly Livy 
Clemens dies, Isabel becomes Twain’s hostess, yearning to ful-
fill “wifely duties” beyond cuddling, fondling, and kissing. She 
hopes to marry him, but although the man Sam Clemens lusts 
after her—as he did many other women—the famous author 
Mark Twain believes marrying her would ruin his reputation. 
Cullen portrays the author as a Jekyll-and-Hyde character: 
Twain, the warm and charming humorist, beloved by his fans; 
Clemens, an egotistical, possessive, tyrannical bully, humiliating 
his wife, brutalizing his daughters, despised by those closest to 
him. “Everyone I love best suffers,” he confesses to Isabel. “He 
loathes himself,” Livy explains, “and everyone’s adulation only 
makes him loathe himself more.” Yet despite the repeated acts 
of cruelty that she witnesses, Isabel, astoundingly, never wavers 
in her adoration—not even when he lashes out at her after she 
finally marries his business manager, damning her as “a liar, a 
forger, a thief, a hypocrite, a drunkard, a sneak, a humbug, a trai-
tor, a conspirator, a filthy-minded and salacious slut.” Because 
Cullen succeeds in portraying Clemens as so unsympathetic, 
Isabel’s devotion becomes a problem for the novel. She comes 
across as star-struck, so dazzled by his attentions that she ratio-
nalizes all his execrable behavior.

A more nuanced character would have strengthened 
this sad story of futile, desperate love.
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SHE CAME FROM BEYOND!
Darling, Nadine
Overlook (240 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4683-1152-5  

A sci-fi television personality has an 
affair that soon spirals out of control in 
this strange, funny debut.

Easy Hardwick plays the “much put-
upon eye candy role” on a science-fiction 
parody show (think Mystery Science The-

ater 3000). She’s a local celebrity in her small Oregon town, and 
she spends her free time posting on a message board called Cool 
News. It’s there that she meets Harrison, and their online argu-
ing turns into online flirting. Their affair begins in earnest when 
they meet in person at a convention, but things get more com-
plicated when Harrison admits that he’s married. Soon, Easy 
ends up pregnant with twins, and if that isn’t enough, Harrison’s 
soon-to-be-ex-wife shows up and brings with her some drama 
that Easy couldn’t even have imagined. Add in her complicated 
relationships with her gay fathers, and it’s clear that Easy has 
a bit too much on her plate. While the circumstances around 
Easy spin wildly out of control, it’s her grounded-yet-comical 
narration that makes the book stand out. Her snarky asides and 
darkly funny quips will make readers laugh out loud, even in the 
face of death, divorce, mental illness, and heartbreak. Darling 
crafts a debut novel that’s truly like nothing else.

Unexpected comedy and an unusual plot make this a 
weirdly delightful read.

THE PERFECT COMEBACK OF 
CAROLINE JACOBS
Dicks, Matthew
St. Martin’s (240 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-1-250-00630-1
978-1-4668-8632-2 e-book  

Just as easily as a middle school 
friend can turn into an enemy, so can a 
wallflower turn into a suburban warrior 
in this tale of a woman seeking the best 

comeback to a bully.
Caroline Jacobs, a happily married photographer, usually 

keeps quiet, enduring insults, swallowing her pride, keeping out 
of the limelight. But when Mary Kate Dinali, smug and privi-
leged Parent-Teacher Organization president, tries to bully shy 
Jessica Trent, Caroline finally stands up. To the shock of the 
entire PTO, Caroline expels an expletive, and soon her daugh-
ter, Polly, is defending her honor in the halls of Benjamin Ban-
neker High School. Rather than face the principal and likely 
suspension, Caroline takes Polly on a road trip to face down 
her own demons from the past: specifically, Emily Kaplan, her 
childhood best friend who unceremoniously dumped Caroline 
25 years ago in the middle of the school cafeteria, taking up 

with the far-more-cool Ellie Randolph. That public rejection 
ricocheted through Caroline’s life, coloring her understanding 
of her father’s leaving, her parents’ divorce, their descent into 
near poverty, and even her younger sister’s death. As the miles 
to Blackstone, Massachusetts pass under their wheels, Caroline 
tells Polly the story of her childhood. Polly slowly thaws, let-
ting her mother’s heartache open the lines of communication. 
Where once punk Polly frostily shut out Caroline, she now 
begins to assist in the plot to confront Emily—taking things 
even further than Caroline had anticipated. Dicks (Memoirs of 
an Imaginary Friend, 2012, etc.) well balances Caroline’s caution 
against Polly’s pluck, Caroline’s passive-aggressiveness against 
Polly’s outrage, creating a believable mother-daughter relation-
ship. As each secret comes to light, he shapes their initially 
fraught ties into strong friendship.

Heartwarming and often darkly humorous, this road 
trip for vengeance fairly cries out for filming.
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Does William Vollmann know how to write a short 
book?

That’s certainly not the most important question to 
ask of the endlessly productive Vollmann, who, work-
ing from his secret fortress in the heart of downtown 
Sacramento, has produced a couple of dozen over-
stuffed books over the course of the last three decades. 
Nonetheless, it’s been a constant in discussions of his 
work for almost as long as he’s been writing. Ever since 
his multivolume Rising Up and Rising Down appeared in 
2003, clocking in at 3,299 pages of closely set type, the 
twin notions of Vollmann’s prolificness and his logor-
rheic tendencies have been closely joined.

Suspicions won’t be allayed with Vollmann’s newest, 
a volume in his projected seven-volume series Seven 
Dreams: A Book of North American Landscapes that 
clocks in at a full 1,376 pages, approaching the epic di-
mensions—and the extensive dramatis personae as 
well—of War and Peace. The Dying Grass is a complex, 
multivocal study of the Nez Percé War of 1877, an ep-
isode in the larger campaign of wars against Native 
Americans that found the U.S. Army still smarting 

from the humiliating defeat, a year earlier, at Little Big 
Horn and hungry for revenge.

That battle and many others in the Indian Wars 
are commemorated by a vast library of books featur-
ing such well-known characters as George Armstrong 
Custer, Crazy Horse, Kit Carson, and Geronimo. In The 
Dying Grass, Vollmann centers on a more obscure figure, 
a general named Oliver Otis Howard, a bona fide hero 
of the Civil War and of postwar Reconstruction and the 
former president of Washington’s Howard University, 
named in his honor. Howard had enjoyed many success-
es in set-piece battles, but up against the Nez Percé and 
the brilliant tactician whom whites called Chief Joseph, 
Howard was out of his element. That didn’t keep How-
ard from rushing forward into combat, though, deter-
mined to show his political enemies in the Army and in 
Washington that he hadn’t softened at his desk jobs in 
the dozen years since the Civil War ended.

When he began the research, “I had the worst 
impression of Howard,” Vollmann acknowledges. “I 
thought that he was not only a bumbler, but also a vil-
lain. But bit by bit, the guy sort of won me over: he was 
a good man doing a bad thing. He was a kind of haunt-
ing person for me, and I found myself constantly ask-
ing myself, ‘Why did he do what he did?’ ‘Where did he 
go wrong?’ The answer, of course, is very complicated.”

Arriving at that answer forms the heart of The Dying 
Grass, with its many characters, some of whom leave the 
scene early to death. One is a Lt. Thellen, a victim of the 
Battle of White Bird Canyon, of whom history records 
only a little. That affords Vollmann the opportunity to ex-
ercise his imagination on the known facts—and if there 
is a known fact, Vollmann has it down, having consumed 
whole libraries of information and traveled the territory 
by way of research. (“I try to know as much as possible,” 
he says simply of his approach.) He thus gives Thellen a 
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compelling back story that makes his death seem all the 
more unnecessary, even as Howard and his army are pro-
pelled against the lances and repeating rifles of the Nez 
Percé and the Indians, against the whites, with all the in-
evitability of a Greek tragedy—and with the hubris and 
moral failure that set such tragedy in motion.

Vollmann has been criticized for varying between 
moods of literary exaltation and almost journalistic 
matter-of-factness, sometimes alternating between 
them in the same paragraph. That, of course, is the 
discourse of reality, long stretches of sameness punc-
tuated by moments of bliss and terror. The Dying Grass 
blends the dry prose of the military report and narra-
tive omniscience with the often spicy, often terse con-
versation of soldiers and their commanders: “There 
might be no death but a natural one, if Joseph escapes 
across the line!” an exasperated Howard says, 900-odd 
pages into the book. “You understand that there must 
be no more errors in this campaign.”

But errors there are and will be, and on both sides. 
Vollmann introduces an intriguing poetry in counter-
part to the soldiers’ dialogue, representing the view-
point and speech of the Nez Percé: “he spies out the 
dark-tipped wings of the otherwise white snow goose, / 
the black beak and white breast of the long-billed cur-
lew / but no brothers or enemies.”

The Dying Grass seems sometimes as imposing as 
Ulysses, though once readers settle into Vollmann’s nar-
rative, the power of the story makes up for the unorth-
odox presentation. In the end, that story is also of a 
piece with Vollmann’s long-standing preoccupations 
as a writer: the appalling violence that seems to be 
an inherent part of the human psyche and the human 
experience, the extraordinary clumsiness with which 
most people blunder from one moment to the next, 
and the fact that, against the odds, we continue to sur-
vive as a species—at least for the moment.

“One thing that I always try to do in the Seven 
Dreams books is to think about what might have hap-
pened if someone had done something a little differ-
ent,” Vollmann says. “And that’s what makes The Dy-
ing Grass disheartening, because the Nez Percé tried in 
so many ways to avoid conflict with the whites. Look-
ing Glass said that he’d stay on his reservation, and he 
got screwed over. The people who tried to leave and 
cross the border into Canada—they got screwed over, 
too. The ones who came in to surrender to Howard 
got thrown into prison, and the ones who fought were 
killed. None of them had a happy ending.”

Our vantage point makes us more sympathetic to 
the Indians who stood in the way of Manifest Des-
tiny than were Americans of a century and a half ago. 
Vollmann works hard to keep contemporary attitudes 
from creeping into his storytelling. Yet he also avoids 
romanticism and the hero-making of past generations 
as well. Of one predecessor, Robert Penn Warren and 
his book Chief Joseph of the Nez Percé, Vollmann says, 

“We have much better, much richer sources now than 
he had in his time. Like many then, Warren thought 
of Joseph as a kind of Red Napoleon. That was the 
way Howard saw it: he thought that if he was a gen-
eral whose orders had to be obeyed without question, 
there must have been an exact counterpart on the In-
dian side. We now know that up until the end, Joseph 
wasn’t thought of as a particularly important leader by 
his own people. He was certainly no Napoleon. And 
that’s a big theme of all of the Seven Dreams books: 
our misunderstanding of the Other.”

It’s a complicated story indeed. And as for the next 
volume in Seven Dreams? Vollmann isn’t saying. “I 
thought I’d be finished with the series when I was 40,” 
he says. “Here I am, 56 and still not done.” One thing 
seems certain, and that’s that the next installment will 
be a long one—though, as Abraham Lincoln said of his 
legs, just as long as it needs to be.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor. 

The Dying Grass received a starred review in the May 
15, 2015, issue. 

THE DYING GRASS
Vollmann, William T.
Viking (1,376 pp.)
$55.00  |  July 28, 2015
978-0-670-01598-6
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BATS OF THE REPUBLIC
Dodson, Zachary Thomas
Doubleday (480 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-385-53983-8  

Science fiction, the Old West, a book 
within a book, and wide-ranging graph-
ics are among the paraphernalia that fes-
toon this tale of bats, bloodlines, witches, 
and love played out over two centuries.

In the year 2143, seerlike priestesses 
control a nourishing liquid and vie with the police for political 
power in a post-apocalyptic U.S. that comprises seven city-states 
walled off from the surrounding wasteland. A young man named 
Zeke Thomas misplaces a letter possibly vital to asserting his 
bloodline and his future as a senator if he can deal with his envious 
cousin. His mate is embroiled in the missing letter, her gay father’s 
unorthodox dealings with the government archives he founded, 
and a friend’s pregnancy. A problematic epistle and a pregnancy—
among numerous other parallels—are at the center of the 1843 
narrative, in which the impecunious head of Chicago’s Museum 
of Flying dispatches his daughter’s suitor, novice naturalist Zadock 
Thomas, to deliver an important letter to a military figure in Texas. 
The westward odyssey allows the budding Audubon to sketch ani-
mals (shown in two-page spreads) before stumbling into a massive 
bat cave that may be a portal to the future (and perhaps to a sequel). 
In Zadock’s long absence, the daughter, Elswyth, must deal with 
his nasty cousin and her younger sister’s heedless coupling while 
getting advice from a seerlike aunt. As the author plays with his-
tory and fiction, the book within the book (shown literally in pages 
therefrom) tells some of the 1843 narrative. It is one of two written 
by Elswyth’s mother, another seer, who also wrote one called The 
City-State “set far in the future.” Dodson, a book designer, embel-
lishes his debut novel with all manner of textual variations and 
graphic displays—and slyly has Elswyth say, “The City-State is tire-
some to read, Louisa, it has too many devices and made-up words.”

Dodson has produced an unwieldy creature that is 
generally more fun than tiresome and impressive for the 
creativity and control he displays with his many disparate 
elements, if not for the wobbly coherence of the whole.

THE NEW AND IMPROVED 
ROMIE FUTCH
Elliott, Julia
Tin House (416 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-941040-15-7  

This first novel from Elliott (The 
Wilds, 2014) blends dystopia and South-
ern Gothic.

Taxidermist Romie Futch has spent 
his life with deadbeat dudes who like 

to drink—you know, people like him. Still smarting from the 
breakup of his marriage and needing some money, Romie signs 

up for a medical experiment at the Center for Cybernetic Neu-
roscience in Atlanta: he and his fellow subjects get all of the 
humanities uploaded to their brains. Soon, Romie and his new 
pals are discussing the highfalutin in the only vernacular they 
know: “Fuck that punk Derrida. Got game in his flow but no 
heat.” This, essentially, is the joke of the novel’s first third, and 
it wears a little thin. But when Romie leaves the center, Elliott 
tells a bizarre (and bizarrely moving) story about how he tries 
to put his life back together. Dreaming of an art career, Romie 
hunts squirrels, stuffs them, and makes them into dioramas 
illustrating Foucault and Bentham’s concept of panopticon. 
Soon, he’s hunting bigger animals, using the head of a wild swine 
to dress himself as “Lord Tusky the Third, a lean and refined 
gentleman with the head of a boar.” (This is Elliott at the height 
of her absurdity.) Eventually, Romie becomes obsessed with 
killing a mutant hog nicknamed “Hogzilla” (with, yes, plenty 
of Ahab references). How does all of this hang together? Sur-
prisingly well, mostly because Elliott uses Romie’s heartbreak 
to underpin all the action, no matter how silly it gets. It’s not a 
perfect novel, but it’s always energetic. At its worst, it feels like 
an author showing off, in love with her central concept like a 
parent who can’t stop talking about her kids on Facebook. Then 
again, as this novel reminds the cynical, seen-it-all reader, some-
times strangeness is enough.

Elliott’s work, in its own snarling and unruly way, con-
tains brilliance.

THE PEACE PROCESS
A Novella and Stories
Friedman, Bruce Jay
Open Road Integrated Media (254 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  $10.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-5040-1173-0
978-1-5040-1172-3 e-book  

Friedman, now in his mid-80s, adds 
to his wide-ranging body of work with 
a sprawling comic novella about a faded 

filmmaker and stories about being old, lonely, and morally 
challenged.

The novella relates the misadventures of William Kleiner, a 
once-respected director who goes to Israel for the first time in 
1990 to scout locations for a Jewish Star Wars. For all the won-
ders around him, he’s in a sour mood, and getting only cricket 
scores from Sri Lanka on the radio doesn’t help. Nor does the 
presence of Mahmoud, a young Israeli Arab bellhop who repeat-
edly appears in his room without knocking and begs the Ameri-
can to help him get to his brother’s wedding in New York. This 
Kleiner agrees to do after the kid comes to his rescue when he 
cracks his head on a marble slab of great religious significance 
near Christ’s tomb. In America, Mahmoud pitches a great idea 
for a blockbuster and becomes a Hollywood player himself—
not to mention close partners with “the big-breasted Borscht 
Belt beauty” of Kleiner’s dreams. Larry David has nothing on 
Friedman in finding the absurd in ordinary situations, but the 



short stories here have a dark underside. In one of them, a Jew-
ish writer numbed by Nazi terrors struggles with an assignment 
from Joseph Goebbels to write an entertaining satirical piece 
for the party tabloid. In another story, a former Iowa English 
teacher, asked to write stories in an afterlife where no literature 
exists, struggles to remember the plots of great books so he can 
pass them off as his own.

Jewish humor lives in this frequently hilarious and 
thoughtful collection by the author of such classics as Stern 
(1962) and The Lonely Guy’s Book of Life (1978).

THE WEIGHT OF THINGS
Fritz, Marianne
Translated by West, Adrian Nathan
Dorothy (144 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-9897607-7-5  

In the first novel available in English 
by the late Austrian writer Fritz (1948-
2007), a woman faces her dark past when 

friends visit her in a mental hospital.
Set in Austria between 1945 and 1963, this poison cock-

tail of a novel swirls together painful personal histories and 
desperate hidden lives. A chauffeur named Wilhelm returns 
from the war to the city of Donaublau to marry Berta, keep-
ing a promise made to a friend killed in battle. Berta’s friend 
Wilhelmine, a cleaning woman, eyes his arrival with suspicion 
and jealousy. Early on the novel reads like farce as the narra-
tive clomps around in time; the misdirection doesn’t generate 
much mystery but pays dividends as events unfold. Things pick 
up when the action skips ahead 15 years to the day Wilhelm 
and Wilhelmine, now unhappily married, debate the best time 
to “pay Berta a visit and cheer her up” in the mental hospital. 
Fritz layers in much beauty and tragedy to show how Berta’s life 
was undone by grief, rancor from Wilhelmine, parenting two 
difficult kids, and “yearning for an ideal.” Fritz puts on a sty-
listic show, the prose dancing in West’s translation from camp 
to romance to psychological horror amid name games and wild 
monologues that often hide the truth. The title is Berta’s name 
for the evil in the world that will crush innocence out of her 
children. The climax is a moral challenge to readers: the book’s 
most sympathetic character commits its most horrific act. In 
a caged hospital ward, Berta is befriended by a woman called 
Wise Little Mother, who intones bons mots like “life is hope 
and hope is a wound” with a logic as beguiling and twisted as 
that motivating the sane in the outside world.

At times unwieldy but a harrowing book about the hor-
rors of motherhood, jealousy, and war trauma.

A POET OF THE 
INVISIBLE WORLD
Golding, Michael
Picador (336 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-07128-6
978-1-250-07130-9 e-book  

What to make of a kid born with four 
ears? One thing’s for sure: he’s bound to 
listen.

Novelist/screenwriter Golding (Benjamin’s Gift, 1999, etc.) 
strains for significance and symbolic import with this yarn, a 
blend of fable and what Edward Said would surely call (and 
not as a compliment) orientalist fantasy, with The Other being 
strange and inscrutable but all-too-human for all that. With his 
four ears, “placed side by side, like pairs of matched seashells,” 
Nouri Ahmad Mohammad ibn Mahsoud al-Morad can’t help 
but be noticed for good and ill—and mostly for ill, since the 
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superstitious inhabitants of his little village are naturally curi-
ous, and not in a complimentary way, about the kid. The hero 
has an unusual feature: check. The hero sets off on a heroic jour-
ney: check. The hero is misunderstood and feared: check. With 
a Joseph Campbell–worthy schematic, the kid heads off to the 
big city to find such fortunes as the djinns and deity will allow. 
Fortunately for the sage Nouri, he falls in with Sufis whose mas-
ter sees in him the makings of a pretty cool dude. Followers 
with arcane knowledge: check, as Golding waxes encyclopedic: 

“Centered on the chanting of litanies and accompanied by the 
playing of music, the sema was deep at the heart of Sufi practice.” 
Sema-antics aside, Nouri undergoes all sorts of adventures in 
quest of—well, that’d be telling, but suffice it to say that there 
are fraught moments throughout (“the look on Vishpar’s face 
as the marauder ran him through was what remained in Nouri’s 
heart as they carried him away”). There’s a Life of Pi–ish tang 
to the whole enterprise, although, to his credit, Golding is the 
better writer, and he manages to avoid the worst of New Age 
treacliness. And, for whatever reason, there’s lots of good eating 
throughout, complete with a glossary of food terms. For what 
hero wants to go hungry?

A modest book with heroic pretentions likely to appeal 
most to the Sedona/Santa Fe set.

BUFFALO TRAIL
Guinn, Jeff
Putnam (432 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-399-16542-9  

Continuing his trilogy about one-
time St. Louis street kid Cash McLen-
don, Guinn (Glorious, 2014, etc.) rides 
onto the Great Plains.

Still pursuing lost love Gabrielle and 
wary of an assassin dispatched by his for-

mer father-in-law, Cash drifts through Texas, loses his grubstake 
to Doc Holliday, and stumbles into “unsightly and dangerous” 
Dodge City, all “sod huts and wooden shacks.” He meets Bat 
Masterson, a “mouthy little peckerwood,” and the two scavenge 
buffalo bones to earn beans and bed. Guinn makes lively char-
acters of historical buffalo hunters, and his imaginative take 
booms like a Sharps .50 as cultures collide across the Cimarron 
River, which locals call the Dead Line: “When we cross over, 
we’re truly in Indian country.” The last great buffalo slaughter 
is centered at Adobe Walls in Texas. Quanah, a Comanche war 
chief “more feared than Satan himself,” has manipulated Kiowa 
and Cheyenne Indians with claims that the great chief Buffalo 
Hump’s spirit can drive whites from the plains. In chapters that 
alternate between Cash’s and Quanah’s points of view, store-
keepers price-gouge, hunters drink and fight, Comanches go 
hungry, and Texas cattlemen wait for the legislature to move the 

“tick line” quarantine to Dodge. Guinn’s research brings to life 
the daily lives of the Comanche: their focus on plunder, torture, 
and rape to drive Apaches, Mexicans, and whites from the “hard, 
wild land known as Comancheria.” Guinn also incorporates an 

intriguing subplot about Mochi, a Cheyenne woman and Sand 
Creek massacre survivor who’s later accepted into the fierce 
dog soldier clan. Cash is no white-hat hero; he’s often a vacil-
lating opportunist who “had broken promises as easily as he’d 
drawn breath.” Nevertheless, his flaws lend realism as he sur-
vives Adobe Walls and sets out for Arizona to find Gabrielle.

Few Westerns reach the level of Lonesome Dove, but 
Guinn’s latest is a better, more rambunctious tale than the 
trilogy’s opener.

THE TRENCH ANGEL
Gutierrez, Michael Keenan
Leapfrog (250 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-935248-71-2  

Gutierrez’s debut sets the industrial-
ized murder of World War I as backdrop 
to the murderous industry of coal mining 
in the American West circa 1919.

When Neal Stephens finished school, 
he left New Sligo, Colorado, for Paris 

to learn the art of photography. While there, he married Lor-
raine, an African-American woman; it was a passionate, frac-
tious relationship until Lorraine was killed while both were 
near the front. As we learn in back story chapters, Neal spent 
time on the front line as a photographer, then went home to 
work for the Eagle, New Sligo’s newspaper. As with much of 
everything in town, it belongs to Neal’s uncle, Seamus Rahill, 
owner of Rahill Coal & Electric. At home, Neal becomes mired 
in a different war. The workers are organizing, but Rahill has 
hired Pinkertons. Tensions fracture when Clyde O’Leary, a 
sheriff more interested in blackmail than law enforcement, is 
murdered. Rumor is the “notorious anarchist” Jesse Stephens, 
Neal’s father and Rahill’s brother-in-law, is responsible. While 
some of the characters intrigue—there’s a Confederate general’s 
granddaughter, “a tender girl of 13, lost in a poker game from her 
father’s poor bluff ”—the conflict in this dark, complicated nar-
rative is between archetypes: Rahill is a righteous bully, full of 
pretensions and maudlin conceptions of the family, while Neal 
is straight out of Hemingway’s Lost Generation. The catalyst 
is Jesse, once one of the Rahill overlords, a man with a bizarre 
secret history. While Gutierrez draws Paris, the Belgian war-
front, and the rough-hewn frontier town with a good eye—“the 
sun hovered over the Rocky peaks, shading the mountain snow 
like a bruise”—the novel’s unfiltered lens reveals war’s cost to 
the human psyche, the amorality of concentrated wealth, the 
cancer of racial and ethnic hatred, and the nearly unresolvable 
conflict between familial loyalty and moral responsibility.

By turns lyrical and brutal, Gutierrez stretches an 
intriguing piece of historical fiction to cover multiple 
themes.
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WINTER STROLL
Hilderbrand, Elin
Little, Brown (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |   $27.00 Lg. Prt.
Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-316-26113-5
978-0-316-26112-8 e-book
978-0-316-38772-9 Lg. Prt.  

In a sequel to last year’s holiday novel 
Winter Street, Hilderbrand improves on 
the first by delving deeper into the emo-

tional lives of the Quinn clan.
A year has elapsed and the events that closed the first novel 

have developed: thanks to the generous $1 million loan from his 
first wife, world-renowned newscaster Margaret Quinn, Kelley 
can keep his Winter Street Inn open, although it’s lonelier now 
that his wife, Mitzi, has left him for George, their one-time holi-
day Santa. Kelley and Mitzi’s son, Bart, is still MIA in Afghani-
stan, and Mitzi is falling apart; unhappy with George, she spends 

most days drunk. The lives of Kelley and Margaret’s three chil-
dren are also in crisis. Patrick is now in prison for insider trad-
ing, while his wife, Jennifer, tries to hold their family together 
with the help of illicit prescription pills. Ava seems to have found 

“the one” with vice principal Scott, if only she could stop think-
ing about wild Nathaniel. And middle son Kevin has made good 
with girlfriend Isabelle and their infant, Genevieve. Hopefully he 
can avoid his first wife, the troubled Norah, who has returned 
to the island. This year’s Winter Stroll, a Nantucket Christmas 
tradition, coincides with Genevieve’s baptism, bringing together 
all the Quinns and their issues. Also on island for the festivities 
is Margaret’s beau, Drake, a pediatric neurosurgeon and about 
as perfect as can be, if only Margaret and he could bow out of 
their schedules and enjoy each other’s company. In the ensuing 
few days, everyone has life-altering decisions to make—even Ava, 
now that Nathaniel has returned to the island to propose. Only 
Nantucket itself is left unscathed by the juicy drama. Described 
in all its magic (after all these years, one hopes Hilderbrand is on 
the tourist board’s payroll), it seems impossible for such turmoil 
to exist on the charmed island.
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Although some of the Quinns’ problems are resolved, 
many are not, happily promising a third installment next year.

CLEOPATRA’S SHADOWS
Holleman, Emily
Little, Brown (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-316-38298-4
978-0-316-38300-4 e-book  

Holleman’s innovative debut explores 
the lives of two lesser-known sisters of 
Cleopatra.

In history as in fiction, Cleopatra 
has eclipsed her siblings. In this novel, 

the future queen’s older sister, Berenice, 19 at the time, leads 
a rebellion against her father the pharaoh, Ptolemy the Piper, 
forcing him to flee Egypt along with his favored daughter, 
Cleopatra; Cleopatra’s mother, Ptolemy’s concubine, grabs 
her two young sons and takes off, too. Berenice’s mother, Try-
phaena, Ptolemy’s discarded sister/consort, has goaded her 
daughter into avenging her downfall. Once on the throne, Ber-
enice rapidly takes control, understanding that unless she raises 
a sizable army, her father will eventually return, depose her—
and make Egypt a vassal state of the burgeoning Roman Empire. 
The novel’s dual protagonists, Berenice and her youngest half 
sister, Arsinoe, alternate point of view under the chapter head-
ings Elder and Younger. Only 8, Arsinoe is left behind when 
her parents flee—in Cleopatra’s shadow, she has always been 
deemed insignificant. Little is known about the real Arsinoe, 
and Holleman must imagine the particulars of this overlooked 
child’s quandary: figuring out her new status and negotiating a 
place in the court of a half sister with an inherited grudge. As 
Berenice struggles to reign alone after the death of Tryphaena, 
she hopes to shore up her military forces by marriage: her first 
husband, however, is so brutal she has him killed; and the sec-
ond, who wins her heart, is a military liability. Although readers 
will sympathize with Berenice as she battles formidable odds, 
they may understand Arsinoe less: during the three-year time 
span of the novel, she behaves like the privileged but naïve child 
she is—her challenge, to survive despite being written off by her 
entire family, is more nebulous. Holleman succeeds in teasing 
vivid throughlines from an incredibly complex period of transi-
tion as Hellenistic civilization gives way to the rule of Rome. 
Her language, anachronism-free, artfully captures the matrix of 
myth and epic which nurtures and inspires her characters.

A high-stakes family drama.

NOT ON FIRE, 
BUT BURNING 
Hrbek, Greg
Melville House  (272 pp.) 
$24.95  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-1-61219-453-0
978-1-61219-454-7 e-book  

In which unthinkable calamity pro-
pels a nation—and a family—into a rap-
idly imploding dystopia and slow-motion 
apocalypse.

It begins with what seems at first like a plane heading for 
the Golden Gate Bridge, except that it’s “too bright” to be a 
plane but more “like something cosmic come at high speed 
through the atmosphere.” Whatever it is, Skyler Wakefield, a 
20-year-old college student and aspiring novelist, sees it shat-
ter the bridge and bathe everything around it in near-blinding 
radioactive heat. Years after San Francisco and most of its 
inhabitants perish, America is a tense, fragmented society of 
colonies, territories, and prairie internment camps for Muslims. 
(Early reports alleged the words “Air Arabia” could be seen on 
the projectile that hit the bridge.) Skyler’s baby brother, Dorian, 
is 12 years old and haunted by dreams of a dead sister who the 
rest of his still-traumatized family insists never existed. Mean-
while, the family’s next-door neighbor, a 71-year-old veteran 
of something called Gulf War III, has made his way to one of 
the detention centers to adopt a Muslim orphan named Karim, 
who’s the same age as Dorian—who, as it happens, is cultivating 
a hard-core prejudice against Muslims. His impromptu expres-
sion of an ethnic slur at a backyard barbecue leads to a bloody 
fight between him and Karim. More grievances accumulate, 
leading to more bigotry and malign conspiracies on both sides 
of the American and Arab divide...and greater horrors to come. 
Hrbek’s (Destroy All Monsters, 2011, etc.) engagement with 
themes of loss and recovery and his vibrantly lyrical prose style 
reach a peak in this dark, allusive fantasy, which seems intended 
as a metaphor for the anxieties still lurking in our post–9/11 uni-
verse. As one of the book’s characters says, “What are we living 
in now, if not fear?” Which, as Hrbek implies (and FDR once 
famously proclaimed), may itself be a worse enemy than any 
other we can find, or contrive, for ourselves.

If you want a hint of where Hrbek is going, themati-
cally, with this story, look to the title of a short story collec-
tion written about 80 years ago in an America far different 
from ours: In Dreams Begin Responsibilities.
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PAYBACK
Jacobs, Jonnie
Five Star (355 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-4328-3112-7  

A single indiscretion threatens a 
businesswoman’s family and friends.

Conference presentations have never 
been Marta Crawford’s forte. A former 
Boston Globe reporter, she’s always han-
dled the creative side of C&M Advan-

tage, leaving the marketing of the public relations firm to 
her partner, Carol Hogan. But when Carol gets sick the night 
before, Marta flies out to Minneapolis to pinch-hit. Nothing 
goes right. The presentation bombs, her husband, Gordon, and 
ugly-duckling teenage daughter, Jamie, don’t even call to wish 
her a happy 40th birthday, and she ends up alone in a bar drink-
ing something called a Pink Moose. Pretty soon, she’s not alone. 
Handsome, younger Todd Wilson sidles over, intrigued by her 
colorful beverage. The rest of the evening is kind of a blur, but 
the next morning Marta wakes up in a strange hotel lying next 
to her new pal. Scared and ashamed, she flies back home, try-
ing to ignore the barrage of text messages from Todd. What she 
can’t ignore is Todd himself when he shows up in Sterling, Geor-
gia, where the Crawfords have been trying to make a new life 
ever since Gordon was let go from Tufts University for sexual 
harassment. Pretending to be interested in buying a house in 
their neighborhood, Todd befriends the lonely academic, who’s 
still smarting at being banished to lowly Howell College. He 
continues to court Marta with flowers and sticky buns. But 
when he sets his sights on Jamie, he crosses a line that Marta 
can’t ignore.

The latest from Jacobs (Lying With Strangers, 2013, etc.) is 
long on suspense but short on surprise as it plunges toward 
its creepy but entirely predictable conclusion.

SHADOW PLAY
Johansen, Iris
St. Martin’s (336 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $14.99 e-book  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-1-250-02010-9
978-1-250-02009-3 e-book  

Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan takes 
on the facial reconstruction of a young, 
unidentified girl buried for eight years 
and becomes intensely involved in the 
case.

Eve is contacted by a California sheriff after the skeleton 
is discovered in a forest, and she’s impressed by his passionate 
dedication to finding out the truth about the girl’s murder. Put-
ting the case at the top of her queue, she’s drawn in completely 
when the ghost of the girl, Jenny, begins to appear to her, and 
as the two form a strong bond, Eve realizes there’s another girl 
connected to the case—one who’s alive but in urgent danger 

now that the bones have been found. Eve heads to California 
with her protective lover, Joe, a cop, and the two work with 
Sheriff Nalchek to gather the strands of the past and gain clues 
to Jenny’s identity, which lead them into the killer’s orbit and 
closer to the other girl in his sights. As they rush to find and 
save her, they are helped by their friend Margaret, an animal 
medium, while unsavory details of Nalchek’s own family history 
come to light and are linked to Jenny’s death. Johansen moves 
deeper into supernatural elements with her latest Eve Duncan 
title, which add an interesting dimension to the popular series 
but ultimately confuse rather than tighten the plot. Too many 
psychic red herrings lead readers down paths that don’t lead 
anywhere, the ending seems rushed and anticlimactic, and 
the villain comes across as over-the-top evil and inconsistently 
capable. Too many times he could have met his goals easily by 
making what seem like obvious choices, but he draws attention 
to himself at every turn and misses the easy kill—so Eve and 
Joe live another day thanks to his blundering rather than their 
typical competence.

An intriguing idea bogged down by incongruent plot 
and character details.

THE DEAD STUDENT
Katzenbach, John
Mysterious Press (432 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $26.00 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-8021-2337-4
978-0-8021-9162-5 e-book  

Convinced that the shooting death 
of his psychiatrist uncle was murder—
not a suicide, as ruled—a Miami Ph.D. 
student with a binge-drinking problem 
turns to his high school girlfriend to help 

him uncover the truth.
Timothy Warner, known as Moth, has long depended upon 

his Uncle Ed, who had drinking issues of his own, in times of cri-
sis. He knew Ed well enough to know that he would never have 
shot himself, no matter how convinced the police are that he 
did. Not knowing whom else to call for help, he contacts his old 
flame Andrea Martine. Known as Andy Candy, she’s in a fragile 
state herself, still recovering from an unprosecuted case of date 
rape and from having her heart broken by Moth. But though 
she’s reluctant to see him again, her devotion slowly returns. 
With all their quirks and foibles, they make an unusually appeal-
ing team. When the narrative is taken over by the smugly self-
admiring Student #5, a former student of Ed’s who is stalking 
old professors he has grudges against, the book becomes more 
predictable. As devious as Student #5 is, he meets his match 
in Moth and Andy. “You’re not a cop. You don’t know anything 
about killing,” Andy says to Moth early on. “I’m a fast learner,” 
he replies.

Boasting one of the freshest and most unlikely duos to 
appear in crime fiction in some time, the latest thriller by 
Katzenbach (Red 1-2-3, 2013) is one of his most enjoyable.
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CALF
Kleine, Andrea
Soft Skull Press (304 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-59376-619-1  

Performance artist Kleine debuts with 
the bleak intertwined tales of a fourth-
grader murdered by her mother and a nar-
cissistic loser who shoots the movie star 
he’s been stalking.

The novel was “inspired,” the author 
tells us, by the creepy real-life love affair of would-be presidential 
assassin John Hinckley and Leslie DeVeau, who killed her daugh-
ter (a childhood friend of Kleine’s) and met Hinckley while both 
were patients in a psychiatric hospital. Unfortunately, the only 
character who comes to fictional life here is Tammy, an anxious 
10-year-old at the end of 1980, when she relocates to Washington, 
D.C., and finds herself on the fringes of her new school’s social 
scene while younger sister Steffi fits right in and swiftly acquires 
a best friend, Kirin. Tammy’s mother and stepfather are stick fig-
ures of selfishness, leaving the girls to pick up and supervise their 
4-year-old half brother after school, while Kirin’s mother, Valerie, 
is such a twitching mass of symptoms that it’s all too clear which 
mom will be shotgunning her daughter halfway through the novel. 
Meanwhile, Jeffrey Hackney (the Hinckley stand-in) grieves 
over John Lennon’s death and can’t understand why neither his 
parents nor anyone at the college where he’s stopped attending 
classes can see how special he is—never mind that he makes 
few efforts to demonstrate his specialness other than some cre-
ative bouts of lying to cover up his failures. The flat-affect prose 
doesn’t encourage us to feel any empathy for—let alone interest 
in—Jeffrey or anyone else except pathetic Tammy in this dour 
saga of alienation and unhappiness. It doesn’t help that the nar-
rative whipsaws between Jeff ’s growing fixation on starlet Amber 
Carrol and the interactions of the kids and parents in Tammy’s 
neighborhood, chronicled in chapters confusingly split among 
multiple points of view. After the two murderous denouements, 
the novel dwindles into a depressive anticlimax for Tammy and 
more delusions for Jeff and Valerie.

Fact-based fiction needs more imaginative transforma-
tion than it gets here.

THE LOST JOURNALS OF 
SYLVIA PLATH
Knutsen, Kimberly
Switchgrass Books (384 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  $18.95 e-book
Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-87580-725-6
978-1-60909-184-2 e-book  

An unhappy marriage implodes when 
demons from the couple’s past and the 
surprise arrival of the wife’s pregnant sis-

ter upset the tenuous rhythms of family life.

In their 30s, Katie and Wilson have thousands of dollars of 
debt and seven degrees between them; they met in Kalamazoo in 
a Ph.D. program where they were enrolled because both “found 
it easier to start yet another program than to find a job.” Katie 
has no ambitions to apply her degree; after graduation, she’s iso-
lated inside a small condo with two children from her marriage 
to Wilson and a son from another relationship. Bored and pass-
ing time until her husband finishes his dissertation, “The Lost 
Journals of Sylvia Plath,” she has an affair with her neighbor 
Steven, a wealthy, much-younger community college student 
with a jealous fiancee. Katie believes her true self was lost as 
a child when she was repeatedly raped by a man at the edges of 
her father’s social circle. Scenes of Katie with her monstrous 
abuser are compelling but heighten the novel’s unevenness. A 
wickedly funny neurotic and sober alcoholic, Wilson writes the 
first three words of his dissertation—but despite showing up 
at his desk every day, nothing more. He falls into new forms of 
addiction, abandoning school so he can sell cars to feed a heroin 
habit. The novel’s nearly 400 pages are slow to launch. Katie’s 
sister, January, doesn’t appear until almost a quarter of the way 
into the saga; her sections have a fresher, more consistent tone. 
A free spirit who left home with her mother’s blessing at 15, Jan 
romanticizes the three years she spent as the adoring girlfriend 
of a self-involved musician who dumped her when he became a 
rock star. He’s still touring the country while she has lived alone 
for 20 years in middle-of-nowhere New Mexico in a house paid 
for by his fame. Although she hasn’t been in touch with Katie 
or Wilson since skipping their wedding, January shows up unan-
nounced in Michigan, determined to learn how to be a mother 
by installing herself in her sister’s world.

An ambitious first novel that suffers from the same 
ennui as do its characters.

SIMONE
Lalo, Eduardo
Translated by Frye, David
Univ. of Chicago (152 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-226-20748-3  

Ah, love: if it didn’t end badly, it 
wouldn’t end at all, especially for two 
star-crossed lovers in modern-day Puerto 
Rico.

This prizewinning novel is the best-
known work by Lalo and his first to arrive in translation. It’s a 
bleak but emotionally resonant work that finds weighty things 
to say about writing, culture, Puerto Rican identity, and the 
dangers of projecting one’s desire upon another. The unnamed 
novelist who narrates the tale is a dour, nihilistic creature who is 
deeply unhappy with his life teaching at a local university. “The 
world of the future (the future?): people wandering through the 
streets, the plaza, the highways, the stages of life, without under-
standing any of it,” reads one of his sunny musings. Life throws 
him a curve when a young Chinese émigré becomes infatuated 
with his novels and starts leaving him arcane notes, obscure 
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quotes, and murky clues, modeling her persona on the late 
French philosopher Simone Weil. Upon meeting the real thing, 
a self-educated waitress named Li Chao, the mismatched lov-
ers discover an intense attraction that’s doomed by his expecta-
tions and her psychic scars. “You don’t realize you’re looking at 
an anonymous work,” she says. “Li Chao doesn’t exist. She’s just 
one Chinese woman from among 1,300,000,000 Chinese, not 
counting those who’ve emigrated and are living overseas, and 
from among 4,000,000 Puerto Ricans who don’t even look at 
themselves. A lesbian who took to using the words of others to 
pursue a writer whose failure is eating away at him today.” This 
is a very eerie bit of fiction which is erotic without being roman-
tic, psychically raw without collapsing into ennui, and linguisti-
cally expressive while using characters that live and breathe and 
cry right on the page. There are missteps here and there—the 
narrator’s distaste for Spanish fiction borders on xenophobia—
but the book’s human hearts ring true in the end.

Like the song says, you can’t always get what you want.

GO SET A WATCHMAN
Lee, Harper
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $15.99 e-book  |  $27.99 Lg. Prt.
Jul. 14, 2015
978-0-06-240985-0
978-0-06-240987-4 e-book  
978-0-06-243365-7 Lg. Prt.  

The long-awaited, much-discussed 
sequel that might have been a prequel—
and that makes tolerably good company 

for its classic predecessor.
It’s not To Kill a Mockingbird, and it too often reads like a 

first draft, but Lee’s story nonetheless has weight and gravity. 
Scout—that is, Miss Jean Louise Finch—has been living in 
New York for years. As the story opens, she’s on the way back 
to Maycomb, Alabama, wearing “gray slacks, a black sleeveless 
blouse, white socks, and loafers,” an outfit calculated to offend 
her prim and proper aunt. The time is pre-Kennedy; in an early 
sighting, Atticus Finch, square-jawed crusader for justice, is 
glaring at a book about Alger Hiss. But is Atticus really on the 
side of justice? As Scout wanders from porch to porch and par-
lor to parlor on both the black and white sides of the tracks, she 
hears stories that complicate her—and our—understanding of 
her father. To modern eyes, Atticus harbors racist sentiments: 

“Jean Louise,” he says in one exchange, “Have you ever consid-
ered that you can’t have a set of backward people living among 
people advanced in one kind of civilization and have a social 
Arcadia?” Though Scout is shocked by Atticus’ pronounce-
ments that African-Americans are not yet prepared to enjoy full 
civil rights, her father is far less a Strom Thurmond–school seg-
regationist than an old-school conservative of evolving views, “a 
healthy old man with a constitutional mistrust of paternalism 
and government in large doses,” as her uncle puts it. Perhaps the 
real revelation is that Scout is sometimes unpleasant and often 
unpleasantly confrontational, as a young person among oldsters 

can be. Lee, who is plainly on the side of equality, writes of class, 
religion, and race, but most affectingly of the clash of genera-
tions and traditions, with an Atticus tolerant and approving of 
Scout’s reformist ways: “I certainly hoped a daughter of mine’d 
hold her ground for what she thinks is right—stand up to me 
first of all.”

It’s not To Kill a Mockingbird, yes, but it’s very much worth 
reading.

CESS
A Spokening
Lish, Gordon
OR Books (236 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  $18.00 e-book
Aug. 31, 2015
978-1-939293-94-7
978-1-939293-95-4 e-book  

Noted editor and somewhat less 
noted writer Lish (Krupp’s Lulu: Stories, 

2000, etc.) serves up a post-Joycean slice of mannered modern-
ism to mark the twilight of his years (“I’m gaining on 90…”).

Things were different back when: people puffed on ciga-
rettes (“It was, in that lovely era, a dreadfully smoky affair”), 
drank by the gallon, and talked cleverly. Women did not work—
most women, anyway. One who did was a long-lived aunt of 
Lish’s who figures as the catalyst for this odd exercise in bel-
letristic cryptography, or perhaps cryptographic belles-lettres. 
Adele Deutsch, who was “never again at liberty to advertise her-
self under her given name once she had been inducted, in the 
1950s, into the National Reconnaissance Office,” offers a curi-
ous sort of mentorship to young Lish once he in turn decides it’s 
time to enter the workaday world, for who doesn’t want to be a 
spy? She serves up a deliciously cunning puzzle that underlies 
this book, most of which is made up of uppercase words arrayed 
in a list that begins “FLUSH LEFT” and ends “ALL SMALL 
CAPS.” In between are words that a crossword-puzzle aficio-
nado would cherish and your average speaker of English would 
blink at, from Haecceity to Ensorcelled to Monadological. The 
whole enterprise seems like sheer self-indulgence at first blush, 
but look closely at the list, and puzzles emerge: why do the first 
letters of a particular sequence spell “CRAP”? Why is the word 
Interpellate repeated four times in a row on one page? Turns out 
that Adele the Spook, conductor of multiple affairs and presi-
dential medal winner, isn’t just a devilishly hard setter of mental 
tasks, but also fun, smart, and wholly unique, “a one-of-a-kind 
outcrop of humankind,” qualities nicely commemorated in this 
literary memorial.

As much a game as a book, Lish’s latest doesn’t quite 
track for the plot-driven. Language lovers will enjoy it, 
though, and it’s a sight more challenging than your average 
morning sudoku.
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RULES FOR WEREWOLVES
Lynn, Kirk
Melville House  (352 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-61219-476-9  

A group of roving suburban lycan-
thropes struggles to balance order with 
ferality in this chatty allegory.

The debut novel by Lynn (Theatre 
and Dance/Univ. of Texas at Austin) is 
told almost exclusively in dialogue, with 

the exception of a handful of first-person interludes. This can 
make it difficult to discern who’s talking to whom in the early 
pages, but the skeletal plot and declarative chapter titles (“Angel 
and Susan Make a Plan”) make things straightforward enough: 
a band of werewolves has been squatting in empty suburban 
homes, hunkering down long enough to gather food and sup-
plies before police and neighbors get suspicious. Malcolm, the 
group’s ostensible alpha dog, prescribes careful consideration 
of the group’s every move, but his authority is challenged by 
Angel, who has more violent tendencies. Clawing, biting, and 
worse inevitably ensue, but by werewolf-tale standards, this 
one is deliberately low on snap and bite and bloodshed. Indeed, 
though some members of the pack are locked away when they 
go through a three-day “change,” it’s an open question how 
much they’re actually changing. The novel is more a study in 
power dynamics and how, ironically, even wild packs hunger for 
organization. The dialogue-heavy structure has limits, though. 
The struggle between Malcom and Angel is relatively inert, and 
the late chapters’ focus on an exiled member, Bobert, trying to 
return to the fold feels somewhat digressive. Lynn is strongest 
when he illuminates the urge to break free from convention in 
the face of threats. “We’re waking up that part of our brains...
instead of waiting for the plague or whatever happens next in 
history,” one member says. The book is not quite Orwell, but it’s 
an offbeat glimpse into how resistance to conformity breeds its 
own kind of conformity. As one of the “rules” puts it, “Eventu-
ally everyone will be a werewolf.”

A curious subcultural tale that somewhat successfully 
rewrites familiar supernatural themes.

THIRTEEN WAYS 
OF LOOKING 
McCann, Colum
Random House (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-8129-9672-2
978-0-8129-9673-9 e-book  

A superbly crafted and deeply mov-
ing collection of fiction, with a provoca-
tive back story.

The Irish-born, New York–based 
McCann (who won the 2009 National Book Award for Let the 
Great World Spin) here offers four pieces of fiction that focus 

Gabriel Urza’s debut novel, All that Followed (Aug. 
4), unfolds in reverse. Readers are clued in to the book’s 
trigger event—the 2004 Madrid train station bomb-
ing—in its first few pages. But af-
ter the tragedy, as an old American 
man wanders the too-silent streets 
of Muriga, a small Basque town, it’s 
clear the bombing is only one piece 
of the puzzle. Muriga is intimately 
acquainted with “acts that erode 
the soul of a people”—namely, the 
kidnapping and murder of local 
politician Jose Antonio Torres by 
members of a Basque separatist

Though questions about the 
Basque independence movement are inevitable in a 
book like this, Urza didn’t set out to write a political 
novel. Urza’s family is from The Basque Country, but 
he strove to explore the inner lives of his characters, 
none of whom is quite what he or she seems. Urza 
points out that although each of the three main char-
acters is quite different from one another, “all three of 
them are outsiders in similar ways.” Indeed, all three 
hold secrets that separate them from the community, 
and their specific brands of alienation cause them to 
revolt: keeping dangerous secrets, having affairs, be-
traying one another, and committing atrocious acts of 
violence. And though the characters’ isolation is espe-

cially stark within Mu-
riga’s tiny community, 
Urza explores a univer-
sal kind of loneliness 
that can lead people to 
commit unimaginable 
acts—like the one that 

All that Followed slowly, 
stealthily uncovers.  

“It’s not a book just about The Basque Country,” 
says Urza. “It’s about alienation that can happen in 
a lot of communities and the radicalization that can 
happen as a result.” —M.G.

Miriam Grossman is a writer and editorial assistant. All 
that Followed received a starred review in the June 1, 2015, 
issue. 

after a tragedy, 
some semblance of 

understanding

Photo courtesy Annasofie Kernecker

Gabriel Urza
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on the process of writing and the interplay between art and its 
inspiration. As he writes in a concluding Author’s Note, “Every 
word we write is autobiographical, perhaps most especially 
when we attempt to avoid the autobiographical. For all its 
imagined moments, literature works in unimaginable ways.” He 
provides literary framing with the title, evoking the oft-cited 
Wallace Stevens poem. As for autobiography: the title novella’s 
multilayered narrative evokes an incident that—amazingly—
happened to McCann after he wrote the story, in which he was 
cold-cocked on the sidewalk by a stranger in a seemingly sense-
less attack. The story’s protagonist is an aged judge of failing 
body but nimble mind who has just had dinner with his boorish 
son when he’s assaulted on the street. The story is told in the 
third person, but most of it hews closely to the judge’s point 
of view. As he ponders his mortality, he muses, “Give life long 
enough and it will solve all your problems, even the problem 
of being alive.” Other perspectives come from a series of seem-
ingly omnipresent security cameras—in the judge’s apartment, 
in the public areas of his Upper East Side building, and in the 
restaurant where he has dinner with his son; their images are 
investigated after the attack by detectives whose work McCann 
compares with literary critics interpreting a poem. The three 
other stories are shorter, often involving a crime or a loss or a 
threat of some sort, with the writer’s presence most evident in 

“What Time Is It Now, Where Are You?,” which begins, “He had 
agreed in spring to write a short story for the New Year’s Eve 
edition of a newspaper magazine,” and then proceeds through 
possible variations of that story. “Sh’khol” explores similarities 
between a story the protagonist has translated and a possible 
tragedy she’s facing. The closing “Treaty” has an activist nun of 
advanced years and unreliable memory disturbed by images of a 
man who brutalized her almost four decades earlier.

The author’s first collection of shorter fiction in more 
than a decade underscores his reputation as a contempo-
rary master.

MRS. ENGELS 
McCrea, Gavin
Catapult (368 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $10.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-936787-29-6
978-1-936787-30-2 e-book  

Irish-born McCrea’s stellar debut 
imagines the lives of Karl Marx and 
Frederick Engels, not men usually associ-
ated with romance, through the eyes of 

Engels’ illiterate common-law wife, Lizzie Burns.
Lizzie’s voice—earthy, affectionate, and street-smart but 

also sly, unabashedly mercenary, and sometimes-scheming—
grabs the reader from the first sentence and doesn’t let go. 
As the novel opens in 1870, Lizzie is moving with Frederick 
to London as his live-in lover. He wants to be closer to Marx, 
whom he has long supported financially. Lizzie is excited to 
move into a grand house but has mixed feelings about Karl’s 

wife, Jenny, herself a fascinating combination of bourgeois 
sensibilities, love of family, and survival instincts. In the past, 
Jenny was not kind to Lizzie’s older sister, Mary, the first 
Burns sister with whom Frederick was involved. Growing up 
in Manchester, the Burns girls worked at Ermen & Engels, 
the mill that German-born Frederick came to manage for his 
family in 1842. Mary quickly fell into a serious love affair with 
him. Although he left Manchester for eight years, “writing 
his books and chasing the great revolutions around Europe,” 
Mary eventually quit the mill and lived openly with him. 
When Lizzie’s own romantic involvement with Moss, an alco-
holic Fenian, soured, she moved in with Mary to keep house. 
She witnessed Mary’s relationship with Frederick turn turbu-
lent after he apparently fathered an illegitimate baby with the 
Marxes’ maid, Nim. Shortly after Mary’s death, Lizzie’s own 
sexual liaison with Frederick began. By 1870 their relationship 
has endured—even thrived—for years, providing for Lizzie 
attraction, affection, and practical financial security. Forget 
Marx and Engels as authors of The Communist Manifesto. For 
Lizzie (and McCrea), social mores trump politics, while indi-
vidual loyalties and needs are what ultimately matter.

Who knew reading about communists could be so 
much fun?

THE EDUCATION OF 
A POKER PLAYER 
McManus, James
BOA Editions (320 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-938160-85-1
978-1-938160-86-8 e-book  

A boy copes with Catholicism, nuns, 
and such forbidden fruit as girls and gam-
bling in a collection of closely related stories.

In these seven probably autobiographical tales, McMa-
nus (Cowboys Full: The Story of Poker, 2010, etc.) follows the 
thoughts and urges of Vincent Killeen as he ages from 9 to 17 
in the 1950s and ’60s. Vince is initially devout enough to feel he 
may have a “calling” to the priesthood, which would delight his 
grandmother and spare the entire family any time in purgatory, 
according to Catholic lore. He also appreciates baseball and lan-
guage, tales of an older relative’s hitch in the navy, the provoca-
tive lyrics of “Louie Louie,” the sight of Laura Langan’s bare legs 
two pews ahead of him at Sunday Mass, and the first inklings 
of his skill at poker. McManus’ writing is deceptively artless: 
mundane details related in Vince’s slowly maturing voice track 
the unexceptional life of a middle-class Irish-American Catho-
lic family in a Chicago suburb, with the obligatory JFK portrait 
on the wall and the obliging production of numerous offspring. 
Yet the author gradually forms these common facets of simple 
people into a sharp, intimate portrait of an intelligent, inquir-
ing mind embracing, then questioning, and inevitably pulling 
away from the beliefs and strictures of home life. McManus, a 
novelist and nonfiction writer, has played poker for high stakes 

Who knew reading about communists could be so much fun?
mrs. engels
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in Las Vegas, and in Positively Fifth Street (2003), he wrote a clas-
sic about the game with riveting descriptions of poker hands. 
He achieves that again here in two sessions that have Vince 
facing very different opponents and challenges. The ironic and 
irreverent humor mined from Catholic arcana may bemuse the 
uninitiated, and anyone might question the author’s impulse to 
catalog Vince’s every erection. But then Catholics probably had 
little problem with the parallel challenges of Portnoy’s Complaint.

With this plainspoken, highly readable coming-of-age 
story, McManus adds another winning hand to a growing 
body of work on the hearts and souls lost to the game of poker.

UPRIGHT BEASTS
Michel, Lincoln
Coffee House (216 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $12.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-56689-418-0
978-1-56689-419-7 e-book  

Michel, an editor at Gigantic and Elec-
tric Literature, makes his fiction debut 
with a collection of stories—all restrained, 
all strange.

In this book, you get 25 stories in 216 pages—not a bad deal. 
Michel opens with “Our Education,” which has this offhanded 
mention on its second page: “There is an ongoing fire in the 
back corner of the cafeteria.” The surrealism is introduced with-
out any underlining, setting the tone for not only this story, but 
for the book as a whole. Soon, it becomes clear that the teachers 
have vanished, but Michel is interested in mystery, not answers. 
The word “elliptical” was invented for tales like these, most of 
which are set in mundane suburban spaces in which people 

“feel detached from their surroundings.” Some of the stories are 
remarkable—and no surprise, they tend to be the longer ones: 

“Some Notes on My Brother’s Brief Travels” leaves an impres-
sion with its dancing man dressed like a chicken, an image both 
absurd and lonely. “Things Left Outside” feels like an update 
of Carver’s “So Much Water So Close to Home,” with violence 
creeping into domesticity. “Halfway Home to Somewhere Else,” 
the best story here, involves a grown man’s conflicts with a 
group of teenagers at a swimming hole. Michel knows the right 
authors to mimic, and his stories take cues from Barthelme and 
Aimee Bender in addition to Carver...but then, what stories by 
an emerging writer don’t these days? For all the book’s quirki-
ness, the cumulative effect is somewhat familiar, like a piece of 
boxy IKEA furniture anyone can build as long as they follow 
the instructions, and too many of Michel’s shorter pieces are 
forgettable, lacking enough substance to become truly haunt-
ing; they feel as lightweight as paper airplanes, taken away by 
the wind before reaching any destination.

A strong debut despite its unevenness.

100 YEARS OF THE BEST 
AMERICAN SHORT STORIES
Moore, Lorrie & Pitlor, Heidi-—Eds.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (752 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-547-48585-0  

An anthology of an anthology, packed 
with some of the best short fiction ever 
committed to print.

Aficionados of the “Getting Things 
Done” system of time management 

will appreciate that Best American Short Stories founding editor 
Edward J. O’Brien was “almost pathologically organized,” use-
ful for dealing with the flood of stories he received on conceiv-
ing the annual prize volume. That was back when short stories, 
as the editors note, “were the preferred entertainment in the 
United States,” not the currency of MFA workshops and sub-
urban book clubs. Tastes change: there’s a world of difference 
between Ring Lardner and Jamaica Kincaid, and if the two 
might have enjoyed a conversation, the editors might have 
commented a touch more about how the short story genre 
has evolved in the century since O’Brien got to work. For the 
moment, it’s worth marveling at how Edna Ferber’s “The Gay 
Old Dog” reflects a world gone by in its very title, an age of 

“loop-hounds,” kerchiefs, and waistcoats; one wonders whether 
George Saunders’ postmodernly busy “The Semplica-Girl 
Diaries” will seem similarly fusty a century from now, whether 
Robert Stone’s evocations of the Vietnam War will have any 
meaning then. There are classic and even some canonical 
pieces in the book and plenty of big names from Hemingway 
and Cheever to Munro and Oates, and if there are no surprises 
here—after all, they’re known prizewinners, with all the bag-
gage good and ill that prizes carry—an aspiring writer could do 
worse than have this as a handbook. Some standouts: Sherman 
Alexie’s sharply observed portrait of Skid Row (“Rose of Sharon, 
Junior, and I carried our $20 bill and our five dollars in loose 
change over to the 7-Eleven and bought three bottles of imagi-
nation”); Akhil Sharma’s portrait of Indian immigrant life, “If 
You Sing Like That for Me”; and Moore’s highly entertaining if 
refractive introduction.

Though certainly not the last word on American short 
fiction, a collection of uncommonly high value.

GOD’S KINGDOM
Mosher, Howard Frank
St. Martin’s (240 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-069481
978-1-4668-8200-3 e-book  

Mosher (The Great Northern Express, 
2012, etc.) finds a coming-of-age story in 
God’s Kingdom, “up in the little known 
mountains of northern Vermont hard by 
the Canadian border.”
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The tale follows Kinneson fathers and sons across the cen-
turies, as revealed by the curiosity of high schooler and budding 
writer Jim Kinneson during the early 1950s. Described in Prairie 
Home Companion–like storytelling chapters, the Kingdom Kin-
nesons originate with Charles, who trekked into “Territory but 
Little Known” in 1759 and led a massacre of Abenaki Indians, 
only to return later and marry Molly Molasses, an Abenaki. In 
the early 19th century, “Abolition Jim” Kinneson was killed by 
federal troops because he led God’s Kingdom to secede from 
the United States over the issue of slavery. In blackly comic 
stories, often melancholy or ripe with realism, characters are 
shaped by a land of isolated beauty, where winter weather can 
linger far below zero. Teetotaling Kinnesons once operated 
the Water of Life whiskey distillery, and they live on the “farm 
that wasn’t,” which only begins to flourish in Jim’s time under 
the stewardship of the itinerant Black Canadian Dubois fam-
ily. Sadly, it’s young Gaëtan Dubois, math genius and hockey 
demon, who learns “the great dangers of this place they called 
God’s Kingdom lay closer to home.” Amid hunting and fish-
ing, baseball and school, Jim falls in love with a beautiful girl 
from the Île d’Illusion, worships his grandfather, and uncovers 
the ugly truth about “the trouble in the family” between great-
grandfather “Mad Charlie” and his best friend, the Rev. Doctor 
Pliny Templeton, an escaped slave, Princeton seminary gradu-
ate, war hero, and founder of Kingdom Common Academy.

No Catcher in the Rye angst here. Instead you’ll find a 
welcome dose of nostalgic realism laced with hard-edged 
wisdom.

PÉTRONILLE
Nothomb, Amélie
Translated by Anderson, Alison
Europa Editions (128 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-60945-290-2  

In the tradition of novels about 
intense, artistic female friendships, Noth-
omb’s light-hearted latest features flam-
boyant characters and copious drinking 
of champagne.

Nothomb (Hygiene and the Assassin, 2010, etc.) has published 
more than 20 other novels, which is startling because this one 
reads like a fledgling effort. The writing feels cursory, and the 
story doesn’t acquire even the depth needed to be a good farce. 
The novel (or novella—it’s only 128 pages) is narrated by a writer, 
also named Amélie Nothomb, with a devotion to drinking bub-
bly. There’s a pleasant description of her introduction to it—“I 
looked into the darkest place and I saw, and heard, jewels. Their 
multiple fragments tinkled with precious gems, with gold and 
silver”—but after that poetic start, Nothomb’s lyricism seems 
exhausted. At a reading, the narrator is approached by Pétron-
ille, a sexually ambiguous waif who greatly intrigues her. When 
she deduces that Pétronille likes to drink, the two quickly 
develop a friendship, with the older Amélie both revered and 
mocked by her irreverent wild-child friend. This is a promising 

setup but nothing interesting—little conflict, seemingly no 
intimacy—develops between them. And Nothomb’s flat writing 
doesn’t create any buoyancy for her story. For instance, Amé-
lie goes to London to interview the fashion designer Vivienne 
Westwood and, after an unhappy experience with her, invites 
Pétronille to join her. The women visit the British Museum, and 
Nothomb writes: “We agreed to meet in Mesopotamia at noon. 
It’s not every day you can schedule a meeting in such a place.” 
The second sentence dulls the lightness of the first and is char-
acteristic of a novel that seems to state the obvious at every 
turn. From a skiing trip in the Alps to a crisis where Pétronille 
resents her own status as a minor author, nothing is rendered 
with either enough wit or depth to be entertaining.

It’s puzzling what Nothomb’s purpose was with 
this novel, but it feels like such a hasty job that one isn’t 
tempted to spend much time figuring it out.

ESCAPING YESTERDAY
Nowak, Pamela
Five Star (282 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-4328-3104-2  

A young woman shows how far she’ll 
go to save her daughter from an awful fate.

It’s 1905. Lottie Chase, who was 
molested and impregnated by her uncle 
Edward, will do anything to protect her 
10-year-old daughter, Elsa, from suffer-

ing as she did. She’s been working at Coney Island for a decade 
when she takes Elsa and runs off with Rupert Gennick, a man 
she considers a friend, but when he finds out she doesn’t want 
more than his friendship, he steals her money and abandons 
the two of them penniless in Denver. Desperate, Lottie goes 
to Elitch’s Gardens, an amusement park owned by Mary Elitch 
Long, who takes them in and gives Lottie a job over the objec-
tions of gardener Caleb Hudson, almost a son to Mary, who 
thinks Lottie is a hustler looking to cheat his boss. Lottie works 
hard, and she and Caleb are attracted to each other despite the 
distrust between them. But Gennick, a liar and cheat deter-
mined to use Lottie’s new position to make money, threatens to 
tell her uncle where they are unless she goes along with his plans. 
Caleb, who suffers flashbacks to his service in the Spanish-
American War, slowly overcomes his suspicions and gets Lottie 
to open her heart to him as they work to solve her problems.

The standard love story is greatly enriched by the his-
torical details Nowak (Changes, 2013) provides on the real-
life Elitch’s Gardens, which existed from 1890 to 1994, 
when it was moved closer to downtown Denver.
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DEATH BY WATER
Oe, Kenzaburo
Translated by Boehm, Deborah Boliver
Grove (432 pp.) 
$28.00  |  $28.00 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-8021-2401-2
978-0-8021-9087-1 e-book  

Pensive novel, at once autobiograph-
ical and philosophical, by Nobel Prize–
winner Oe (The Changeling, 2010, etc.).

It’s a scenario that conjures up the 
director of Akira Kurosawa’s Dreams, perhaps the only person 
who could film it: Oe, now 80 years old, returns to his home-
town in the person of alter ego Kogito Choko and looks deep 
into a past that might have been. In real life, Oe’s father died 
in World War II; here, Choko’s father has died during the war 
years in a drowning incident on a Japanese river, and now Choko, 
having endured decades of writer’s block on the matter, is cir-
cling back to his youth to excavate the contents of a mysterious 
red leather trunk, “a small part of my clan’s proprietary strange 
and funny lore,” in the hope of reclaiming his literary birthright. 
What’s in the trunk? And why did his father die? Was it really 
an accident? Mystery abounds, especially when it develops that 
Choko père was working to help alleviate wartime famine by 
detoxifying lilies. That’s a matter of some complexity, and Oe 
lingers over the details without any apparent rush to get back 
to the main story; indeed, he takes a leisurely pace throughout, 
having set aside the fraught intensity of Teach Us to Outgrow Our 
Madness and other early works. Complicating Choko’s quest in 
the nearly idyllic countryside of his youth is the presence of 
an avant-garde theatrical collective, whose members are try-
ing to stage Choko’s ouevre and now puzzle over the story as it 
develops: “the part of the story where the writer sifts through 
the contents of the red leather trunk as the entire drowning 
novel unfolds before us is just a vague concept.” Indeed, and 
part of the reader’s task is to accommodate Oe’s vagueness and 
misdirection to arrive at a crafty ending, embracing twists and 
turns and plot points that are, among other things, “radical and 
potentially scandalous.” Like, say, a “pubic-hair fetish.”

In other words, it’s vintage Oe: provocative, doubtful 
without being cynical, elegant without being precious.

DAYDREAMS OF ANGELS
Stories
O’Neill, Heather
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-374-28042-0  

The farther away the sun, the more 
unholy the spirits.

When angels make an appearance in 
literary fiction, they tend to be either 
ethereal and symbolic or wretched and 

questing. In her endearingly weird debut story collection, 

novelist O’Neill (The Girl Who Was Saturday Night, 2014, etc.) 
offers up celestial creatures who don’t fall neatly into either 
camp—they chain-smoke, they pass out business cards, 
they’re even “sleazy and ridiculous.” If you’re enticed by this 
idea, O’Neill’s dark fairy tales will be right up your alley. She 
takes the classic trope of a lost soul in search of salvation 
and gives it a parade of original twists: a Gypsy, himself the 
product of a child’s imagination, has an existential crisis in a 
whorehouse; a pair of Canadian twins discover their muse on 
a deserted island; a group of damaged dolls at a rummage sale 
crave unconditional love but recognize its limitations. The 
author has contributed to This American Life, and it’s easy to 
imagine her slice-of-surreal-life stories coming through the 
radio in dulcet tones, the narrator sounding a shade surprised 
by each reveal. O’Neill’s angels are like the unhinged couple at 
a cocktail party—they can’t stop fighting and making out, and 
we definitely can’t look away.

Keep this collection on the nightstand, and you’ll be 
sure to kick your dreamscape up a notch.

THE MURDSTONE TRILOGY
Peet, Mal
Candlewick (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-0-7636-8184-5

An award-winning author whose young-
adult novels have gone out of fashion makes 
a Faustian bargain with a Hobbit-like crea-
ture in this broad, darkly hilarious sendup of 
high fantasy and publishing.

Philip Murdstone, “still good-look-
ing, in a crumply vicar sort of way,” is broke. It’s been years 
since Last Past the Post, his novel about sensitive adolescents, 
won “all those prizes” (like Peet’s own teen novels) and “made 
Asperger’s cool.” Philip’s latest has sold just 313 copies. The 
solution, says his agent, the delicious Minerva Cinch, is to 
change gears: produce a trilogy filled with a Dark Lord, Orcs, 
Shire-dwellers, a magick sword, plenty of capital letters and 
stray apostrophes, and most important, an Amulet. Unfortu-
nately, Philip loathes Phantasy. After drowning his sorrows 
in Dark Entropy beer at a pub near his Dartmoor cottage, 
he belches his way to a nearby stone circle, relieves himself 
against a standing stone, and subsides into the grass, where 
he receives a vision. A “Greme” called Pocket Wellfair appears 
and dictates the first part of a saga of the Realm, complete 
with exiled hero, corrupt wizard, and the lost Amulet of Eney-
dos. Philip hurries home to type it up. The resulting novel, 
which Philip calls Dark Entropy, is brilliant but incomplete. 
Pocket reappears and offers Philip the rest of the story in 
exchange for the Amulet, which the evil wizard has hidden 
somewhere in the real world. Philip’s quests for the Amulet, a 
path into Minerva’s panties, fame, and fortune lead him from 
the New York literary landscape to the Dalmatian coast and 
the Himalayan highlands, ever deeper into drink, eschatology, 
and scatology.



Bitter and frothy as a pint of stout, this formula-thwart-
ing satire will intoxicate fantasy fans with strong stomachs.

THIS ANGEL ON 
MY CHEST 
Pietrzyk, Leslie
Univ. of Pittsburgh (240 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 5, 2015
978-0-8229-4442-3  

Linked autobiographical fictions 
explore the loss of a young husband.

With a delicate balance of cleverness 
and emotion, the 16 stories in Pietrzyk’s 
(Pears on a Willow Tree, 2011, etc.) collec-

tion explore the event of her husband’s sudden death at the 
breakfast table in 1997. Literal facts (“My husband, Robert K. 
Rauth, Jr., died of a heart attack when he was only 37”) in some 
stories stand beside slightly altered ones in others (a husband 
named Roger, a husband who drove off the road, a husband 
who died in his early 40s). The author’s wit, clarity, and liter-
ary inventiveness dance circles around the omnipresent sad-
ness, making this book a prime example of the furious creative 
energy that can explode from the collision of grief with talent 
and craftsmanship. A few stories are traditionally told; many 
rely on formal strategies—a list, a quiz, a speech, an annotated 
index, various narrative voices, and a metafiction about the use 
of narrative voices. Running through them are recurrent details 
that add the weight of obsessive memory: a carefully organized 
library of books, a bowl of cornflakes, the music of Springsteen 
(a misunderstood line of which gives the collection its name), an 
extramarital affair. Pietrzyk explores every aspect of the truth, 
including the parts you have to make up, and never gives in to 
sentimentality or self-pity. As in Joyce Carol Oates’ much less 
successful book A Widow’s Story, one learns that the author is 
remarried—the last line of the last story is addressed to her 
second husband by name—but here there is no sense of duplic-
ity or caginess. The relief is what we want, both for her and for 
ourselves. This book is the winner of the distinguished Drue 
Heinz Literature Prize, upholding its tradition of excellence in 
short fiction.

Like Magic Rocks in a fishbowl, these stories turn 
the stones of grief into something bright, crystalline, 
mesmerizing.

GRANT PARK
Pitts Jr., Leonard
Bolden/Agate (400 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-932841-91-6  

In the aftermath of this summer’s 
racially motivated mass murder in 
Charleston, South Carolina, by an avowed 
white supremacist, there’s near-eerie pre-
science in Pitts’ historical novel, which 
juxtaposes events 20 years apart in the 
lives of its characters.

On Election Day 2008, Malcolm Toussaint, an African-
American columnist for a Chicago daily, sets his career on fire 
by hacking an incendiary column about how he’s “tired of white 
folks’ bullshit” onto his paper’s front page the day the country’s 
about to elect its first black president. (Malcolm, embittered by 
a police shooting of an unarmed black man, is convinced Barack 
Obama’s going to lose, no matter what the polls say.) His white 
editor, Bob Carson, whose computer was used without his per-
mission to post the column, is fired, and he sets off to have it out 
with Malcolm. But that confrontation may have to wait because 
Malcolm’s been abducted by a pair of white supremacists who 
plan to use the columnist in a terrorist attack on the epony-
mous park where the Obama campaign plans to celebrate its 
triumph that night. This Hitchcock-ian suspense story is inter-
spersed with flashbacks to 1968, when a younger Malcolm, then 
a militant college dropout, encounters Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. during the civil rights leader’s ill-fated trip to Memphis to 
aid striking garbage workers. There are also scenes during that 
same year of a younger, more idealistic Bob, whose interracial 
romance is sorely stress-tested by events in Memphis leading 
up to King’s murder. Pitts, a Pulitzer Prize–winning columnist 
making his third foray into fiction (Before I Forget, 2009; Free-
man, 2012), sometimes seems to strain for effect while moving 
two very different narratives along. And the book’s setup seems 
almost too prefabricated. (Yes, there were older black activists 
who neither liked nor entirely trusted Obama that year, but 
hardly any of them doubted toward the end that he’d win.) Yet 
the novel’s lapses are all but overwhelmed by its breakneck 
momentum, and it’s infused with vivid characterizations and 
canny verisimilitude, especially in the ’68 passages. For exam-
ple: in the relative hagiography of the present day, it’s hard for 
younger readers to believe that King didn’t enjoy unilateral sup-
port from all African-Americans, especially at the time of his 
death. Hence the sardonic labeling of MLK as “De Lawd” by 
Malcolm and other Black Power advocates.

Whatever its melodramatic excesses, Pitts’ novel, with 
urgency and passion, makes readers aware that the mis-
takes of the past are neglected at the future’s peril.
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A prime example of the furious creative energy that can explode 
from the collision of grief with talent and craftsmanship.

this angel on my chest
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The Golden Princess
L.R Garner

www.xlibris.co.nz
978-1-4931-3771-8 | Hardback | $45.64
978-1-4931-3770-1 | Paperback | $30.20
978-1-4931-3772-5 | E-book | $4.99

Set in a � ctional country called Alba, The Golden Princess is an exhilarating volume that follows the 
adventures of Alice, a girl who is summoned to defeat evil.

Alice is the only child in a royal family. As a child, she learns about life and, as she develops, she meets 
little people who share their abilities with her. These abilities enable Alice to tackle some local problems 
such as unruly teenagers, cold schools and eventually, warlocks and witches who make contact with the 
goddess Freya.

 As Alice is surrounded by adults, the young princess meets problems associated with growing up and 
meeting unusual friends and enemies. But within Alice is a strong spirit determined to conquer whatever 
she faces. Fortitude runs in her blood and she is bound to prove her worth as she enters a whole new world 
full of magic, color and witchcraft.

As she is confronted with a problem that threatens to harm the family she dearly loves, she resolves to beat 
the archenemy. 

Will the golden princess triumph over the evil forces of the dark? 

Children and children-at-hearts are up for an exhilarating and action-packed adventure with The Golden 
Princess. Written by L.R Garner, the book unravels mysteries and o� ers an exciting conclusion readers will 
never forget.

Beyond Creation’s End
Nicholas P W Coe

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-2492-6 | Paperback | $23.95
978-1-4969-2491-9 | Hardback | $31.99
978-1-4969-2490-2 | E-book | $3.99

Fifty thousand years in the future the universe begins to collapse. Options for 
survival come down to creating a Dyson sphere and investigating a mysterious 
object rumored to have come from a prior universe. Could this object help � nd a 
path to a new future? Join Mila and Thorne on a wild ride to the end of creation. 

Under My Window
A Compilation of Short Stories

Navid Sorkhou

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4917-6124-3 | Hardback | $20.95
978-1-4917-6115-1 | Paperback | $10.95
978-1-4917-6116-8 | E-book | $3.99

Under My Window is a collection of stories that 
Navid Sorkhou came up with by listening to the 
sounds outside his bedroom. He � nds no escape 
from the sounds on the street mixed up with the 
sounds in his head. His stories re� ect sacri� ces 
made for love as diverse characters attempt to � nd 
purpose and discover that perfection is impossible.

The Mind Factory
The Ability to Cipher Information 
is the Secret to the Lexicon
Larry Odell Johnson

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4107-4125-7 | Paperback | $22.95
978-1-4107-4126-4 | E-book | $4.95

The Mind Factory is an insightful expose that 
combines elements of sociology, religion, 
philosophy, and mathematics, in a demonstration 
of how these disciplines are connected through 
the lexicon of language. Using a deliberately 
atypical theoretical approach, author Larry Odell 
Johnson presents in everyday terms an exposition 
for uncovering hidden aspects of some of the most 
insulated areas of formal knowledge.

Life & Times Thru My Eyes…
Coming Out With “Friends”

Robert Seybold

www.xlibris.com

978-1-4931-0629-5 | Hardback | $29.99
978-1-4931-0628-8 | Paperback | $19.99
978-1-4931-0630-1 | E-book | $3.99

Author Robert “Bob” Seybold used to hide his 
true identity from the people he loves, afraid 
that he would lose them once they heard from 
him personally. But this is not the case anymore. 
Never letting fear get in his way now, Bob comes 
out and tells his family and friends about his Life 
& Times Thru My Eyes…

Time Saving Art Projects 
for the Busy Teacher
Book 1

Diane Robbins

www.xlibris.com

978-1-4990-7338-6 | Hardback | $25.99
978-1-4990-7339-3 | Paperback | $15.99
978-1-4990-7340-9 | E-book | $3.99

In this exciting craft book, author Diane Robbins 
provides over 20 unique and original art activities 
designed to help busy teachers teach art with 
minimum fuss. They can make one set of patterns to 
be used for projects from September to January. Book 
2 with more than 20 art projects for February to 
May/June is now available.

Desert Journey
Dr. Jerry Burgener

www.iuniverse.com

978-0-5959-0850-9 | Hardback | $22.95
978-0-5954-2226-5 | Paperback | $12.95

Jerry travels to the Desert Southwest, where he only 
hopes to ride his horse and enjoy the warm weather. 
On one of his rides, he encounters an Indian man 
on a mountain, who piques his interest. Their casual 
encounter unfolds to a life-changing experience and 
Jerry � nds himself propelled on a journey toward 
peace and enlightenment. Follow his Desert Journey.

at sister anna’s feet
an old nun and a young nun break the holy rule to 
help the poor

Eileen O’Toole

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4502-0457-6 | Hardback | $24.95
978-1-4502-0456-9 | Paperback | $14.95
978-1-4502-0455-2 | E-book | $9.99

Spurred on by her Irish Catholic upbringing in the 
1950s, Eileen O’Toole decided to enter the convent 
and become a nun at the young age of seventeen. 
What follows next is an incredible true story of 
a young woman who � nds her calling through an 
unconventional mother superior and develops the 
courage to be true to her mission.

The Nightstand Notes
Gary Beggs

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4772-6805-6 | Hardback | $27.99
978-1-4772-6806-3 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4772-6804-9 | E-book | $3.99

Airman Gary Beggs took leave from Libya in 1964 and 
threw caution to the wind after meeting a gorgeous 
Danish woman engaged to another man. Beggs looks 
back at his decisions that led to romance, intrigue, 
mystery, suspense, love, and every other emotion he 
could have imagined in The Nightstand Notes—a true story 
� lled with miracles, highs, and lows.

Chicago Pre-Boomers
Richard J. Jackson

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-5920-1 | Paperback | $19.95
978-1-4969-5919 5 | E-book | $3.99

Many place self-interest above personal relationships, 
but Shawn Butler’s priorities di� er. He seeks to 
elevate people, not defeat them. When solving 
problems, Shawn collaborates rather than compete. In 
dealing with matters such as a � st � ght or a Marine 
Hitch, he strives to maintain his perspective. Most 
people have a price. Will Shawn discover his?

Night of the Phantom
Episode 1
Carlos Manuel Reynosa

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4685-4029-1 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4685-4028-4 | E-book | $3.99

Perception is a powerful tool. It can make the innocent 
guilty, sinner into a saint, a hero into a villain. But 
happens when your given the power to change that 
perception? Will prove them right or will you prove them 
wrong? Find out what Nick Solitario decides to do in 
Night of The Phantom.

Lotsa Laughs
Funny Side of Everything

Ben Sheldon

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-3638-7 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4969-3637-0 | E-book | $3.99

In Lotsa Laughs, author Ben Sheldon shares his recorded 
jokes and hilarious observations over several years. 
It is a funny collection of mostly one or two-liners. 
All the humor in this book is innocent and harmless 
fun at ourselves and our social, political and religious 
mores. This book will make a good reference book 
for speakers seeking funny opening remarks.

DESIGNED FOR YOU
GREAT BOOKS FOR GREAT READERS
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The Golden Princess
L.R Garner

www.xlibris.co.nz
978-1-4931-3771-8 | Hardback | $45.64
978-1-4931-3770-1 | Paperback | $30.20
978-1-4931-3772-5 | E-book | $4.99

Set in a � ctional country called Alba, The Golden Princess is an exhilarating volume that follows the 
adventures of Alice, a girl who is summoned to defeat evil.

Alice is the only child in a royal family. As a child, she learns about life and, as she develops, she meets 
little people who share their abilities with her. These abilities enable Alice to tackle some local problems 
such as unruly teenagers, cold schools and eventually, warlocks and witches who make contact with the 
goddess Freya.

 As Alice is surrounded by adults, the young princess meets problems associated with growing up and 
meeting unusual friends and enemies. But within Alice is a strong spirit determined to conquer whatever 
she faces. Fortitude runs in her blood and she is bound to prove her worth as she enters a whole new world 
full of magic, color and witchcraft.

As she is confronted with a problem that threatens to harm the family she dearly loves, she resolves to beat 
the archenemy. 

Will the golden princess triumph over the evil forces of the dark? 

Children and children-at-hearts are up for an exhilarating and action-packed adventure with The Golden 
Princess. Written by L.R Garner, the book unravels mysteries and o� ers an exciting conclusion readers will 
never forget.

Beyond Creation’s End
Nicholas P W Coe

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-2492-6 | Paperback | $23.95
978-1-4969-2491-9 | Hardback | $31.99
978-1-4969-2490-2 | E-book | $3.99

Fifty thousand years in the future the universe begins to collapse. Options for 
survival come down to creating a Dyson sphere and investigating a mysterious 
object rumored to have come from a prior universe. Could this object help � nd a 
path to a new future? Join Mila and Thorne on a wild ride to the end of creation. 

Under My Window
A Compilation of Short Stories

Navid Sorkhou

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4917-6124-3 | Hardback | $20.95
978-1-4917-6115-1 | Paperback | $10.95
978-1-4917-6116-8 | E-book | $3.99

Under My Window is a collection of stories that 
Navid Sorkhou came up with by listening to the 
sounds outside his bedroom. He � nds no escape 
from the sounds on the street mixed up with the 
sounds in his head. His stories re� ect sacri� ces 
made for love as diverse characters attempt to � nd 
purpose and discover that perfection is impossible.

The Mind Factory
The Ability to Cipher Information 
is the Secret to the Lexicon
Larry Odell Johnson

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4107-4125-7 | Paperback | $22.95
978-1-4107-4126-4 | E-book | $4.95

The Mind Factory is an insightful expose that 
combines elements of sociology, religion, 
philosophy, and mathematics, in a demonstration 
of how these disciplines are connected through 
the lexicon of language. Using a deliberately 
atypical theoretical approach, author Larry Odell 
Johnson presents in everyday terms an exposition 
for uncovering hidden aspects of some of the most 
insulated areas of formal knowledge.

Life & Times Thru My Eyes…
Coming Out With “Friends”

Robert Seybold

www.xlibris.com

978-1-4931-0629-5 | Hardback | $29.99
978-1-4931-0628-8 | Paperback | $19.99
978-1-4931-0630-1 | E-book | $3.99

Author Robert “Bob” Seybold used to hide his 
true identity from the people he loves, afraid 
that he would lose them once they heard from 
him personally. But this is not the case anymore. 
Never letting fear get in his way now, Bob comes 
out and tells his family and friends about his Life 
& Times Thru My Eyes…

Time Saving Art Projects 
for the Busy Teacher
Book 1

Diane Robbins

www.xlibris.com

978-1-4990-7338-6 | Hardback | $25.99
978-1-4990-7339-3 | Paperback | $15.99
978-1-4990-7340-9 | E-book | $3.99

In this exciting craft book, author Diane Robbins 
provides over 20 unique and original art activities 
designed to help busy teachers teach art with 
minimum fuss. They can make one set of patterns to 
be used for projects from September to January. Book 
2 with more than 20 art projects for February to 
May/June is now available.

Desert Journey
Dr. Jerry Burgener

www.iuniverse.com

978-0-5959-0850-9 | Hardback | $22.95
978-0-5954-2226-5 | Paperback | $12.95

Jerry travels to the Desert Southwest, where he only 
hopes to ride his horse and enjoy the warm weather. 
On one of his rides, he encounters an Indian man 
on a mountain, who piques his interest. Their casual 
encounter unfolds to a life-changing experience and 
Jerry � nds himself propelled on a journey toward 
peace and enlightenment. Follow his Desert Journey.

at sister anna’s feet
an old nun and a young nun break the holy rule to 
help the poor

Eileen O’Toole

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4502-0457-6 | Hardback | $24.95
978-1-4502-0456-9 | Paperback | $14.95
978-1-4502-0455-2 | E-book | $9.99

Spurred on by her Irish Catholic upbringing in the 
1950s, Eileen O’Toole decided to enter the convent 
and become a nun at the young age of seventeen. 
What follows next is an incredible true story of 
a young woman who � nds her calling through an 
unconventional mother superior and develops the 
courage to be true to her mission.

The Nightstand Notes
Gary Beggs

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4772-6805-6 | Hardback | $27.99
978-1-4772-6806-3 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4772-6804-9 | E-book | $3.99

Airman Gary Beggs took leave from Libya in 1964 and 
threw caution to the wind after meeting a gorgeous 
Danish woman engaged to another man. Beggs looks 
back at his decisions that led to romance, intrigue, 
mystery, suspense, love, and every other emotion he 
could have imagined in The Nightstand Notes—a true story 
� lled with miracles, highs, and lows.

Chicago Pre-Boomers
Richard J. Jackson

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-5920-1 | Paperback | $19.95
978-1-4969-5919 5 | E-book | $3.99

Many place self-interest above personal relationships, 
but Shawn Butler’s priorities di� er. He seeks to 
elevate people, not defeat them. When solving 
problems, Shawn collaborates rather than compete. In 
dealing with matters such as a � st � ght or a Marine 
Hitch, he strives to maintain his perspective. Most 
people have a price. Will Shawn discover his?

Night of the Phantom
Episode 1
Carlos Manuel Reynosa

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4685-4029-1 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4685-4028-4 | E-book | $3.99

Perception is a powerful tool. It can make the innocent 
guilty, sinner into a saint, a hero into a villain. But 
happens when your given the power to change that 
perception? Will prove them right or will you prove them 
wrong? Find out what Nick Solitario decides to do in 
Night of The Phantom.

Lotsa Laughs
Funny Side of Everything

Ben Sheldon

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4969-3638-7 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4969-3637-0 | E-book | $3.99

In Lotsa Laughs, author Ben Sheldon shares his recorded 
jokes and hilarious observations over several years. 
It is a funny collection of mostly one or two-liners. 
All the humor in this book is innocent and harmless 
fun at ourselves and our social, political and religious 
mores. This book will make a good reference book 
for speakers seeking funny opening remarks.

DESIGNED FOR YOU
GREAT BOOKS FOR GREAT READERS
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DREAMS OF THE RED 
PHOENIX
Pye, Virginia
Unbridled Books (288 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-60953-123-2  

A missionary family is trapped by the 
invading Imperial Japanese Army in the 

“hard and disastrous land” that’s northern 
China, 1937.

Shirley Carson’s husband, Caleb, died 
in a mudslide while assisting resistance fighters. She grieves, 
leaving teenage son Charles to fend for himself. Caleb (appear-
ing in a surprising narrative thread) and Shirley connect their 
humanitarian beliefs—“Humans are inherently good and coop-
erative”—with the lure of the communist ideal, but they’re 
oblivious: “there is much you do not know and much you will 
never know,” a Chinese friend tells Charles, and the same 
applies to his parents. A Japanese attack spurs Shirley, once a 
nurse, to passionate action: she turns her home into a clinic, 
even treating revolutionary soldiers at the behest of Capt. Hsu, 
a man she admires as an exemplar of the Red Army. While 
Charles plans to return to America, Shirley wants to join the 
revolutionaries. Even as Charles sees Chinese friends turn 
away or reject him—“No more foreign devils here!”—Shirley 
becomes further entangled with the revolutionaries until she’s 
forced to make a not-quite Sophie’s Choice but one that leaves 
her morally bereft. Unfortunately, Pye’s (River of Dust, 2013) 
portrait of Charles grants him resolution and insight beyond 
teenage capacity. Pye’s other characterizations flex, grow, and 
live: the amah Lian, whose silent sacrifices sustain the oblivi-
ous Carsons; the Japanese commandant, Gen. Shiga, his silver 
flask a Princeton ’15 memento; Dao-Ming, a seemingly simple 
servant girl; and Kathryn, a dilettante teacher, who each stand 
as metaphor for the chasm of misperceptions.

There’s a comparison to Ballard’s Empire of the Sun, but 
this unflinching look at a brutal era in a faraway place 
shares truth in its own way.

A CURIOUS BEGINNING
Raybourn, Deanna
New American Library (352 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-451-47601-2  

Determined to live an independent 
life, Veronica Speedwell is anything but a 
proper Victorian lady. So when her home 
is attacked during her aunt’s funeral, a 
rollicking adventure ensues.

Mastermind of the charming Lady 
Grey Mysteries series, Raybourn (Bonfire Night, 2014, etc.) 
introduces her latest feisty heroine, deftly twining together sus-
pense, romance, and cracking good dialogue. Certainly, lepidop-
tery should be a suitable hobby for a lady; chasing pretty things 

like butterflies can hold no dangers. But Veronica, a foundling 
raised from birth by her two late aunts, has taken things a little 
too far: by capturing and selling highly sought-after butterflies, 
she’s financed her own expeditions to exotic locations, where 
she’s indulged in emotionally careful yet physically torrid affairs. 
After rescuing Veronica from her attacker, Baron von Stauffen-
bach whisks her to London, depositing her in the care of the 
enigmatic Mr. Stoker, a brooding, Byronic hero of the natural 
history persuasion. Before the Baron can return to tell Veronica 
what he knows of her mother, he’s found dead, and the police 
like Stoker for a suspect. Stoker and Veronica partner up to find 
the real culprit, hurtling pell-mell into a captivatingly intricate 
plot, including a traveling circus, the fetid Thames, and the 
Tower of London, as they dodge villains with murky motives 
and hulking henchmen. Soon, they realize that Stauffer’s death 
may be connected to the mystery of Veronica’s birth parents, 
and Stoker himself has a few secrets to discover, including what 
really happened on his disastrous expedition to the Amazon, 
which left him scarred and disgraced. As Veronica and Stoker 
careen through dastardly plot twists, they match wits, banter-
ing with skill worthy of Tracey and Hepburn.

A thrilling—and hilarious—beginning to a promising 
new series.

IN SHORT MEASURES
Three Novellas
Ruhlman, Michael
Skyhorse Publishing (336 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-63450-225-2  

A bestselling food writer tries his 
hand at fiction.

After 20 nonfiction books and cook-
book collaborations, Ruhlman (Egg, 2014, 
etc.) has written three novellas linked by 

themes of nostalgia, midlife sexuality, marital fidelity (or lack 
thereof), and drunk driving. The first, In Short Measures, set at 
Duke University, explores a midlife reconnection between col-
lege lovers occasioned by the funeral of an important writing 
professor. The woman has remained at the college as a classic 
single-lady librarian; the man is a successful screenwriter in Los 
Angeles, married with children. Despite much literary window 
dressing—Gatsby is read aloud in its entirety; Ben Jonson and 
Shakespeare make contributions—the story of this interrupted 
affair has a bit of a romance-novel feel. The third story, Sally 
Forth, is similar to the first: again college lovers, one of whom 
is a writer, are center stage; again, their reconnection has dra-
matic consequences; again, the action is set among references 
to Hardy, Nabokov, Dickinson, etc. Fortunately, these two are 
separated by a quite different story, perhaps the most successful 
of the three. Strong Conspirators is more of an emotional thriller 
than a romance. Here, the central couple has good reason to 
yearn for “the way we were” since they are currently embroiled 
in covering up the truth about an alcohol-fueled vehicular 
homicide a few days before Christmas. The wife, who wasn’t 

A bestselling food writer tries his hand at fiction.
in short measure
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even in the car, lies to the police to protect her husband; the 
questions of whether or not they will get away with it and who 
they will become because of it create the most powerful nar-
rative momentum in the collection. Strong Conspirators, which 
doesn’t have characters who are writers and is not filled with 
literary hat-tipping, suggests the direction Ruhlman might best 
pursue if he continues to play this side of the street.

The rarely seen but quite enjoyable novella form serves 
this maiden effort well.

A COLD WAR
Russell, Alan
Thomas & Mercer (408 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-5039-4580-7  

A golden girl snatched from an 
Alaska vacation battles her monstrous 
captor to survive.

Three years ago, geologist Greg Mar-
tin’s bride, Elese, vanished from the streets 
of Seward during their honeymoon. The 

search for her went nowhere, perhaps because Sgt. Evan Ham-
ilton decided that her husband, who’d already been named in a 
criminal complaint by his first wife, had probably done away with 
her for the insurance he’d expeditiously taken out. Nor is Hamil-
ton about to change his mind when fundraiser Nina Granville dis-
appears from Fairbanks under very similar circumstances; even 
when Greg comes forward and offers to help, Hamilton is still 
suspicious. This time, though, there’s a much more concerted 
push to find Nina, who recently became engaged to charming, 
handsome, wealthy presidential hopeful Congressman Terrence 
Donnelly. The Donnelly family offers a substantial reward for 
Nina’s safe return, and Sgt. Cody Wood, the Congressman’s dep-
uty chief of staff, beats the bushes looking for her. But all in vain; 
Nina’s been carried off by Elese’s kidnapper, a survivalist trapper 
who calls himself Baer, who carries the women he abducts off 
to the back of beyond and treats them as breed animals. Beaten, 
caged, and raped, Nina struggles to adapt to the demands of her 
unspeakable situation. Her determination to escape is fed by her 
discovery of a journal kept by Elese, “her secret sister,” and sharp-
ened by the realization that she’s pregnant.

Russell (Political Suicide, 2003, etc.) handles Nina’s kid-
napping, imprisonment, and painfully growing resolve 
with matter-of-fact mastery. Only the surprisingly long 
last movement, which slowly prepares and releases a final 
thunderbolt, is likely to divide readers.

THE MYSTICS OF MILE END
Samuel, Sigal
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $10.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-06-241217-1
978-0-06-241218-8 e-book  

A family is pulled to Jewish mysti-
cism—and away from each other—in 
this expansive saga about faith, love, and 
loss.

Samuel’s debut is divided into four sections. The first three, 
with different narrators, recount distinct eras in the Meyers’ 
history. We meet Lev at age 11, a few years after the sudden 
death of his mother, a religious Jewish woman. Lev is acutely 
attuned to the emotions of others, especially of his sister and 
father. He begins exploring religion, building a friendship with 
his delusional, religious neighbor. The second section picks up 
the thread years later, gathering momentum through the eyes 
of his father, David. A religious studies professor, David has 
shunned religion as anything but an objective, academic study 
for years. After suffering a health scare, however, he’s drawn 
to the powerful ideas of cabala. Samara’s section starts after 
another family loss. She’s a college student living away from 
home. Though emotionally estranged from her father, she finds 
the same coping mechanism he had, embarking on a cabalistic 
mystical pursuit. The fragmented style is unified in the final 
section through an omniscient narrator, providing a full sense 
of the Meyerses and their neighborhood. The minor characters, 
ever present in the background, shine as their stories conclude 
powerfully. Often, mysteries that loom large for one narrator 
are answered logically by another. This level of coincidence 
could be deemed implausible by some readers, yet it fits in with 
the overarching theme of faith.

A tale about the stories we let ourselves believe.

SATURN RUN
Sandford, John & Ctein
Putnam (496 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-399-17695-1  

Quite a departure for Sandford, who 
sets aside his Lucas Davenport crime 
franchise (Gathering Prey, 2015, etc.) and 
partners with photographer and sci-fi 
buff Ctein to leave Earth’s gravitational 
field for the rings of Saturn.

Sanders Heacock Darlington may be nothing more than a 
wealthy, handsome intern assigned to the Sky Survey Observa-
tory, but he’s the one who accidentally notices the evidence that 
something’s approaching the gravitational field of Saturn and 
decelerating. Heavenly bodies don’t decelerate that way, but 
spaceships do, and soon President Amanda Santeros (hey, it’s 
2066) is pulling out all the stops to send a mission to Saturn to 
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investigate. The stakes are so high that only a few people—Capt. 
Naomi Fang-Castro, who’s quickly drafted as mission com-
mander; Dr. Rebecca Johansson, who’s charged with designing 
the ship’s power plant; David “Crow” Crowell, the rough-and-
ready security chief; and a handful of others—are told from 
the beginning that Saturn is the destination of the Richard M. 
Nixon. The goal behind this deception—to keep the Chinese 
from launching a competing mission—predictably fails, and the 
space race is on. Unlike their Chinese counterparts, who seem 
to get all the smooth sailing in the solar system, the Americans 
are beset by troubles. One of their two power reactors keeps 
shutting down. An accident in deep space claims a valued crew 
member. A mathematician aboard the Nixon starts an orgy club. 
The authors ladle on the tech details and blossoming romances, 
but the pacing is frustratingly episodic and discontinuous for 
both the characters and the readers until the ship reaches its 
destination, at which point the story assumes the momentum 
it needs to escape the ringed planet’s formidable gravitational 
pull.

James Bond meets Tom Swift, with the last word 
reserved not for extraterrestrial encounters but for inter-
national piracy, state secrets, and a spot of satisfyingly 
underhanded political pressure.

GOLDEN AGE
Smiley, Jane
Knopf (464 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-307-70034-6 
Series: Last Hundred Years 

The title is decidedly sardonic, given 
the number of deaths and disasters Smi-
ley inflicts on the Langdon family and kin 
in the final volume of her Last Hundred 
Years trilogy (Early Warning, 2015, etc.).

Nonetheless, “golden age” seems appropriate for the late-
life reconciliation of Frank and Andy Langdon; it’s warmly 
affecting to see the remoteness Andy cultivated over decades 
of neglect slowly fade as Frank actually shares himself with her—
until he’s struck by lightning at age 74. Several of his siblings 
meet less spectacular deaths as the story progresses year by year 
from 1987 through an imagined 2019, but autumnal musings by 
the survivors get no more space from this briskly unsentimental 
author than the maneuvers of the younger generations (a few 
of whom are somewhat schematically dispatched on 9/11 or 
scarred for life in the Iraq War). Frank and Andy’s son Michael 
remains as toxic as ever, engaging in ever shadier financial deals 
that make him one of many villains in the 2008 economic melt-
down; his identical twin, Richie, strives to get some distance 
with a political career but can never entirely disengage from 
Michael’s emotional force field. Their cousin Jesse, who inher-
ited the family farm in Iowa, grapples with the havoc wrought 
by Monsanto’s genetically altered seeds, the impact of climate 
change on his crops, and the perennial financial insecurity of 
farmers, always in debt and vulnerable to predatory speculators 

like Michael. Newly introduced characters like Charlie (hith-
erto unknown son of a Langdon killed in Vietnam in Early Warn-
ing) and his girlfriend, Riley, militant political conscience of her 
boss, Richie, are welcome additions to Smiley’s vibrant gallery 
of fully fleshed characters, with Henry and Claire remaining the 
most ruefully appealing of the siblings we first met in Some Luck. 
The final chapters, which look a scant four years ahead and see 
nothing but ecological and political bad news, are almost comi-
cally bleak—let’s hope Smiley isn’t as skilled a fortuneteller as 
she is a storyteller.

Despite all the dire events, the narrative energy of mas-
terfully interwoven plotlines always conveys a sense of life 
as an adventure worth pursuing.

SAVAGE LANE
Starr, Jason
Polis Books (336 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-940610-64-1  

Starr throws everything from schem-
ing wives to child rape to crabs (and not 
the type one finds on a restaurant menu) 
into his latest effort.

Savage Lane is home to the beauti-
ful Karen and her two children, Elana, 

16, and 10-year-old Matthew. Their neighbors Mark Berman 
and his wife, Deb, along with their two children, Riley, age 16, 
and Justin, who’s 12, have an odd relationship with Karen and 
her family. While the children are good friends, Mark is close 
to Karen, who is a single parent. Mark spends his time either 
texting with her or dreaming about sex with her. They’re friends 
for now, but Mark fantasizes it will one day become more. As for 
Deb, she’s jealous of Mark’s relationship with Karen, but even 
though they argue nonstop about his fascination with another 
woman, Deb’s also cheating—with an 18-year-old high school 
student named Owen Harrison. She talks about ending it with 
Owen but keeps having assignations with the boy until things 
get out of hand and a murder occurs. When Karen is suspected, 
everything goes awry, and soon, the private lives of Savage Lane 
are made public. There’s no one point at which this novel goes 
downhill. The slide starts from the very first page, and readers—
at least the ones who manage to stick with it to the end of the 
book—will find themselves wading through clumsy sex scenes 
and a thin, barely existent plot. The characters spend their 
time thinking about sex, talking about sex, texting one another 
about sex, and having sex, but the book’s not at all sensuous. 
With wooden dialogue, little atmosphere or sense of place, and 
absolutely nothing in the way of character development, Starr’s 
latest effort reads as if it were ripped from the imagination of a 
pubescent boy.

Clumsy prose and a dull plot that’s anything but erotic.
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THE WAY OF SORROWS
Steele, Jon
Blue Rider Press (400 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Aug. 4, 2015
978-0-399-17149-9 
Series: Angelus, 3 

Looping? A local? And what of us 
born of light and not of flesh? Steele 
(Angel City, 2013, etc.) wraps up his 
Swiss missive with a suitably apocalyptic 
bye-bye.

Come the end of time, we’ll all be speaking in Shatner-
esque sentence fragments. Lots. Of ’em. And worse: “In a dark, 
silent room. Naked on a concrete floor. His wrists bound 
together in front of him; no idea where he was or how he got 
here.” The reader will have an idea, of course: it’s what hap-
pens when Satan’s minions start messing about in the tidy 
confines of Lausanne. There, as patient readers of the Angelus 
Trilogy will recall, young Katherine Taylor once did a thriving 
trade as a, ahem, naughty person of the evening. Until, that 
is, she fell in with steely-jawed detective Jay Harper, whose 
brief includes fighting the forces of darkness, shadowy types 
that are now threatening Katherine and her young son, Max 
(and what kind of demigodly moniker is Max, anyway?). Kath-
erine knows that, sins and all, she’s “just an ordinary human 
being,” but that doesn’t keep her from taking odd trips along 
the space-time continuum. That’s looping for you, which is 
just another way of rebooting reality, the better to keep track 
of what the bad guys are doing. Say what? Well, if you were 
an angel or a half-kind, you’d understand—and there’s plenty 
of bad-guy activity to monitor as the story settles in on the 
beleaguered Middle East, where radical Zionists and black-hat 
Arabs are working hard to do each other in. Who’s the bad 
guy? “Both,” says a dishy Israeli intelligence agent. “That is the 
tragedy of it.” Granted—but only one side has Zoroaster’s sex-
tant. And thus the plot thickens....

Never mind the logical improbabilities: it’s a Dan 
Brown knockoff, to be sure, but Steele’s story has its 
escapist virtues.

TRISTANO DIES
Tabucchi, Antonio
Translated by Harris, Elizabeth
Archipelago (160 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  $18.00 e-book
Sep. 29, 2015
978-0-914671-24-4
978-0-914671-25-1 e-book  

A war hero delivers a final, mournful 
series of remembrances just as his memories begin to scatter.

The title of this striking and slippery late novel by Tabucchi 
(Time Ages in a Hurry, 2015, etc.) gives away the ending, but even 
so the somber opening pages leave little doubt to the story’s 
trajectory. Tristano is at the end of his life, one leg ravaged with 

gangrene, and he’s summoned a writer who’s reimagined his life 
in a novel to set the record straight. The novel depicted Trista-
no’s moment of heroism during World War II—as an Italian 
soldier stationed in Greece, he killed a Nazi soldier who mur-
dered an innocent woman and child, then hid in the mountains 
with Greek partisans. Tabucchi has his protagonist struggle to 
recall his story, thinking of the women he loved, questioning his 
heroism, and bemoaning the infirmity of the truth. “Life isn’t 
arranged in alphabetical order,” he laments, and to echo that 
point, Tabucchi’s tale is digressive and sometimes frustratingly 
abstract. But if the overall narrative is splintered, Tristano’s 
philosophizing is oak-solid, engaging, and often black-humored. 
He riffs often on the flexibility of history and who gets to write 
it, the cruelty of war and the atomic bomb, selective memory, 
mental illness, and betrayal. “At times it’s so hard to tell the 
difference between cruelty and justice...killing...or murdering,” 
he intones as he shades toward a late confession. The incom-
pleteness of the story, its distance from objective truth, is part 
of Tabucchi’s narrative strategy, prompting the reader to con-
sider what kind of information we need to assign somebody the 
title of hero. Tristano is a great admirer of Borges, and this book 
evokes his wordplay as well as his eagerness to manipulate time 
and storytelling like taffy.

An admirable if challenging reworking of the over-
worked themes of war-hero tales.

KATHERINE CARLYLE
Thomson, Rupert
Other Press (336 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-59051-738-3  

A young woman sets out to find 
the isolation she craves in Thomson’s 
(Secrecy, 2014, etc.) picaresque novel.

The 19-year-old title character retains 
vague memories of being an IVF embryo. 
Her mother’s death and the perpetual 

absence of her father, a CNN reporter, contribute to a life in 
which being solitary is the natural state. To bring her physical 
circumstance into concert with her psychic state, Katherine, a 
few weeks before she’s due to enter Oxford, cleans out her bank 
accounts and, without telling anyone, takes off for stark and 
increasingly bleak surroundings culminating in a remote island 
in northern Russia. Unlike the hero of her favorite film, Anto-
nioni’s The Passenger, Katherine wants less to start over than to 
exist in a state of anonymity. For Thomson, Katherine’s quest is 
an understandable reaction to a digital world that’s both intru-
sive and disconnected. But though her voice achieves a consis-
tent tone of blank angst, Katherine feels more a construct than 
a character. Worse, the intrusive passages in which she imag-
ines her father’s attempts to find her threaten to make her flight 
seem an adolescent stunt. The finish, in which Thomson brings 
together all the book’s strands, is a technical feat and, because 
of the cruelty to which he subjects Katherine and the triteness 
of the denouement, both homiletic and sadistic.
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A book that promises insight into the emotional detach-
ment of our current technological overload should deliver 
more than the resolution of daddy issues.

TODAY IS NOT 
YOUR DAY 
Thurm, Marian
SixOneSeven Books (203 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-9831505-5-8  

Eleven wry, elegant stories, à la Lorrie 
Moore and Amy Bloom, address the some-
times-brutal stupidities of modern life.

“Not to pat myself on the back or 
anything, but the fact is that when my 

ex-husband’s hot young wife fell ill recently, I went over there 
the day Miranda was released from the hospital and cooked 
them an excellent dinner.” “What Went On” is the first story 
in Thurm’s (What’s Come Over You?, 2001, etc.) long-awaited 
new collection, again chronicling the frustrations and heart-
breaks of contemporary domestic arrangements with a bril-
liantly light touch. Thurm hits the funny/sad spot every time, 
whether the subject is bereavement, divorce, betrayal, or some 
other form of abandonment. Her protagonists must tolerate 
annoying intimates ranging from a grown child who won’t read 
her mother’s one published novel to a girlfriend who thinks 
the main problem at Auschwitz is that they charge extra for 
ketchup at the snack bar. The title story details the plight of 
a woman named Lauren who falls and shatters her kneecap 
while running for a cigarette immediately after having been 
informed by her fiance that he no longer loves her. Since he is 
such a fine, good-hearted person, he delays kicking her out of 
the apartment until after her recovery, a kindness that turns 
out to be a form of torture. The story’s title refers to a slogan 
Lauren remembers seeing on a T-shirt in the subway: I CAN 
ONLY BE NICE TO ONE PERSON A DAY AND TODAY 
IS NOT YOUR DAY. This seems to express the worldview of 
not just the rude nurse’s aide who dismisses Lauren’s pain and 
leaves her sitting on a bedpan for 20 minutes, but of any num-
ber of the hilariously self-absorbed characters who elbow their 
ways through this charmingly sad book.

Life really is this difficult and annoying; stories like 
these make it more bearable.

KILLING AND DYING
Tomine, Adrian
Drawn & Quarterly (128 pp.) 
$22.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-77046-209-0  

A collection of six previously pub-
lished graphic stories of life’s bittersweet 
struggles, from illustrator/writer Tomine 
(New York Postcards, 2014, etc.).

The true magic of sequential art 
comes in the spaces between panels—where readers draw con-
nections between separate, evolving images to create a whole 
greater than the sum of its parts—and here Tomine proves 
himself a wizard. In the title tale, a stuttering teenager pursues 
a dream of professional comedy while her supportive mother 
subtly progresses from unremarkable to brittle hair to ban-
danna and cane to absence—cancer running its course via signi-
fiers and suggestion. The elegiac “Translated, from the Japanese” 
follows a mother and son’s journey from Japan to California to 
rejoin the boy’s estranged father, and while the panels—hew-
ing closely to the mother’s point of view—contain no more 
than an arm of any central character, the averted gaze makes 
the mother’s discomfort palpable. Most playful is “A Brief His-
tory of the Art Form Known as ‘Hortisculpture,’ ” in which a 
dissatisfied landscaper dreams of taking the world by storm 
by growing plants inside bulky sculptures—an idea met with 
underwhelming support from his wife and outright derision 
from everyone else. The story appears as a series of comic strips, 
including periodic “Sunday funnies” installments, as though the 
urbane wit of the New Yorker had infiltrated daily newspapers. 
The put-upon, schlubby landscaper and the regular punch lines 
of the comic-strip format serve as a nice counterweight to the 
(beautifully, hauntingly depicted) angst and melancholy pervad-
ing much of the collection, which is rounded out by an adult-
film star’s unwitting doppelgänger, two addicts wrestling with 
love and damage, and a brooding brute who gains regular, secret 
access to a stranger’s home. Graphically, Tomine excels at imbu-
ing every figure—big or small—with individualized traits (hands 
on hips, cocked shoulder), giving the sense that the story’s focus 
could shift deep into the background and still find rich, full life.

Achingly human and divinely rendered.

ANIMALS
Unsworth, Emma Jane
Europa Editions (256 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-60945-289-6  

In Unsworth’s (Hungry, the Stars and 
Everything, 2012) second novel, two women 
confront the end of their carefree, party-
going 20s.

Laura Joyce and Tyler Johnson have 
been inseparable since their early 20s. 

Within their apartment, they’ve cultivated the kind of female 
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friendship that’s closer to a unified existence, and they’re as com-
fortable quoting Yeats to one another as they are drinking until 
the sun comes up. But when Laura, who works at a call center 
but dreams of becoming a writer, gets engaged to straight-laced 
classical pianist Jim, a shadow is thrown over their relationship. 
Jim has given up the lifestyle of drinking and partying, and as his 
career progresses, he encourages Laura to do the same. Unortho-
dox Tyler, however, maintains her belief that “Sharing your life with 
someone is like Marmite. It’s FUCKING SHIT,” and she holds fast 
to her friendship with Laura and their wild, drug-filled nights out. 
Real life intrudes as Laura’s wedding draws closer, Tyler’s sister has 
a baby,  and the two debate some of life’s bigger questions—what 
love, romance, and relationships really mean and whether grow-
ing up is inevitable. After arguments and a disastrous bar brawl 
drive a wedge between them, Laura is certain she can’t keep up 
with Tyler forever, but can she let her go entirely? As Unsworth 
charts Laura’s glittery nights out with Tyler and clashes with Jim, 
the book’s constant succession of parties and hangovers can get 
repetitive, but surprisingly deep insights emerge in between. As 
she fights with Jim, Laura wants to accuse her fiance of losing his 
spontaneity but muses, “Hadn’t I fallen for his fixedness, his pin-
like regard?...Was that what happened: the things you fell in love 
with became the very things that repelled you, in the end?” While 
leveled at Jim, on a deeper level the question is also directed at 
Tyler and speaks to the book’s moving examination of friendship 
and whether it can survive as time passes, people change, and the 
responsibilities of adulthood beckon.

A deep, honest meditation on all the drama and inti-
macy of female friendships.

MENAGERIE
Vincent, Rachel
Harlequin MIRA (432 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-0-7783-1605-3  

This novel begins a dark and moody 
new series set among circus freaks and 
cryptids.

In Vincent’s story, the creatures from 
various world mythologies are very real. 
Werewolves, sphinxes, Minotaurs, and 

many others populate the pages. But the main character, Delilah, 
is one of the most puzzling, because she lives most of her life con-
vinced she’s human. Only when a vicious act sparks her instinctive 
violent reaction does her true nature reveal itself: she is a most 
rare cryptid. The response by law enforcement is swift and brutal. 
She’s declared nonhuman, stripped of all rights, and sold as prop-
erty to a traveling carnival. Over the course of several weeks, she’s 
caged, brutalized, and terrorized. However, with the help of her 
handler, Gallagher, she also discovers the truth of her nature and 
gets the chance to blaze a path to aid her fellow cryptids. Delilah 
is an intelligent protagonist who’s easy to root for, especially as 
so much seems set against her. There is extraordinary injustice in 
this world. Cryptids are legally property, and they’re treated hor-
ribly by nearly all humans, enduring a miserable existence only 

they can understand. Vincent summons bold and vivid imagery 
with her writing, especially with the otherworldly aspects of the 
carnival. There are many named characters and many mytholo-
gies to catch up on, which slows the pace somewhat. The shifting 
point of view can be jarring, since Delilah tells her story in the 
first person, while all the other narrating characters are presented 
in the third. And while the ending is suitably bombastic, it feels 
more like a pause before the already-scheduled sequel.

Fans of paranormal fiction and of Vincent’s previ-
ous work (The Stars Never Rise, 2015, etc.) should enjoy the 
unusual premise of the novel, but the violence throughout 
may limit its appeal.

LAURUS
Vodolazkin, Eugene
Translated by Hayden, Lisa C.
Oneworld Publications (384 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-78074-755-2  

Love, faith, and a quest for atone-
ment are the driving themes of an epic, 
prizewinning Russian novel that, while 
set in the medieval era, takes a contem-
porary look at the meaning of time.

Combining elements of fairy tale, parable, and myth, 
Vodolazkin’s second novel (after Solovyov and Larionov, to 
be published in English in 2016) is a picaresque story explor-
ing 15th-century existence with gravity and a touch of ironic 
humor. Its language veers from archaic—“Bathe thyself, yf 
thou wylt”—to modern slang, and its preoccupations range 
across language and belief to herbalism and history. Bind-
ing all this together is a character whose name changes four 
times over his lifetime as he progresses through phases as 
healer, husband, holy fool, pilgrim, and hermit. Born in Rus-
sia in 1441, Arseny is an only child, raised by his wise grand-
father Christofer after his parents die of plague. Discerning 
Arseny’s healing gifts, Christofer passes on to his grandson his 
knowledge of plants and remedies and his role as village healer. 
After Christofer’s death, Arseny’s loneliness is dispelled by 
the arrival of plague fugitive Ustina, but the eternal love that 
develops between them frightens Arseny and leads to failings 
which will haunt him for the rest of his life. Unobtrusively 
translated, the novel’s narration flows limpidly, touching 
humane depths, especially when depicting sickness, suffering, 
and death, which is often. Vodolazkin handles his long, unpre-
dictable, sometimes-mystical saga and its diverse content with 
confident purpose, occasionally adding modern visions to the 
historical landscape, part of a conversation about discontinu-
ous time. Traveling across Europe and Palestine and then back 
to Russia, Arseny, who will become Ustin, Amvrosy, and finally 
Laurus, will eventually complete his long, circular journey and 
reach a place of repose.

With flavors of Umberto Eco and The Canterbury Tales, 
this affecting, idiosyncratic novel, although sometimes 
baggy, is an impressive achievement.
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VERTIGO 
Walsh, Joanna
Dorothy (120 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-9897607-5-1  

Less a collection of linked short 
stories—though it is that, too—than a 
cinematic montage, a collection of pho-
tographs, or a series of sketches, Walsh’s 
book would be dreamlike if it weren’t so 
deliciously sharp.

At an oyster restaurant looking over the French sea, a woman 
contemplates the likelihood that her husband is currently hav-
ing an affair. “Where my husband is, it is not lunchtime yet,” she 
says. “If my husband sleeps with the woman he will do so in the 
evening. As he has not yet done so, as he has not yet even begun 
to travel to the city where she lives, to which he is obliged to 
travel for work whether he sleeps with her or no, and as I am 
here in the oyster restaurant at lunchtime in another country, 
there is nothing I can do to prevent this.” This is Walsh at her 
best, straddling the line between an equation and a poem. The 
rest of the stories are equally precise. “Vertigo” is a snapshot of 
the family’s holiday among ruins (“predicated on spending as lit-
tle as possible”). In “In the Children’s Ward,” the woman waits 
for news from a nurse with kissing kittens printed on her apron. 
For the woman—for women in general, perhaps—Walsh’s vision 
of domestic life requires an identity in constant flux. With the 
witty and unsettling “Young Mothers,” Walsh presents mother-
hood as a kind of regression: “Pregnant, we already wore dresses 
for massive 2 year olds.” In “Online,” the woman finds her hus-
band’s digital affairs and tries on his lovers’ personas. “What do 
you like for breakfast?” she asks him, not untheatrically—the 
difference between her and the lovers is that she already knows 
the answer. (“That is where the women online have the advan-
tage,” she observes.)

With wry humor and profound sensitivity, Walsh (Frac-
tals, 2013) takes what is mundane and transforms it into 
something otherworldly with sentences that can make 
your heart stop. A feat of language.

GOLD FAME CITRUS 
Watkins, Claire Vaye
Riverhead (352 pp.) 
$27.95  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-1-59463-423-9
978-0-69819-594-3 e-book  

A tour-de-force first novel blisters 
with drought, myth, and originality.

Watkins drew gasps of praise and 
international prizes for Battleborn (2013), 
10 short stories that burrowed into Reno, 

Nevada, its history, and her own. Now she clears the high bar of 
public expectation with a story set in a desiccated future where 

“practically everyone was thin now.” The callow Luz Dunn, 25, a 

former model from Malibu, has hooked up with nice-guy Ray 
Hollis, a surfer and AWOL soldier from “the forever war.” A 
large swath of the United States has gone “moonscape with sink-
age, as the winds came and as Phoenix burned and as a white-
hot superdune entombed Las Vegas.” In “laurelless canyon,” the 
couple squats in the abandoned mansion of a Los Angeles star-
let, dodging evacuation roundups. When Luz and Ray stumble 
across a strange towheaded toddler, they—gingerly—form an 
ersatz family. But cornered with no documentation, Ray and 
Luz decide to scoop up the child and hit the road, seeking a 
rumored desert commune. It doesn’t go well. A sand dune the 
size of a sea begins barely beyond LA. The little girl keeps ask-
ing “What is?”—a device through which Watkins drops clues. 
On each page she spikes her novel with a ticking, musical intel-
ligence: the title is a list of what drew people to California; an 
entire chapter hums with sentences beginning with “If she 
went....” The territory is more alluring and dystopian than Mad 
Max’s. Watkins writes an unforgettable scene with a carousel; 
another in a dank tunnel where the couple seeks contraband 
blueberries. The author freckles her fiction with incantations, 
odd detours, hallucinations, and jokes. Praised for writing land-
scape, Watkins’ grasp of the body is just as rousing. Into the vast 
desert she sets loose snakes and gurus, the Messianic pulse of 
end times. Critics will reference Annie Proulx’s bite and Joan 
Didion’s hypnotic West, but Watkins is magnificently original.

The ghost of John Muir meets a touch of Terry Gilliam.

WHO DO YOU LOVE
Weiner, Jennifer
Atria (416 pp.) 
$27.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-1-4516-1781-8
978-1-4516-1783-2 e-book  

Andy and Rachel fall in love and fall 
apart, over and over, in this emotional 
outing from Weiner (All Fall Down, 2014, 
etc.).

Eight-year-old Rachel Blum and Andy 
Landis meet in a hospital ER—she’s there because of a congenital 
heart deformity while he’s suffering from a broken arm caused 
by lack of parental supervision, having fallen off a balcony while 
doing circus tricks on the railing. They tell each other about 
the challenges in their young lives—for Rachel, it’s that her sur-
gery makes everyone think she’s fragile, and for Andy, it’s being 
biracial, which makes him feel like he doesn’t fit in with white 
or black kids. When they meet again as teenagers, they almost 
instantly fall in love. But their relationship isn’t without its obsta-
cles—while Rachel is a Jewish upper-middle-class girl, Andy lives 
in poverty with his single mother. Andy and Rachel break off and 
rekindle their romance multiple times as he sets his sights on 
becoming an Olympic runner and she finds her way in her own 
career in social work. Through marriages, deaths, scandals, and 
successes, they keep finding their ways back to each other. Does 
their connection mean they’re meant to be together—or are 
their differences simply too big to overcome? It’s hard not to get 

Watkins is magnificently original.
gold fame citrus
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invested in Weiner’s characters, particularly Andy, who struggles 
to deal with his father’s absence, his biracial identity, and feelings 
of being left out of Rachel’s privileged world. Although some side 
characters are painted with broad strokes, Andy and Rachel feel 
fully realized and easy to root for, even when they’re behaving 
badly and making mistakes. There are plenty of twists and turns 
(both predictable and surprising) in their relationship, and it’s 
satisfying to watch them wend their ways toward the novel’s per-
fectly realized conclusion.

This moving story of love that spans a lifetime is Weiner 
at her heartstring-tugging best.

FUTURISTIC VIOLENCE AND 
FANCY SUITS
Wong, David
Dunne/St. Martin’s (384 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-04019-0
978-1-4668-3543-6 e-book  

A young woman who believes her 
father dead enters a cyberpunk theme 
park where everyone is trying to kill her 
for a secret she doesn’t even know she has.

All right, grab some popcorn and strap in. We’re in for 
another profane and funny roller-coaster ride from Wong (This 
Book is Full of Spiders, 2012, etc.)—better known as the playful 
pseudonym of Cracked’s Jason Pargin. Here the author strays 
from his previous horror adventures to craft a sci-fi comedy-
thriller full of ray guns, sentient programs, and cybernetically 
enhanced psychotic killers. Our hero(ine) is Zoey Ashe, a 
self-identified “trailer troll” from rural Colorado whose single 
mother shills drinks in a zombie-themed bar. It doesn’t take 
long for Wong to offer lots of clues that this is the near future, 
one in which the chasm between the rich and the poor has 
reached cartoonish proportions. It turns out that Zoey’s father 
was Arthur Livingston, the founder of a utopian city geared 
toward criminals and the superrich called Tabula Ra$a, located 
out in the high desert. Arthur was blown up by a rival arms 
dealer, so his gang, the Suits of the title, are under instruction 
to fetch Zoey, who holds the key to retrieving his fortune, not to 
mention his violent revenge. “I want no part of this nonsense,” 
Zoey says. “This whole city is a butt that farts horror.” The 
enhanced bad guys are all broadcasting to the fictional “Blink” 
network, a kind of POV live stream that lends itself well to the 
insane supervillain monologues that pepper the book. Mean-
while, Zoey’s lack of enthusiasm is irksome to Will Blackwater, 
her escort. “You take risks; you get hurt,” he says. “And you put 
your head down and plow forward anyway and if you die, you 
die. That’s the game. But don’t tell me you’re not a hero.”

Some of the sci-fi elements are comic book–y and the 
humor is as juvenile as ever, but the book more than makes 
up for any shortcomings with its Technicolor tomorrow-
land, mischievous humor, and frenetic action sequences.

PERIL BY PONYTAIL
Cohen, Nancy J.
Five Star (292 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-4328-3098-4  

Hairdresser Marla Vail (Hanging by a 
Hair, 2014, etc.) spends her honeymoon 
at the dude ranch from hell.

Marla is annoyed when her hand-
some husband, Dalton, accepts his cousin 
Wayne’s offer of a post-wedding stay at the 

Last Trail Dude Ranch in Arizona. She’d rather be lounging by the 
pool in a Caribbean resort than riding ponies up dusty trails and 
learning the mysterious ways of saguaro cactuses. And she’s even 
more annoyed to learn that Wayne and his wife, Carol, have asked 
Dalton to check out a string of mishaps at the ranch, ranging from 
a fire in the kitchen to a flood caused by an open valve on the water 
heater. She’s somewhat mollified when she sees their beautiful 
mountaintop hacienda. And she enjoys sharing meals with Wayne, 
Carol, and Wayne’s sister, Annie, a nutritionist with a keen sense 
of purpose. Dalton’s Uncle Ray, Wayne and Annie’s father, is a dif-
ferent story. He seems obsessed with restoring the ghost town 
of Craggy Peak, just outside the ranch, claiming that making the 
town a tourist attraction will enhance the ranch’s business. Uncle 
Ray’s connection to the past is complicated: something happened 
years ago that caused Dalton’ mother to break off relations with 
her brother entirely, and neither sibling will discuss the issue. Ray 
also has a history of ill-feeling with neighboring rancher Hugh 
Donovan. Now Hugh is accusing Ray of poisoning his cattle and 
causing a drought at his ranch, while Ray thinks Hugh might be 
to blame for a series of accidents at Craggy Peak. But when expe-
rienced forest ranger Garrett Long falls to his death on a trail he 
knew well, Marla and Dalton begin to think that the troubles at 
Last Trail are more than a series of pranks.

As usual, it’s just a matter of time before Marla risks life 
and limb to help her husband solve a case that’s bigger than 
either of them anticipated.

THE QUESTION OF THE 
UNFAMILIAR HUSBAND
Copperman, E.J. & Cohen, Jeff
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (312 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4350-9  

A professional fact-finder finds him-
self stymied by a client who’s married to 
someone she doesn’t know.

In the six months since he opened 
Questions Answered in a strip mall in Pis-

cataway, New Jersey, Samuel Hoenig has tackled an odd assortment 

m y s t e r y
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of queries, including Garden State Cryonics’ bizarre quest for body 
parts gone astray (The Question of the Missing Head, 2014). But Sheila 
McInerney brings him a question as odd as it is unwelcome: she 
asks, “Who is the man in my bed who calls himself my husband?” 
Sheila has reason to wonder. She went to a costume party hosted 
by a co-worker and met a man dressed as Zorro. Two glasses of 
wine later, she woke up next to Oliver Lewis, who claimed they 
were so smitten they had eloped to Darien, Connecticut, to tie the 
knot, producing a marriage certificate to back up his story. Samuel, 
whose Asperger’s syndrome makes thoughts of physical intimacy 
puzzling and slightly distasteful, nevertheless feels that as propri-
etor of a growing business, he can ill afford to turn away prospec-
tive clients. Still, he feels inadequate to tackle Sheila’s inquiry on 
his own, so he calls Janet Washburn, a former client who assisted 
with the Garden State case, to help him navigate a world of social 
nuance he cannot completely understand. Over her husband’s 
objections, she agrees. But when Ollie Lewis’ body turns up in the 
Questions Answered office and Sheila McInerney drops out of 
sight, it seems as if Ms. Washburn’s all-too-familiar husband may 
have the right idea about what’s a safe occupation for his wife.

Just as Samuel grows Questions Answered, Copper-
man (who as Cohen writes nonfiction books about Asperg-
er’s) continues to grow Samuel, making him just as quirky 
but more appealing than in his debut.

THE WHITE SHEPHERD
Dalton, Annie
Severn House (256 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-7278-8521-0  

A reclusive young dog owner is forced 
out of her shell when she finds a body in 
the woods.

Anna Hopkins has tried to keep to 
herself since a childhood tragedy took 
her family away and walled her off from 

others. The only exception is Bonnie, her adopted white shep-
herd; Anna finds comfort with the dog in a way she could never 
find with other people. Unfortunately, she also finds a body. 
The body Anna and Bonnie stumble on one morning is that of 
Naomi Evans, a young woman Anna met and felt an immedi-
ate connection with. In fact, Anna had been intending to meet 
up with Naomi later in the day because Naomi had promised 
to research Bonnie’s origins. The shock of seeing a body brings 
back so much trauma for Anna that she’s overwhelmed. Luckily, 
two other dog-walking women come to her aid: older, outspo-
ken Isadora and quiet, kind young Tansy. Though the women 
had been unknown to each other before the discovery of Nao-
mi’s body, something about the tragedy brings them together, 
and they vow to find out what’s happened when the police can-
not. Even the usually retiring Anna can’t help but get wrapped 
up with the potential new friends, each compelling in her own 
way. Adding to the mystery is Jake McCaffrey, a serviceman who 
claims Naomi reached out to him as Bonnie’s original owner, 
who shows up in Oxford to visit his former pet—and Anna, too.

Surprisingly entertaining in spite of the predictable 
plot, Dalton’s adult mystery debut is filled with amusing 
characters, each with her or his own imperfections.

STONE COLD CASE
Dilts, Catherine
Five Star (386 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-4328-3099-1  

The accidental discovery of a long-
missing girl turns a town upside down.

When recent widow Morgan Iverson’s 
brother handed her the keys to his rock 
shop in a small Colorado mountain town, 
she was lucky to have help from Del, an 

old cowboy who assists her in running the shop and taking care 
of the two resident donkeys. Now, in order to improve her knowl-
edge of rocks, Morgan looks for help elsewhere by auditing a class 
in geology taught by professor Esteban. During a class field trip, 
she stumbles on a hut containing human bones and is scared by a 
large man she dubs Big Foot and his dog. Soon enough the bones 
are identified as those of Carlee Kruger, the younger daughter of 
Gerda Kruger, who runs a little auto repair shop. Ever since an 
expansive search operation found no trace of her, the locals have 
assumed that Carlee, a popular beauty and prom queen, had either 
run away or gotten lost in the mountains. The unknown man who 
startled Morgan is an obvious person of interest, but Morgan’s curi-
osity, which has landed her in trouble before (Stone Cold Dead, 2013), 
leads her to dig deeper into the past. Her friendship with newspa-
perman Kurt Willard might well lead to romance, but she and her 
children are having a hard time getting closure on her marriage to 
her late husband, which she still views through rose-colored glasses. 
Her investigations stir up trouble, and a rare mineral she found at 
the hut adds even more people to the roster of those who may have 
wanted Carlee, and now Morgan, dead.

Dilts fleshes out her characters’ personalities and 
motivations here, for a definite improvement over Mor-
gan’s debut.

DEATH ON THE PRAIRIE
Ernst, Kathleen
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (360 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4470-4  

Two sisters take a road trip that will 
change their lives.

Chloe Ellefson, a collections cura-
tor at Old World Wisconsin, is a big fan 
of Laura Ingalls Wilder, so she’s thrilled 
when her elderly neighbor Miss Lila 

brings her a quilt that may have been owned or even made by 
Wilder. Miss Lila wants Chloe to decide which of the many 
museums devoted to Wilder should get the quilt, but then she’s 

A real treat for Little House fans.
death on the prairie
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killed in a break-in before Chloe can gather much information 
from her. Although Chloe’s not very close to her sister, Kari, 
who’s married to a dairy farmer and has two children, they both 
have happy childhood memories of the Little House books 
and the times they pretended to be Laura and her sister Mary. 
So she asks Kari to go with her to visit all the museum candi-
dates. At their first stop, they’re unable to prevent a young man 
from dying of anaphylaxis. Then Chloe finds herself interfering 
in a fight between a Wilder-obsessed wife and her controlling 
husband. The woman leaves her husband behind and joins the 
group on Alta Allerbee’s Laura Land Tours bus. Chloe’s dream 
trip keeps getting worse as she realizes Kari’s hiding a secret and 
at least two of the people tagging along on the tour are violently 
anti-Wilder. Her struggles to uncover several secrets reveal 
some surprising things about her heroine.

This sixth adventure for Chloe (Tradition of Deceit, 2014, 
etc.) is a real treat for Little House fans, a fine mystery sup-
plemented by fascinating information on the life and times 
of Laura Ingalls Wilder.

THE GUISE OF ANOTHER
Eskens, Allen
Seventh Street/Prometheus (272 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  $11.99 e-book
Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-63388-076-4
978-1-63388-077-1 e-book  

A freak accident provides a detective 
the chance to redeem his good name.

The speeding car of a thrill-seeking 
couple jumps a median in late-night Min-

neapolis and kills a man in another lane. His license identifies him as 
James Putnam. But Detective Alexander Rupert, who’s lately been 
transferred to the Forgery and Frauds Unit from the scandal-ridden 
Joint Drug Enforcement Task Force, finds out from an ambulance 
chaser that the dead man is actually someone else. Alexander eagerly 
takes on the case of identity theft as a chance to salvage a career 
that’s under federal investigation. When the dead man’s sexy live-
in girlfriend, Ianna Markova, lets Alexander see his hard drive, the 
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detective finds records of a tidy fortune and 10 annual deposits of 
$10,000 each. Alexander’s big brother, Max, a homicide detective to 
whom he’s close, pulls strings to get him sent to New York to track 
down Putnam’s real identity. With the help of a feisty detective who 
might be a good match for the widowed Max, Alexander discovers 
that in 2001, the imposter, Jericho Pope, was supposedly killed in a 
boating accident. Instead, he swam to shore, went into hiding, took 
his roommate Putnam’s identity, and started blackmailing the men 
who tried to kill him. He put certain incriminating videos on a flash 
drive Alexander wants so he can break the case and offset his former 
partner’s testimony against him, his looming grand jury appearance, 
his wife’s coolness, and even Max’s growing doubts. Meantime, a 
hired gun without a human heart wants the drive too and is targeting 
everyone who gets in his way. As the bodies pile up, Alexander makes 
a desperate move that may be his only way out.

Eskens (The Life We Bury, 2014) has upped the pace and 
the stakes in his second novel but with less success. His 
instincts are best when he focuses on the floundering Alex-
ander and the brother who acts as his conscience.

THE GRAVE SOUL
Hart, Ellen
Minotaur (320 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-04770-0
978-1-250-04781-6 e-book  

A private eye’s latest case leaves her 
without a memory and wondering what 
secrets someone would harm her to try 
to protect.

An injured woman gropes her way 
through the woods seeking help. Hart soon reveals that this battered 
woman is none other than Jane Lawless (The Old Deep and Dark, 2014, 
etc.), who’s been beaten to the point of partial amnesia. Her loss of 
memory is so profound that even reuniting with her oldest friend, 
the dramatic Cordelia, barely strikes a chord with Jane. The amne-
sia also creates the possibility of a reunion between Jane and her 
ex, since Jane can’t remember the circumstances of their breakup—
though if she did, she wouldn’t be considering reconciliation. Cue a 
long flashback that looks in on Jane weeks prior to her vicious beat-
ing. It all has something to do with Jane’s latest case in her role as a 
PI (her other gig as a restaurant owner wouldn’t bring her this sort 
of trouble). Jane had promised to help her desperate friend Guthrie 
Hewitt with a little pro bono work. His girlfriend, Kira Adler, has 
had recurrent nightmares since childhood of her mother’s murder 
even though the family has always been clear that Delia’s death was 
an accident. When Kira returns to her familial home, Guthrie gets 
strange calls from her essentially ending their contact and an anony-
mous warning suggesting that Kira’s nightmares could have been 
real. Jane can’t turn down work in support of true love, but boy, does 
she get in over her head with the Adler family secrets.

The present/past/present structure works to make a 
fairly standard plot into something more mysterious. And 
the newly playful way Hart fleshes out familiar characters 
could help hook readers just coming to the series.

MURDER BY SUSPICION
Heley, Veronica
Severn House (240 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-7278-8524-1  

British minister’s wife Ellie Quicke 
(Murder in Time, 2014, etc.) struggles to 
keep her housekeeper safe from a reli-
gious cult.

Ellie’s beloved housekeeper, Rose, 
is clearly nearing the end of her life. 

Relieved of her duties, she sleeps most of the day in her com-
fortable room off Ellie’s kitchen. When Ellie goes to the U.S. 
with her husband, Thomas, who’s attending a conference, 
she needs a caregiver to keep Rose going in her absence. But 
Claire Bonner, who failed as a nanny for Ellie’s toddler grand-
daughter, is hardly any better with Rose. She restricts the frail 
housekeeper to a vegetarian diet, turns the heat in the house 
dangerously low, and spikes Rose’s food with something that 
makes her disoriented. Ellie comes back to find her furniture 
rearranged in accord with Claire’s peculiar religious beliefs. 
(All beds, for example, must face east.) Claire also has con-
vinced Rose to make out a new will leaving the substantial 
fortune she inherited from her former employer, Ellie’s Aunt 
Drusilla, to the church of the Vision, run by the flamboyant 
Pastor Ambrose. Knowing that Drusilla also left a sizable sum 
to her niece, Ambrose is quick to put in an uninvited appear-
ance at Ellie’s to tout the good works of the Vision and ask for 
a grant from her foundation to buy a house in Ealing. But no 
one is as quick as Ellie. Not only does she put the pastor out, 
she helps plainclothes officer Lesley Milburn connect the dots 
between the recent vanishing of Gail, a teenage neighbor of 
Claire’s, and the earlier case of Jenna, who left Claire’s former 
town of Perivale without a trace. When a third teenager van-
ishes, time is of the essence both for Rose and for Ellie.

Heley offers another solid outing for Ellie, who isn’t 
slowed down a bit by the passage of time.

SWAG BAGS AND SWINDLERS
Howell, Dorothy
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-0-7582-9498-2  

A fashion-obsessed California girl is 
involved in yet another murder.

Haley Randolph works two jobs. 
The first is at Holt’s Department Store, 
a place she despises for its lack of high 
fashion. The second is as an assistant 

event planner with LA Affairs. When one of the other plan-
ners goes on maternity leave, Haley offers to take over all her 
duties in hopes that her initiative will lead to a coveted full-time 
position. In her usual ditzy fashion, she fails to ask what those 
duties are and continues blithely to work on her own event, a 

A fashion-obsessed California girl is involved in yet another murder.
swag bags and swindlers
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50th anniversary gala for Hollywood Haven, a retirement home 
for anyone related to the movie industry. On a visit, she discov-
ers the body of Derrick Ellery, the administrator she’d been 
working with, and decides that she must find out who killed 
him before the gala is cancelled because of his death. Derrick, 
it turns out, was disliked by pretty much everyone. He was a 
snoop who may have been taking advantage of some of the 
elderly and easily confused residents. Although Haley’s broken 
up with Ty Cameron, the owner of Holt’s, over his obsessive 
work ethic, she still loves him, and when a police pal tells her 
he’s a suspect in a murder case, she decides to investigate that 
one too. Despite all her digging on the two murder cases, her 
real priority is finding the hot new Sassy satchel, a stunning 
handbag her BFF Marcie shows her online.

A lightweight beach read for like-minded fashionistas 
convinced that since Howell’s accidental detective has 
solved so many murders (Beach Bags and Burglaries, 2014, etc.), 
she can’t be a dumb as she seems.

THE BIG DRUGSTORE
Irelan, Patrick
Ice Cube Press (276 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Oct. 11, 2015
978-1-888160-87-1  

A shamus who plies his trade in the 
Quad Cities of Iowa and Illinois, where 

“the best we could hope for was a day with-
out toxic spills,” lands a case that begins 
with the shoplifting of a tube of tooth-
paste and leads swiftly to multiple murder.

William Morrison has hired the Scofield Detective Agency 
to keep an eye out for shoplifters in his Morco Drugstores, and 
that’s exactly what Mike Scofield is doing—in fact, he’s appre-
hending Kathy Dove with the toothpaste in her purse—when 
someone sneaks into the office and buries a knife in store man-
ager Jason King’s chest. Morrison wants Mike to go back to his 
security beat and let the police do their job, but Mike’s dander 
is up; it won’t be good for his agency if he doesn’t play an active 
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role in catching the killer. Morrison agrees to bankroll his inves-
tigation, but that’s Mike’s last piece of good luck. Kathy Dove 
(not her real name, alas) disappears, and even after Mike’s junior 
associate, Carlos Lorca, finds her stripping in the Gentleman’s 
Retreat, her story of being paid $100 by some drunk to distract 
Mike just leads Mike to a very dead drunk. The episodic plot 
spirals thereafter through the discovery of a multilayered insur-
ance scam, several more corpses, a record number of chiroprac-
tors, the requisite sharp-looking dames (one of whom Mike 
seduces, a second of whom seduces him), and a thousand wise-
cracks, some of them equally sharp, others more familiar than 
funny. The solution to the case, which is as surprising as it is 
logical, has very little to do with what’s come before.

Irelan (The Miracle Boy, 2013, etc.) plots as lackadaisi-
cally as Raymond Chandler, and Mike seems to think he’s 
Philip Marlowe. He’s not, but this first case could put the 
Quad Cities on the sleuthing map, especially since a sequel 
is reportedly in the works.

KNOCK ON WOOD
Johnston, Linda O.
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (336 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4552-7  

A newcomer to a town obsessed with 
luck tries to solve the murder of her friend’s 
suitor while keeping her fingers crossed.

Though some think her past run-ins 
with danger have been bad luck, Rory 
Chasen is determined that moving to 

superstition-obsessed Destiny, California, will give her a charmed 
life. Sure, she got tied up with a murder as a new resident of the 
town, but that’s all in the past. Now she’s lucked into the per-
fect job selling pet wares at the Lucky Dog Boutique, and she’s 
even got a lucky black-and-white pup, Pluckie. Rory hopes her 
good luck will rub off on her friend Gemma while the latter is in 
town. It’s not that Gemma is typically plagued with bad luck, but 
she’s struggling to get over a recent breakup with fellow librarian 
Frank. Rory’s not sure she can be any help in the romance depart-
ment—she’s been a mess since she lost her fiance—but she’s hop-
ing to lift Gemma’s spirits in other ways. In any event, Gemma 
doesn’t seem to need Rory’s help with romance because after only 
a few days in town, she’s the focus of multiple potential suitors. 
Unfortunately, one of these is Frank, who’s turned up uninvited 
and unwanted. The misfortune doesn’t stop there, for Rory and 
Pluckie soon come upon the body of another of the men inter-
ested in Gemma. Both Gemma and Rory are potential suspects, 
and the citizens of Destiny wonder if either of them could be bad 
luck. Rory just hopes for the chance to redeem herself to Police 
Chief Justin Halbertson, not simply as an innocent party, but 
maybe as something more personal.

Although Johnston (Bite the Biscuit, 2015, etc.) is as heavy-
handed with references to luck as the Destiny citizens are 
in seeding their sidewalks with heads-up pennies, the over-
the-top characterization works.

THE VILLE RAT
Limón, Martin
Soho Crime (288 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $26.95 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-61695-608-0
978-1-61695-609-7 e-book  

Two gritty Army CID agents inves-
tigate a murder with sensitive racial and 
social undercurrents.

South Korea, 1974. George Sueño, who 
narrates in his usual punchy first-person, 

gets a call in the middle of the night and, with partner Ernie Bas-
com, meets the Korean homicide inspector they call Mr. Kill by the 
snow-covered banks of the Sonyu River. A body has been found; 
the victim is a beautiful young woman wearing a chima-jeogori—a 
traditional Korean dress of red silk—with a poem clutched in her 
hand. Suspecting the involvement of GIs, Mr. Kill hands the case 
off to the American duo. They piece together the identity of the 
victim, a “Korean business girl” who entertained American soldiers 
in bars like the Black Star Nightclub. Key to her murder is the Ville 
Rat, an elusive black market dealer. Obstacles to the investigation 
come via mistrustful locals and the Army itself. A third, pervasive 
strain of alienation exists between white and black GIs. As if to 
underscore this last issue, the duo is given the job of questioning 
black Pvt. Clinton Threets, who admits to shooting his superior, 
Sgt. Vincent Orgwell, after aggressive sexual advances. When 
finally George and Ernie catch up with Ville, he answers many of 
their questions but leaves a raft of new ones to unravel.

Though a bit shaggy, Sueño and Bascom’s ninth appear-
ance (The Iron Sickle, 2014, etc.) has vivid characters, and its 
searing portrait of the sins of our recent past bids fair to 
transcend the genre.

THE MYSTERY OF THE 
LOST CÉZANNE
Longworth, M.L.
Penguin (320 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-0-14-312807-6  

Recently returned from holiday (Mur-
der on the Île Sourdou, 2014), examining 
magistrate Antoine Verlaque is confronted 
with a dead postman, a mysterious paint-
ing, a beautiful professor, and a short-tem-
pered lover.

Managing a small apartment building in the old city of Aix-
en-Provence is not easy. But Mme. Chazeau handles the tenants 
of 23 rue Boulegon, famous as the last residence of Paul Cézanne, 
with aplomb. That is, until the discussion of who should have 
use of the small débaras on the first floor. Dr. Pitavy, a podiatrist, 
wants to use it for spare equipment. Mme. Joubert, who rents 
her two flats to students, wants one of her tenants to be able 
to keep her bicycle there. Eric and Françoise Legendre, hav-
ing just moved in, have no opinion. But when retired mailman 

Managing a small apartment building in the old city of 
Aix-en-Provence is not easy.

the mystery of the lost cezanne
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René Rouquet learns that the building’s deed names him owner 
of the small storeroom, he goes postal, leaving the meeting and 
then quarreling on the street with Pierre Millot, who runs out 
to retrieve him. This disagreement is all the more uncomfort-
able for young Millot when Rouquet turns up dead. But even 
more uncomfortable is Rebecca Schultz, the striking African-
American art historian who’s standing in Rouquet’s apartment, 
over his corpse when Verlaque discovers it. Now Verlaque is 
charged not only with solving René’s murder, but with unravel-
ing the mystery of the painting he left behind: a portrait painted 
with Cézanne’s characteristic brush strokes, but not of the 
artist’s somber mistress, Hortense. Instead, it’s an image of a 
smiling young girl in colorful Provencal garb. Who’s the girl? Is 
the painting a Cézanne? Verlaque tackles these puzzles, all the 
while struggling with a coldness growing between him and long-
time love Marine Bonnet.

Art theft is a hot topic on the mystery scene, and no 
one’s heist is livelier than Longworth’s.

THE HAUNTED SEASON
Malliet, G.M.
Minotaur (304 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-02144-1
978-1-250-02143-4 e-book  

At least one head rolls in clergyman/
detective Max Tudor’s fifth seasonally 
themed case.

The country parish of Nether 
Monkslip is embroiled in drama, from 

church flower–rota skirmishes to the power plays of St. Edwold’s 
Women’s Institute. Maxen Tudor, formerly of MI5 and now vicar 
of St. Edwold’s, is the object of much of the maneuvering. Extraor-
dinarily handsome but quite unaware of it, and happily married to 
Welsh New Ager Awena Owen, he has no idea how devoted some 
of his parishioners are to him. With a baby at home and pressing 
clerical duties, Max doesn’t have much time to ponder either the 
women’s jostlings or St. Edwold’s recently manifested miracle: the 
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image of a bearded man that refuses to be painted over. Although 
Max has hired the Rev. Destiny Chatsworth, a friend and fellow 
theologian at Oxford, to help with the neighboring parishes in 
his care, he still has his hands full with such delicate tasks as per-
suading the local nobility to permit the annual autumn wind-up 
duck race on their property. Lord Bayer Baaden-Boomethistle 
of Totleigh Hall agrees reluctantly. He’s distracted by his beauti-
ful young second wife, who may be dallying with the virile estate 
manager; Peregrine, his wayward heir; Peregrine’s frustrated sister; 
and the dowager viscountess, a dotty romance novelist. Walking 
his dog in the woods, Max discovers Baaden-Boomethistle’s head, 
severed from his body by a carefully placed piano wire. Village 
suspicion falls on the widow, and Destiny, not given to malicious 
gossip, recalls a conversation she overheard in the steam room 
about an anonymous Nether Monkslip woman planning a hit on 
her husband. With his regular partner, DCI Cotton, Max takes on 
parental secrets, a treasure horde, a garden temple, and his all-too-
prophetic dreams about a sinister man in a pair of unusual glasses 
who may send murder-magnet Max (A Demon Summer, 2014, etc.) 
down another path.

Uneven tone, voice, and pacing don’t seriously hamper 
Malliet’s enjoyable blend of whimsy and homicide.

MURDER IN MEGARA
Reed, Mary & Mayer, Eric
Poisoned Pen (256 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $15.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
$23.95 Lg. Prt.  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4642-0406-7
978-1-4642-0408-1 paper
978-1-4642-0409-8 e-book
978-1-4642-0407-4 Lg. Prt.  

Long used to solving mysteries for 
an emperor, a newly powerless man must 

solve one for himself.
John, the former Lord Chamberlain to Emperor Justinian, 

has been exiled to a small estate he owns in Greece, where he grew 
up near the town of Megara. His servant, Peter, and Peter’s wife, 
Hypatia, are attacked on a shopping trip to town. The estate is in 
complete disarray. And John is unpleasantly surprised by a visit 
from Theophilus, his hated stepfather. Attempting to maintain 
some semblance of control, John fires his overseer, Diocles, who 
has obviously been plundering the estate and is probably involved 
in a scheme to dig for the treasure that is reputedly buried there. 
On a trip into Megara, John is warned by Georgios, the City 
Defender, that it would be prudent to leave the area. When first 
Theophilus and then Diocles are found stabbed to death, John 
must investigate before he’s arrested for murder. Fortunately, he 
gets some support from two boyhood friends, one a worker in 
the tax office and the other the abbot of the nearby monastery of 
Saint Stephen. Although John’s wife, Cornelia, is ready to move 
on, John, who’s solved many mysteries for the emperor in Con-
stantinople (Ten for Dying, 2014, etc.), finds that digging into cor-
ruption, past secrets, and misdeeds in a small town is every bit as 
dangerous as the intrigue of the emperor’s court.

John’s 11th case combines historical detail with a cere-
bral mystery full of surprises.

THE DO-RIGHT 
Sandlin, Lisa
Cinco Puntos (306 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-941026-19-9  

A former oilman and a determined 
parolee form a detective team in Texas’ 
bayou country.

Delpha Wade is conscientiously fol-
lowing her parole officer’s rules for find-
ing a place to live and a job: act as polite as 

possible and ask for what she needs. This double-A advice lands 
her a room in the New Rosemont Hotel in exchange for looking 
after the owner’s ancient aunt and a day job as secretary for Tom 
Phelan’s brand-new detective agency. She does more than ask for 
the job: she greets the first customer, who’s been drawn in by an 
ad in the Beaumont Enterprise, and starts acting like Tom’s secretary 
before he’s even agreed to hire her. Tom, who recently lost part of a 
finger on an oil rig, wants to keep the remaining nine digits and has 
put all his workers’ comp into this new business. But Delpha’s 14 
years for voluntary manslaughter at the Gatesville Women’s Prison, 
known locally as the Do-Right, taught her more than bookkeep-
ing and typing. She learned more about what got her there in the 
first place for killing one of two men who were raping her—the 
will to survive. Now she’s just what Tom needs to nudge him into 
taking the case of a missing boy and help with the stakeout of a 
cheating husband, the recovery of a missing artificial leg, and the 
mystery of a possibly poisoned dog. In her off hours, Delpha helps 
her landlady seek a mysterious Tiffany item and starts a love affair 
with a Princeton dropout. While the Watergate hearings blare in 
the background and Beaumont’s colorful citizenry discusses them 
and every other topic large and small, Tom’s admiration for Delpha 
grows, along with his unease about the adulterous husband and the 
only temporarily missing boy. But in his blossoming detective zeal 
to dig more deeply into the cases, he doesn’t realize how much he’s 
endangering his able sidekick.

Despite plot pieces that fit together a little too snugly, 
Sandlin blends pathos, humor, and poetic prose in a strong 
debut.

A former oilman and a determined parolee form a 
detective team in Texas’ bayou country.

the do -right
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THE STAGES
Satterlee, Thom
Crooked Lane (224 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-62953-419-0  

An American translator in Copenhagen 
finds Kierkegaard’s prose easier to under-
stand than the workings of his own heart.

Daniel Peters was 37 before he real-
ized that his need for routine, lack of 
empathy, and social awkwardness were 

actually manifestations of Asperger’s syndrome. Mette Rasmus-
sen, one of the few people Daniel did trust, helped him under-
stand his condition. She also helped him secure a position at 
the Søren Kierkegaard Research Center, where she served as 
director. Daniel’s facility with language and laserlike attention 
to detail have won him the admiration, if not the friendship, of 
his colleagues. Now Mette is dead, and much as Daniel misses 
her, grief is not part of his emotional vocabulary. He recalls the 
sweetness of their early romance and his sadness when Mette’s 
parents forced them apart. But he contemplates their relation-
ship not so differently from the way he contemplates Kierkeg-
aard’s love of predictable, repeated patterns: historically, 
phenomenologically, but not personally. Daniel’s loss of Mette 
is compounded by the disappearance of a Kierkegaard manu-
script from Mette’s safe deposit box. Daniel has translated the 
newly discovered poems—the only poetry Kierkegaard ever 
wrote—but because he doesn’t know how to use a computer, 
he’s saved his translation only in a paper copy, which of course is 
also missing. Homicide detective Ingrid Bendtner wants Dan-
iel’s help decoding the internal politics of the research center, 
which she sees as the key to the case. Understanding human 
relationships, however, is just what’s hardest for him—includ-
ing his increasingly complicated relationship with Ingrid.

Daniel’s debut places the solution to a mystery in the 
hands of someone whose own mind is a mystery, most of 
all to himself. Here’s hoping Satterlee will give Daniel 
another go.

A KIND OF GRIEF
Scott, A.D. 
Atria (368 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4767-5618-9
978-1-4767-5619-6 e-book  

A woman’s feelings of guilt over the 
death of someone she admired enmesh 
her in a dangerous search for the truth.

Joanne Ross still suffers from low self-
esteem caused by a bullying father, an 

abusive former husband, and a near-death experience at the 
hands of a colleague. Now married to John McAllister, editor of 
the Highland Gazette, she’s given up her job, but not her curios-
ity, to stay home with her two girls and work on a novel. In 1959, 

life in the Scottish Highlands remains old-fashioned in many 
ways, so Joanne’s not entirely surprised to read about a woman 
tried and acquitted for witchcraft. Determined to write an arti-
cle about the woman, Alice Ramsay, she sets off for Sutherland. 
Alice is an artist in her late 40s, and though she tells Joanne that 
she doesn’t want an article written about her, she kindly invites 
her into her house for tea. Joanne is enchanted by the ambiance 
of her cottage and the quality of Alice’s artwork. Unfortunately, 
a colleague—the local art critic—cajoles Joanne into speaking 
unwisely. When he publishes a story about the witch trial, with 
details about Alice’s house that only Joanne could have known, 
Alice is furious and refuses to speak to her again. Then Alice 
is found dead, an apparent suicide, though Joanne is convinced 
there’s more to the story. She and McAllister buy some of Alice’s 
paintings, sketches, and books at the auction of her property, 
a purchase that brings them afoul of one of Britain’s secret 
agencies, desperate to regain its reputation after the Burgess/
Maclean case has made them a laughingstock. Although they’re 
threatened with the Official Secrets Act, McAllister, anxious 
to see Joanne become whole again, does not demur when she 
stubbornly insists on investigating Alice’s background and tries 
to find what the nameless secret agency is so desperate to hide.

Scott (The Low Road, 2014, etc.) skillfully uses the 
beauty of the Highlands as a backdrop for an entranc-
ing mystery whose characters repeatedly and pleasurably 
upstage its action.

DINNER MOST DEADLY
South, Sheri Cobb
Five Star (234 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-4328-3096-0  

An attempt at matchmaking takes a 
wrong turn into murder.

Emily, Lady Dunnington, thinks her 
widowed friend Julia, Lady Fieldhurst, 
needs a lover. It’s dull in town, the sea-
son is over, and so Lady Dunnington 

invites a quintet of candidates to a dinner party at which she 
and Lady Fieldhurst are the only women. Lady Dunnington 
lives apart from her husband and thinks she can do just as she 
wants, including setting her own sights on the disreputable but 
handsome Lord Rupert Latham, with whom Lady Fieldhurst 
once attempted an assignation. Lord Dunnington’s arrival in 
the middle of the party doesn’t exactly inspire romance, and 
the five gentlemen invited find excuses to leave before they 
can partake of their port. Lord Rupert doesn’t go far: someone 
shoots him in the chest and tosses the pistol away. Although 
Lady Fieldhurst is shocked at his death, she admits to herself 
that she’s relieved. She’s already lost her heart, though to a 
most unsuitable man, the Bow Street Runner John Pickett, who 
helped her escape hanging for her late husband’s murder. To her 
dismay, he’s assigned to the case of the murdered Lord Rupert. 
His dismay is even greater; he has to find a way to reveal that, 
thanks to a peculiarity of Scottish law, he and Lady Fieldhurst 
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are accidentally married. While he interviews the dinner guests, 
each of whom had a reason to hate Lord Rupert, Pickett faces 
the prospect of a humiliating means of annulling his marriage 
to Lady Fieldhurst, though each secretly wishes it could be oth-
erwise. In fact, the greatest suspense here is whether Pickett 
will overcome his diffidence and Lady Fieldhurst her pride or 
whether the contrived variation on that Regency wheeze, the 
marriage in name only, will drag on into a sequel.

Despite South’s blithe disregard of social customs of 
Jane Austen’s era, this fourth frothy whodunit for Pickett 
(Family Plot, 2014, etc.) has a satisfying surprise or two and a 
duo who really are made for each other.

SHEPHERD’S CROOK
Webster Boneham, Sheila
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (336 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4487-2  

A herd of missing sheep is only the 
beginning of a series of seemingly inter-
connected mysteries.

Even though her focus is meant to 
be on her Australian shepherd, Jay, at his 
sheep-herding test, Janet MacPhail can’t 

resist getting a little overly involved when two dozen sheep go 
missing during the exam. Maybe that’s why she and her boy-
friend/partner/long-term whatever Tom Saunders are such a good 
fit: she’s the busybody and he’s the laid-back voice of reason. Take 
their living situation. As Tom plans to finally move in with Janet, 
she fears the loss of her independence, while he’s steadfast in his 
belief that things will work out. Janet’s job as a professional ani-
mal photographer affords her the independence she seeks, but 
because she can’t back down from the mystery of the sheep, she 
finds herself reviewing photographs of the event for potential 
evidence. She may be meddlesome, but her heart is in the right 
place, because she wants to help the sheep’s owners, Evan and 
Summer Winslow, who could be ruined by the loss. The investiga-
tion, however, reveals an even greater loss when the trouble with 
missing sheep turns into a murder case. Janet has a natural com-
panion in fellow busybody Giselle, whose recent personal con-
nection to the local Indiana PD could help the two crack the case.

Boneham (Catwalk, 2014, etc.), who’s at her best when 
she’s able to incorporate funny bits into her storyline, 
struggles once more with the generic baddies and political 
higher-ups who are cut to the same measure every time.

BATTLEMAGE
Aryan, Stephen
Orbit/Little, Brown (528 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-0-316-29827-8  

Armies, wizards, and gods clash and 
fray in the first installment of a series.

Many secrets of magic have been lost 
over the centuries, and the Grey Coun-
cil, responsible for training those with 
power, disappeared years ago in search of 
a prophesied magical savior. That means 

there are very few qualified Battlemages remaining to com-
bat Emperor Taikon, a seemingly invulnerable madman who’s 
embarked on a holy war of conquest supported by a multination 
military alliance as well as the most powerful Battlemage in living 
memory, the Warlock. As Taikon prepares to invade Seveldrom, 
the remaining Battlemages gather at King Matthias’ behest; the 
king’s daughter, Princess Talandra, guides her spy network to 
undermine the enemy from within; and the common soldiers are 
encouraged by the guidance of Vargus, who appears to be one of 
them but is clearly something more than human. The plot’s not 
intricate enough to be political fantasy (the armies and the Bat-
tlemages fight one another until one side—guess which?—wins), 
not cynical enough to be truly grimdark (despite the body count), 
and just doesn’t have the profound epic sweep that marks the 
best high fantasy. The idea that the gods’ existence and power 
level are dependent on how many human worshippers they have 
is developed well here, but it’s hardly new. Perhaps later volumes 
in the series will display more plotting and conceptual complexity.

Reasonably engaging and acceptably written but with 
little to distinguish it from the read-alikes already clutter-
ing the market.

SORCERER TO THE CROWN
Cho, Zen
Ace/Berkley (384 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-425-28337-0  

Set in an alternate, magical England 
during the Napoleonic Wars, Cho’s debut 
novel is at once a comedy of manners and 
a sharp metacomment concerning racism 
and misogyny in the fantasy genre.

Most thaumaturges agree that Zacha-
rias Wythe is a most unsuitable Sorcerer Royal. Born a slave of Afri-
can parents, he was set free by his predecessor, Sir Stephen Wythe, 
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who raised him and trained him in the magical arts as a kind of 
experiment. Zacharias’ skin color bars him from social acceptance; 
moreover, he’s commonly assumed to have wrested the late Sir 
Stephen’s staff from him by nefarious means. Nevertheless, Zacha-
rias strives to serve his fellow magicians by determining why the 
magic level in England has diminished recently. He’s distracted in 
his quest by assassination attempts, the conflict between the sul-
tan of Janda Baik and that nation’s witches, and the presence of 
Prunella Gentleman, a young woman of uncertain but presumably 
half-Indian parentage, who is possessed of powerful magical gifts 
that ladies are firmly encouraged to suppress. Many voices in the 
sci-fi community have spoken of the need for diversity in authors, 
characters, and subject matter and have faced some unpleasant 
public blowback for that view. In this book, Cho is both providing 
that diversity and directly responding to those who prefer a more 
traditional (read: white male) approach to fantasy. She uses wit, 
charm, and romance to make her point; the result is a classic, gen-
tly barbed upper-crust comedy mixed with magical thrills, modern 
social consciousness, and a hint of political intrigue.

A decidedly promising start.

ANCILLARY MERCY 
Leckie, Ann
Orbit/Little, Brown (368 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-316-24668-2 
Series: Imperial Radch #3

In the conclusion to Leckie’s multi-
award-winning trilogy (Ancillary Justice, 
2013; Ancillary Sword, 2014), Fleet Captain 
Breq Mianaai directly confronts Anaander 
Mianaai, the interstellar ruler who blew 

up Justice of Toren, the ship that housed Breq’s consciousness.
The Lord of the Radch, divided as she is across thousands 

of bodies, is at war with herself. The more reactionary faction 
is preparing to invade Athoek Station, even while the Station 
is experiencing civil unrest; can Breq, her crew, and whatever 
allies she can gather overcome overwhelming odds and estab-
lish peace and a new social order? Leckie deliberately and 
deliciously flouts classic space-opera tropes. Rather than epic 

What Leckie is saying is that individual people matter.
ancillary mercy
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r o m a n c eclashes between starships, there’s just one determined, embod-
ied Artificial Intelligence with a very powerful gun, a stubborn 
space station, espionage, and some very persuasive talking. 
Leckie creates a grand backdrop to tell an intimate, cerebral 
story about identity and empowerment. She devotes as much 
attention to the characters’ personal relationships and their 
mental and emotional difficulties as she does to the wider con-
flict. What Leckie is saying is that individual people matter. 
Personhood matters, whether that personhood is expressed by 
an ordinary human, a sentient space station, a human raised by 
aliens, the remains of a spaceship AI inhabiting a human body 
that once belonged to someone else, or a 17-year-old whose pre-
vious personality was evicted by a ruling hive mind. Regardless 
of the situation in which one finds oneself, a person’s right to 
be herself without interference is all that matters. And a small 
group of people can have a gigantic impact, with the right lever-
age. That message could so easily be hackneyed or too painfully 
obvious, but Leckie’s delivery is deft and meaningful.

Wraps up the story arc with plenty of room to tell many 
more tales in this universe. Let’s hope Leckie does.

LORD FENTON’S FOLLY 
Kilpack, Josi S.
Shadow Mountain (336 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-62972-066-1  

When Lord Fenton is forced to marry 
or face disinheritance, he follows his 
mother’s advice and weds Alice Stan-
bridge, a family friend, but their match is 
full of conflict.

Charles Theler, Lord Fenton, has devel-
oped foppish ways, gambling heavily and acting the flirt, but when 
he crosses a line and makes a particularly embarrassing spectacle 
of himself, his father, the Earl of Chariton, takes initial steps to 
disinherit him. When his mother steps in on his behalf and con-
vinces the earl to give him one more chance to redeem himself, 
he is given a number of conditions, one of which is that he must 
marry. Charles is willing to do anything to maintain his title and 
position, especially since his ridiculous manner has always been a 
way to goad his father and possibly earn a speck of his attention, 
even if it is negative. His father is all about appearances, even if 
his actions are less than honorable. However, now that Charles 
has come so close to losing everything, he knows he must buckle 
down and show some respect to his title and responsibilities. He 
is guided by his mother in choosing a wife, Miss Alice Stanbridge, 
the daughter of her childhood friend. At first Alice is thrilled by 
the engagement—she’s held a tendre for Charles since she was a 
girl—but as she comes to realize he was forced into marriage and 
did not actually choose her, she is hurt and bewildered, especially 
since he shows her the same vapid mask he shows the rest of soci-
ety, and she worries he is as shallow as he appears. When Charles’ 
mother falls ill, the uncomfortable newlyweds follow her from 
London to a country estate that shelters many lingering family 
secrets. Occasionally slow-moving, but an interesting take on 
respect and respectability and the choices a noble family must 
make when things go awry. Watching Alice and Charles grow into 
themselves and love for each other is nuanced and rewarding.

A poignant Regency romance with subtle inspirational 
messages about the power of forgiveness and authenticity.
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ABOUT WOMEN
Conversations Between a 
Writer and a Painter
Alther, Lisa & Gilot, Françoise
Talese/Doubleday (256 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Nov. 17, 2015
978-0-385-53986-9  

Two longtime friends discuss their 
lives and the world around them.

American writer Alther (Stormy Weather 
& Other Stories, 2012, etc.) and French 
artist Gilot, born nearly 25 years apart, 

have been friends for more than two decades. In this dialogue, 
the two women reminisce about their grandparents, life before 
and after World War II, the influence their mothers had on 
them, the nature of fashion, and a host of other topics. Like any 
exchange between two people who have known each other for 
years, the chats ebb and flow, swirling in and around the subject 
at hand, with frequent digressions into the past. Through their 
dialogue, readers will sense the differences between a woman 
raised in Tennessee and a woman raised in Paris, understanding 
how these vastly different backgrounds have affected and influ-
enced these two artists in their respective careers. Their con-
versations also show the various ways women are perceived in 
the U.S. and France. For example, they discuss how French men 
whistle and make comments to women they don’t know in the 
street. In America, this kind of behavior is perceived as vulgar, 
even harassment, but in France, it is accepted and often treated 
as a compliment. The narrative is loose and fluid, giving readers 
an inside look into the personal lives of these two women as 
they converse about religion, sex, or child-rearing over cups of 
tea or glasses of wine. For those familiar with Alther and Gilot 
(who was part of the School of Paris movement and had a dec-
adelong relationship with Pablo Picasso), the book is a bonus 
look at vivid lives; for those unfamiliar with these artists, it 
provides rare insight into the large and small details that have 
composed their lives.

Entertaining, informative conversations between two 
women friends.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

PACIFIC
Silicon Chips and Surfboards, 
Coral Reefs and Atom Bombs, 
Brutal Dictators, Fading Empires, 
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Winchester, Simon
Harper/HarperCollins 
(480 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-06-231541-0  
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J.M. COETZEE AND THE LIFE 
OF WRITING
Face-to-face with Time
Attwell, David
Viking (272 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-0-525-42961-6  

A literary biography illuminating the 
development of the Nobel Prize–win-
ning author’s work.

Identity is a crucial issue in the writing 
of Coetzee (The Childhood of Jesus, 2013, etc.), a literary master for 
whom the central question is not “who I am, as much as...what I 
am.” He was born in South Africa; he received his doctorate and 
started his academic career in the United States, from which he 
was exiled for a political protest; and he has been a naturalized 
Australian citizen for more than a decade. He writes fiction, non-
fiction, and criticism, and his career as an academic has deeply 
informed his novels. He was a family man, though the wife from 
whom he was divorced in 1980 figures little in his work or this 
biography. “Aspects of Coetzee’s life that have little bearing on 
his authorship have little relevance to this book,” writes Attwell 
(English/Univ. of York), who was once his subject’s student and has 
remained a scholar of his work. Complicating the identity ques-
tion is Coetzee’s “strong desire for self-masking.” He has written a 
series of memoirs in the third person, as if writing about another 
character, while in his fiction, he has frequently employed charac-
ters with some variation on his name. Rather than serving as an 
introduction to his work, this book will enrich the understanding 
of those already well-versed in the literature—it requires close 
reading of Coetzee, and it rewards it. The study untangles the 
threads of a creative process that always involves multiple drafts 
and often finds him juggling multiple projects, with passages put 
aside only to appear years or decades later in a new work. Though 
Coetzee is often considered more of a philosophical novelist or 
novelist of ideas, Attwell shows just how deeply the life and work 
are intertwined. The author quotes his subject: “All writing is auto-
biography...[and] all autobiography is storytelling.”

Recent work receives comparatively short shrift, 
but Attwell provides a solid foundation for a literary 
appreciation.

HOMEFRONT 911
How Families of Veterans Are 
Wounded by Our Wars
Bannerman, Stacy
Arcade (272 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-62872-569-8  

“Attention must be paid” is the 
demand being made by a woman who 
knows from hard experience what it is 
like to be married to a combat veteran 
with PTSD.

On June 17, my hometown of Charles-
ton, South Carolina, endured one of 
the most horrific mass murders in re-
cent memory. In addition to the un-
imaginable grief of each of the victims’ 
families and friends, the tragedy was 
also a devastating blow to the city’s 
collective psyche (especially given 
that we were only a couple months re-
moved from the Walter Scott shoot-
ing), and many of us were worried 

about enduring further turmoil similar to that in Balti-
more earlier this summer.

Thankfully, we came together as a 
community and mostly avoided fur-
ther senseless violence. However, the 
racial implications of the crime re-
main—and are yet another example 
of the vulnerability of black lives in 
America today. Few writers or com-
mentators are more eloquent and in-
cisive on this issue than Atlantic con-
tributor Ta-Nehisi Coates, and his lat-
est book, Between the World and Me, is 
a literary and sociological revelation, an unquestionably 
forceful and important exploration of the black experi-

ence in America.
In the form of letters to his teen-

age son, who was visibly shaken by 
the verdict in the Michael Brown 
case, Coates delivers not just an in-
dictment or screed. He methodically 
shows how sadly ingrained, how unre-
markable it is that the black body is 
constantly under assault in this coun-
try (after all, he notes, the very foun-
dations of the U.S. were built on the 

backs of African slaves). As our reviewer wrote in a starred 
review, Coates “came to understand that ‘race’ does not fully 
explain ‘the breach between the world and me,’ yet race ex-
erts a crucial force, and young blacks like his son are vulner-
able and endangered by ‘majoritarian bandits.’ ” 

For years, Coates has been the most honest and im-
portant voice on race in America, and his latest book is 
not just further testament to that fact. It’s one of the 
most significant memoirs/cultural studies of the year and 
has all the makings of a modern classic.—E.L.

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor. 

letter to 
america

Photo N
ina Subin
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Bannerman (When the War Came Home: The Inside Story of 
Reservists and the Families They Leave Behind, 2006) tells it like it 
is: she survived her husband’s attempt to strangle her, but many 
other service wives have not. Citing statistics, she points out 
that the rates of domestic abuse, murder, and suicide in veterans’ 
families—and those include children as well as spouses—are far 
higher than among the general public. While her personal plight 
is central to the story, she also includes the stories of many other 
spouses of combat veterans with serious mental health prob-
lems, often from PTSD or from traumatic brain injuries. She 
backs up these sometimes rather long and repetitive narratives 
with hard studies and shocking statistics that reveal the extent 
of the problem. In one study, officials at the Pentagon found 
that cases of child neglect, abuse, sexual assault, and murder 
in service families increased by 40 percent from 2009 to 2012. 
Bannerman’s own story, which includes drinking and drug abuse, 
reveals how unprepared and ill-equipped the Veterans Admin-
istration is to help PTSD veterans and their families, how slow 
governments have been to allocate resources to their care, and 
how unaware the public is of the magnitude of the problem. A 

“wish list” at the end of the book spells out measures that the 
author would like to see taken to ease the burdens of the fami-
lies of returning combat veterans, whose wounds may or may 
not be visible.

An activist, Bannerman has set up programs for women, 
drafted legislation, and testified before congressional com-
mittees. Here, she takes her message to a broader public in 
a disturbing cry for help.

HOW THE OTHER HALF BANKS
Exclusion, Exploitation, and 
the Threat to Democracy
Baradaran, Mehrsa
Harvard Univ. (324 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-674-28606-1  

In this debut, Baradaran (Univ. of 
Georgia School of Law) charges that 
nearly half of the American population 
has been deprived of access to financial 

services at a fair price thanks to financial deregulation.
The author spotlights the situation of “the other half ” who 

are denied access to banking services or credit, and she cites 
government statistics showing that “over half the households 
in the United States could not come up with just $400 to cover 
a medical emergency without having to borrow, and 60 percent 
lacked enough money to get by for three months.” They also 
have to spend about 10 percent of their annual income just to 
access their own money. This makes them vulnerable to pay-
day and other predatory lenders. People who use payday lend-
ers, writes the author, do not do so out of “irresponsibility or 
ignorance.” In fact, “many people need small loans.” Baradaran 
argues that the financial crisis of 2007-2008 is a perfect demon-
stration of how widespread deregulation has replaced the pre-
vious social contract between government, banks, and citizens. 

The author identifies “the pivotal transformation” as the banks’ 
successful campaign over decades to be freed of regulation and 
treated like any other for-profit corporation. When Barack 
Obama’s administration attempted to make the bailout condi-
tional, the banks refused. The previous recognition that banks 
are a public service, and should be treated as such (Supreme 
Court Justice Brandeis called them “public utilities”), no longer 
figured in the balance. Now, the continuing profitability of the 
large banks, which hold more than 50 percent of financial assets, 
comes first. The author also discusses alternate forms of private 
banking, which were intended to address this public need, and 
Baradaran points to the pre-1970 role of the U.S. Postal Service 
in promoting communication and access to finance for small 
businesses and citizens.

A comprehensive addition to the ongoing discussions of 
both inequality and the financial system.
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BUSTER
The Military Dog Who Saved 
a Thousand Lives
Barrow, Will & George, Isobel
Dunne/St. Martin’s (256 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-250-07646-5  

A look inside the work of a military 
dog.

As much as many of us believe our 
pets worthy of lengthy books detailing 

all of their glorious wonder, the love and gratitude we feel for 
them doesn’t always translate to the page. Not true with Buster, 
the springer spaniel at the center of British soldier Barrow’s tale. 
Serving multiple tours of duty together, Buster played an instru-
mental role on multiple occasions in saving the lives of soldiers 
in multiple theaters of war. In 2007, the author was approached 
with a new assignment: assume the responsibility of training a 
seasoned explosive search dog for a tour in Afghanistan. Barrow 
was experienced with dogs, and equal amounts of effort were 
placed into securing both him and an appropriately matched 
dog, one who not only had the necessary battle experience to 
do his job to near-perfection, but also the drive to deal with the 
excessive heat, difficult terrain, and chaotic circumstances. “A 
search dog without drive,” writes Barrow, “is about as useful as 
a car without an engine.” The difference between perfection 
and near-perfection can be dangerously large, however. Early 
in their tour together, Barrow’s unit came under fire, and he 
was told to throw a grenade to give them cover. As soon as he 
threw the grenade, he realized two things: that he may not have 
thrown it far enough and that Buster would think they were 
playing a game of fetch. Throughout the book, the author is 
self-deprecating, and Buster consistently displays his ability to 
strike a balance between saving lives and the adorable dog she-
nanigans that endeared him to the soldiers around him.

A warmly written account of the impact of one hard-
working dog on a man who has worked diligently to main-
tain a professional remove with his companion, knowing 
full well the dog’s got his heart from the start.

THE NIXON TAPES 
1973
Brinkley, Douglas & Nichter, 
Luke A.-—Eds.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (848 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-0-544-61053-8  

Brinkley and Nichter (The Nixon Tapes: 
1971-1972, 2014, etc.) conclude their proj-
ect of publishing highlights from Richard 
Nixon’s infamous tapes with this volume 

from the last year of recording.
“They’ve killed me. Get rid of the old son of a bitch—people 

don’t want him anyway.” Thus spoke Nixon at the end of a bitter 

year, though it was better than the one that followed. “They” 
were the Washington press corps, the intelligentsia, the liberal 
establishment—everyone who stood in Nixon’s way, which, by 
1973, was just about everyone. This volume finds Nixon often 
exulting publicly thanks to the emerging success of his rap-
prochement and trip to China, the winding down of the Viet-
nam War, and growing détente with the Soviet Union. Some 
of the most affecting conversations on these tapes take place 
between Nixon and Soviet Premier Leonid Brezhnev and their 
interpreters, groping toward friendship. Yet, in the private 
moments the tapes record, Nixon is also constantly worried 
about his enemies and, more so, his friends: “Nixon’s greatest 
downfall,” write Brinkley and Nichter, “was his lack of trust in 
subordinates.” The unfolding Watergate hearings, which would 
find Nixon’s counsel John Dean folding before investigators and 
would result in the near-sacrificial firing of some of his closest 
aides, occupied much of Nixon’s time and attention, even as he 
chalked up real accomplishments. Brinkley and Nichter pre-
serve Nixon at his best and worst. About the only serious criti-
cism to bring against the enterprise is the simple wish that they 
had annotated more, since as the events recede, fewer readers 
will be able to immediately identify what Nixon means when he 
refers to the bombings of Haiphong and interventions in Cam-
bodia. Even without extensive commentary, however, this vol-
ume is endlessly fascinating, constantly raising questions about 
what might have been—and sometimes proving Nixon right, 
especially on the matter of trust.

Essential for students of late-20th-century American 
history and the Nixon presidency. (8-page 4-color insert; 17 
photos)

WHAT TO THINK ABOUT 
MACHINES THAT THINK
Today’s Leading Thinkers 
on the Age of Machine 
Intelligence
Brockman, John-—Ed.
Perennial/HarperCollins (528 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-242565-2  

With This Idea Must Die (2015) barely 
off the presses, Brockman, editor of the online science salon 
Edge.org, asked the world’s intellectuals for another opinion. 
They deliver in the latest of the editor’s thick compendiums.

Occasionally turgid academic prose rarely mars the nearly 
200 lively essays (few of which go beyond five pages) on the 
future of artificial intelligence. Every contributor—scholars, 
philosophers, artists, scientists, and journalists, including stars 
such as Freeman Dyson, Stephen Pinker, Brian Eno, and Dan-
iel Dennett—knows that humans can already make a think-
ing machine in less than a year. Since the process obeys the 
laws of nature, a thinking computer is possible and, therefore, 
inevitable. Some observers—but none in this book—predict 
that Armageddon will follow. Computers only compute. They 
have no aspirations, and they won’t consider eternal questions 

Essential for students of late-20th-century American
history and the Nixon presidency.

the nixon tapes



or their own self-interests unless programmers design them to 
do so. Most believe that as computers grow smarter, so will 
humans. That they will enslave us is less likely than that we 
will internalize their functions. This is already happening—
e.g., if we forget our cellphones or the Internet is down, we 
feel bereft. The oldest contributor, Dyson, grumbles that AI is 
a trendy subject that receives more attention than it deserves. 
He points out (and few contributors disagree) that true think-
ing machines will not appear in the foreseeable future. “If I am 
wrong, as I often am, any thoughts I might have on the ques-
tion are irrelevant,” he writes. “If I am right, then the whole 
question is irrelevant.” Other contributors include Mario 
Livio, Sean Carroll, Douglas Coupland, Nicholas Carr, Nina 
Jablonski, and Maria Popova.

A satisfying experience for readers looking for thought-
ful answers to big questions.

LADY BIRD AND LYNDON
The Hidden Story of a 
Marriage that Made a 
President
Caroli, Betty Boyd
Simon & Schuster (464 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-1-4391-9122-4  

A touching, sympathetic portrait of 
a successful marriage despite the agony 
and the stress, emphasizing Lady Bird 

Johnson’s spectacular inner grit.
As an accomplished biographer of several works on presi-

dential wives (The Roosevelt Women, 1998, etc.), Caroli does an 
impressive job refuting the “doormat” reputation of a humili-
ated wife to a coarse, philandering Texan by underscoring the 
symbiotic relationship that mutually sustained the couple 
through their whole lives. The only daughter born to a cul-
tured, troubled gentlewoman who died early from mysterious 
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circumstances and a larger-than-life, self-made businessman, 
Claudia Taylor, aka Lady Bird (1912-2007), learned a great deal 
from her pragmatic, number-crunching father—namely, to be 
self-sufficient and unafraid to take risks. Meeting former Texas 
schoolteacher Lyndon Johnson and then running Texas Con-
gressman Richard Kleberg’s Washington office, in 1934, Lady 
Bird resisted being swept off her feet by the blustering, ambi-
tious young man, who pressured her into marriage, sensing she 
had the “emotional ballast he needed to achieve his ambition.” 
Indeed, the leitmotiv here is that Lady Bird provided the nec-
essary counterbalance to Johnson’s often overweening narcis-
sism, which revealed itself in abusive, self-pitying outbursts 
that only she could smooth out. His outsized ambition in 
Congress and the Senate allowed her a place at the table, and 
she became a highly effective political tool for her husband’s 
career. Moreover, she used her business acumen to take part 
in a series of forward-seeing investments in radio and TV in 
the 1940s that made the couple rich. Caroli creates a vibrant 
portrait of a first lady who liked campaigning and learned how 
to speak publicly and effectively. Once her husband became 
vice president, she teamed up with Jackie Kennedy to shine as 
a political spouse when her husband was floundering. Unlike 
Bess Truman or Mamie Eisenhower, Lady Bird was not about 
to keep her mouth shut, turning her husband’s chronic philan-
dering to her advantage.

Well done. An engaging dual biography of a most 
intriguing power couple.

CAT IS ART SPELLED WRONG
Casey, Caroline & Fischbach, Chris & 
Schultz, Sara-—Eds.
Coffee House (220 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-1-56689-411-1  

A collection of essays centered on 
the ubiquitous viral cat videos on the 
Internet.

The product of a three-year col-
laboration with the Minneapolis-based 

Walker Art Center, this entertaining assemblage of musings, 
observations, and appreciations of everything feline-related 
on film spotlights 14 writers and cat aficionados. Editing trio 
Casey, Fischbach, and Schultz’s jovial and addictive anthology 
makes grand statements about the seriousness and the devo-
tion involved in creating and posting pratfall videos of cats 
doing everything from riding an oscillating iRobot Roomba 
vacuum cleaner to playing a keyboard or inexplicably attack-
ing its ceramic likeness. Then there’s Internet darling Grumpy 
Cat, whose owner, cited in author and poet Ander Monson’s 
informative piece, has “monetized and merchandized” her 
distinctive pet’s fandom while considering “taxidermy as an 
option when she dies.” With lyrical turns of phrase, cultural 
critic Maria Bustillos fawns over the ability of felines to tran-
scend human traits like “beauty and panic, laziness, and the 
potential for real idiocy.” Others—e.g., Jillian Steinhauer 

and editor Schultz—offer exuberant dispatches from the 
front lines of the Internet Cat Video Festival, where ritualis-
tic feline worship brings about a unique social solidarity for 
thousands of viewers. Collectively, the essays have an eclectic 
and joyful appeal. Some authors, like music critic Carl Wilson, 
delve deeper and more studiously into the musicality and the 

“Zen of the cat video,” just as others offer poetic interpreta-
tions and analyses of their pop-culture relevance and historic 
symbolism. Seattle native Will Braden, creator of the cheeky 

“Henri, le Chat Noir” Web short film series, writes the most 
knowledgeably on the obsessive allure of the cat video and 
why so many explode with popularity.

Cat lovers will adore these creative reflections on the 
frivolity and the necessity of pets and the Web videos many 
believe to be “the ice cream of moving imagery.”

VOICES IN THE OCEAN
A Journey into the Wild and 
Haunting World of Dolphins
Casey, Susan
Doubleday (320 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Aug. 4, 2015
978-0-385-53730-8  

Former O, the Oprah Magazine editor-
in-chief Casey (The Wave: In Pursuit of 
the Rogues, Freaks and Giants of the Ocean, 
2010, etc.) takes the measure of the 

human-dolphin dance.
For hundreds of years, dolphins have been bestowed 

mythological and cultural significance, been the object of 
both good and bad scientific study, and been written about 
countless times. Why? The author gives the reason up front: 
they are playful, social, and intelligent. They are like us—
some of us, anyway, and as Casey learns, only some dolphins 
as well. The author spins her wheels trying to drive home 
that unique interface, and some readers may roll their eyes 
when she waxes poetic on the animal’s profundity or how 

“they enfolded me into their gathering.” She nails it, how-
ever, when she discusses the shattering loss of her father, 
the subsequent depression, and the liberating exultation in 

“how ridiculously fun it was to just cruise along with them.” 
From there, the author runs through her experiences on her 
dolphin quest, from the classic scientific studies of Roger 
Payne to their totemic importance to the Pacific Northwest 
to their wild ride on TV: “After the Flipper movie grossed $8 
million in 1963, the dolphin, a kind of aquatic house pet on 
steroids, was given his own TV show....The show’s plots were 
cartoonish and fantastical but they struck a booming chord.” 
Casey also delves into the miseries of dolphin factory farm-
ing and how other scientists have come close to realizing 
John Lilly’s conviction “that the dolphin in the tank is not a 
what but a who.” The most moving section of the book fol-
lows the author’s visit to Crete, where she viewed the ancient 
frescoes and mosaics (some underwater) of dolphins, demon-
strating their significance across ages.



“Not only is the universe stranger than we imagine,” 
said astrophysicist Arthur Eddington. “It is stranger than 
we can imagine.” That sublime wildness is exactly what 
Casey, ever the adventurer, reveals in this flawed but still 
entertaining book.

A HOUSE OF MY OWN
Stories from My Life
Cisneros, Sandra
Knopf (400 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-385-35133-1  

The making of a Latina writer.
Award-winning novelist, poet, and 

MacArthur Fellow Cisneros (Have You 
Seen Marie?, 2012, etc.) describes her first 
novel, The House on Mango Street (1983), as 

a series of discrete vignettes that could be read as a whole “to 
tell one big story...like beads in a necklace.” That description is 
apt, as well, for this warm, gently told memoir assembled from 
essays, talks, tributes to artists and writers, introductions, and 
poems, most previously published over the last several decades. 

“I am the only daughter in a family of six sons. That explains 
everything,” Cisneros once wrote as a contributor’s note. But 
she admits her identity has been shaped, as well, by her proud, 
stern Mexican father, “intelligent, self-taught” Mexican-Amer-
ican mother, and by her childhood in working-class Chicago. 
Although she exalts in her identity as a Latina, she realized on a 
trip to Mexico, when she was 30, that like other “naïve Ameri-
can children of immigrants,” she was “filled with nostalgia for 
an imaginary country—one that exists only in images borrowed 
from art galleries and old Mexican movies.” Cisneros chroni-
cles the creation of her first novel, begun in graduate school at 
the University of Iowa, when she was 22, and completed on the 
Greek island of Hydra in a whitewashed house with “thick walls, 
gentle lines, and rounded corners, as if carved from feta cheese.” 
Homes feature in many pieces: the apartments her family 
moved into, always looking for cheaper rent; the house they 
finally bought, where the author had a closet-sized bedroom; 
her house in San Antonio that she painted purple, raising objec-
tions from the city’s Historic and Design Review Commission. 
Besides reflecting on her writing, Cisneros discloses a period of 
severe, suicidal depression when she was 33; a tantalizing family 
secret; and eulogies for her parents.

A charming, tender memoir from an acclaimed Mexi-
can-American author.

THE DEAD LADIES PROJECT
Exiles, Expats, and 
Ex-Countries
Crispin, Jessa
Univ. of Chicago (248 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-226-27845-2  

Bookslut founder and editor Crispin’s 
account of how she set off in search of 
meaning by following in the footsteps of 
dead writers, artists, and composers.

After confiding suicidal impulses to a friend and then being 
confronted with a possible trip to a psychiatric hospital, the 
author knew she had to act. So she packed her suitcases and left 
for Europe to be among the “wandering souls who were will-
ing to scrape their lives clean and start again elsewhere.” With 
mordant wit and a dash of bravado, Crispin interweaves the 
story of her journey to commune with the spirits of men and 
women who shared her existential crises with autobiographical 
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details and astute critical insights. In Berlin, she meditated on 
the despair that sent William James fleeing from the United 
States while contemplating her own sense of personal failure. In 
Trieste, she reflected on the life of James Joyce’s wife, Nora Bar-
nacle, a woman who loved a man she could not count on. In the 
south of France, Crispin mused on the life and work of another 
kindred spirit, Margaret Anderson, a fellow Midwesterner who 
founded and co-edited the Little Review, one of the most influ-
ential avant-garde literary magazines of the early 20th century. 
After years of struggle, her work would all be destroyed in a 
court battle over her serialization of Ulysses, a book deemed 
too obscene for American readers. Constantly questioning 
the choices of her “guides” and finding no easy answers to her 
own concerns about life and love, Crispin continued to travel 
and “chase discomfort.” Yet by the time she reached the last 
destination in the book, the Greek island of Zakynthos, she 
could embrace the randomness of a life journey that was now 
literally lived at the flip of a coin. Through moments of ennui, 
drunkenness, and intense joy, Crispin had unexpectedly discov-
ered meaning in the ever renewing possibilities of a life lived in 
fluidity.

An eloquently thought-provoking memoir.

A LITTLE HISTORY OF THE 
UNITED STATES
Davidson, James West
Yale Univ. (336 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-0-300-18141-8  

In this breakneck survey of American 
history, Davidson (co-author: Great Heart: 
The History of a Labrador Adventure, 2006, 
etc.) condenses 500 years of war, explora-
tion, and social change into a 300-page 
crash course.

Starting with Christopher Columbus, the author follows 
the usual grade school timeline, from the conquistadors to Viet-
nam. He quickly summarizes major movements like the Indus-
trial Revolution and the Cold War, distilling entire decades 
into a few paragraphs. Davidson takes familiar stories from 
America’s past and adds novelistic flair—e.g., “In 1620 five or 
six Nauset Indians were trotting down the Cape Cod beach 
one November day, their dog in the lead, when they saw sixteen 
strangers coming toward them. The Indians didn’t wait for an 
introduction; they turned and ran, whistling for their dog to fol-
low.” From the first pages, the author shows enthusiasm for his 
project, describing the difference between people who “make” 
history and people who “write” it, and he refers to this theme 
several times throughout. However, Davidson breezes through 
major national events, sewing anecdotes and trivia together 
without much direction or purpose. We revisit well-worn yarns, 
like Abraham Lincoln’s assassination and the Cuban missile 
crisis, which are told in the traditional way. Davidson intro-
duces some recent scholarship—e.g., the Chinese arrival in the 
Americas in 1421 and the exploits of Osama bin Laden—but the 

expected chunks are missing: women are absent until they even-
tually make cameos as suffragettes. African-American history 
barely exists between Reconstruction and Martin Luther King. 
Davidson tries to liven up his story with nuggets of wisdom, but 
most of it is boilerplate: “Sometimes the tiniest events have 
immense consequences”; “Sometimes it seems as if all Ameri-
can history has been a scramble for more and more.” In the end, 
Davidson glosses over his topics and adds little to the broader 
conversation.

An admirable attempt to get readers excited about his-
tory, but the approach is too hurried and shallow.

THE WHITE ROAD 
Journey into an 
Obsession
de Waal, Edmund
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-0-374-28926-3  

A lyrical melding of art history, mem-
oir, and philosophical meditation.

Ceramic artist de Waal (The Hare 
with Amber Eyes: A Family’s Century of Art 

and Loss, 2010, etc.) is obsessed with white porcelain, “thin as 
silver...white as driven snow,” a material so exceptional that it 
invites comparison to “smoke coiling up from a chimney, or 
from incense on an altar, or mist from a valley.” Porcelain gets 
its quality from two kinds of mineral: petunse, a fairly common 
stone, which yields amazing translucence and hardness; and 
the rarer kaolin, a soft, white earth that imparts plasticity. In 
short passages of allusive, radiant prose, the author chronicles 
his journeys in search of both the materials and the history of 
porcelain, discovering along the way men as obsessed as he. In 
14th-century China, the Yongle emperor coveted porcelains of 
the purest white—“white as transcendence,” de Waal writes—
with finely drawn decorations under a lucent glaze. In 17th-cen-
tury France, Louis XIV built the Trianon de Porcelaine, filled 
with Delft imitations until a porcelain industry began in Rouen, 
Saint-Cloud, and Limoges. In early-18th-century Germany, 
Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus, “philosopher and math-
ematician and observer of how the world changes,” pursued his 
investigations in Dresden’s Goldhaus, a laboratory for natural 
philosophers and alchemists. In Cornwall, the Quaker William 
Cookworthy and the enterprising Wedgwoods perfected porce-
lain manufacture. Shockingly, in 1940, the Allach Porcelain Fac-
tory moved to Dachau, where inmates made figurines beloved 
by Nazis. Amassing a cache of kaolin, each with idiosyncratic 
properties, de Waal created an installation of 2,455 porcelain 
pots, glazed in white. For the author, white has mystical reso-
nance: “White is truth; it is the glowing cloud on the horizon 
that shows the Lord is coming. White is wisdom....White 
brings us all into focus....It reveals. It is Revelation itself.”

De Waal’s poetically recounted journey is a revelation, 
as well: of the power of obsession and the lust for purity. (45 
b/w illustrations)

De Waal’s poetically recounted journey is a revelation, as well: 
of the power of obsession and the lust for purity.

the white road
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ABRAHAM
The World’s First (but 
Certainly Not Last) 
Jewish Lawyer
Dershowitz, Alan M.
Schocken (208 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-8052-4293-5  

The great patriarch as a template for 
Jewish lawyers across the ages.

Famed Harvard attorney Dershowitz (Taking the Stand: My 
Life in the Law, 2013, etc.) presents Abraham, father of three 
religions, as the original Jewish lawyer. Describing him as “an 
idol smasher, a conniver, a rescuer, an advocate, a compliant 
fundamentalist, and a shrewd real estate investor, the author 
identifies a wide range of lawyerly traits, good and bad, in the 
portrait of the patriarch provided by Scripture and the Midrash. 
Dershowitz begins with an overview of what little we know of 
the life of Abraham, along the way pointing out legal touches in 

the story. For instance, he argued like a defense attorney for the 
lives of the people of Sodom, and in procuring a burial plot for 
his wife, he negotiated like a real estate attorney might. Der-
showitz goes on to look at Jews as defendants. He examines a 
few specific examples, such as Alfred Dreyfus and Leo Frank, 
but his focus is much more global. He asserts that the very 
injustice suffered by the Jews over the course of centuries has 
honed their collective respect and aptitude for the law. “Jews 
have come to appreciate justice and the rule of law,” writes the 
author, “because we have experienced so much injustice and the 
rule of might over right.” Dershowitz profiles a number of great 
Jewish lawyers from the modern era as well. The author begins 
with a great concept, but the effort seems lacking. A compre-
hensive look at Abraham as a proto-lawyer, influencing future 
generations, would be a welcome and fascinating addition to 
the corpus of Jewish studies. Dershowitz only provides a cur-
sory glance here, but the book, replete with Jewish jokes and 
Woody Allen quotes, is a homey start.

An interesting concept deserving of twice the effort.
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THE BATTLE FOR PARADISE
Surfing, Tuna, and One 
Town’s Quest to Save a Wave
Evans, Jeremy
Univ. of Nebraska (240 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-8032-4689-8  

How a group of surfers and Central 
American villagers banded together to 
fight a multinational company and save 
an environmentally fragile stretch of 

Costa Rican shoreline.
Pavones was a forgotten Costa Rican backwater located on 

the Golfo Dulce at the southern end of the country. “[S]ocial 
castaways” of every stripe found a home there, while surfers 
could ride waves that were “the stuff of surfing lore.” By the mid-
2000s, however, the town became the setting for an epic battle 
between Granjas Atuneras, a company that sought to establish 
the world’s first yellow-fin tuna farm at the mouth of the Golfo 
Dulce, and a motley assortment of poor townspeople, surfers, 
and ex-felons. Drawn by the classic “David versus Goliath” nar-
rative that pitted haves against have-nots, Evans (English/Lake 
Tahoe Community Coll.; In Search of Powder: A Story of America’s 
Disappearing Ski Bum, 2010) began to report on the people and 
events that made the story so compelling to him. Among the 
many interesting individuals he met was Danny Fowlie, a former 
surf enthusiast and convicted drug smuggler who put Pavones 
on the map by building roads, a hospital, a cantina, and an exclu-
sive ranch. He also interviewed the head of Granjas Atuneras, 
Eduardo Velarde, a businessman-turned-aquaculturalist who 
wanted to “follow in the footsteps” of underwater explorer 
Jacques Cousteau by establishing fish farms to feed the world 
demand for seafood. As the battle between anti- and pro-fishery 
proponents unfolded, Evans uncovered fascinating back stories 
about fishing practices that have led to the serious depopula-
tion of different tuna varieties and bitter quarrels over money 
and property rights that led to Fowlie’s personal downfall. The 
author’s deep engagement with the narrative more than makes 
up for his “[in]experience in writing about surfing and aquacul-
ture.” However, the narrowness of the book’s focus will likely 
limit its overall appeal to readers.

An informative and well-documented story for readers 
interested in the intersection of business and ecology.

ON STALIN’S TEAM
The Years of Living 
Dangerously in Soviet 
Politics
Fitzpatrick, Sheila
Princeton Univ.  (424 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-691-14533-4  

Fitzpatrick (History/Univ. of Sydney; 
A Spy in the Archives: A Memoir of Cold War 
Russia, 2013, etc.) puts faces to the names 

of Stalin’s “cabinet,” examining their histories, families, and 
devotion to the dictator.

The social and political lives of the members of “Stalin’s 
team” were permanently intertwined with his, including the 
required drunken all-nighters. Aside from Vyacheslav Molotov, 
few are familiar to Westerners, which will leave some readers 
trying to figure out who’s who. None were highly educated or 
especially talented, and they were certainly not cosmopolitan 
intellectuals like the exiled Trotsky, Stalin’s enduring bugbear. 
Stalin followed a policy of “dosage”: divide and rule, fostering 
distrust, competition, and intrigue among his team. They were 
dedicated to the revolution and to Stalin, and they devoted their 
lives to both. The five-year plan of 1927 called for industrializa-
tion but provided no funding. Pushing grain exports was the 
team’s answer, but the newly collectivized farms could barely 
sustain the populace. Famine was the logical result, and Stalin 
blamed local party secretaries. The difficulty of the rebuilding 
seemed to be easing just as Stalin’s friend Sergei Kirov was assas-
sinated in 1934, an event that set off the great purges. At this 
point, Stalin’s paranoia took over, and Russia’s best and bright-
est were eliminated: between 1935 and 1940, almost 2 million 
were arrested for anti-Soviet activity, and 688,503 were shot. No 
one was exempt; even Stalin’s family members were arrested for 
careless talk. World War II was the impetus for the ministers to 
gather and form a State Defense Committee, a cautious coop-
eration they eventually turned to their advantage. Throughout 
the book, Fitzpatrick presumes readers are up to date on the 
era; those who aren’t may be confused regarding some of the 
chronology and relationships among the author’s subjects.

Not a history or a biography but rather a well-
researched study of the social and political lives of the 
men who supported, encouraged, and abetted Stalin. 
Prior knowledge of 20th-century Soviet history is a must. 
(30 halftones)



ATMOSPHERE OF HOPE
Searching for Solutions to 
the Climate Crisis
Flannery, Tim
Atlantic Monthly (256 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-8021-2406-7  

Flannery (An Explorer’s Notebook: Essays 
on Life, History, and Climate, 2014, etc.) 
argues for renewed optimism in human 
capabilities to reverse the destabilizing 

effects of climate change.
For years, the author has been in the forefront of spreading 

the warning of climate change’s dire consequences to a broad 
audience. “This book describes in plain terms our climate pre-
dicament,” he writes, “but it also brings news of exciting tools in 
the making that could help us avoid climate disaster.” Flannery 
sees a decided change in governmental responsibility since the 
Copenhagen Accord of 2009, which suggested the possibility 
of international political cooperation, and the marginalization 
of the deniers, whom he finds “perverse. Even grotesque.” The 
author makes it abundantly clear where we stand—that we are 
far from achieving the 2 percent solution to global warming—
but that there is also diverse, effective, and innovative activity 
toward cutting carbon dioxide emissions. This is occurring on 
the individual front—through digital interconnectedness and 
direct action such as disinvestment campaigns—and through 
the adoption of a long-view, “third way” of implementing proj-
ects that stimulate natural systems to draw the gas out of the 
air and oceans at a faster rate than we produce it. Flannery 
crisply outlines what is now known and conjectured about the 
human influence on climate change, exploring the long ragweed 
season, the nutritional degradation of crops, and the acidifica-
tion of the oceans. There are roadblocks to alternative energy 
sources—as Ralph Nader noted, “the use of solar energy has 
not been opened up because the oil industry does not own the 
sun”—but Flannery also finds that money will drive the wind 
and solar power sources as they rapidly become more efficient. 
He also puts fracking under great scrutiny, and he makes an 
intriguing case for the capture and storage of the byproducts of 
the damage already done.

A sharp summary of energy potentialities, where the 
good and the bad reside in human hands, hearts, and minds.

ADVENTURES IN 
HUMAN BEING
A Grand Tour from the 
Cranium to the Calcaneum
Francis, Gavin
Basic (264 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-465-07968-1  

Doctors with literary ambitions write 
memoirs, tell stories about patients, or 
educate us. Scottish physician Francis 

(Empire Antarctica: Ice, Silence & Emperor Penguins, 2013, etc.) suc-
cessfully combines all three.

In 18 chapters on 18 body parts, the author delivers no-non-
sense lessons on anatomy and biology, each illustrated with a 
patient plus regular detours into medical history, medical scan-
dal, and his own colorful life. “This book is a series of stories 
about the body in sickness and in health, in living and dying,” 
he writes at the beginning. A man appears with a nail through 
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his palm or a wine bottle in his rectum. A depressive, immo-
bile and silent for years, slowly begins to move and speak, more 
each day after a series of electroshocks to his brain. A couple 
undergoes the detailed unpleasantness of an infertility exam 
and then the even more detailed and unpleasant (and expensive) 
procedure for in vitro fertilization. Other chapters provide odd, 
penetrating insights—e.g., poets undergo open-heart surgery 
or breast cancer mastectomy and reveal the experience in verse. 
Even experienced doctors will perk up at some of the author’s 
digressions. One example: the Romans could not have crucified 
Jesus as traditionally described. Tissues in the palm are too frag-
ile to support a man’s weight (the experiment has been done). 
Nails through the wrist would have worked. Many anecdotes 
are the bizarre sort that medical students employ to impress 
other people, and Francis portrays himself as a healer of almost 
supernatural compassion, but he has enjoyed a spectacularly 
varied career as a general practitioner, emergency room doctor, 
and volunteer in third world clinics and polar exploration. The 
result is plenty of good material, and he possesses the writing 
talent to bring it to life.

Henry Marsh’s Do No Harm remains this year’s medical 
memoir to beat, but Francis acquits himself well.

PITCH BY PITCH
My View of One 
Unforgettable Game
Gibson, Bob & Wheeler, Lonnie
Flatiron Books (256 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-06104-1  

Gibson relives in detail, and with 
many asides, the brilliant first game he 
threw against the Detroit Tigers in the 
1968 World Series.

A tumultuous year politically and culturally, 1968 was also 
the Year of the Pitcher. Denny McLain, pitching for the Tigers, 
won 31 games, and Gibson, unfurling on the mound like a mad 
stork, compiled a staggering 1.12 ERA. Fortunately for baseball 
fans, the two would face off in the first game of that year’s World 
Series. Gibson, working with veteran baseball writer Wheeler 
(Intangiball: The Subtle Things that Win Baseball Games, 2015, etc.), 
writes with both brio and control, in perfect imitation of his 
pitching. One moment he sounds lawyerly—“the pregame 
machinations on the Cardinal clubhouse were mostly beyond 
the pale of my cognizance”—while the next, like the menacing 
presence he showed his opponents: the button over his locker 
read, “I’m not prejudiced. I hate everybody.” But that is not 
true, as the vest-pocket profiles of his teammates attest: Lou 
Brock, Curt Flood, Orlando Cepeda, Tim McCarver, and Roger 
Maris. Nor does the level of particulars slow the swiftness of 
the narrative. Simply, this is a fun book to read. The game was 
not much of a contest; Gibson was in complete command, mas-
terfully working his backdoor slide and the four-stitch fastball. 
The author works plenty of local color into the story, as well: 
Al Kaline’s high school baseball talent, Gibson playing for the 

Harlem Globetrotters, why American League umpires have a 
better look at the strike zone, finding a hole in the swing of Hall 
of Famer Eddie Mathews, “whose swing had been described 
as perfect by no less than Ty Cobb.” One of the best parts of 
the book is the author’s evocation of the atmosphere of a big-
league game—e.g., “sometimes you just have to go with the cur-
rents of the game.”

A captivating account from one of baseball’s most for-
midable pitchers.

THESE UNITED STATES
A Nation in the Making, 
1890 to the Present
Gilmore, Glenda Elizabeth &  
Sugrue, Thomas J. 
Norton (688 pp.) 
$39.95  |  Oct. 19, 2015
978-0-393-23952-2  

A concise, thematic book of Ameri-
can history that underscores the con-
stant, ongoing tug between the forces of 

self-interest and those of social responsibility.
Acclaimed scholars Gilmore (History/Yale Univ.; Defying 

Dixie: The Radical Roots of Civil Rights: 1919-1950, 2008, etc.) and 
Sugrue (History/New York Univ.; Not Even Past: Barack Obama 
and the Burden of Race, 2010, etc.) team up to present the unfold-
ing of the so-called American century, from the great promise 
displayed at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in August 
1893 to the presidency of Barack Obama. Presented in a tidy, 
compelling fashion, the themes that reoccur constantly are 
the side-by-side evolution of a sense of a survival-of-the-fittest 
approach to American society—e.g., in the accomplishments 
of the great self-made entrepreneurs such as John Rockefeller—
and the growth of a progressive movement committed to the 
benefits of organized labor, women’s suffrage, and income and 
racial equality. Moving chronologically, the authors capture the 
forces that spurred America toward world leadership during 
this century, through the Wilsonian idealism of self-determina-
tion and the sweeping New Deal policies of Franklin Roosevelt, 
as well as the precipitous, strong-armed military actions in the 
Spanish-American War, Vietnam War, and later wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. The authors provide excellent coverage of social 
currents that emerged from the great crisis of World War II 
(“In at Least Modest Comfort: Postwar Prosperity and Its Dis-
contents”) that then galvanized the enormous social change of 
the 1960s. Keeping the chapters short and broken up into pal-
atable segments, the authors devote one entire chapter to the 
fractious upheaval that occurred between 1968 and 1974. More-
over, to keep things readable, the authors often interweave sto-
ries of regular individuals who experienced or chronicled some 
historical glimpse in time—e.g., William Frank Fonvielle and 
his alarming firsthand look at new forms of segregation spring-
ing up in the Deep South in 1890.

A terrifically accessible, up-to-date educational tool. (16 
pages of illustrations; 10 maps)



A NATION OF NATIONS
A Great American 
Immigration Story
Gjelten, Tom
Simon & Schuster (400 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-1-4767-4385-1  

An incisive look at immigration, 
assimilation, and national identity.

Award-winning journalist and NPR 
correspondent Gjelten (Bacardi and the 

Long Fight for Cuba, 2008, etc.) probes the immigrant experience 
after the 1965 Immigrant and Nationality Act, passed under Lyn-
don Johnson’s administration. This dramatic reform did away 
with quotas that privileged European ancestry; gave preference 
to spouses, minor children, and parents of immigrants who 
became citizens; and allocated 165,000 slots for others, half for 
those with “exceptional skills or education deemed ‘especially 
advantageous’ to the United States.” Although many lawmak-
ers maintained that the act would not substantially change the 
country’s identity, some political scientists expressed conster-
nation about assimilation: would immigrants comprise a perma-
nent underclass—or worse, a threat—if they did not adopt what 
Samuel Huntington called “America’s Anglo-Protestant culture 
and political values?” As Seymour Martin Lipset put it, “becom-
ing American was...an ideological act.” Now, 50 years after the 
act’s passage, Gjelten focuses on Fairfax, Virginia, a county that 
by 2010 had undergone “stunning demographic transformation.” 
In 1980, 9 percent of residents were foreign-born; by 2000, 
immigrants populated 40 percent of one unit of the county 
and 25 percent overall. Official publications were translated 
into six languages, hardly representing the more than 100 lan-
guages spoken in Fairfax. Based on interviews, Gjelten portrays 
in rich detail five immigrant families from Korea, Libya, and 
Bolivia, revealing the economic, social, political, and personal 
challenges for first- and second-generation family members. 
He examines schools’ responses to changing populations, the 
Muslims’ struggles as they met with ostracism after 9/11, new 
immigrants’ relationships with African-Americans, backlash 
incited by illegal immigration, and recent calls for new curbs. 
In a book reflecting Gjelten’s many years reporting overseas, he 
concludes that immigration has neither diluted national iden-
tity nor led to cultural separatism but, he optimistically sees, 
has enriched the nation, creating a new sense of “we.”

A timely, well-informed entry into a national debate.

THE STATE OF PLAY
Sixteen Voices on Video 
Games
Goldberg, Daniel & Larsson, Linus-—Eds.
Seven Stories (192 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-1-60980-639-2  

What video games mean and why 
they matter.

Swedish technology writers Goldberg and Larsson (Mine-
craft: The Game that Changed Everything, 2011, etc.) gather a selec-
tion of “New Games Journalism” pieces, representing a recent 
development in writing about video games that focuses not on 
the technological or entertainment aspects of the medium but 
on the cultural, social, and political contexts in which the games 
exist. A focal point for this new approach has been the distress-
ing “Gamergate” scandal, which found women who questioned 
sexist elements of games—or who created their own alterna-
tives or merely presumed to make their voices heard at all—on 
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the receiving ends of a massive torrent of online threats of 
sexual assault and murder from frustrated male gamers. Gamer-
gate has inspired much insightful consideration (including Dan 
Golding’s essay, “The End of Gamers,” included here), but this 
book also includes thoughtful considerations of race, gender, 
sexuality, mental illness, and violence in gaming. Evan Narcisse 
writes of his frustration with the lack of acceptable representa-
tions of black people in games, while Hussein Ibrahim exam-
ines his ambivalence as an Arabic man killing scores of Arabic 
enemies in military shooter games. Developers like Merritt 
Kopas, Zoe Quinn, and Anna Anthropy recount their strug-
gles to create games that meaningfully confront topics such as 
depression and sexuality, while other writers examine pervasive 
tropes and their larger meanings—e.g., the popularity of apoca-
lyptic settings and the masochistic anti-pleasures of maddening 
time-wasters like “Flappy Bird.” The essays are uniformly well-
written, full of personal passion and journalistic rigor, and they 
fully convince readers of the relevance and urgency of this new 
form of criticism.

A consistently engaging and insightful reckoning with 
the serious implications of the ascendant entertainment 
medium of the 21st century.

INTERLOCK
Art, Conspiracy, and the 
Shadow Worlds of Mark 
Lombardi
Goldstone, Patricia
Counterpoint (408 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-61902-565-3  

A tormented artist’s life and death.
An interlock search, explains reporter 

Goldstone (Aaronsohn’s Maps: The Untold 
Story of the Man Who Might Have Created Peace in the Middle 
East, 2007, etc.), is “a type of flowchart used in anti-trust liti-
gation and accounting that involves graphing the relationships 
between interlocking boards of directors.” That construction 
formed the basis of works by conceptual artist Mark Lombardi 
(1951-2000), a paranoid, opinionated conspiracy theorist whose 
mission in life and art was “to connect all the scandals of his 
generation into one huge interlock,” from the Kennedy assas-
sination to the bombing of the World Trade Center. Described 
by his family as “a hellion and a chronic envelope-pusher,” Lom-
bardi earned the nickname “Mighty Mouth” because of his 
endless harangues. “He not only grabbed your ear, he bent and 
twisted it,” a friend said. The author speculates that Lombardi’s 
obsession with interlocks of banking, politics, the CIA, the 
FBI, the Mafia, and foreign potentates stemmed from his being 
fired from his first job at the Contemporary Arts Museum in 
Houston. “Forbidden knowledge of the clandestine alliances 
between master class and underworld gave him a giddy rush of 
power,” writes the author, and “a weapon against the fraternity 
that had disadvantaged him.” Despite his difficult personality, 
Lombardi found champions: for example, the Texas lawyer and 

legislator Sissy Farenthold, a “glamorously melancholy society 
rebel” who pitted herself against Gov. John Connally and his 

“Gorgon’s nest of allied business interests.” With Farenthold’s 
help, Lombardi became a fixture of the Houston art scene, and 
his work came to the attention of the prestigious Drawing Cen-
ter in New York, which invited him to participate in a group 
show. Interest from other galleries and museums soon followed. 
Goldstone has impressively mined the artist’s archives and 
interviewed many who knew him, dutifully recording all their 
contradictory gossip, but readers may have a difficult time find-
ing sympathy for the author’s subject.

An exhausting deluge of information about a man many 
remember as a “natural-born hustler.”

CRACK99
The Takedown of a $100 
Million Chinese Software 
Pirate
Hall, David Locke
Norton (336 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Oct. 19, 2015
978-0-393-24954-5  

A jaunty yet disquieting tale of the 
first American prosecution of a Chinese 
software pirate.

Hall, a federal prosecutor and Naval Reserve intelligence 
officer, was nearing retirement in 2010 when Homeland Security 
investigators directed him to CRACK99.com, a website, “ama-
teurish and even juvenile in its presentation,” offering high-end 
aerospace and engineering software with clear military applica-
tions for pennies on the dollar. Intrigued, he made contact with 
webmaster Xiang Li and began making purchases in an escalat-
ing undercover investigation. Hall plays Xiang Li’s evasive, lin-
guistically challenged communications for laughs (“This is the 
perfect sure! Trust from our services”) while emphasizing the 
serious national security implications of such piracy. He notes 
that unenforceable indictments had been issued against Chi-
nese army officers for similar activities. “If we failed,” he writes, 

“investigating CRACK99 would [also] go down as a fool’s 
errand, and we would be the fools.” Although Hall was unable 
to link Xiang Li to the Chinese government, search warrants 
for CRACK99’s email revealed that the gaudy website was sell-
ing “hundreds of different software programs...originally pro-
duced in the United States” to customers in locales including 
Syria and China itself. The case followed several surreal twists, 
culminating in Xiang Li’s apprehension on Saipan, an American 
protectorate; Xiang Li was ultimately sentenced to 12 years, and 
some American customers were prosecuted as well. Hall takes 
a prosecutor’s perspective, noting, “ironically, U.S. technology 
enables the Chinese to steal U.S. technology with relative ease...
[using] the Internet as an efficient method of theft.” The author 
writes in the familiar voice of a blustery, world-weary top cop; 
his observations as the case unfolds are often humorous but can 
also be repetitive. While many, including Xiang Li himself, por-
trayed such software piracy as a harmless libertarian impulse, 

A jaunty yet disquieting tale of the first American 
prosecution of a Chinese software pirate.

crack99



Hall believes he’s sounding the alarm about a metastasizing 
military threat: “The use to which China will put this stolen 
[American] technology is anyone’s guess.”

A quirky tale of international pursuit through a legal 
labyrinth with unsettling implications regarding prolif-
eration of ominous technologies.

ALL THE THINGS WE 
NEVER KNEW
Chasing the Chaos of Mental 
Illness
Hamilton, Sheila
Seal Press (300 pp.) 
$24.00  |  Nov. 1, 2015
978-1-58005-584-0  

A popular Portland radio talk show 
host’s account of her painful marriage 
to a bipolar man who eventually com-
mitted suicide.

When Hamilton met her future husband, David, all she 
could see was a tall, handsome man who radiated confidence 
and success rather than the “erratic, discombobulated energy” 
that governed his actions. Less than a year later, they got mar-
ried, and Hamilton was pregnant. Their storybook life began 
to unravel shortly afterward when Hamilton discovered that 
David had never ended his relationship to the woman who was 
his previous girlfriend. Rather than leave and jeopardize what 
she believed would be her infant daughter’s well-being, Ham-
ilton stayed by David’s side. It was then she began to notice 
his sensitivity to “sounds, bright lights [and] smells” and an 
increased frequency of irrational outbursts. Yet she never 
equated his symptoms with any serious illness, in part because 
David—as well as most of the rest of his family—lived in a state 
of denial about his condition. Just as she found the courage to 
finally seek a divorce, David’s condition worsened, and he was 
hospitalized. But medications only seemed to compound her 
husband’s problems, and his newly diagnosed bipolar disorder 
caused him to deteriorate rapidly. During this period, Hamil-
ton learned that David was hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
debt and that a divorce from him would cost her everything she 
had worked for. Before she could take further action, however, 
David committed suicide, leaving both his wife and child “with-
out so much as a note to understand his decision.” Hamilton’s 
story is unsettling, but the heart and grit she displays in suc-
cessfully moving beyond tragedy and learning to live with such 
chilling uncertainties as whether or not her daughter would 
also develop bipolar disorder make the book a worthwhile—if 
at times difficult—read.

A brave and honest memoir of mental illness and the 
many people it can affect.

RAW DEAL
How the “Uber Economy” 
and Naked Capitalism Are 
Screwing American Workers
Hill, Steven
Palgrave Macmillan (336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-1-250-07158-3  

San Francisco–based veteran journal-
ist Hill (Europe’s Promise: Why the European 
Way Is the Best Hope in an Insecure Age, 2010) 

examines the degenerative influences of technology businesses 
on the national economy.

Despite the massive wealth and innovation flourishing 
throughout Silicon Valley, there’s also a major downside, writes 
the author. It lies in the premise of a “sharing economy,” in 
which participating businesses actively repurpose or outsource 
formerly full-time positions with project-to-project freelancers 
and independent contractors who earn reduced salaries with lit-
tle or no benefits packages. Hill argues that this trend has irrep-
arably damaged the American workforce, making it increasingly 
impermanent, disposable, and transient. The author writes of 
personally experiencing this trend himself after being laid off 
from full-time employment and then having to pay exorbitant 
health care premiums and payroll tax payments as a freelance 
writer. There’s a “sheer arrogance of avarice” afoot in the coun-
try, Hill writes, and he zeroes in on a selection of popular, lucra-
tive tech companies that have an impact on future economic 
forecasts. Bolstered by startling statistical data and a generous 
sampling of real-life profiles, the author supports his theories 
with examples of apps like short-term home-rental company 
Airbnb, ridesharing behemoth Uber, and gig-economy bro-
kerage platforms like Upwork and TaskRabbit. They are all 
contributory, in their own capacities, to disruptive side effects 
ranging from slumping economic and employment scales to 
the fissuring of closely knit neighborhoods. Hill’s survey of 
the movement’s lethal underworld of drugs and crime, robotic 
automation, and “economic singularity” is equally alarming. 
Inasmuch as the author emerges as a detractor, he counters his 
mostly critical text with proactive solutions involving options 
like all-employee benefits packages, tax deductions, and labor 
law reform.

A provocative, remedy-based perspective on the joint 
complexities of economic stability and ever expanding 
technology.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Susan Southard

LIFE IN NAGASAKI DIDN’T STOP AFTER THE ATOMIC BOMB FELL
By Alexia Nader

When Susan Southard was a high school student in the early 
1970s, a study abroad trip to Japan brought her to the Nagasaki 
Atomic Bomb Museum. There, looking at photographs of the 
city’s atomic bomb victims along with her fellow Japanese class-
mates, a “visceral understanding of war” awakened in her, as she 
explains. It would take Southard several decades to find lan-
guage, imagery, and characters to map the horror of the nuclear 
bombing of Nagasaki that she first saw in those photographs. 
This path culminated in her new work of narrative journalism, 
Nagasaki: Life After Nuclear War (July 28), which traces the lives 
of five victims of the atomic bombing of Nagasaki from their 
childhoods when the event occurred to their adult lives coping 
with the social isolation that comes with being hibakusha, or 

“bomb-affected people,” to their old ages. 
While compassion is a substantial component of Southard’s 

storytelling, another equally impressive component in Nagasaki 
is the author’s thoroughness. An early chapter describing the 
day of the bombing opens with the instant the bomb explod-
ed: “The five-ton plutonium bomb plunged toward the city at 
614 miles per hour...” it begins and moves through describing 
the bomb’s flash of light, its burst point—“the center of the ex-
plosion reached temperatures higher than at the center of the 
sun”—the “blazing fireball” that it created, the infrared heat 
rays “traveling at the speed of light,” the atomic cloud, the hori-
zontal blast, and of course the “larger doses of radiation than 
any human had ever received [that] penetrated deeply into the 

bodies of people and animals.” Hundreds of sources—scientific, 
medical, and individual stories—make up this chapter, which 
made it incredibly time consuming and complicated to orga-
nize, according to Southard. She used the story of each survivor 
as a point of search for other stories and contextual information, 
so that as a whole she could, as she explains, “capture concentric 
circles of impact from the hypocenter of the bomb out.”

One of Southard’s points, subtly expressed throughout the 
book, is that the lives of the hibakusha didn’t end with the bomb, 
so why should their stories? One 
of her favorite subjects is a sur-
vivor named Yoshida Katsuji. A 
young child when the bombing 
occurred, he was standing in a 
field with his friends and looked 
up toward the sky, where he saw 
two parachutes that the planes 
carrying the atomic bomb had 
dropped to measure blast and ra-
diation. He was facing the bomb 
when it exploded; because of this, 
his face was very badly burned. 

“When he started telling me this 
story—I met him I believe when 
he was in his mid-70s—he got so animated and so alive and in-
tense about it,” Susan recounts. But his post-bombing story was 
just as inspiring for Southard. She marveled at how kind and 
funny he was, considering he had lived through nuclear war. “It 
was a conscious decision on his part,” she explains. “Eventually 
he decided that he was going to be happy.” 

In the wake of the atomic bombings, no one in either Japan 
or the United States wanted to hear stories like Katsuji’s. But at 
least some of the survivors who wanted their voices heard found 
a sympathetic and responsible witness in Southard—a first step 
in building an informed history of the bombings. “Whether or 
not a reader agrees with the use of the bombs or disagrees with 
the use of the bombs, I think that it’s important for us to know 
the impact of our decisions,” Southard says. “These survivors 
are unique in all of human history.”  

Alexia Nader is a writer living in San Francisco and a senior editor at 
The Brooklyn Quarterly. Nagasaki: Life After Nuclear War received 
a starred review in the April 15, 2015, issue. 
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ELIZABETH 
Renaissance Prince
Hilton, Lisa
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (400 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Nov. 10, 2015
978-0-544-57784-8  

There is no shortage of biographies 
of Britain’s Elizabeth I (1533-1603), but 
readers should pay attention to this 
thoughtful, often ingenious account.

British novelist and historian Hil-
ton (Wolves in Winter, 2012, etc.) agrees that Elizabeth stood out 
because she was a woman, but she claims that biographers often 
focus on her femininity to the exclusion of qualities shared by fel-
low rulers.  Elizabeth’s intellectual upbringing “gave her a princely 
self-image not in the least circumscribed by femininity.” She 
referred to herself as “ ‘a prince from a line of princes,’ even when 
those princes were not necessarily male.” Hilton emphasizes that 
the 16th century marked the end of the medieval concept of “chi-
valric kingship,” which taught that rulers governed according to 
Christian tenets. When they lied, cheated, or murdered, this was 
shameful. A Renaissance prince, besides being more educated, 
understood that in the service of preserving the state, immoral 
actions were not only essential, but ethical. This was reflected, 
of course, in Machiavelli’s The Prince (first distributed in 1513 but 
not published until 1532), which was universally read, denounced, 
and heeded, most skillfully by Elizabeth. With regular nods to 
Machiavelli, Hilton delivers an enthralling account of a life and 
reign during which Elizabeth dealt with murderous rival claimants 
and fended off superpower Spain, a fiercely hostile Papacy, and an 
increasingly intolerant, stingy Parliament. She was lucky and char-
ismatic, chose competent advisers, never forgot the limitations 
of her power, and left England far more united and self-confident. 
Despite this, it took 20 years of experience of her successor, James 
I, before Britons wistfully realized that Elizabeth had presided 
over a golden age, an opinion Hilton does not reject.

Mildly revisionist, well-argued, and thoroughly satisfying.

SISTERS IN LAW
How Sandra Day O’Connor 
and Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
Went to the Supreme Court 
and Changed the World
Hirshman, Linda
Harper/HarperCollins (416 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-06-223846-7  

A dual biography of the pioneering 
jurists whose arrival on the Supreme 

Court both commemorated and invigorated the movement 
toward gender equality.

Hirshman (Victory: The Triumphant Gay Revolution, 2012, etc.), 
an attorney who has argued before the Supreme Court, counts 
herself among the countless beneficiaries of that trend, having 

in just a few short years gone from an outlier as a woman in the 
world of law to “a pretty normal player.” It would be hard to 
find two people less alike than Sandra Day O’Connor and Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg, the one a conservative who grew up on a New 
Mexico ranch and entered politics with the Goldwater wing of 
the Republican Party, the other a liberal Democrat from Brook-
lyn who had been a feminist activist for years before attaining 
her seat at the bench. Yet both were also accomplished law-
yers who broke into the profession “when there was not even 
a whisper of a women’s legal movement,” setting precedents 
that encouraged other women to follow. Hirshman notes what 
might seem to be detriments, from Ginsburg’s occasional brit-
tleness and possible legal missteps, such as suggesting that abor-
tion should have been argued as a matter of women’s equality in 
1973—the author’s reasoning on that count is subtle but gener-
ally convincing—to O’Connor’s loyalty to William Rehnquist, 
who, after all, was an enemy of precisely the same attainments 
of civil rights for which O’Connor was in the vanguard. Yet both 
O’Connor and Ginsburg “recognized that women could use the 
law to pry open realms of life foreclosed to them by historical 
practices of exclusion,” and they did just that. Hirshman goes 
on to examine not just their role in reforming the culture of the 
Supreme Court and the tenor of some aspects of the law, but 
also their work on specific issues such as affirmative action and 
sex discrimination.

An intelligent, evenhanded look at a changing society 
and its legal foundations. (5 b/w photos)

NONSENSE
The Power of Not Knowing
Holmes, Jamie
Crown (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-385-34837-9  

New America Foundation Future Tense 
fellow Holmes, a former research coordi-
nator in the department of economics 
at Harvard, debuts with a provocative 
analysis of the roots of uncertainty.

The need for closure is a mainstay of American life—and not 
only after mass shootings or other tragic events. Confronted by 
ambiguity in our personal or professional lives, we seek answers. 
In the face of perceived threats, we demand absolutes. “In an 
increasingly complex, unpredictable world,” writes the author, 

“what matters most isn’t IQ, willpower, or confidence in what 
we know. It’s how we deal with what we don’t understand.” In 
this well-written book based on the latest findings in social 
psychology and cognitive science, Holmes explains that we 
are all naturally ambivalent. When we are confused, our minds 
either snap shut (relying on preconceptions) or unlock (allow-
ing us to innovate). Offering innumerable examples, the author 
describes instances in which we try to avoid uncertainty and 
have a dangerously high need for closure—a critical negotia-
tion, inconclusive medical results, or a changing business envi-
ronment—and others in which we try to maximize the benefits 

Mildly revisionist, well-argued, and thoroughly satisfying.
elizabeth
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of harnessing ambiguity, whether to help students solve prob-
lems with no clear answers or to discover new ways to cope with 
failure and success. Holmes shows how people and organiza-
tions have dealt with ambiguity, from the FBI’s 1993 assault on 
the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas, to the fashion 
industry, where manufacturers and retailers tried to meet the 
perplexing uncertainty over changing skirt hemlines in the 
1970s. Most telling are the author’s discussions of hostage nego-
tiations, which demand the patient skills of professionals with 
a low need for certainty in confusing situations. Ambiguity can 
make medical problems more agonizing, make the pleasure of 
mystery novels more enjoyable, and lead to devastating preju-
dices in our social lives.

The author’s bright anecdotes and wide-ranging 
research stories are certain to please many readers.

FOOLPROOF
Why Safety Can Be 
Dangerous and How Danger 
Makes Us Safe
Ip, Greg
Little, Brown (352 pp.) 
$28.00  |  $14.99 e-book
$25.98 Audiobook  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-316-28604-6
978-0-316-28596-4 e-book
978-1-4789-6011-9 Audiobook  

Societies and economies “are not inherently stable,” writes 
Wall Street Journal chief economics commentator Ip (The Little 
Book of Economics: How the Economy Works in the Real World, 2010) 
in this eye-opening book about risk-taking and crisis.

The author contends that our successful quest for safety 
and stability is constantly undermined by increased risk-tak-
ing and greater dangers, and he believes “we are going to have 
to re-examine” the premises as well as their results. Miami’s 
growth as a population center, like the buildup of the Jersey 
shore, has increased the dangers associated with storms, but 
governments continue to justify their existence and claim to 
deliver both economic and political stability. Ip insists that as 
progress occurs, there is also “an equally irrepressible drive to 
make things bigger and more complicated.” In addition to dis-
cussing finance and economics, the author references natural 
disasters and efforts to make what we do safer—e.g., effects 
of anti-lock brakes and hard helmets for footballers. For him, 
there is a trade-off between the benefits and their unintended 
consequences, and the author discerns a pattern: the safer we 
feel at any time, the closer we may be to greater risk and dan-
ger (see how the widespread use of antibiotics has reduced their 
effectiveness). Ip argues for a nonideological approach employ-
ing prudence and carefulness, and he explains what he identifies 
as a dichotomy between “engineers” and “ecologists.” Engineers 
believe man will find solutions to any problem. Ecologists, like 
those who thought forest fires should be allowed to burn them-
selves out, think things should be left alone. Ip locates similar 
tensions within government, economics, and finance. He wisely 

advocates taking “the best of both” while exercising restraint 
“and not ask[ing] too much of them.”

A provocative challenge to the tendency to elevate ide-
ology over thoughtfulness. The author amply shows how 

“stability is blissful, but it may also be illusory, hiding the 
buildup of hidden risks or nurturing behavior that will 
bring the stability to an end.”

THE WITCH OF LIME STREET
Séance, Seduction, and 
Houdini in the Spirit World
Jaher, David
Crown (432 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-307-45106-4  

A screenwriter explores the little-dis-
cussed rivalry between master illusionist 
Harry Houdini and a much-publicized 
Boston spirit medium named Margery 
Crandon.

Houdini was considered the greatest escape artist of the 
early 20th century, but by the 1920s, he turned his energies 
to unmasking spiritist frauds who claimed to have contact 
with the dead. Set against a backdrop of Jazz Age excess and 
anxiety, Jaher, in his first book, tells the story of Houdini’s epic 
confrontation with a spiritist whose popularity rivaled his own. 
World War I and the Spanish influenza laid waste to a genera-
tion of young men in Europe and left the world “teetering on 
the brink of a new dark age.” Observers like Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, who eventually became an ardent advocate of spiritual-
ism (and friendly nemesis to Houdini), believed that the loss of 
so many loved ones would turn bereaved families seeking com-
fort “toward spirit communion.” While séances became all the 
rage on both sides of the Atlantic and Conan Doyle lectured on 
the “New Revelation,” reputable scientists began to explore the 
paranormal to determine the true nature of psychic phenom-
ena. One particular group associated with Scientific American 
magazine put together a contest that would award $5,000 to 
anyone able to successfully prove his or her abilities. Among 
the judges was Houdini, whose career as a magician made him 
a formidable spiritist debunker. All but one medium tested by 
this group—the genteel Crandon—were conclusively demon-
strated to be frauds. Through a combination of feminine seduc-
tion and illusionist skill that even Houdini admired, Crandon 
became the one psychic to almost win the respect of the scien-
tific community and outshine Houdini as an entertainer. Jaher’s 
narrative style is as engaging as his character portraits are color-
ful. Together, they bring a bygone age and its defining spiritual 
obsessions roaring to life.

Fascinating, sometimes thrilling, reading. (13 b/w photos)



THEN COMES MARRIAGE
United States v. Windsor and 
the Defeat of DOMA
Kaplan, Roberta
Norton (320 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Oct. 5, 2015
978-0-393-24867-8  

A key litigator who argued and 
helped defeat the Defense of Marriage 
Act describes the process, the politics, 
and the history behind the watershed 

Supreme Court ruling.
In 2009, private attorney Kaplan agreed to represent Edith 

Windsor, a former computer programming whiz whose wife of 44 
years, Thea Spyer, had recently died. Though the couple had mar-
ried legally in Canada, their union was not recognized in the United 
States, leaving Windsor owing thousands of dollars in estate taxes 
as the sole heir to her late wife’s holdings. Kaplan personalizes the 
narrative with an account of her coming-out process in 1991 as a 
Harvard and Columbia University graduate and the daughter of a 
homophobic mother. The author openly shares the timeline of her 
own marriage to political activist Rachel Lavine as well as a “rainbow 
coalition” of gutsy LGBT legal advocates and the many cases incre-
mentally paving the way toward equal rights. Kaplan also fondly 
recognizes the extraordinary connection she’d previously had with 
Spyer, who had been her psychotherapist when she was a young les-
bian. As the heavily publicized lawsuit proceeded against DOMA, 
which essentially considered the couple “legal strangers,” Kaplan’s 
oral arguments before Supreme Court justices, bolstered by Wind-
sor’s affidavits, proved a victorious combination and opened the 
door for further same-sex equality measures. Equally engaging is the 
story of the genesis of Windsor and Spyer’s four-decade romance, 
a love that persevered despite the closeted 1950s era from which 
it emerged. Published on the heels of the 2015 landmark Supreme 
Court same-sex marriage legalization ruling, Kaplan’s narrative is 
accessible and provides a greater understanding and valuing of the 
great strides and sacrifices made on behalf of same-sex civil rights.

Kaplan delivers a well-rounded, informative, and illu-
minating perspective on the complexities of nontradi-
tional marriage.

WINTER IS COMING
Why Vladimir Putin and the 
Enemies of the Free World 
Must Be Stopped
Kasparov, Garry
PublicAffairs (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-61039-620-2  

Though still best known as a master 
chess player, Kasparov (How Life Imitates 
Chess: Making the Right Moves, from the 

Board to the Boardroom, 2007, etc.) continues his campaign as an 
anti-Putin warrior.

By his own admission, “I’ve made well over a thousand 
media appearances in the last ten years, nearly all of them to 
discuss Russia and Putin,” writes the author, so much of his 
argument will be familiar to those who have seen him with Bill 
Maher or read his op-ed columns in the New York Times and the 
Wall Street Journal. “Avoiding a new Cold War sounds like an 
admirable goal, but what if we are already in one?” asks Kasp-
arov. He maintains that any sort of illusion of a thaw should have 
ended with the ascent of Putin, who followed the corruption of 
the Yeltsin regime with a dictatorial ruthlessness. He alternates 
between convincing analysis of Putin’s malfeasance and hard-
line assessments of American foreign policy, which he believes 
has suffered from a rudderless lack of leadership since Ronald 
Reagan. He can barely bring himself to name Bill Clinton, “a 
man with no foreign policy experience, a man whose slogan, ‘It’s 
the economy, stupid,’ efficiently discarded foreign policy and 
the Cold War from the campaign.” The author thinks the coun-
try and the world would have been much better served by John 
McCain or Mitt Romney presidencies. His disparaging refer-
ences to Hillary Clinton leave no doubt where he stands on the 
campaign to come, which a book like this is an attempt to influ-
ence. “If the road to Hell is paved with good intentions, com-
promises on principles are the street lights,” he writes, in a book 
that finds compromise synonymous with appeasement and con-
sistently finds parallels between Putin and Hitler, because, early 
on, “Hitler was no Hitler either!”

American readers might not be as eager as Kasparov 
to return to Cold War policies or commit the troops that 
might heat it up.

OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY
The Real Business of Finance
Kay, John
PublicAffairs (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-1-61039-603-5  

All’s not well in the counting house, 
nor in a capitalist system grown increas-
ingly unequal and corrosive.

“We need a finance sector to manage 
our payments, finance our housing stock, 

restore our infrastructure, fund our retirement and support 
new business,” writes British economist Kay (Obliquity: Why 
Our Goals Are Best Achieved Indirectly, 2010, etc.). By his account, 
we don’t have a sector that does much of that necessary work; 
instead, intermediation, buying and selling abstractions rather 
than real things, is the new method. In fact, writes the author, 
lending to entities that make things, “which most people would 
imagine was the principal business of a bank,” makes up only 
about 10 percent of the sector’s business. The rest lies in inter-
mediation, which is another way of saying that “the industry 
mostly trades with itself, talks to itself and judges itself by 
reference to performance criteria that it has itself generated.” 
Take securitized mortgage loans, bundled and traded like base-
ball cards: there’s a recipe for disaster, and in the absence of 
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meaningful external oversight, it and other contributing fac-
tors to financial meltdown are not likely to be tamed anytime 
soon. Kay is no Chicken Little; his arguments are calmly made, 
backed by such evidence as can be teased out of the reclusive 
industry. In the meantime, he notes, many aspects of the finan-
cial sector, such as the lending and deposit channels, are “ripe 
for disruptive innovation,” just as in recent years the increased 
use of credit and debit cards and other electronic tie-ins to bank 
accounts have made cash unnecessary in most daily transac-
tions. Kay holds forth for increased regulation that is focused 

“more on the interests of consumers and less on the integrity of 
market processes”—in other words, the more vigorous applica-
tion of Dodd-Frank and other regulatory regimes that Congress 
is now hurriedly trying to dismantle.

Sobering and lucid. If you’re moved to keep your money 
in a sock after reading this, you’d have cause.

BRIEF ENCOUNTERS
A Collection of Contemporary 
Nonfiction
Kitchen, Judith & Lenney, Dinah-—Eds.
Norton (356 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Nov. 9, 2025
978-0-393-35099-9  

Two distinguished writers/editors 
gather together flash nonfiction essays 
from both established and emerging 
writers.

In this volume, Kitchen (The Circus Train, 2014, etc.), who 
died in 2014, and Lenney (The Object Parade, 2014, etc.) continue 
the work they began 20 years ago when they first began edit-
ing anthologies of the newest and best in contemporary nonfic-
tion. The works selected for inclusion are as delightfully varied 
in terms of tone, style, and subject matter as they are individu-
ally unique from each other. This diversity is signaled by the 
opening piece, James Richardson’s “Aphorisms & Ten-Second 
Essays,” an experimental reflection on the nature of storytell-
ing that interweaves random truths about daily life. While 
the editors do not explicitly organize the pieces according to 
theme, they situate them in such a way so that, and as Lenney 
observes, “where one writer ends, another begins.” In “What 
I Hear,” for example, Martha Cooley reflects on her tinnitus 
and how the “instruments” she hears inside her head are ulti-
mately playing me to myself.” In the essay that directly follows 
it, Geeta Kothari picks up the theme of listening. In her story, 
the perspective shifts to a woman who has spent her whole life 
doing as others have told her, even when what she has heard is 
superstition. Part of the vigor and liveliness that characterize 
this volume also derive from the fact that Kitchen and Lenney 
include the work of new writers like Josette Kubaszyk. In her 
lyrical essay “Swing,” she explores a young girl’s thoughts as she 
examines a swing and reflects on both its previous owner and 
her own experiences “swooping forward, falling back, humming 
the rhythm of the wind.” Refreshing and often unexpected, the 
stories in this collection—which run the gamut from memoir 

to critique to meditation and more—offer insights into experi-
ences that, as they challenge readers’ perceptions of the world, 
also celebrate the pain, joy, and wonder of being human.

A vibrant and expansive anthology.

LIGHTS OUT
A Cyberattack, a Nation 
Unprepared, Surviving the 
Aftermath
Koppel, Ted
Crown (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-553-41996-2  

Award-winning journalist and long-
time Nightline anchor Koppel (Off Camera: 
Private Thoughts Made Public, 2000, etc.) 

sounds the alarm over the likelihood of a devastating cyberattack 
on the infrastructure of the United States.

“We remain distracted to this day by the prospects of retail 
terrorism when we should be focused on the wholesale threat of 
cyber catastrophe,” writes the author. His concern is an attack 
on America’s three “surprisingly vulnerable” electrical grids, 
which link some 3,000 electric power companies to distribute 
electricity nationwide. Taking down a grid would leave millions 
in a desperate search for light and power. Such an attack can 
be launched from anywhere, would be difficult to trace, and 
might involve China or Russia (the greatest threats), terrorist 
groups, or rogue states. In his engaging account, Koppel draws 
on interviews with cyber and national security experts as well 
as the several individuals who have served as homeland security 
secretary, all of whom concede the likelihood of a cyberattack 
on the grid—and that there is no federal plan for the after-
math. The book sometimes reads like a litany of conflicting risk 
assessments by national experts, many of whom insist immedi-
ate concerns (from natural disasters to conventional terrorism) 
demand higher priority than speculative threats. The possibil-
ity of serious infrastructure damage is made all the more likely 
because the grid lacks resiliency, with many smaller power 
companies unwilling to share information critical to disaster 
planning because of their privacy and liability concerns. Kop-
pel includes excellent sections on the hindrances to replacing 
power transformers (they are huge, expensive, made abroad, 
and difficult to transport) and the steps that “preppers” are tak-
ing, especially in self-reliant Western states, where Mormons 
offer a model for disaster preparedness.

Koppel’s case for the cyberthreat is strong; government 
officials seem (perhaps justifiably) preoccupied by other 
matters, or clueless, or both.



ROSEMARY
The Hidden Kennedy 
Daughter
Larson, Kate Clifford
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-547-25025-0  

In-depth coverage of one Kennedy 
daughter who never gained the spotlight 
like her siblings.

Born the third child to Joseph and 
Rose Kennedy, Rosemary was slower to develop mentally than her 
siblings, thanks to an unnecessarily prolonged birth. Throughout 
her early childhood and adolescence, her mental disabilities were 
kept hidden from the press and those outside the family, enabling 
Rosemary to attend prestigious private schools, to be presented 
to the king and queen of England, and to enjoy a life full of social 
events. However, as she entered her early 20s, her inability to 
function like others her age and her unruly behavior presented 
increasing difficulties for her family, all of whom were in the 
limelight in one form or another. In order to suppress Rosemary’s 
mental health issues, her father ordered her to undergo a prefron-
tal lobotomy, an experimental operation at the time that had little 
conclusive evidence of its effectiveness. The results were drastic 
and completely damaging. Larson does an excellent job of por-
traying the Kennedy family, providing ample background on the 
political and economic rise of Joe Sr., the obsessions with weight 
and the need for solitude of Rose, the role the parents played in 
Rosemary’s life and the effect this had on her, and the interac-
tions among Rosemary and her siblings. The author presents a 
well-rounded portrait of Rosemary before the lobotomy, a beau-
tiful young woman full of spunk and love, and the destruction of 
that vibrant person as a result of the operation. Larson goes on to 
discuss how Rosemary’s younger sister, Eunice, used the family’s 
considerable wealth to fund research and services for the men-
tally disabled, a cause she avidly supported because of her sister.

A well-researched, entertaining, and illuminating biog-
raphy that should take pride of place over another recent 
Rosemary bio, Elizabeth Koehler-Pentacoff’s The Missing 
Kennedy.

RYWKA’S DIARY
The Writings of a Jewish Girl 
from the Lodz Ghetto
Lipszyc, Rywka
Translated by Markoff, Malgorzata
Jewish Family and Children’s Services of 
San Francisco—Ed.
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-0-06-238968-8  

During the dark days of the Holocaust, a bright 14-year-old 
girl of the Lodz ghetto committed her deepest feelings to a diary. 
Now that important diary is published.

Lipszyc’s journal was found at the end of World War II near 
an Auschwitz crematorium by a Russian army doctor who left 
it to her daughter, who passed it on to the Jewish social service 
organization that sponsored its translation and publication. But 
the author did not perish at Auschwitz. Unlike all her immedi-
ate family, she survived the war, her destiny after it unknown. 
Her adolescent diary begins during the Jewish New Year in the 
fall of 1943 and ends just after Passover the following spring. 
The teenager, whose parents had already perished, writes of her 
beloved ghetto mentor, Surcia. Lipszyc and her siblings lived 
with young cousins in a household headed by a girl a few years 
older. Her brother and sister were deported by the Nazis in a 
roundup of Jews deemed useless. Throughout the diary, hope 
and faith yield to misery and despair. Hours of factory work and 
attempts at sewing lessons precede inevitable declines in health 
and spirit. It was a cold winter in the Lodz ghetto. Rations were 
meager, and food was stolen. People slowly starved to death. 
Awaiting necessary identification cards, missing daily portions 
of soup, wondering who stole precious marmalade, and count-
ing the latest deaths, Lipszyc wrote her poetry and reflections: 

“What’s going to happen tomorrow, we don’t know!... / Oh, God! 
Help us at last!” The brief diary is supported by contributions 
of valuable essays.

It is well-known that many diaries were written dur-
ing the Holocaust. Most, like their authors, were lost. Only 
a few, like Lipszyc’s, survived. Her ultimate fate may be 
unknown, but her journal of torment is a testament to the 
survival of the human spirit in the face of evil. (8-page color 
insert; 30 b/w photos)

BEETHOVEN’S SYMPHONIES
An Artistic Vision
Lockwood, Lewis
Norton (320 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Oct. 26, 2015
978-0-393-07644-8  

From music scholar and biographer 
Lockwood (Emeritus, Music/Harvard Univ.; 
Beethoven: The Music and the Life, 2002, etc.), 
a close examination of nine works at the 
heart of the Western classical tradition.

“For Beethoven, the symphony was a lifetime preoccupa-
tion,” writes the author, who draws on the composer’s detailed 
and comprehensive sketchbooks to trace the evolution of this 
preoccupation from the “supremely competent” First Sym-
phony through “Ode to Joy,” the stunning choral finale to the 
Ninth. Acknowledging the profound musical influence of 
Haydn, Mozart, and (in later years) Bach, Lockwood also points 
to the wildly popular plays of Friedrich Schiller as inspirations 
for what Beethoven wished to achieve in his symphonies: “the 
ability to stir large audiences to emotional depths they had not 
experienced before.” The author’s technical analyses of such 
factors as key, tempo, and instrumentation are likely to daunt 
casual music lovers, but each chapter also contains eloquent 
summaries of each symphony’s impact on listeners, both at the 
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time of its premiere and over the centuries, and of its place 
within Beethoven’s overall artistic development. The titanic 
nature of his ambitions, and the centrality of the symphony to 
them, is evident from the time of the Third Symphony, with 
which, Lockwood writes, Beethoven “lifted the genre of the 
symphony onto a new plane of expression and grandeur.” While 
the composer is perhaps best known for that grandeur and for 
such forceful moments as the famous four-note opening of the 
Fifth Symphony (“Thus Fate knocks at the door,” Beethoven 
is said to have remarked), the author also evinces and elicits 
appreciation for the quieter pleasures of the Fourth and the 
Sixth, or “Pastoral,” displaying the composer’s profound love 
for nature. The epilogue movingly affirms Beethoven’s sym-
phonies as “exemplars of what great music can still mean in our 
fragmented and pessimistic age.”

Of particular interest to specialists but written with 
an authority and passion that will appeal to general read-
ers as well.

AMERICA’S BANK
The Epic Struggle to Create 
the Federal Reserve
Lowenstein, Roger
Penguin Press (368 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-1-59420-549-1  

The story of the creation of the Fed-
eral Reserve.

In the mid-19th century, American 
banking was antiquated and chaotic. 

In other industrialized nations, centralized banking systems 
ensured monetary stability. By contrast, the banks in the 
United States were “disconnected and isolated, left to prosper 
or flounder (or fail) according to the reserves of each individual 
institution.” Most were small, rural institutions chartered by 
state governments and issuing thousands of currencies. As a 
result, there were frequent “financial panics, bank runs, money 
shortages, and indeed, full-blown depressions,” bank failures, 
and note forgeries were commonplace. But as veteran financial 
journalist Lowenstein (The End of Wall Street, 2010, etc.) makes 
clear in this dramatic creation story, Americans remained wary 
of the idea of a central bank. “When the subject was money, 
central authority had always been taboo; it was a demon that 
terrified the people,” he writes. Mainly rural Americans favored 

“the comfortable Jeffersonian principle of small government.” 
After the severe Panic of 1907 (when financier J.P. Morgan 
stepped in to shore up the banking system), Sen. Nelson W. 
Aldrich formed a commission whose investigation of the crisis 
paved the way for passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. 
Lowenstein traces the heated congressional battles that led to 
establishment of the Federal Reserve System, consisting—then 
as now—of 12 banks with power shared between the federal gov-
ernment and private banks and with responsibility for supervis-
ing the banking system, setting short-term interest rates, and 
guiding national monetary policy. His well-researched account 

You may remember the day care trials of the 1980s in 
which hundreds of child care workers in states like Cal-
ifornia, Texas, and Florida were 
charged with molesting their 
young wards, often in satanic rit-
uals. Or, even if you were a news-
reading adult at the time, you 
may not remember them at all. 
This is because, as Richard Beck 
details in We Believe the Children: 
Moral Panic in the 1980s, the child-
abuse scare that was front-page 
news for a substantial part of the 
’80s—involving sensational inves-
tigations like the one into an al-
leged sex ring at the McMartin preschool in Los Ange-
les—vanished suddenly in the media and public imagi-
nation toward the end of the decade. 

“These cases were forgotten because the issues that 
brought them into being—especially conflicts sur-
rounding the transformation of family life—remain 
very much unresolved,” writes Beck in the introduc-
tion to We Believe the Children. Born during the period 
in which his historical subject unfolded, Beck had no 

idea that these trials even existed. 
He stumbled on them while study-
ing the legacy of second-wave fem-
inism as a researcher at N+1 and 
decided quickly to dive further 
into the mystery of their capri-
cious existence.

Beck says that now, more than 
25 years later, is an appropriate time 
to re-examine the trials. He points 
to a 2014 case in Scottsdale, Arizo-

na, where a woman was arrested for leaving her child 
unattended in a car while she went to a job interview. 

“That idea that the world outside the home and nuclear 
family is so dangerous that we should arrest and jail par-
ents who fail to monitor their children at all times,” he 
says, “comes I think directly out of the ’80s, directly out 
of these trials.” —A.N.

Alexia Nader is a writer living in San Francisco and a senior 
editor at the Brooklyn Quarterly. We Believe the Chil-
dren was reviewed in the June 1, 2015, issue. 

moral panic, 
then and now

Photo courtesy Josephine Livingstone

Richard Beck



for general readers takes us from Aldrich’s secret meeting with 
leading Wall Street figures on Jekyll Island, off the Georgia 
coast, to plot banking reforms, to Woodrow Wilson’s Princeton 
bedchamber, where the ill president persuaded Virginia Con-
gressman Carter Glass of a key compromise to ensure creation 
of a national bank.

Lowenstein doubts the Federal Reserve Act could be 
passed in today’s volatile political climate, but he provides 
an unusually lucid history of our nation’s central bank.

HAD I KNOWN
A Memoir of Survival
Lunden, Joan with Morton, Laura
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-0-06-240408-4  

The former Good Morning America 
host takes readers backstage in this 
unvarnished account of her bout with 
breast cancer.

A longtime advocate for women’s 
health, Lunden (Wake Up Calls: Making the Most Out of Every Day, 
2000, etc.) lives her life in the public eye. When she was diag-
nosed with two cancerous tumors in June 2014, she announced 
the news on national TV. The author describes the challenge of 
putting on a brave public face while undergoing rigorous treat-
ment. Her stress peaked in September, when she was asked to 
appear on the cover of People without a wig to cover her che-
motherapy-induced baldness. The decision to go ahead with 
the photo shoot was difficult, but she ultimately agreed. Her 
youthful appearance belied her age of 64, and her appearance 
was an important part of her celebrity status. “I am all about 

‘sixty is the new forty,’ ” she writes, sharing her unwillingness to 
be called Grandma even though she adored the role. After her 
diagnosis with a rare type of aggressive breast cancer, the spe-
cialists she consulted were initially at odds about the best treat-
ment protocol: whether to operate first or start with an initial 
round of chemotherapy before operating. The stakes were high. 
If the chemo treatment was successful, then the surgery would 
be less invasive; if it wasn’t, postponing surgery increased the 
risk. Lunden opted for chemotherapy, then surgery, followed 
by more chemotherapy and radiation. A strict diet and exercise 
regimen were also part of the package. The author describes 
her elation when the doctors determined that her tumors had 
shrunk dramatically after the first round of chemo. The side 
effects from chemotherapy were rough, but with the support of 
family, friends, and fans, Lunden was able to maintain her active 
lifestyle. Though not without its overwritten sections, the book 
is inspiring and informative.

An unflinching account of “the good, the bad, and the 
bald, ugly truth” about cancer. (16-page color insert)

GERMANY
Memories of a Nation
MacGregor, Neil
Knopf (656 pp.) 
$40.00  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-1-101-87566-7  

The director of the British Museum 
tells the compelling story of a trauma-
tized country through objects and places 
that represent the enduring strength and 
hope of the people.

MacGregor (A History of the World in 100 Objects, 2011, etc.) 
examines the multifaceted makeup of what was formerly an 
enormously fragmented set of local narratives before an actual 
German identity emerged, most iconically with the Gutenberg 
Bible of the 1450s, which united the Germans in language and 
through which “Germany decisively affected the course of 
world history.” The author sees German history framed around 

“four great traumas” on German soil, each seared in the national 
memory by certain profound artifacts (such as the Branden-
burg Gate and the rebuilt Reichstag): the Thirty Years’ War 
(1618-1648); the invasion of Rhineland and Western Germany 
by French Revolutionary forces in 1792; the defeat of the Prus-
sian armies by Napoleon and his triumphal entry into Berlin in 
1806; and the devastation by the Third Reich. Somewhat errati-
cally, MacGregor moves forward and backward in the chronol-
ogy. He looks deeply at the early history of the wildly far-flung 
Holy Roman Empire via cities that once resonated in the Ger-
man cultural memory—e.g., Königsberg and Prague, home of 
Kant and Kafka, respectively; and Strasbourg, notable for its 
stunning cathedral, which struck the visiting young Goethe 
as “what it meant to him to be German.” Objects such as royal 
coins, metalwork, and “white-gold” porcelain from Dresden 
tell much of that story. MacGregor traces the evolution of Ger-
man identity through depictions of woods in literature (Grimm 
Brothers) and in painting; the image of the oak and iron cross, 
both later appropriated by the Nazis; and the creation of the 
flag and national anthem out of the revolutionary fervor of 1848 
that celebrated constitutional freedom. Most importantly, the 
author finds post–World War II Germany hyperattuned to the 
need for memorials to victims of terror and oppression—e.g., 
via the work of painter and printmaker Käthe Kollwitz.

A comprehensive record jam-packed with visuals. (420 
full-color illustrations; 8 full-color maps)
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LADY BYRON AND HER 
DAUGHTERS
Markus, Julia
Norton (384 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-393-08268-5  

A lively story of an aggrieved wife 
fleeing an impulsive Regency romance, 
which became a massive scandal in 19th-
century England.

Author of previous Victorian biogra-
phies and also novels, Markus (English/Hofstra Univ.; J. Anthony 
Froude: The Last Undiscovered Great Victorian, 2005, etc.) finds in 
Lady Byron a protofeminist wife who refused to be humiliated 
by the famous, pathological philanderer who scorned her after 
a year of marriage that produced a child, Ada. The author has 
scoured the archives for evidence of rich nuance to the life of 
Lady Byron, nee Annabella Milbanke, English aristocrat and 
only child to a set of middle-age progressives who recognized 
and cultivated their daughter’s precocious mathematical bent. 
Markus tracks how Annabella was manipulated by her influ-
ential aunt, Lady Melbourne, into marriage with the famous, 
unstable poet Lord Byron, who was actually in love with his half 
sister, Augusta Leigh. Indeed, the crux of the scandal involved 
the daughter of Augusta Leigh by Byron, Medora, born shortly 
before his marriage to Annabella. Soon enough, Annabella dis-
covered the sadistic narcissism of her gloomy new husband, 
who delighted in crushing her will and playing the two women 
off each other. Markus wades deeply into the legal measures 
Annabella took (with her ample means) to separate from her 
abusive husband when divorce was out of the question and also 
to protect her daughter, Ada, who became a brilliant disciple 
of scientific savant Charles Babbage. The author portrays the 
magnanimity of Annabella in sheltering the abused Medora, 
caught in the familial trauma of her mother (Medora was raped 
and became a teenage mother), and shows how Lady Byron’s 
own victimization prompted her philanthropic work, specifi-
cally in establishing education opportunities for girls.

A literary biographer with a light, mellifluous touch 
underscores the precarious position of women in 19th-cen-
tury English society. (40 illustrations)

SHAKY GROUND
The Strange Saga of the U.S. 
Mortgage Giants
McLean, Bethany
Columbia Global Reports (160 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Sep. 14, 2015
978-0-9909763-0-1  

The housing sector is a house of 
cards.

So economics writer McLean (co-
author: All the Devils Are Here: The Hidden 

History of the Financial Crisis, 2010, etc.)—who, having covered 
Enron in The Smartest Guys in the Room and the financial melt-
down of 2008, knows a thing or two about such constructs—
reveals in this report from the trenches. One conclusion comes 
early on in this latest book, a brief exposé: namely, that we have 
it all backward by privatizing health care and socializing mort-
gages, the reverse of most countries. “Most of the mortgage 
market in this country,” writes McLean, “is now supported by 
government agencies, more so than it was before the financial 
crisis.” Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and other government-spon-
sored enterprises may have helped precipitate the crisis—as the 
author notes, by 2006, almost three-quarters of all mortgages 
issued in the U.S. were less than prime—but they weren’t the 
only causes. Furthermore, though the surviving banks are pretty 
much back to normal, the mortgage market is not, retaining its 
old vulnerabilities while layering on bureaucracy. The result: 
when the next crisis comes, McLean suggests evenhandedly, the 
mortgage sector will lead the decline. The author charts the sit-
uation in vigorous prose whose arguments are often announced 
in her chapter titles (“The $9 Billion Accounting Fraud,” “Mr. 
Hedge Fund Goes to Washington”). What is clear is that the 
mortgage market requires reform of various kinds, particularly 
to rein in its tendency to value profit over fundamentals. What 
is less clear is just how to effect such reform, with recent efforts 
amounting to a roundabout way “to rebuild a system that, in 
a key way, would have been similar to what we had”—and that 
would still leave taxpayers with the burden of paying for the 
mistakes of the private sector.

Readers of this maddening, sharp report will rightly 
wonder why Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have been 
allowed to survive and why we can’t do better.



WORLDMAKING 
The Art and Science of 
American Diplomacy
Milne, David
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (624 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-0-374-29256-0  

A survey of American diplomacy 
since the 1890s as reflected in the careers 
of the men who molded it.

Milne (Modern History/Univ. of East 
Anglia; America’s Rasputin: Walt Rostow and the Vietnam War, 
2008) chooses nine significant figures whose approaches to 
diplomacy—either as an art, with inexact methods, or as a 
science, with a logical approach built from first principles—
define his thesis. The tale begins at a point when the country 
largely avoided foreign entanglements. Alfred Thayer Mahan, 
in a hugely influential book on the importance of sea power, 
argued that the U.S. must ready to take an international role 
to protect its interests. A generation later, Woodrow Wilson 
took the position that America could only be safe in a world at 
peace. America’s entry into World War I and the subsequent 
attempt to create the League of Nations were the results. 
Beginning in the 1920s, and increasingly as the Depression 
took its toll, Charles Beard made the case for putting domes-
tic issues above all else. But with the rise of Hitler and Sta-
lin, Walter Lippmann and George Kennan pushed for a more 
active international role, leading to the Cold War, in which 
Paul Nitze and Henry Kissinger took very different roles. As 
the Soviet Union faded, Paul Wolfowitz found new threats in 
the Middle East, threats that have dominated much of Barack 
Obama’s presidency. The overall arc of the book is fascinating, 
showing how the play of ideas and politics has worked out over 
more than a century, with some of the most critical episodes 
in modern history as main episodes in the plot. Milne doesn’t 
paint his protagonists in black-or-white terms; he both praises 
Kissinger for his role in the rapprochement with China and 
criticizes him for advocating for keeping the U.S. in Vietnam 
after it was clear there was nothing to gain there. On the 
whole, however, the author appears to side with the “artists” 
over their more dogmatic opposites.

A well-documented, full-scale overview of some key 
makers of modern history.

BEHIND THE SMILE
A Story of Carol Moseley 
Braun’s Historic Senate 
Campaign
Morris, Jeannie
Agate Midway (400 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-57284-176-5  

A close-up look at the senatorial 
campaign of a trailblazing black female 
politician.

Morris (Brian Piccolo: A Short Season, 1971), the first woman to 
win the Ring Lardner Award for sports journalism, followed the 
1992 campaign of Braun, the first black woman to become a U.S. 
senator. The author introduces the theme of sexual harassment 
with a look back at Braun’s angry comments on a PBS show 
about the hearings that preceded the confirmation of Clarence 
Thomas as a Supreme Court justice. When Braun announced 
her candidacy, Morris, impressed, asked to follow her campaign 
and document it for a book. Braun agreed, and Morris kept a 
journal of the experience. This book is based on her journal, 
quotes from her interviews with the campaign staff, long state-
ments by Braun, letters, newspaper articles, and even gossip 
columns from Chicago newspapers. Morris describes Braun’s 
campaign manager, Kgosie Matthews, to whom she could not 
get close, as “meticulously mannered and erudite—or rude and 
contemptuous.” It soon became apparent that he was not just 
Braun’s campaign manager, but also her lover. When staff mem-
bers charged him with sexual harassment, Braun chose to reject 
them in order to protect the man she trusted and saw as her 
protector. Though she was enraged by Braun’s self-destructive 
behavior, Morris continued to see her as a phenomenal person 
with great courage and potential, and she continued to work on 
this book. When Braun made it clear she did not want it pub-
lished, Morris concurred, not wanting to damage Braun’s career. 
Her decision to go public at this late date is unclear, but perhaps 
it is clarified by her describing this as “a cautionary tale that 
screams ‘hazard’ where passion and politics intersect.”

An overly detailed and dated account of the ups and 
downs of an Illinois political campaign, possibly of interest 
to black female Chicagoans, political groupies of any ilk, or 
feminist book clubs.

INSIDE THE CELL
The Dark Side of Forensic 
DNA
Murphy, Erin E.
Nation Books/Perseus (400 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-56858-469-0  

A critique of the criminal justice 
system’s overreliance on forensic DNA, 
focused on legal and scientific questions 
underlying the topic’s CSI glamour.
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Since “DNA analysis has closed innumerable cases that oth-
erwise might have gone unsolved,” writes Murphy (Law/New 
York Univ.), “...no one likes to admit that even a savior can have 
flaws.” Yet, law enforcement continually expands its reliance on 
forensic DNA; agencies now routinely run crime scene evidence 
against the national database, resulting in more clearances but 
also many false positives. As Murphy notes, “new technolo-
gies have vastly improved technicians’ ability to wrest type-
able results from old and degraded samples, but those results 
are often more contestable.” Furthermore, the courts have 

“turned a blind eye on DNA methods that push the envelope 
of lawful investigative tactics, including surreptitious sampling 
[and] dragnets,” the extent of which are generally concealed. 
California popularized the use of “familial” DNA searches fol-
lowing the apprehension of a serial killer, the “Grim Sleeper”; 
such searches have since been used to indict relatives of sexual 
assault victims in unrelated crimes. Murphy discusses many 
instances of incompetence, malfeasance, or overreach in crime 
labs. Although “DNA databases are not meant to be played like 
Go Fish” by law enforcement, she argues that police are gener-
ally more focused on entering new profiles into their systems 
than in addressing evidence backlogs. Local law enforcement 
often keeps “rogue databases” without consistent oversight, 
and private companies have been moving into this potentially 
lucrative field as well, despite obvious civil liberty concerns. 
The author concludes with policy proposals for reforming the 
chaotic DNA policy landscape, noting that “America’s foren-
sic laboratory system is wholly decentralized, with dramatic 
variation in quality...[many] are understaffed, under-resourced, 
and overtaxed.” Murphy writes authoritatively but focuses too 
much on scientific and legal minutiae, resulting in a study that 
lay readers may find difficult to penetrate.

A specialized work that will appeal to attorneys, inves-
tigators, crime writers, and others on the frontiers of 
forensic DNA laws and technologies.

HOW THE 
WORLD MOVES 
The Odyssey of an 
American Indian Family
Nabokov, Peter
Viking (484 pp.) 
$32.95  |  Sep. 22, 3015
978-0-670-02488-9  

In the story of Edward Proctor 
Hunt’s family, Nabokov (World Arts and 
Cultures, American Indian Studies/Univ. 

of California, Los Angeles; Where the Lightning Strikes: The Lives 
of American Indian Sacred Places, 2006, etc.) reveals the history of 
the Pueblo Indians.

Named “Day Break” when he was born into the Acoma 
Pueblo, a “mesa-top village...in western New Mexico,” in 1861, 
Hunt lived the self-sufficient life common to the communal, 
insulated Pueblo. He was initiated into the Pueblo’s religious 
rites and, after a near-death experience, the secret Fire Society. 

Eventually, he became a shaman. Despite not including details 
“best left alone,” the author vividly explores the different cere-
monies. Hunt spent three years being re-educated at the Indian 
Training School and there found his Anglo name in a Bible. He 
also became a Koshare, or sacred clown spirit whose laugh-
ter represented detachment and, thus, freedom. Hunt “knew 
something about himself,” making him one of the strongest 
members of the community. He also remained a closeted Chris-
tian. Nabokov’s deep feeling for this civilization is obvious in 
his descriptions of the land and the Pueblo’s strong ties. Hunt’s 
entrepreneurial spirit, his ease with outsiders, and his financial 
success eventually led to his departure from the Pueblo. With 
the help of his wife and sons, he dictated the Acoma creation 
myth at the Smithsonian Institute over nine weeks in 1928. 
They explained the myths, legends, and history through the 
genres of prayer, chant, tale, myth, legend, and song. His family 
made a life selling tribal art and pottery and as “show Indians” 
touring Europe and the United States. The pull of the Pueblo 
was always powerful, and the familial ties and love of ceremony 
and song were sufficient to bring them back often.

The lure of the Land of Enchantment is irresistible, as 
Nabokov draws us into the simple, cooperative life of the 
Pueblo Indians and their magnificent territory. A great 
choice for lovers of the Southwest.

EMPIRE OF SELF 
A Life of Gore Vidal
Parini, Jay
Doubleday (480 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-385-53756-8  

An intimate but unblinking look at 
Gore Vidal (1925-2012), the gifted essayist, 
playwright, novelist, and public personal-
ity, who, for a time, seemed ubiquitous in 
the popular culture.

Poet, novelist, and biographer Parini (English/Middlebury 
Coll.; Jesus: The Human Face of God, 2013, etc.) met his subject in 
the mid-1980s, and he begins his chronicle with that encoun-
ter. They became fast friends as well as professional colleagues, 
though Parini continually reminds readers of Vidal’s often dif-
ficult personality. Petty, jealous, judgmental, and imperious—all 
applied to him. But so do others, as the author ably shows: Vidal 
was generous, brilliant, assiduous, and innovative. Like many 
other fine artists, Vidal worked until he could no longer do so. 
Parini precedes each chapter with a vignette, a focused memory 
from his own experiences with Vidal. They range from amusing 
to deeply moving. Parini is a wise general biographer of a liter-
ary figure. He tells us about each of Vidal’s major works (and the 
major reviews thereof) but never in prose choked with jargon or 
self-importance. The goals are exposition and elucidation, and he 
achieves them gracefully. Like other critics, Parini believes Vidal’s 
essays surpassed his other work. We learn some quirky details 
about the writer, as well—his fascination with Billy the Kid (and, 
later, with Timothy McVeigh), his fondness for celebrities of all 



sorts, his discomfort with academics, and his rivalries with Nor-
man Mailer (with whom he reconciled) and William F. Buckley Jr. 
(with whom he didn’t). There is also a lot about Vidal’s sexuality 
(he preferred anonymous sex with male partners) and his drink-
ing problems. Finally, the author examines Vidal’s sad decline and 
death. Parini uses detail in agile, unobtrusive fashion—though he 
erroneously reports that John Brown was killed at Harpers Ferry 
(he was hanged later in Charles Town).

A superbly personal biography that pulsates with intel-
ligence, scholarship, and heart.

CLEMENTINE 
The Life of Mrs. 
Winston Churchill
Purnell, Sonia
Viking (448 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-525-42977-7  

The biography of Winston Churchill’s 
unfailing champion.

Political reporter Purnell (Just Boris: 
The Irresistible Rise of a Political Celebrity, 

2011) offers a sharply drawn, absorbing portrait of Churchill’s 
elegant, strong-willed wife, who was also his adviser, supporter, 
protector, and manager. “You are a rock & I depend on you & 
rest on you,” Churchill wrote to Clementine during one of her 
many escapes from the overwhelming demands of her selfish, 

“dictatorial,” and petulant husband. A lonely, shy child raised 
by her distracted and often cruel mother, Clementine married 
Winston after a brief courtship and immediately decided, she 
said, “to give her life totally” to him, putting his needs before 
her own and those of their children. No matter what slings and 
arrows were aimed at him, she was convinced of his greatness. 
Purnell argues persuasively for Clementine’s importance to his-
tory: she functioned as her husband’s astute political strategist; 
insisted that he consider her liberal, feminist views; vetted his 
speeches; and campaigned for his successes. After his reputa-
tion suffered horribly from his role in the disastrous 1915 defeat 
in the Dardanelles, Clementine urged him to enlist in the Great 
War, from which he emerged with a “military halo.” During 
both wars, Clementine took an active role, organizing canteens 
for munitions workers and lobbying to improve conditions for 
women and children on the home front. With impeccable taste 
and a perfectionism that caused many servants to quit, she cre-
ated a warm, welcoming home in which the rich, powerful, and 
influential gathered. Among her many challenges was money: 
frequently, they were turned out of government residences 
when Winston’s positions changed; and he spent impulsively, 
buying estates that proved to be money pits and speculating 
in the American stock market in the 1920s, leading to a severe 
loss. While he worked ferociously to earn money from publica-
tions, Clementine economized. Purnell is sympathetic to the 
strains of Clementine’s life but unapologetic about her mater-
nal shortcomings.

A riveting, illuminating life of a remarkable woman.

THE MONEY MAKERS
How Roosevelt and Keynes 
Ended the Depression, 
Defeated Fascism, and 
Secured a Prosperous Peace
Rauchway, Eric
Basic (336 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-465-04969-1  

An accessible economic study of Frank-
lin Roosevelt’s daringly effective monetary 

policy in the face of the Depression.
The first order of business upon Roosevelt’s inauguration in 

1933 was to abandon the gold standard, as New Deal historian 
Rauchway (History/Univ. of California, Davis; The Great Depres-
sion and the New Deal: A Very Short Introduction, 2008, etc.) shows 
in this nicely focused work on the president’s gradual adoption 
of Keynesian policy—without actually calling it that at the time. 
How did FDR come to understand that the economy needed a 
policy “guided by the hand of man”? Indeed, Rauchway empha-
sizes that luck had nothing to do with Roosevelt’s policies: he 
was well-read and well-advised. At the time of economic crisis, 
bold new ideas had to be embraced, and Cambridge economist 
John Maynard Keynes was among a group of forward-thinking 
innovators. Having propounded that the gold standard was 
unnecessary and irrational in his work on the Indian rupee, 
he had subsequently set forth a grand scheme to get the post–
World War I economy moving normally. However, the plan was 
rejected by President Woodrow Wilson, prompting the econo-
mist to write The Economic Consequences of the Peace (1919), which 
warned presciently of the cost of excessive reparations on Ger-
many and lack of a stabilizing cooperation among the victors. 
Rauchway walks readers carefully through these first months 
and years of FDR’s presidency as he moved to raise prices, push 
through an inflation bill before Congress, and advocate for an 
internationally managed currency along Keynesian lines. Hold-
overs from Herbert Hoover’s failed policies were nudged out, 
and the new Keynesian thinkers were in—e.g., Henry Mor-
genthau Jr., secretary of the treasury, and economics professor 
Harry Dexter White. Moreover, the new currency program was 
actively used to thwart fascist extremism abroad.

A compelling examination of a still-vilified monetary 
policy that has continued to show results in spite of conser-
vative criticism. (10 b/w images)
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FRACTURE
Barack Obama, the Clintons, 
and the Racial Divide
Reid, Joy-Ann
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-0-06-230525-1  

An exploration of the relationship 
between Barack Obama and Hillary 
Clinton, proving to be salutary reading 
for anyone who still believes that we live 

in a post-racial society.
Recent events in South Carolina, Missouri, Florida, and 

elsewhere would suggest that we’re going backward when it 
comes to matters of race and ethnicity. Against this backdrop, 
the Republican mainstream in particular has made hay of white 
resentment over supposed favoritism, in the form of affirmative 
action and other measures, meant to “add economic stability to 
the...basic rights for African Americans (and poor whites),” as 
MSNBC correspondent Reid observes. Against this divided 
politics, it’s small wonder that “Democrats are the only ball 
game” for African-Americans, the product of a generational 
shift that began with Lyndon Johnson’s civil rights programs 
of the 1960s, which he recognized would drive Southern vot-
ers into the arms of a welcoming GOP. Before Johnson, writes 
the author, only Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal had done 
much to “lift large swaths of African Americans out of despair,” 
further disposing African-American voters to the Democratic 
cause. All that said, as Reid shows, Obama, a beneficiary of both 
Democratic-backed civil rights measures and of African-Amer-
ican votes, has seemingly been strangely reluctant to engage 
in discussions of race. A case in point, writes the author, is the 
upswelling of GOP efforts to strengthen voter ID requirements, 

“just one weapon Republican state legislatures and governors 
could use against minority voters.” Obama offered only modest 
assurances that if voters wished to vote, they would find ways 
to prevail. Reid’s book slightly precedes a shift in Obama’s tone 
following the Charleston shootings, so some of her conclusions 
may require modest updating, but her point remains important: 
the racial divide persists, and Clinton, the presumptive Demo-
cratic candidate in 2016, will have to court African-American 
voters while delicately maintaining some distance from Obama 
in the eyes of white voters.

Provocative and well-argued with plenty of clues on 
what to watch for in the coming presidential race.

RAZZLE DAZZLE 
The Battle for 
Broadway
Riedel, Michael
Simon & Schuster (432 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4516-7216-9  

The riotous revival of Broadway.
A New York Post theater columnist 

and co-host of PBS’s Theater Talk, Riedel 
brings enthusiasm and authority to this 

rich, lively debut history of New York theater in the 1970s and 
’80s. During Broadway’s golden age, in the 1950s and ’60s, theater 
audiences averaged 7 million per year. But by the early 1970s, atten-
dance dropped to half: white flight had sent 800,000 New Yorkers 
to the suburbs; Times Square had become unsavory, a “twenty-
four-hour carnival of sex, drugs, and crime”; and in 1969, the stock 
market crashed. “Money that could have been risked for a flutter 
on a Broadway show vanished,” writes the author. But three men 
were determined to save the industry: Gerald Schoenfeld and Ber-
nie Jacobs, who wrested control of the Shubert empire’s 17 theaters 
from hard-drinking Larry Shubert; and Jimmy Nederlander, who 
began a theater-buying spree that positioned him as the Shubert 
Organization’s archrival. “The Great Duel” began, with A Chorus 
Line opening in a Shubert theater in 1975 and Nederlander bring-
ing Annie to the stage in 1977. Drawing on newspaper articles, 
reviews, interviews, and memoirs, Riedel vividly portrays the ego-
tistical players in a feud so intense that producers had to take sides. 
Among them was David Merrick, whose hits included Gypsy, Irma 
La Douce, and Hello, Dolly! “I have the soul of an alley cat,” he said 
himself. But the misanthropic Merrick was not the only difficult 
personality: Jerome Robbins “was a tyrant, notorious for his tan-
trums”; and choreographer Michael Bennett self-medicated “with 
pot, Quaaludes, and cocaine.” After meeting with Schoenfeld and 
Jacobs about their groundbreaking new musical, Cats, Andrew 
Lloyd Weber and Cameron Mackintosh were dumfounded: 

“These are the people who run Broadway?...They’re all mad.” Rie-
del masterfully builds suspense as he chronicles productions from 
idea to stage to reviews to Tony Awards.

A captivating gift to theater lovers.

THE GIVENNESS OF THINGS
Essays
Robinson, Marilynne
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-374-29847-0  

A sober, passionate defense of Chris-
tian faith.

In these 17 essays, Pulitzer Prize–
winning novelist Robinson (Iowa Writ-
ers’ Workshop; Lila, 2014, etc.) returns 

to themes she considered most recently in her memoir, When I 
Was a Child I Read Books (2012): ethics, morality, reverence, and 



her own convictions as a Christian. “My Christology is high,” 
she writes, “in that I take Christ to be with God, and to be God. 
And I take it to be true that without him nothing was made 
that was made.” Much scientific thinking, she believes, draws 
conclusions from only a “radically partial model of reality” that 
excludes the marvelous and the improbable. She criticizes, for 
example, “the reductionist tendencies among neuroscientists” 
to propose a material model for the human mind; instead, she 
finds the soul “a valuable concept, a statement of the dignity of 
a human life and of the unutterable gravity of human action and 
experience.” Robinson is an astute critic of self-righteousness 
among some who identify as Christians: “a harshness, a bitter-
ness, a crudeness, and a high-handedness” has entered political 
life, she maintains, causing some in the “religious monoculture” 
to be self-serving, self-congratulatory, and insular. This kind of 
American Christian identity, she sees, is “rooted in an instinc-
tive tribalism” that incites resentment, rage, and bigotry. Con-
temporary America, she writes, “is full of fear,” but fear “is not 
a Christian habit of mind.” This fear “operates as an appetite or 
an addiction. You can never be safe enough.” Fear also leads to 
rash actions, such as increased gun sales, which are often jus-
tified by misreadings of the Second Amendment. As she notes, 

“gun sales stimulate gun sales—a splendid business model.” 
Besides offering close readings of biblical texts, Robinson also 
considers the works of Calvin, Shakespeare, Dietrich Bonhoef-
fer, and William James.

Deeply thoughtful essays on troubling and divisive cul-
tural—and spiritual—issues.

STREET SMART
The Rise of Cities and the Fall 
of Cars
Schwartz, Samuel I.
PublicAffairs (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-1-61039-564-9  

How to fix our transportation night-
mare? Former New York City traffic 
commissioner Schwarz ventures some 
ideas—and while many are oddly coun-

terintuitive, they just might work.
One projected infrastructure improvement in which 

“Gridlock Sam” took part would have rebuilt the Williams-
burg Bridge into lower Manhattan, costing $700 million and 
adding a maintenance bill of $20 million per year precisely in 
order to add more cars to the traffic mix on the most crowded 
streets in America. “You could say the costs of the bridge 
outweighed the benefits, if there had actually been benefits,” 
writes Schwartz, who casts a jaundiced eye on much of the 
received wisdom, economic and social, around infrastructure 
improvement. The author instead offers a program that many 
cities use in part but none in whole. For example, he advocates 
congestion pricing, a New York innovation applied across 
the Atlantic in London, to the chagrin of Top Gear but the 
relief of traffic-trapped drivers. Schwartz’s economic lesson is 

unimpeachable: “when you give something valuable away for 
free, demand is essentially infinite. As a result, urban traffic 
congestion just keeps getting worse.” Other planks in the plat-
form include multimodal transport systems that facilitate a 
smooth switch from rail to light rail to bus and the like. Over-
archingly, though, a livable city, from a transportation stand-
point, is one in which people walk and bike. Schwartz allows 
that cars are unlikely to disappear anytime soon, but he looks 
to Internet-smart millennials to create demand for a system in 
which an individual needs not a car but a smartphone. Traffic 
circles, streetcars, diagonal crossings: they’re all here. And so 
is Uber, even though Schwartz warns that such an unregulated 
ride-matching service will mean yet more gridlock: “the num-
bers won’t add up to more mobility, but less.”

A readable and provocative book making the convinc-
ing claim that the best city is one in which people can move 
around easily.

LET THERE BE WATER 
Israel’s Solution for a 
Water-Starved World
Siegel, Seth M.
Dunne/St. Martin’s (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Sept. 15, 2015
978-1-250-07395-2  

An in-depth report on how Israel has 
combined technological innovation with 
conservation to achieve a water surplus 
at home and become a world leader in 

water management.
“Until recently,” writes lawyer and activist Siegel, “nearly all 

of Israel’s overseas water projects took place in economically dis-
tressed or underdeveloped locations.” Now, however, its “global 
water footprint [has grown] to include “providing water solutions 
in wealthy countries and communities,” including California. 

“Israeli innovations touch almost every part of the water profile,” 
writes the author, and they include drip irrigation, desalination, 
water purification, and recycled sewage. Since its formation in 
1948, Israel has sustained a tenfold increase in population despite 
the fact that 60 percent of its territory is desert and the rest 
semiarid. In order to cultivate sufficient food, the first step was 
to transport fresh water to farms for irrigation. Traditional meth-
ods, such as channeling water through fields (flood irrigation) 
or even spraying crops directly, were too wasteful. To address 
these challenges, Israeli water engineer Simcha Blass devel-
oped a water-delivery system that dripped precisely the needed 
amount to the roots of plants despite variations in the terrain, 
water pressure, and weather. But it took until the 1960s to find 
a collective farm willing to manufacture the equipment and test 
the process. The next step involved the development of a fine-
grained filtration membrane, created using nanotechnology, to 
filter impurities from brackish water collected in aquifers. This 
allowed the recovery of water trapped beneath the sands and 
ultimately to successful desalination of seawater. The ability to 
purify and recycle sewage followed. Only in the first years of the 
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new century—buttressed by a national commitment to conserva-
tion—has Israel achieved abundance. The author concludes this 
fascinating account with the contention that the Israeli experi-
ence provides a model for dealing with the global challenge of 
climate change.

A major contribution to this hotly debated issue and to 
broader questions of environmental policy.    

M TRAIN
Smith, Patti
Knopf (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-101-87510-0  

Iconic poet, writer, and artist Smith 
(Just Kids, 2010, etc.) articulates the pen-
sive rhythm of her life through the sta-
tions of her travels.

Spending much of her time crouched 
in a corner table of a Greenwich Village 

cafe sipping coffee, jotting quixotic notes in journals, and “plot-
ting my next move,” the author reflects on the places she’s vis-
ited, the personal intercourse, and the impact each played on 
her past and present selves. She describes a time in 1978 when 
she planned to open her own cafe, but her plans changed fol-
lowing a chance meeting with MC5 guitarist Fred Sonic Smith, 
who swiftly stole and sealed her heart with marriage and chil-
dren. A graceful, ruminative tour guide, Smith writes of travel-
ing together with Fred armed with a vintage 1967 Polaroid to 
Saint-Laurent-du-Maroni in northwest French Guiana, then 
of solitary journeys to Frida Kahlo’s Mexican Casa Azul and to 
the graves of Sylvia Plath, Jean Genet, and a swath of legendary 
Japanese filmmakers. After being seduced by Rockaway Beach 
in Queens and indulgently purchasing a ramshackle bungalow 
there, the property was destroyed by Hurricane Sandy—though 
she vowed to rebuild. In a hazy, often melancholy narrative, the 
author synchronizes past memories and contemporary mus-
ings on books, art, and Michigan life with Fred. Preferring to 
write productively from the comfort of her bed, Smith vividly 
describes herself as “an optimistic zombie propped up by pil-
lows, producing pages of somnambulistic fruit.” She spent 
seasons of lethargy binge-watching crime TV, arguing with 
her remote control, venturing out to a spontaneous and awk-
ward meeting with chess great Bobby Fischer, and trekking off 
to interview Paul Bowles in Tangiers. No matter the distance 
life may take her, Smith always recovers some semblance of 
normalcy with the simplistic pleasures of a deli coffee on her 
Gotham stoop, her mind constantly buoyed by humanity, art, 
and memory.

Not as focused as Just Kids, but an atmospheric, moody, 
and bittersweet memoir to be savored and pondered.

THE RED WEB
The Struggle Between 
Russia’s Digital Dictators 
and the New Online 
Revolutionaries
Soldatov, Andrei & Borogan, Irina
PublicAffairs (384 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-1-61039-573-1  

Russian civil-liberties watchdogs Sol-
datov and Borogan (The New Nobility: The 

Restoration of Russia’s Security State and the Enduring Legacy of the 
KGB, 2010) look at the possibilities of technology for good and ill 
under the regime of Vladimir Putin.

In Russia, censorship and spying are nothing new. Even so, it 
may come as a surprise to some readers to know that Stalin kept a 
battalion of linguists, technologists, and engineers busy devising 
ways to keep his telephone conversations secure and secret. It is 
perhaps less surprising to read that much of that apparatus was 
kept intact in post-communist Russia, though enough glimmers 
of light had broken through that TV and radio could be put to 
work stemming the neo-Stalinist coup attempt of 1992—an epi-
sode in which Putin played an interesting role. When the civilian 
Internet began to develop soon after, the Russian security services 
resolved early on to control it. When he came to power, write 
the authors, Putin, through flattery and force, engaged himself 
in co-opting and cowing the bloggers, reporters, and commenta-
tors who sought in the Internet a vehicle for unrestricted expres-
sion. In a narrative peppered with glowering spooks and online 
hipsters (“He was the son of a famous Russian writer...wore a 
bandana over his head, and was always carefully unshaven, with 
the manners of a creative type”), the authors suggest that the 
regime is coming out ahead in the bargain and that things aren’t 
very different from the dark days of communism. Still, Soldatov 
and Borogan are guardedly optimistic, and they conclude by not-
ing that the world’s awareness of recent events in Ukraine was 
largely the product of citizen journalism: “The Russian conscript 
soldiers who posted their photographs taken in the Ukraine did 
more to expose the Kremlin’s lies about the conflicts than jour-
nalists or activists. The network enabled them.”

Russia hands and Net neutrality advocates alike will 
find plenty to intrigue in this report from the front lines.

MY LIFE ON THE ROAD
Steinem, Gloria
Random House (304 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-679-45620-9  

A respected feminist activist’s mem-
oir about the life lessons she learned as a 
peripatetic political organizer.

Until she was 10 years old, Steinem 
(Moving Beyond Words, 1993, etc.) grew up 
following two parents who could never 
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seem to put down roots. Only after her stability-craving mother 
separated from her restlessly migratory father did she settle—
for a brief time until college—into “the most conventional life” 
she would ever lead. After that, she began travels that would 
first take her to Europe and then later to India, where she began 
to awaken to the possibility that her father’s lonely way of trav-
eling “wasn’t the only one.” Journeying could be a shared experi-
ence that could lead to breakthroughs in consciousness of the 
kind Steinem underwent after observing Indian villagers com-
ing together in “talking circles” to discuss community issues. 
Once she returned to the United States, she went to New York 
City, where she became an itinerant freelance journalist. After 
observing the absence of female voices at the 1963 March on 
Washington, Steinem began gathering together black and white 
women to begin the conversation that would soon become 
a larger national fight for women’s rights. In the 1970s and 
beyond, Steinem went on the road to campaign for the Equal 
Rights Amendment and for female political candidates like 
1984 vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro. Along the 
way, Steinem began work with Native American women activ-
ists who taught her about the interconnectedness of all living 
things and the importance of balance. From this, she learned 
to walk the middle path between a life on the road and one at 
home: for in the end, she writes, “[c]aring for a home is caring 
for one’s self.” Illuminating and inspiring, this book presents a 
distinguished woman’s exhilarating vision of what it means to 
live with openness, honesty, and a willingness to grow beyond 
the apparent confinement of seemingly irreconcilable polarities.

An invigoratingly candid memoir from a giant of wom-
en’s rights.

WRITTEN IN STONE
A Journey Through the 
Stone Age and the Origins of 
Modern Language
Stevens, Christopher
Pegasus (272 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Nov. 15, 2015
978-1-60598-907-5  

Stevens (Thirty Days Has September: 
Cool Ways to Remember Stuff, 2008) proves 
etymology remains a lively pursuit in this 

engrossing, sometimes-startling dissection of Indo-European, 
an ancient language that is the basis for half of the world’s mod-
ern tongues.

Combining the dexterity of a linguist, a philologist’s passion 
for the influence of words on cultural history, and a taste for the 
bizarre, as befits a TV critic for London’s Daily Mail, the author 
takes us on a detailed tour of a language that is profoundly alive 
in our everyday speech and literature. He breaks down and 
analyzes its DNA, engaging in some fascinating speculations 
along with the more concrete reportage. Of all the languages 
of Europe and the Americas (including Latin and Greek), only 
a handful, including Basque and Hungarian, are not rooted 
in Indo-European. First spoken in Stone Age times 6,500 to 

8,000 years ago and thought to have originated with Kurgan 
people on the shores of the Black Sea around 4500 B.C.E., 
many Indo-European words have remained unchanged in the 
present day—or are so little altered that readers will experience 
aha moments on every page. Equally surprising are the radical 
changes in meaning familiar words have undergone over the 
centuries. The book is nothing if not comprehensive, perhaps 
too much so. Though the chapters are punchy and brief, there 
is the sense that the book is somewhat overfurnished and pre-
sented in an unvarying style that, were it not for the compel-
ling subject, would grow monotonous and wearisome. There are 
also some careless errors and dated notions sprinkled around. 
Nonetheless, such a book is quite an undertaking, and the 
author deserves credit for having approached it with the requi-
site seriousness, despite some spasms of uneven humor.

This study of Indo-European’s primal building blocks 
and their interactions should be irresistible to the layman 
or devotee of origins. Stevens, an adventurer in language, 
demonstrates considerable prowess (from Es, to exist) in 
making the journey both edifying and entertaining.

CUSTER’S TRIALS
A Life on the Frontier of a 
New America
Stiles, T.J.
Knopf (592 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-307-59264-4  

Pulitzer Prize and National Book 
Award winner Stiles (The First Tycoon: 
The Epic Life of Cornelius Vanderbilt, 2009, 
etc.) gives a warts-and-all portrait of Gen. 

George Armstrong Custer (1839-1876), giving full rein to both 
his admirers and critics.

Custer graduated at the bottom of his West Point class 
in 1861 with the most demerits of any of the students. Only 
the demerits foreshadowed the brilliant tactician’s future. In 
the first half of the book, the author provides an excellent 
chronicle of Civil War battles and the politics of war. Custer’s 
undisputed prowess as a cavalry officer in the war fed his ambi-
tions. He gained a place on George McClellan’s staff that would 
prove especially deleterious. His flamboyance, velvet uniform, 
and slouching hat might have made him a laughingstock, but 
his ability was real and his courage, sincere. His knowledge of 
tactics and ability to read his environment gained him promo-
tions and celebrity. He led from the front, but he was incapable 
of management. His postwar assignments in Texas and Kansas 
brought out the cruel, tyrannical man who abused and humili-
ated his men. His published writings chronicle his fascination 
with natural history, but they provided little income. He dab-
bled in the railroads and a silver mine venture, and he gambled 
on stock speculation. Stiles ably points out his many defining 
flaws: his heroic style didn’t work in an era of tact and skill, and 
there is no doubt that he was self-serving, generally assuming 
that rules weren’t made for him and never showing remorse. In 

This study of Indo-European’s primal building 
blocks and their interactions should be irresistible to 

the layman or devotee of origins.
written in stone
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addition to examining Custer’s life, the author also introduces 
his cook, the fascinating Eliza Brown, an escaped slave who 
deserves a biography of her own.

Stiles digs deep to deliver genuine insight into a man 
who never adapted to modernity. The author confirms, but 
perhaps excuses, the worldview of the “boy general with 
the golden locks.”

XERXES
A Persian Life
Stoneman, Richard
Yale Univ. (288 pp.) 
$38.00  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-300-18007-7  

Stoneman (Pindar, 2014, etc.) sorts 
through millennia of literature and histo-
ries to try to reveal Xerxes, the powerful 
ruler of the Achaemenid Empire.

The author sets a difficult task, and 
he cites a vast array of sources—Ferdowsi, Herodotus, Ctesias, 
Plutarch, and everyone in between—in his quest for the truth 
about the Persian king who lost Greece. The first problem is 
that the largest empire the world had seen up to the fifth cen-
tury B.C.E. had only oral history and little or no literature. The 
Greeks and Jews did, and they defined themselves in relation 
to Persia. Persia’s rule was the catalyst, and the Greek language 
enabled literature to emerge and circulate. The author care-
fully and concisely compares, refutes, and corrects names and 
events without tying readers’ brains in knots—no small feat. As 
Stoneman notes, “ancient writers were not, as a rule, interested 
in constructing biographies in the modern sense—certainly not 
on the scale of some modern tomes.” The description of the 
Persian character is one of the most valuable parts of the book. 
They were a peaceful people given to planting gardens—not 
for show, nor for sustenance, but to create a paradise on Earth. 
So why did Xerxes decide to attack the Greeks, ignoring the 
warning of his naval commander? The author supposes that, to 
prove his worth, he needed to carry out a “great deed,” which 
he did with the vengeful razing of Athens. What the Greeks 
saw as great victories at Salamis and even Thermopylae barely 
damaged the Persian Empire. Xerxes’ ultimate grand design 
was Persepolis, one of the great wonders of the world that was 
unfortunately mostly destroyed by Alexander the Great.

A biography that awakens curiosity and whets the appe-
tite for more information.

THE VATICAN PROPHECIES
Investigating Supernatural 
Signs, Apparitions, and 
Miracles in the Modern Age
Thavis, John
Viking (288 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-0-525-42689-9  

From angelic apparitions to demonic 
possessions, the realm of the supernatu-
ral makes its presence felt in Catholic 

communities around the world—but the Vatican often main-
tains a certain distance.

Former Catholic News Service Rome bureau chief Tha-
vis’ (The Vatican Diaries: A Behind-the-Scenes Look at the Power, 
Personalities and Politics at the Heart of the Catholic Church, 2013) 
second book is a lively, far-reaching exploration of the para-
normal aspects of the Catholic faith, investigating both the 
role that such phenomena play in the lives of parishioners and 
the official stance of the institutional church. Given his pre-
vious job, the author is well-positioned to tackle this subject, 
bringing to bear an impressive knowledge of the inner work-
ings of the Catholic bureaucracy. Relying on correspondence 
and interviews with a panoply of colorful characters, he intro-
duces readers to an embalmer described as “taxidermist to the 
saints” and to a nonagenarian exorcist who “says he has per-
formed more than one hundred thousand exorcisms...[and] 
believes that Hitler and Stalin were possessed, that yoga is 
Satanic, that Halloween is a devil’s trick, and that Harry Potter 
books can open a dangerous door to the world of black magic.” 
Each chapter begins in an ethnographic vein, probing how the 
faithful respond to a certain type of perceived miracle or relic, 
before transitioning to a political and theological analysis 
of how the Vatican determines the authoritatively endorsed 
perspective. Frequently, as with the Marian visions at Medju-
gorje, this is one of carefully worded ambiguity, cognizant of 
the potential inexplicable events have to attract believers but 
mindful that “excessive attention” to the supernatural “is con-
sidered spiritually unhealthy for Christians, a distraction from 
their journey of salvation.”

While Thavis makes no attempt to verify or disprove 
the authenticity of the phenomena he covers, his book is 
an engaging introduction to the subject for lay readers—
though it may prove dull for those expecting the drama of 
The Da Vinci Code.
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THE 50s 
The Story of a Decade
The New Yorker
Random House (784 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Sep. 29, 2015
978-0-679-64481-1  

Following on the previous anthology, 
The 40s (2014), the editors of the New 
Yorker continue to mine the magazine’s 
impossibly rich history.

With the possible exception of 
Esquire, there has been no general-interest magazine in the his-
tory of American journalism more influential, and more packed 
with talent, than the New Yorker. It’s arguable when the maga-
zine’s heyday took place, but many knowledgeable readers place 
it in the tenure of William Shawn, “quiet, subtle, secretive, ellip-
tical, and, to some, quite strange,” who succeeded Harold Ross 
in January 1952 and set to work building his own legacy. This 
volume contains work by writers who are still influential today—
and some who have been all but forgotten. Joseph Mitchell, 
interest in whom has recently revived, turns up early, in a sec-
tion called “American Scenes,” reporting from the front lines 
of the postwar civil rights movement. Dwight McDonald, little 
known today, turns in a fine portrait of the activist Dorothy Day, 
founder of the Catholic Workers, who—the sexist and ageist 
past being what it is—is described as looking “like an elderly 
schoolteacher or librarian.” In a similar vein, profiling the 
emerging movie star Marlon Brando in 1957 at a length unthink-
able today, Truman Capote sets off with the odd observation, 

“Most Japanese girls giggle.” As he shows, Brando sometimes 
gave them reason to. The portrait is every bit as serious, though, 
as Lillian Ross’ reportage on the making of the now-classic John 
Huston film The Red Badge of Courage (1951). Other highlights: 
a forward-looking piece by Roald Dahl anticipating the wine 
craze of later decades and a deeply curious short story by John 
Updike describing in passing the antics of a party-going woman 
who, “insanely drunk, was throwing herself around as if want-
ing to break a bone.” Other contributors include A.J. Liebling, 
James Thurber, Wolcott Gibbs, Marianne Moore, Sylvia Plath, 
and Nadine Gordimer.

Superb: a gift that keeps on giving and a fine introduc-
tion to the life and letters of a supposedly (but not really) 
gray decade. (8 part-opening illustrations)

JUNIOR SEAU
The Life and Death of a 
Football Icon
Trotter, Jim
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (240 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-544-23617-2  

ESPN NFL reporter Trotter debuts 
with a very sympathetic account of the 
life of NFL Hall of Fame linebacker 
Junior Seau (1969-2012).

The author has few negative things to say in this highly con-
ventional biography—even the linebacker’s arrest for domestic 
abuse in 2010 receives a walking-on-eggshells treatment. The 
author begins by observing, “we don’t really know our athletic 
heroes,” and proceeds to show us many of Seau’s hidden facets, 
although a number of key individuals (his partying buddies) 
declined to be interviewed. Trotter gives us details about Seau’s 
Samoan heritage and then takes us through his school days 
(with a 3.6 academic average in high school, he could not man-
age a decent score on the SAT), his athletic dominance at all 
levels, his ferocious work ethic, and his determination to play 
with pain. We also learn about his family life—womanizing, 
partying, and gambling eventually caused numerous estrange-
ments—and his financial collapse after he retired. Trotter shows 
us a player honored by his high school, college, and pro team-
mates, coaches, and fans. He was deeply respected not just for 
his athletic gifts, but also for his sense of humor and his lead-
ership. The author doesn’t give too many detailed accounts of 
games—just key plays and moments. He also pauses occasion-
ally to expatiate on head injuries, alcoholism, drug use, and, of 
course, evanescent fame. Unfortunately, the author falls victim 
too often to cliché (“Fear was not in his vocabulary”; “he won 
her heart with his kindness”; “His star could not have been 
brighter”). Deeply invested in Seau’s sad story, Trotter also over-
states the effect of his suicide in 2012, observing that sadness 
swept the land.

Although the text benefits from the author’s deep 
knowledge of the game—and from many important inter-
views—excessive sentiment corrodes. (8-page b/w insert)

THE SECRET LIVES OF BATS
My Adventures with the 
World’s Most Misunderstood 
Mammals
Tuttle, Merlin
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-544-38227-5  

Bats are “sophisticated, beautiful, even 
cute, quite aside from their crucial roles as 
primary predators of insects, pollinators of 

flowers and dispersers of seeds,” writes Tuttle, an ecologist who has 
championed their cause for more than 50 years.

Superb: a gift that keeps on giving and a fine introduction to the 
life and letters of a supposedly (but not really) gray decade.

the 50s
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The author’s cover stories and photographs have been fea-
tured in National Geographic and other magazines, and he has 
traveled the globe to study bats in their natural cave habitats, 
risking his life in the process. After obtaining a doctorate in bat 
biology, Tuttle worked as the curator of the Milwaukee Public 
Museum. In 1982, he resigned and founded the advocacy orga-
nization Bat Conservation International to enlist support for 
these much-maligned mammals that are in danger of becoming 
an endangered species. Bats are wrongly accused of destroying 
crops and spreading diseases such as rabies, and they are con-
fused with their mythical blood-sucking namesakes. Tuttle sets 
the record straight, showing the important role bats play in pest 
control and their potential boom for farmers. “A single bat could 
catch thousands of insects in just one hour,” he writes. “Bats 
ha[ve] a far better record of living safely with humans than even 
our beloved dogs, and...they also play essential roles in support-
ing human economies.” Using implanted microchips to track 
their behavior, scientists have established that certain bats are 
comparable to elephants in their ability to maintain complex 
social relationships. They have highly sophisticated hunting 
practices and are altruistic within their groups. Tuttle notes 
that it is not unusual to find as many as 100,000 bats clustered 
together hibernating. His fascination with them began when he 
was 12 and he observed them in a cave near his Tennessee home. 
Encouraged by his father, who was a botanist, he explored the 
local caves where bats hibernated and studied their migratory 
behavior. Tuttle’s recent attempts to photograph them in their 
natural habitat have led him through many hair-raising adven-
tures, which he entertainingly chronicles.

A page-turning memoir of curiosity about—and dedi-
cation to—a significant part of the natural world. (40 color 
photos)

POPE FRANCIS 
The Struggle for the 
Soul of Catholicism
Vallely, Paul
Bloomsbury (496 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-1-63286-115-3  

An exhaustive look at the newest 
pope.

In a revised and expanded edition 
of Pope Francis: Untying the Knots (2013), 

Independent associate editor Vallely (editor: The New Politics: 
Catholic Social Teaching for the Twenty-First Century, 2013, etc.) 
delves deeper into the first two years of the Francis papacy, 
providing a meaty and useful guide to understanding the pon-
tiff. In the early chapters, the author discusses Francis’ life in 
Argentina, including his highly controversial years as head of 
the Jesuit order in the region. Though Vallely is generally sup-
portive of the pope, he does not equivocate from examining the 
divisive role he played in Argentina and the sometimes-injuri-
ous results of his leadership there. However, Vallely notes that 
Francis underwent a transformation during pastoral ministry 

to the poor in the early 1990s, changing his leadership style, 
priorities, and personality. From there, the author delves into 
the papacy, from Francis’ unexpected election to his efforts at 
reform of the Curia. Vallely uses access to high-placed clergy, 
journalists, and scholars to piece together a detailed survey of 
Francis’ first two years in his role. He places special emphasis on 
the pope’s efforts to clean up the Vatican bank, reforms for his 
circle and the Synod of Bishops, and his handling of sex abuse 
scandals. On a more personal note, Vallely looks at the pope’s 
penchant for unscripted and down-to-earth statements, which 
has caused misinterpretations by the press and turmoil among 
church officials. The author also examines the pope’s stances on 
women, homosexuals, divorced people, and other faiths. Vallely 
discovers the pope to be a difficult figure to label, but, he writes, 

“Francis is at the heart of a struggle for the soul of Catholicism, 
and his greatest allies are the ordinary Catholics in the pews.”

Discovering a pope with a controversial past and a 
revolutionary style of leadership in the present, Vallely 
provides a highly worthwhile resource for Catholics and 
non-Catholics alike.

LOOKING AT PICTURES
Walser, Robert
Translated by Bernofsky, Susan 
New Directions (144 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-8112-2424-6  

A brief collection of writings about art 
that are actually about the difficulty—even 
the impossibility—of writing about art.

“Sometimes things of beauty are inad-
equately perceived,” Walser (1878-1956) 

understates in “The Van Gogh Picture,” before concluding about 
his initial attempt to write about that picture, “the content of 
this essay has now escaped me, for which reason the desire came 
over me to renew it, which has now been done,” leaving readers 
knowing less about the Van Gogh in question than about the 
flights of the writer’s fancy. The novelist and poet was, the intro-
duction explains, much influenced by his artist brother, the sub-
ject of “Scene from the Life of the Painter Karl Stauffer-Bern,” in 
which a footnote says that Karl had “a scandalous affair with his 
patron.” The piece deals with that relationship in the form of dia-
logue between the two, while the opening piece of the collection, 

“A Painter,” is an interior monologue about a similar attraction 
between painter and patron. While functioning less like a critical 
essay than a fictional short story, it nonetheless deems the poet’s 
art a lesser one than the painter’s and ponders the impossibility 
of love and art coexisting. “Love wants nothing to do with art, at 
least the sort of love I feel,” insists the narrator, who will abandon 
his lover rather than his art. “Love is a form of squandering, art of 
saving.” While this story is fully realized, many of the pieces are 
much shorter, a page or two, and read more like fragments, or, as 
the author terms one, a “tiny, infinitesimally small little essaylet.” 
A biography of Walser by Bernofsky, the primary translator here, 
is slated to follow.
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Allusive and elusive, these essays by the acclaimed Swiss 
author often concern themselves with anything other than 
the art they purportedly analyze.

PRINCE OF DARKNESS 
The Untold Story of 
Jeremiah G. Hamilton, 
Wall Street’s First Black 
Millionaire
White, Shane
Palgrave Macmillan (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-250-07056-2  

A specialist in African-American 
history pieces together the remarkable 

career of an antebellum Wall Street broker who was married to 
a white woman, ambitious, ruthless, successful, and black: in 
short, “a racist’s nightmare come to life.”

An 1875 death notice of Jeremiah G. Hamilton labeled him 
“The Richest Colored Man in the Country.” Relying almost 
entirely on newspapers, government files, court records, the 
public cloud of dust kicked up by Hamilton’s tumultuous finan-
cial maneuvering, and his otherwise private life, White (His-
tory/Univ. of Sydney; The Sounds of Slavery: Discovering African 
American History through Songs, Sermons and Speech, 2005, etc.) 
recovers a surprising amount of information about this amaz-
ing wheeler-dealer. The natty, shrill-voiced Hamilton enjoyed 
fine living—he bought only the best homes, cigars, and law-
yers—and serious books. During the course of compiling his 
$2 million fortune, he was at various times sentenced to death 
in absentia in Haiti for his role in a counterfeiting scheme, 
banned from coverage by New York insurance companies, and 
blackballed by the stock exchange. He exploited the financial 
chaos amid the ashes of the city’s Great Fire of 1835 and smartly 
used the Bankruptcy Act to recover from the 1837 panic. In a 
largely unregulated Wall Street, with gambling and speculation 
rife, the ethically challenged Hamilton beat his slippery white 
adversaries at their own game—and they resented him for it. 
Combative (in old age, he fought off a Broadway pickpocket), 
endlessly litigious (he once sued Cornelius Vanderbilt), Hamil-
ton understood the importance of the press and manipulating 
public opinion. White expertly mines the era’s penny press 
for stories and characters—William Thompson, junk shop and 
brothel owner, Thomas Downing, oyster-house proprietor, 
himself book worthy—that help explain the era’s racial climate 
and Hamilton’s notoriety as assessed by the likes of John Russ-
wurm, publisher of New York’s first African-American paper, 
the Herald’s race-baiting James Gordon Bennett, and Hamil-
ton’s ally, the Sun’s Benjamin Day.

Superb scholarship and a sprightly style recover an 
unaccountably overlooked life in our history.

DIETRICH & 
RIEFENSTAHL
Hollywood, Berlin, and a 
Century in Two Lives
Wieland, Karin
Translated by Frisch, Shelley
Liveright/Norton (640 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Oct. 5, 2015
978-0-87140-336-0  

Two icons and their turbulent times.
Contemporaries growing up in Wei-

mar Berlin, Marlene Dietrich (1901-1992) and Leni Riefenstahl 
(1902-2003) both aspired to careers in entertainment: Dietrich 
as a concert violinist, Riefenstahl as a dancer. In her engross-
ing, richly detailed debut book, Wieland, a historian of politi-
cal theory at the Hamburg Foundation for the Advancement 
of Science and Culture, offers parallel biographies of the two 
women, tracing their vastly divergent trajectories. Riefenstahl 
championed Nazis and exalted Hitler, while Dietrich left Ger-
many for Hollywood stardom. When her future as a violinist 
was thwarted by tendinitis, Dietrich turned to acting, where 
her discipline and drive overcame her “modest gifts.” “I had no 
special talent and I knew it. Everyone knew it,” she confessed. 
Nevertheless, when Josef von Sternberg saw her in a revue, he 
decided he had found the star of his new project, The Blue Angel 
(1930). She would play Lola Lola, “a sassy, savvy, honky-tonk 
B-girl,” a role that launched her career. Wieland documents 
her affair with von Sternberg and her many subsequent lovers, 
including Erich Maria Remarque, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Jean 
Gabin, American Army Gen. James M. Gavin, Yul Brynner, 
Fritz Lang, and John F. Kennedy. She also had an intense, though 
platonic, friendship with Ernest Hemingway. A beloved enter-
tainer of American troops, Dietrich later reinvented herself as 
a nightclub singer, but her career spiraled downward, and she 
often was beset by financial worries. Riefenstahl also diverted 
from dancing to acting, using her training in gymnastics and 
boxing for roles in mountain films, popular in prewar Germany. 
By the 1930s, she was not only acting, but producing, directing, 
and writing screenplays. Hitler, she learned, was a fan “and an 
anti-capitalist feminist to boot.” She was entranced. Egotistical 
and self-promoting but nevertheless talented, Riefenstahl won 
accolades in Germany; managed to be acquitted of Nazi col-
laboration; and reinvented herself as a photographer. Wieland 
deftly traces both lives through their many ups and downs.

A sweeping, revelatory dual biography. (25 photos)

Superb scholarship and a sprightly style recover an
unaccountably overlooked life in our history.

prince of darkness
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PACIFIC 
Silicon Chips and 
Surfboards, Coral Reefs 
and Atom Bombs, Brutal 
Dictators, Fading Empires, 
and the Coming Collision of 
the World’s Superpowers
Winchester, Simon
Harper/HarperCollins (480 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-06-231541-0  

The preternaturally curious writer about everything from 
the Oxford English Dictionary to volcanoes to the Atlantic Ocean 
(Atlantic: A Vast Ocean of a Million Stories, 2010, etc.) returns 
with a series of high-resolution literary snapshots of the Pacific 
Ocean.

Winchester, who now lives in Massachusetts, does not do 
the expected: there is no chapter about the geological history of 
the ocean, followed by a slow chronology. Instead, realizing the 
difficulty of his own task, the author focuses on 10 aspects of 
the ocean and its inhabitants—islanders, those on the shores—
and uses them to illustrate some historical points. He issues dire 
warnings about the damage we’re doing to the natural world 
and about the geopolitical forces—especially the military rise 
of China—that threaten us all. Occasionally, Winchester makes 
what seem to be odd pairings (a chapter on both a volcano in the 
Philippines and the rise of China) and narrative choices (a chap-
ter on the rise of Japan accelerated by manufacturing transistor 
radios), and he also looks at the international nightmare caused 
by the 1968 case of the USS Pueblo and North Korea. No mat-
ter what the putative subject of the chapter, though, we learn a 
lot about the ocean: its challenged wildlife, the swirling areas of 
plastic debris, the Pacific Plate, El Niño, and the Pacific’s vast 
dimensions. As we’ve come to expect from Winchester, there 
are plenty of delights. A chapter on surfing has guest appear-
ances by both Jack London and the Beach Boys; and the author 
examines America’s egregious abuse of islanders during above 
ground nuclear testing. Deep worries abound, as well: the dying 
coral reefs, climate change, and military posturing of the super-
powers. The author ends with a hopeful but probably doomed 
wish for international fraternity.

Winchester’s passionate research—on sea and land—
undergirds this superb analysis of a world wonder that we 
seem hellbent on damaging.

1944 
FDR and the Year that 
Changed History
Winik, Jay
Simon & Schuster (624 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-1-4391-1408-7  

An accomplished popular historian 
unpacks the last full year of World War II 
and the excruciatingly difficult decisions 
facing Franklin Roosevelt.

Allied military victories during 1944 assured the eventual 
surrender of Nazi Germany, accounting for what Winston 
Churchill called “the greatest outburst of joy in the history of 
mankind.” And yet Winik (The Great Upheaval: America and the 
Birth of the Modern World, 1788-1800, 2007, etc.) asks whether, by 
focusing so wholly on winning the war, Roosevelt missed “his 
own Emancipation Proclamation moment,” the chance to make 
the war about something bigger, specifically “the vast humani-
tarian tragedy occurring in Nazi-controlled Europe.” FDR’s 
failure to address unequivocally the Holocaust, the millions of 
deaths that left “a gaping, tormenting hole echoing in history,” 
has frustrated historians for decades. More in sorrow than in 
anger, Winik explains this apparent moral lapse by the world’s 
foremost humanitarian. Preoccupied with his 1944 re-election 
and mollifying various political constituencies, supervising the 
invasion of the European continent, holding together a con-
tentious alliance, and intent on destroying Hitler, Roosevelt 
was also in extremely precarious health. Moreover, a sluggish, 
indifferent government bureaucracy, likely tinged with anti-
Semitism—here, Secretary of State Cordell Hull and the War 
Department’s John J. McCloy take a beating—either ignored or 
thwarted any plan to relieve or rescue refugees or liberate pris-
oners in the death camps. Still, as Winik vividly demonstrates in 
a number of set pieces featuring escapees, underground leaders, 
and government advocates for relief, surely by 1944 FDR knew: 
about the camps, the atrocities, the desperate refugees, and, as 
one memo sternly warned, “the acquiescence of this govern-
ment in the murder of Jews.” Still, beyond the belated estab-
lishment of the War Refugee Board, the president faltered. The 
author’s fair assessment of the evidence, detailed scene-setting, 
deft storytelling, and sure-handed grasp of this many-stranded 
narrative will inspire any reader to rethink this issue. Do we ask 
too much of Roosevelt or too little?

A complex history rendered with great color and 
sympathy.

A complex history rendered with great color and sympathy.
1944
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I CAN HELP!
Anderson, Peggy Perry
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (32 pp.) 
$12.99  |  $3.99 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-544-52863-5
978-0-544-52801-7 paper  

Sometimes a little one’s help is more 
than the adults can handle.

Lucky for Anderson’s little frog, his 
mother is patient enough to accept 

all the help her son has to offer. Turns out, he likes to help a 
lot. Whether doing errands with Mommy or helping Daddy 
outside with chores, the cheerful narrator’s enthusiasm never 
wanes. Young helpers will enjoy noticing the tension between 
the repeated refrain of “I can” and the actual “help” depicted. 
When picking up the dry cleaning, the overalls-clad imp hangs 
upside down from the plastic sheath, and when shopping, he 
adds five boxes of Frosty Flies cereal to the cart and drags the 
too-heavy bag by one handle, certainly causing a spill. While 
most youngsters will no doubt get a kick out of watching the 

“helpful” frog, their adults will likely flinch at the firmness of the 
gendered division of labor in this family. Is Mommy the only 
one running errands during the day, and is Daddy the only one 
who can handle nails, paint, and garden equipment? Though 
the story runs to only 32 pages, the repeated refrain slows its 
pace and lends it a feeling of monotony. Full-color illustrations 
lift the repetitive story and celebrate when, in the end, the lit-
tle frog really does create something pretty special with some 
recycled jars.

Nothing special. (Early reader. 5-8)

ADAM AND THOMAS 
Appelfeld, Aharon
Illus. by Dumas, Philippe
Translated by Green, Jeffrey M. 
Seven Stories (160 pp.) 
$18.95  |  $18.95 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-60980-634-7
978-1-60980-652-1 e-book  

Two Jewish boys are caught up in the 
horrors of Nazi persecution.

The story opens when 9-year-olds 
Adam and Thomas are each brought to a deep forest and left 
there with meager supplies. The boys find each other and soon 
realize that they will be in hiding for a very long time. Practical, 
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resourceful Adam is very familiar with the forest, and quiet, stu-
dious Thomas learns to respect him and follow his lead. In order 
to survive hunger and cold and to avoid capture, they establish a 
hideaway in a tall tree and forage for food and water. From their 
aerie they witness Nazis chasing and shooting at other fugitives, 
and the boys give help when they can. There are a few miracles. 
Adam’s dog, Miro, finds them bearing a note from his mother. 
Mina, a schoolmate now in hiding on a farm, bravely brings 
them food, as does Sergei, a peasant who becomes another 
helper. Throughout these harrowing ordeals, the children speak 
and act as adults, comparing philosophies and religion, encour-
aging each other, trying to comprehend the incomprehensible. 
With this story, Appelfeld recounts a version of his own history 
in descriptive detail, conveying suffering and lasting damage 
without self-pity. The fablelike tale ends without concluding; 
it is obvious that there is more uncertainty, fear, and hope to 
come. Finished, full-color illustrations not seen.

Deeply moving and powerful: unforgettable. (Historical 
fiction. 10-18)

THE MASKED TRUTH
Armstrong, Kelley
Doubleday Canada/Random House 
Canada (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-385-68475-0  

A weekend therapy camp becomes a 
living nightmare for a group of troubled 
teenagers when it is taken hostage by 
masked gunmen.

Riley Vasquez has suffered from 
PTSD since the parents of a young girl she was babysitting were 
brutally gunned down in their home while Riley hid upstairs 
with the child. Max, recently diagnosed with schizophrenia, 
is acutely aware that he cannot always trust that his subjec-
tive experience matches reality. The two become each other’s 
best hope for survival as the violence and chaos progressively 
escalate. The novel begins with a punch of adrenaline, and the 
pace rarely slows as Riley and Max race to unravel who is truly 
behind the murderous plot. As they struggle to stay alive, they 
also grapple with their own psychological conflicts, revealed 
largely from Riley’s first-person point of view and occasion-
ally from Max’s third-person perspective. The violence in this 
thriller is not for the faint of heart; there is a substantial body 
count by the story’s end. However, the dry wit and gentle com-
passion exchanged between the two protagonists help to keep 
the tension from becoming overwhelming. Riley’s trauma and 
Max’s mental illness make them fragile, but the teens are not 
broken. In each other they find the understanding and the 
strength they need to survive.

Action-packed suspense from beginning to end. (Thriller. 
14-18)

“Lift every voice and sing / Till earth 
and heaven ring, / Ring with the har-
monies of Liberty....”

So begins James Weldon Johnson’s 
“black national anthem,” and so begins 
the Coretta Scott King Awards Cere-
mony, an annual event that is as much 
ecumenical church service as it is lit-
erary celebration—appropriate for an 
award named for the widow of a min-

ister. It is always a moving ceremony, but this year’s, held 
on June 28 during the annual conference of the American 
Library Association, had a special electricity.

Among the creators on the dais were familiar names and 
faces, artists who have been honored multiple times: illustrator 
award–winner Christopher Myers, author award–winner Jac-
queline Woodson, and au-
thor honoree Marilyn Nel-
son; former John Steptoe 
new-talent award–winners 
Kekla Magoon and Frank 
Morrison were there too, 
with author and illustrator 
honors, respectively. New 
to the laurels were author 
honoree Kwame Alexan-
der and illustrator hon-
oree Christian Robinson, 
as well as Jason Reynolds, 
this year’s winner of the John Steptoe award. Such a range of ex-
perience speaks loudly of the vigor of the community.

In the audience were former winners and honorees and, I 
hope, winners- and honorees-to-be: children sat among the 
adults, soaking in the abundant joy. That joy was tempered 
by anger and pain. Alexander spoke of his fear of sending his 
daughter to Bible camp after the church massacre in Charles-
ton. Myers spoke of children laboring in factories overseas 
and violence in the streets both at home and abroad. 

The Coretta Scott King Book Awards, like the African-
American experience they celebrate, were born in pain and 
from it wrings hope—hope that comes from shared effort. 
Virginia Hamilton lifetime-achievement award–winner 
Deborah Taylor closed the ceremony by reminding us all of 
Dr. King’s “beloved community.” In that room, on that day, 
we were all, black, white, and shades in between, part of that 
beloved community. And what an honor it was to lift our 
voices all together.—V.S.

Vicky Smith is the children’s & teen editor.

lifting our 
voices together

JasonReynolds accepts the John Steptoe 
Award for New Talent

Photo courtesy Am
erican Library Association
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OVER THE RIVER & THROUGH 
THE WOOD
A Holiday Adventure
Ashman, Linda
Illus. by Smith, Kim
Sterling (36 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4549-1024-4  

An invitation to a holiday gathering at Grandma and Grand-
pa’s house is the catalyst for some new verses to the familiar 
song.

Front and back endpapers show family portraits, and obser-
vant readers can match them to the four families receiving invi-
tations. They are wonderfully diverse: a suburban Caucasian 
couple with three kids; a big-city gay couple—one white, one 
dark-skinned—with a baby and a young girl that reflect their 
races; a white woman and a black man from San Francisco with 
their mixed-race boy; and a Caucasian couple from Alaska who 
appear to have adopted twin native girls. Their travels are just 
as varied—ferry, airplane, subway, hot air balloon, car, shuttle, 
train. The book follows each family individually as their jour-
neys begin, but their paths cross near their final destination, 
when each is thwarted in some way until—“NEIGH!”—they 
are saved by an increasingly crowded horse-drawn sleigh. The 
final spreads, in the grandparents’ home, are cozy and reflect 
reality—readers can almost hear the cacophony of voices, see 
the friendly chaos of lots of people gathered together, and feel 
the love. Ashman’s verses mostly fit the rhythm of the original 
song, and Smith’s digital illustrations are filled with so many 
details that repeat readings are required to spot them all.

A rollicking fun time sure to be a hit with those travel-
ing for their own family gatherings. (Picture book. 3-8)

ON THE RUN
Bancks, Tristan
Margaret Ferguson/Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux (240 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 17, 2015
978-0-374-30153-8  

When police officers show up at Ben 
Silver’s house, he is initially excited. He 
has always wanted to be a detective, and 
his father’s nickname for him is even 
Cop. But when the police reveal they are 

searching for his parents, Ben’s excitement turns into fear.
Ben’s parents return home soon after the police depart, tell-

ing Ben and his 7-year-old sister, Olive, that they are going on 
a vacation. But vacations do not usually involve haircuts, high-
speed police chases, and lying low in an abandoned cabin deep 
in the woods. Using his investigative skills, Ben searches his 
father’s gym bag and finds a huge stash of money. Further clues 
yield the source of the cash and his parents’ plans to flee the 
country. Ben knows it may be up to him to keep his sister safe 
from his increasingly erratic father. But can an overweight kid 

who prefers video games to being outside survive in the woods? 
The tension between Ben and his father is perfectly pitched, 
and Ben’s dread of his wrath is painful to read. But Ben’s inter-
nal struggle between what he believes are his better and worse 
selves is forced, robbing the second half of tension.

Believable but too bifurcated to fully satisfy. (Thriller. 
8-12)

RED GIRL, BLUE BOY
Baratz-Logsted, Lauren
Bloomsbury (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Oct. 20, 2015
978-1-61963-500-5
978-1-61963-685-9 paper
978-1-61963-501-2 e-book 
Series: If Only 

The daughter of the male Republican 
candidate for president of the United 

States and the son of the female Democratic candidate wind up 
in an unlikely romance.

Both 16, Katie and Drew seem complete opposites. She’s 
so consumed with political fervor that she’s never even had 
a friend her own age, much less a boyfriend, and sees herself 
as the best possible campaign manager for her father. Drew, 
on the other hand, can’t be bothered to dress in a suit for his 
mother’s nomination at the Democratic convention and wants 
nothing to do with his mom’s campaign. Nevertheless, the two 
have met before as small children, and Drew has always been 
attracted to Katie. A joint appearance on a TV morning show 
leads to romantic sparks. But when a campaign smear comes to 
light, one blames the other for leaking it. Can the two get back 
together, and how will the competing parents react? Baratz-
Logsted keeps the proceedings light and humorous. Most of the 
fun arises from her characterization of Katie, who easily domi-
nates the book despite the shared, alternating narration. She’s 
a complete political nerd and proud of it, while Drew seems 
merely a typical let-me-alone adolescent boy. Despite the prem-
ise, the book feels free of ideology, and readers do not have to 
have any interest in politics at all to enjoy it.

Breezy and fresh-feeling fun. (Romance. 12-18)

JOB WANTED
Bateman, Teresa
Illus. by Sheban, Chris
Holiday House (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-8234-3391-9  

A scrawny but intelligent hound dog finds a home on a farm 
by winning over the reluctant farmer.

The hound asks the farmer if he needs a dog, but the man 
is reluctant to take on a dog, saying that dogs don’t earn their 
keep. The wily hound pretends to audition for a farm job as 

Readers can almost hear the cacophony of voices, see the friendly 
chaos of lots of people gathered together, and feel the love.

over the river & through the wood



a horse, a cow, and a chicken, finding ways to help with each 
group of animals so that the entire farm operation improves 
its efficiency. After cleaning out the henhouse, the dog beds 
down for the night next to the hens, and it’s his burst of loud 
barking that prevents a fox from stealing eggs or chickens. The 
farmer finally realizes the value of a good farm dog and offers 
the hound a home and a job. The dog’s creative ploys and the 
physical humor resulting from his schemes propel the story to 
the satisfying, conclusive hug. Evocative illustrations in water-
color and colored pencil use a muted palette that suits the sad, 
earnest demeanor of the homeless dog trying to make a place 
for himself. The farmer wears glasses, but his eyes don’t show 
within the eyeglass frames, perhaps indicating a man who can’t 
see the value of a good thing right in front of his eyes.

Humorous, with a bittersweet edge. (Picture book. 4-8)

ROAR!
Bayless, Julie
Illus. by the author
Running Press Kids (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7624-5750-2  

When the sun goes down on the 
savanna, the lion cub wants to play. Why 
doesn’t anybody else?

Mama lion is stretched out on a 
tree branch, as lifeless as a rug. Her cub’s scratches and roars 
can’t wake her. A couple of male lions stay stubbornly asleep as 
well. Time to roam. When the cub roars at the hippo, it burps 
in response. But a second, bigger roar sends the hippo and its 
whole family fleeing. The cub next tries a herd of giraffes, all 
erect but sleeping, their necks poking up through the leaves of 
a broad tree. When the cub roars, they also flee, in a flurry of 

“Eeek!”s (in myriad typefaces). The disappointed cub lies down 
on the ground, tail unthinkingly drooped down a hole that hap-
pens to be home to a family of rabbits. To one restless gray rab-
bit, the tail looks just like a carrot: “CHOMP!” Understandably, 
the cub lets out an enormous “ROAR!” followed by an even 
bigger “MORE!!” from the delighted rabbit. And the two new 
friends romp for hours...and pages. Bayless tells her story in the 
pictures, mostly double-page spreads with a few graphic-style 
panels; the only text—mostly “roar”s and “more”s—appears in 
sound bubbles. Her digitally colored pencil illustrations have an 
appealing crispness; the slightly stylized figures stand out evoc-
atively against their deep blue, nocturnal backgrounds.

A fresh and funny friendship tale. (Picture book. 3-6)

THIS IS MY HOME, THIS IS 
MY SCHOOL
Bean, Jonathan
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-374-38020-5  

The family from Building Our House 
(2013) returns, but this time their son 
tells readers all about life as a home-

schooled kid.
As the author’s note explains, Bean draws upon childhood 

experiences to give readers a peek into the day-to-day life of 
the family. His mom is his teacher, and his three sisters are his 
classmates, the “cafeteria” is the kitchen table, and just about 
any place can be a “classroom.” When the teacher gets tired, she 
calls for help, and “the substitute teacher” (his dad) takes over. 
The sub also leads shop class, phys ed, and helps with home-
work (yardwork)—a list of duties that feels rather rigid in its 
adherence to strict gender roles, but at least the girls all par-
ticipate in these activities as well. Bean employs a looser, more 
naïve artistic style here than in Building Our House, and it nicely 
matches the enthusiastic narration. The family is depicted as 
an industrious, curious, creative crew, with successive spreads 
revealing busy scenes of activity and inquiry. The ultimate mes-
sage of the book seems to be that home schooling, at its best, 
positions learning as the stuff of life. Every place and every 
moment holds potential for learning, a message likely to reso-
nate with many home-schooling families while also giving a win-
dow into this way of life for others.

Home sweet school. (Picture book. 4-8)

LITTLE PENGUIN GETS 
THE HICCUPS
Bentley, Tadgh
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-233536-4  

A penguin with the hiccups exhorts 
readers to help him cure his problem.

First-time author/illustrator Bentley jumps on the interac-
tive bandwagon with the fanciful tale of an anthropomorphic 
penguin. Staring out at and addressing readers directly, the 
small penguin offers a friendly hello and makes cryptic mention 
of another character (“Franklin said you would be here soon”). 
He then launches into his tale of woe: a bowl (or several) of chili 
has given him a case of the hiccups that he just can’t shake. After 
trying a series of silly remedies suggested by his penguin friends, 
he asks readers to shout “Boo!” The first try doesn’t work, so a 
second, louder effort is solicited and seems to help. But the ulti-
mate cure will come as a surprise to listeners—and may startle 
them more than a little. Hand-drawn, digitally colored illustra-
tions offer occasional hints of the coming plot twist, but for the 
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Every place and every moment holds potential for learning, a 
message likely to resonate with many home-schooling families 

while also giving a window into this way of life for others.
this is my home, this is my school



most part they merely reflect the text. Cartoon-style penguins, 
simply drawn ovals with large eyes and blobby yellow toes, are 
pictured against an interestingly textured blue and white world 
of water and ice. A somewhat static feel to the art works against 
the effort to engage listeners, as does a main character who is 
just a shade too generic.

Like the readers’ shouts, this is not quite strong enough 
to do the trick. (Picture book. 4-7)

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO 
IMMORTALITY
From Alchemy to Avatars
Birmingham, Maria
Illus. by Holinaty, Josh
Owlkids Books (48 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 15, 2015
978-1-77147-045-2  

A matter-of-fact chronicle of the 
long search for the elixir of life, the phi-

losopher’s stone, the fountain of youth, and other means of 
exceeding our allotted spans.

As Birmingham (Tastes Like Music: 17 Quirks of the Brain and 
Body, 2014) observes, the search has occupied us at least since 
Gilgamesh found and then lost a certain magical plant. Mov-
ing from medieval alchemical concoctions to current research 
involving telomeres and the FoxO gene, she intersperses myths 
and folk beliefs, cautionary stories such as the legend of Titho-
nus (who was granted immortality but not eternal youth), and 
side looks at Dracula, Harry Potter, Tuck Everlasting, and other 
modern exemplars. She also catalogs places both real (the 
so-called Blue Zones) and fictional where death is delayed or 
banished, looks at promising new longevity techniques from 
cryogenics to uploading our minds into cloned or artificial 
bodies, and then closes with an array of afterlifes promised by 
major world religions. The big question—why we would want 
to live forever—she saves for a reflective finale. Holinaty’s fan-
ciful monochrome illustrations add breezy notes, if not much 
information, to the narrative’s finely balanced mix of fact and 
generality.

A tasty distillation of history, religion, chemistry, biol-
ogy, technology, and pop culture. (bibliography, index) 
(Nonfiction. 10-13)

COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO-BOP!
Black, Michael
Illus. by Myers, Matt
Simon & Schuster (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4424-9510-4
978-1-4424-9511-1 e-book  

“Cock-a-doodle-doo” is so last century, man!
Mel the rooster is just not feeling “cock-a-doodle-doo.” He 

wakes the farmer (a concerned boy) with a “Scat-scat-doo-wop-
bop-biddly-doo-wop-doowop-bop-bop-bop!” Even after the 
farmer tells him the sun won’t rise without a cock-a-doodle-doo, 
Mel’s ready for something new. He tries another scat after the 
cow expresses her concern...but the sun doesn’t rise. So Mel 
pulls out his trumpet for a cool jive blast. Nothin’. The rest of 
the barnyard is awake, and they are all concerned that morn-
ing might never come. Mel tries spinnin’ and scratchin’ beats 
with a turntable. Still no sun, but Mel will not go back to the 
traditional rooster crow. Finally, the horse has an idea that 
involves the cow and a “Cow-ca-doo-dle-moooooooo!” Hello 
sun! Black’s rockin’ rooster will have toddlers laughing and join-
ing in on second reads if the book’s read just right. The whole 
tale is told only through dialogue, and each character’s words 
appear in a different color. There are no dialogue bubbles to 
indicate who’s speaking, so readers need to be nimble in switch-
ing places. Myers’ oils present a mix of double-page spreads and 
sequential panels (separated by fence posts rather than negative 
space) paced beautifully for maximum effect. A sly, wry, and 
funny tale that’s as much fun to perform as it is to hear.

A fine addition to the cock-a-doodle canon. (Picture book. 
3-7)

ONE TODAY 
Blanco, Richard
Illus. by Pilkey, Dav
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$18.00  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-0-316-37144-5  

The creator of Captain Underpants returns to the painterly 
style of his Caldecott honor book, Paperboy (1996), to illustrate 
Blanco’s poem, written for President Barack Obama’s second 
inauguration.

Pilkey chooses a landscape orientation to capture the 
poem’s sea-to-shining-sea epic sweep, giving readers three 
characters—a pigtailed black girl, a red-capped white boy, and 
a black cat—to follow through the titular day. They leave their 
house as the sun rises, wander benign city streets and play in 
parks while their mother works, then pick her up at the end of 
the day to return home in “the plum blush of dusk.” He doesn’t 
confine himself to simply mirroring the poem’s abundant visual 
images, instead adopting a kaleidoscopic approach that uses the 
sun’s diagonal rays to control compositions. Some double-page 
spreads are multiply fractured, capturing the nation’s busyness, 
while others are solemn and contemplative, as in a low-angle, 
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blue-dominated image of the children from waist down that 
accompanies the lines commemorating “the empty desks of 
twenty children marked absent / today, and forever.” Trucks, 
school buses, and bridges form visual leitmotifs; a saturated, 
pastel palette modulates with the poem’s moods; cityscapes are 
made welcoming with softly rounded horizon lines; the seasons 
change with the text of the poem across this “one today,” taking 
readers from spring to winter.

When it was read, the poem was instantly acclaimed; 
Pilkey’s visual interpretation fully—and joyfully—honors 
it. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE DETOUR
Bodeen, S.A.
Feiwel & Friends (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-05554-5
978-1-250-07863-6 e-book  

Seventeen-year-old Livvy Flynn isn’t 
your average teenager: she is a New York 
Times bestselling author with a movie 
deal, a dinner date with Steven Spielberg, 
and serious money in the bank. 

Instead of spending her weekends at high school football 
games or sleeping over at friends’ houses, Livvy goes on book 
tours and speaks at writing conferences. Being the young envy 
of writers everywhere suits Livvy just fine, until one fateful trip 
to a writing retreat gets derailed. Livvy wakes up after wrecking 
her car to discover she’s a prisoner, hurt and trapped in a base-
ment in the middle of nowhere, held by a crazy woman and her 
even crazier daughter. The two seem hellbent on making Livvy 
pay for an injustice she has no memory of committing, and they 
have no intention of letting her go until she figures it out. Even 
Livvy admits that her situation is more than a little reminiscent 
of Stephen King’s Misery. The difference is that Livvy is so frus-
tratingly dim and full of herself that she’s difficult to root for. 
Even a confession about the pain of past bullying isn’t enough 
to sustain readers’ sympathy. While nobody should endure that 
kind of physical harm, Livvy’s “the universe owes me” attitude 
is likely to turn off even the most otherwise simpatico teen 
writers-to-be.

Stay on the main roads instead of taking this detour. 
(Thriller. 12-16)

THE SONG WITHIN 
MY HEART 
Bouchard, David
Illus. by Sapp, Allen
Red Deer Press (32 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-88995-500-4  

A heartfelt intergenerational story about knowing and pre-
serving heritage and love between elders and young ones.

Basing his bilingual (English and Cree) story on Sapp’s child-
hood growing up in Saskatchewan, Métis author Bouchard 
writes lyrically of a young Cree boy preparing for his first pow-
wow. His Nokum (grandmother) guides him through the day 
and explains the stories told by the beating drums, the singers, 
and the dancers and describes the power in them. From excit-
ing and happy stories about their people and their homeland to 
stories about sorrow, birth, and life hereafter, Nokum teaches 
the boy that he may buy cars and toys, but “Your stories, songs 
and beating heart / Are truly yours and yours alone.” These sto-
ries are sacred and should be passed “from age to youth,” and 
he should never use “another’s tale / Unless he knows and he 
approves.” Bouchard’s rhythmic text successfully conveys an 
emotive and sensory approach to the relationship between the 
two, enriching the story and echoing the hand-lettered ono-
matopoeic syllables that represent chanting and drumbeats. 
Sapp’s profound paintings bring sincere and reassuring images 
that support and enhance the tale. An audio CD with English 
and Cree narration by the author (with accompaniment by the 
music of Northern Cree) is included.

A stunning picture book that celebrates life, family 
relations, and determination to preserve traditions and 
heritage. (artist’s note) (Picture book. 5-11)

LUCY TRIES LUGE
Bowes, Lisa
Illus. by Hearne, James
Orca (32 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4598-1019-8 
Series: Lucy Tries Sports, 1 

Sports reporter Bowes answers a question frequently voiced 
at the Olympic Games: where do lugers come from?

The simple answer is that lugers are grown-up kids who like 
to lie on their backs and skid on ice at about 100 miles per hour—
not necessarily a universal predilection. Series protagonist Lucy 
pipes a small reservation—“will the sled go too fast?... /...she’s 
afraid she might crash!”—but her parents give her the needed 
encouragement: “Don’t worry!” It’s not exactly clear here whom 
Lucy is doing this for: herself, her parents, her dog? She rips down 
the run and makes it to the end, where her parents tell her, “You 
make us so proud!” As a boot in the pants to get kids outside, this 
may be overmuch, akin to suggesting a couch potato take up ski 
jumping or rock climbing. But luging is just another form of an 
ancient sport—you sit on something that slides on ice or snow, 
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and go—so there is room to maneuver: perhaps readers might 
like to start with a nice piece of cardboard. Hearne’s artwork con-
veys the speed in a hyperglossy fashion that tends, oddly, to mute 
the colors but is still plenty cheery.

As a stimulant to get the young away from screens of all 
types, the best first step may not be behind the wheel of a 
stock car on runners. (Picture book. 4-8)

VELVET UNDERCOVER
Brown, Teri
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-06-232127-5
978-0-06-232129-9 e-book  

A British girl with a brilliant mind is 
recruited into a shadow organization to 
extract an unnamed spy—and hopefully 
learn about her missing father.

Samantha Donaldson, an exception-
ally bright 17-year-old living in World War I–era England, has 
unparalleled skills with languages and ciphers. She was taught 
by her ambassador father, whose recent disappearance she finds 
suspicious. Sam is recruited into La Dame Blanche, an organi-
zation of spies, mostly women, and told she will be planted in 
the kaiser’s palace to extract Velvet, a spy whose true identity is 
unknown but is believed to be in danger. Now known as Sophia 
Thérèse, Sam must learn to navigate the mores and nuances of 
royal life in the palace. While trying to locate Velvet, she learns 
of an additional and even more sinister threat: a deadly chemi-
cal weapon. Soon, Sam’s understanding of war ceases to be black 
and white as she learns how far some would go—and how easily 
they would kill—to further their own agendas. Brown’s richly 
envisioned historical thriller moves at a languid pace, with care-
ful attention to period details. Faced with red herrings and dou-
ble agents, Sam must use her knowledge and savvy to maneuver 
through a world rife with ambiguities where lives lurch in a pre-
carious balance.

A slow-burning tale of espionage and deceit that 
explores the complexities and moral uncertainties of war. 
(Historical fiction. 13-17) 

TRAIL OF THE DEAD
Bruchac, Joseph
Tu Books (400 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-62014-261-5 
Series: Killer of Enemies, 2 

In Volume 2 of this post-apocalyp-
tic series, Lozen leads survivors of the 
insurrection against Haven’s technically 
augmented human rulers through gemod-
infested wilderness to the hidden valley 

her Apache family once called home—it doesn’t go as planned.

As Lozen’s powers to read the now-unwired world around 
her have grown, so have the responsibilities and stresses of 
leadership. Her companions try to protect her, but it’s a lonely 
journey. Even as she senses the resourceful, implacable enemy 
pursuing them and closing in, her past acts and memories 
of those she dispatched—animal, genetically modified, and 
human alike—distract and weaken Lozen. Her Chiricahua heri-
tage and mother’s guidance help Lozen resist, yet her sickness 
grows. To unravel and heal her PTSD requires confronting the 
toll that killing takes on warriors, however noble their motives 
or those of the leaders who’ve ordered it. Death-dealing has 
given her enemy superpower strength. Lozen’s own powerful 
allies include Coyote (though tricksters bear watching) and a 
small Lakota group with sentient gemod horses. Superheroes 
rarely obsess over the beings—evil or merely dispensable—they 
encounter and dispatch before moving on to the next challenge. 
Bruchac’s focus on these consequences adds welcome emo-
tional depth to Lozen and to the story itself, while her search 
for healing and wholeness highlights the strengths of a cultural 
heritage that is up to the challenge.

This second act offering deeper characterization and 
resonant themes enriches an already compelling tale. (Post-
apocalyptic fantasy. 12-18)

HIDDEN GOLD
Burakowski, Ella
Second Story Press (348 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-927583-74-6  

Burakowski’s debut novel, based 
on her mother’s Holocaust experiences, 
describes a prominent Polish family’s 
desperate struggle to endure.

As the Nazi threat looms, patriarch 
Leib Gold attempts to secure a safe hid-

ing place for his family. Leib leaves his wife, Hanna, and the chil-
dren, Shoshana, Esther, and David, promising to meet the next 
day. Hanna never sees him again. Money and Shoshana’s fair 
complexion and fluent Polish help Hanna keep the rest of the 
family intact and alive, albeit just barely, until the Russian Army 
liberates Poland. Too much history is ponderously presented 
at the book’s outset, impeding the story and preventing devel-
opment of the characters. Indeed, it takes a good third of the 
book to get to the gripping story of the desperate 26 months, 
beginning in November 1942, that the four Golds spend hid-
ing in the annex of a barn where they are unable to stand erect. 
Dependent on the avariciousness of unethical Poles, crawling 
through sewers, living in filth, infested with lice, toileting with 
no privacy, fearsomely hungry, fearing death: both risks and the 
boredom are well-conveyed. The book concludes with a short 
chapter describing their post-liberation lives. Appended is a 
glossary of German, Polish, and Yiddish words, as well as pho-
tos of the family and the barn, which should help stir empathy.

Readers who persevere will discover an affirmation of 
human courage. (Historical fiction. 14-18)

Bruchac’s focus on consequences adds welcome emotional 
depth to Lozen and to the story itself, while her search for heal-
ing and wholeness highlights the strengths of a cultural heritage 

that is up to the challenge.
trail of the dead



WHATEVER HAPPENED TO MY 
SISTER?
Ciraolo, Simona
Illus. by the author
Flying Eye Books (40 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Nov. 10, 2015
978-1-909263-52-9  

“I’d had my suspicions for a while...
that someone had replaced my sister 

with a girl who looked a lot like her. It had to be!”
These words spread over the opening double-page spread, 

which presents a small girl kneeling on the floor, surrounded 
by scattered photographs and gazing disconsolately at a family 
album. On the next page, she is in a kitchen, staring at her big 
sister, who “was never so tall.” The art is arresting and amusing, 
a skillful combination of watercolor and other media, using a 
limited palette. Young readers with older siblings may recog-
nize signs of adolescence considered typical in Western society: 
a sudden refusal to engage in childish games; secretiveness—

“even when it wasn’t close to my birthday”—new intimacy with 
Mum; pervasive door-slamming. One telling, funny moment 
occurs when the protagonist turns to her sister’s friends for 
clues: “but something wasn’t right with them either. And it 
wasn’t just that a lot of them were boys.” This passage is accom-
panied by a lineup of wired-in, apathetic-looking teenagers. 
Despite stereotyping, the book is noteworthy for taking the 
viewpoint of a younger sibling instead of the more common 
theme of a beleaguered older child. Gently humorous art and 
text transform a simple story into a haven for children feeling 
temporarily sibling-wary.

A tender, whimsical look at growth, change, and sisters. 
(Picture book. 4-7)

IMAGINARY FRED
Colfer, Eoin
Illus. by Jeffers, Oliver
Harper/HarperCollins (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-06-237955-9  

An imaginary person has needs of his 
own.

Fred, whose humanlike shape is 
made of digital blue patterning with no 

outline, floats “like a feather in the wind until a lonely little 
child wish[es] for him.” If the conditions are “just right”—a 
lightning strike, or maybe fish falling from the sky—he pops 
down to Earth and becomes that child’s imaginary friend. It’s 
always short-lived: as soon as the child finds “a real friend in the 
real world,” Fred fades, whisked back to the sky until someone 
new needs him. Despite shabby treatment—the real-world 
kids poke him with swords, make him vacuum, toss him hoop-
ward as if he’s a basketball, and undress him to laugh at his (not 
graphically depicted) nakedness—Fred longs for a friendship to 
be permanent. Humor arrives in Jeffers’ quirky line drawings 

(the art is largely black and white). Fred and a friend struggle 
“to understand how the toilet work[s]”; a musical quartet—two 
real musicians, two imaginary—baffles the audience: “Why are 
there only two of them?” Common to many imaginary-friend 
stories, the ontology may confuse: Fred may be invisible, but he 
has thoughts and desires, so is he really imaginary? Readers who 
sometimes or even often enjoy playing by themselves may not 
appreciate the text’s heavy-handed insistence that “being alone 
is no fun.”

Not the solidest piece in the looking-for-a-friend genre. 
(Picture book. 3-6)

UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN
Collins, Renee
Sourcebooks Fire (336 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-1-4926-2116-4  

Mystery, romance, time travel, and 
danger...this one has it all.

Cassandra would rather be home 
alone in Ohio or gallivanting around 
Europe with her best friend, but she’s 
stuck in a snooty beach town in Massa-

chusetts on a family vacation. It’s not that she doesn’t love her 
family; it’s just that there’s absolutely nothing and no one she 
wants to relate to here. Until she steps onto the private beach 
attached to their rented house and meets Lawrence, that is. 
Handsome, courtly, interested in her, and generating an imme-
diate attraction, Lawrence comes from a different world—quite 
literally: the past. Living in the same house but separated by 
almost 100 years, Cass and Lawrence fall head over heels for 
each other, even if they can’t see each other except on their iso-
lated stretch of beach. With access to the Internet, Cass looks 
into Lawrence’s life only to discover that in his time, he is due to 
be murdered in a matter of days. Alternating narration between 
her protagonists, Collins gives her characters voices that evoke 
their respective times, Cass’ modern, slightly snarky voice con-
trasting with Lawrence’s formal cadences. Their present-tense 
accounts present an interesting, often amusing intersection of 
the Roaring ’20s and the 21st century.

Suspenseful, poignant, and romantic: well worth the 
read. (Fantasy. 12-18)

COUNTING LIONS
Portraits from the Wild
Cotton, Katie
Illus. by Walton, Stephen
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$22.00  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7636-8207-1  

This oversized book consists of 10 
double-page spreads counting up from 

one lion to 10 zebras.
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Gently humorous art and text transform a simple story into 
a haven for children feeling temporarily sibling-wary.

whatever happened to my sister?



The photorealistic drawings are breathtakingly beautiful, 
deserving of their large space. The text, all printed in orange ink, 
consists of the numbers spelled out and short, poetic passages 
describing each species, and it is nicely set as free-verse lines 
rather than less attractive paragraphs. For example: “Three 
giraffes / with their heads in the sky / pluck leaves from trees 
and chew, / up and down, side to side, / for up to twenty hours a 
day. / They are peaceful patterned giants / wandering from place 
to place, / sleepless surveyors of the grasslands. / Three wander-
ers. / Three giraffes.” The foreword by Virginia McKenna con-
tains a sobering reminder of the reality of vanishing species, and 
backmatter gives further information, including protection sta-
tus, without defining the terms. (Is it best to be “vulnerable” or 

“endangered” or “near threatened”?) Pitching the book to an all-
ages audience is a bit disingenuous, as the book lacks numerals 
and thick stock for the youngest viewers, and the text is soundly 
in the realm of middle-graders. A large part of its allure relies on 
its large size and the conscientious design of the pages.

It’s beautifully executed, but it will be a devil to shelve, 
and it’s hard to see many families adopting it for the coffee 
table. (Informational picture book. 4-10)

TURN OFF THAT LIGHT!
Crossingham, John
Illus. by Wilson, Steve
Owlkids Books (40 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 15, 2015
978-1-77147-101-5  

A little hedgehog stars in an interac-
tive bedtime story.

As the book opens, the hedgehog is 
fast asleep in bed, surrounded by toys, when an unseen someone 
turns on the light. “Turn off that light!” he yells, and it goes out—
only to be turned back on. This sequence repeats itself again 
and again! Who is doing it—the toys scattered about the room? 
No, the word CLICK at the top of the verso is the clue—it’s you, 
the readers. It may take some adult help for young listeners to 
catch up with that device, but the black double-page spreads 
lit with white speech balloons that alternate with the color-
ful scenes of the bedroom and toys effectively establish the 
setup. The hedgehog becomes more and more unraveled by the 
proceedings, making considerable mayhem and even uttering 
maniacal laughter as it attempts to take control of the situation. 
The ending is a surprise, possibly even a letdown, as hedgehog’s 
dilemma is resolved with a glass of water. The digital illustra-
tions depict the hedgehog with a brush of bristles, big eyes, and 
tiny legs; the palette is surprisingly subdued for such a manic 
setup, dominated by grays and pastels, but the graphic-novel–
style layout effectively uses panels to amp up the energy. 

Once young ones catch on to what’s happening, they 
will no doubt demand repeat reads—followed by much 
switching on and off of the lights. (Picture book. 3-5)

OFFICER PANDA
Fingerprint Detective
Crowley, Ashley
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-06-236626-9  

The title character’s metafictive investigation threatens to 
get under the skin of justice-minded readers.

The book is covered in fingerprints. On almost every page, 
houses, household pets, and even the moon up in the sky are 
smudged with ink. Officer Panda spends most of the book’s 32 
pages searching for the culprit. Finally, at the climax of the story, 
he points his finger at readers and announces, “IT’S YOU!” 
Some readers will be delighted. They’ll love the idea that—for 
once—it’s OK to make a mess inside a book with their fingers. 
And some kids will be amused by their first taste of postmod-
ernism. But fair-minded children may just get annoyed and say, 

“Those aren’t my fingerprints!” Some people will also get bored 
with the aimless quality of the text. Page after page is just Offi-
cer Panda bicycling around town or staring at prints through 
a magnifying glass. But some of the illustrations are quite 
clever. Crowley’s mixed-media pictures of trees, formed out of 
thumbprints, are exquisitely beautiful, demonstrating what Ed 
Emberley and children have known for years: fingerprints and a 
little bit of imagination can go a very long way.

Officer Panda’s investigation is not a great introduc-
tion to the justice system, but for readers with the right 
sense of humor, it has plenty of other delights. (fun facts 
about fingerprints) (Picture book. 4-8)

LITTLE ELLIOT, 
BIG FAMILY 
Curato, Mike
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-8050-9826-6 
Series: Little Elliot 

The pachyderm who searched for 
friendship in Little Elliot, Big City (2014) 

returns to seek a family in this follow-up.
Elliot’s buddy, Mouse, is departing for a family reunion. 

With a huge clan—the cousins alone total 147—the group size 
in Mouse’s photograph contrasts with the two figures (Elliot 
and Mouse) in Elliot’s frame. Curato’s palette and style are 
reminiscent of Edward Hopper. The lone elephant appears in 
an open window, the sole figure in a double-page spread depict-
ing rows of closed, opaque panes in a brown facade near a barren 
tree: “The house was quiet. And empty.” Subdued greens and 
reds predominate, and while some of the figures in the multi-
ethnic neighborhood scenes are in groups, others are hidden 
behind newspapers or shadows, adding to the sense of isola-
tion. Employing a restrained text, Curato mines the visuals for 
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emotional impact, as when he portrays Elliot among a sea of 
empty chairs inside the cinema, tearfully watching a family film. 
The black-and-white movie connects to reality when the pro-
tagonist exits into a nocturnal snowfall. All is well when Mouse, 
having missed Elliot, invites him back to the candlelit attic feast. 
Playful endpapers mimic fine art and family portraits, with one 
very large addition.

Young children will easily relate to Elliot’s experience 
of loneliness and his relief at inclusion, both convincingly 
captured in this elegant tale. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE ONE THING
Curtis, Marci Lyn
Hyperion (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-1-4847-0902-3
978-1-4847-1954-1 e-book  

Maggie, who became blind after con-
tracting bacterial meningitis six months 
earlier, experiences a magical cure. Sort of.

After meeting with the probation offi-
cer following a prank she pulled at her new 

school, Merchant’s School for the Blind, Maggie meets bighearted, 
straight-shooting, mile-a-minute-talking 10-year-old Ben Milton. 
Shockingly, she can see Ben, and the novelty of Maggie’s temporar-
ily returned sight makes her go along with it when Ben invites her 
home with him. Coincidentally, Ben’s older brother, Mason, turns 
out to be the teenage lead singer of the Loose Cannons, Maggie’s 
favorite band, and he is certain Maggie is faking both her blind-
ness and her interest in Ben to get close to him. Although Maggie 
has been spending most of her post-meningitis life pushing away 
friends and family and finding reasons to ditch her orientation and 
mobility specialist, the relationship Maggie builds with the Mil-
tons sparks change. Maggie’s voice is sharp and quick-witted, and 
Ben’s persistent exuberance provides an excellent foil. Although 
discovering a mystical cure for a disability is an overused, usually 
offensive trope, this book’s conclusion points toward accepting 
disability rather than hoping to vanquish it. The payoff here is not 
just the inevitable romance, but also Maggie’s strengthened rela-
tionships with friends, family, and herself.

Funny, sweet, and hopeful. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE LEAGUE OF 
UNEXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Daneshvari, Gitty
Little, Brown (240 pp.) 
$17.00  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-316-40570-6
978-0-316-40571-3 e-book 
Series: League of Unexceptional
Children, 1 

Below-average middle schoolers Jon-
athan and Shelley have one ability that 

makes them, well, not stand out but rather blend in: they are 
utterly unremarkable.

It is this quality that makes them ideal recruits for the top-
secret League of Unexceptional Children, an organization of 
kid and teen spies dedicated to protecting national security. As 
recruiter Hammett explains, “You are right there in the world’s 
blind spot.” So it is that these preteens bravely answer the call 
of duty to find the culprit who has kidnapped the vice president 
of the United States and, with him, the code that could bring 
destruction to all, no matter how dull or exceptional. With this 
promising premise, Daneshvari delivers hilarious shenanigans 
and moments of verbal delight, as when giving a very specific 
order to a fast-food cashier (“a double dog with a side of mus-
tard, two sides of relish, a can of diet Fanta, fourteen packets 
of ketchup, two straws, and seven napkins”) yields the protago-
nists entry to an oversized fridge, pushing on the back of which 
allows them into the league’s HQ; as Shelley puts it, “It’s kind of 
like Narnia, only with a lot of pork products.” These moments 
will help readers past the occasional odd jerks of the plot that 
make the story at times difficult to follow.

This humorous new series is sure to appeal to fans of 
Daneshvari and other lovers of the ludicrous. (Adventure. 
8-12)

LOOK AND BE 
GRATEFUL 
dePaola, Tomie
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-8234-3443-5  

The beloved, Wilder Award–winning 
illustrator spins a simple paean to gratitude.

DePaola has been moving toward an ever more simple and 
radiant aesthetic, as his pictures become increasingly iconic 
and his colors, as on this beautiful tea-stained paper, become as 
translucent as glass. There are only about 40 words in this small 
volume, including the dedication (“For all the children”). Fol-
lowing the path of his Let the Whole Earth Sing Praise (2011), he 
pares down his hymn of joy to the single moment, to the day we 
have been given. Even toddlers will recognize the sun, the lady-
bug, the flowers, and the oranges, and they will comprehend the 
mostly one-syllable, hand-lettered words and the open-gestured 
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hands in many skin tones. The repetition of those open hands, 
the image of a white dove, and the girl and boy on the cover 
echo the repeated words of gratitude. The blue and gold endpa-
pers are filled with stars.

Thank you, Tomie. (Picture book. 3-8)

MIXED ME! 
Diggs, Taye
Illus. by Evans, Shane W.
Feiwel & Friends (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-04719-9  

Some kids call him “Mixed-up Mike,” 
but the protagonist makes clear that he 
isn’t mixed-up at all—just mixed.

With his curly, red zigzag hair, tan skin and green eyes, Mike 
likes to skateboard and go fast inside and outside, wearing a col-
orful patchwork cape. The kids at school tell him that his par-
ents don’t match, and other people stare at them when they’re 
out as a family. But Mike loves his deep-brown, bald-headed 
dad and his cream-and-honey, red-haired mom, and clearly they 
love him too. What’s more, they declare that they mixed Mike 
perfectly “and got you JUST RIGHT!” Mike’s confidence in 
his own appearance and coolness as well as the way he proudly 
embodies diversity, including a certain level of androgyny, make 
this a refreshing read. Evans’ integration of rough-textured fab-
rics into lively and colorful mixed-media illustrations will make 
readers want to reach out and touch them. Readers will also find 
this an easy book to set to music or rap, thanks to its rhyme and 
cadence. The takeaway message remains one that all children 
need to embrace: “I’m doing my thing, so don’t forget it. / If you 
don’t get it, then you don’t get it.”

If all kids had the confidence about who they are that 
Mike has, what a wonderful world this would be. (Picture 
book. 3-8)

THESE SHALLOW GRAVES
Donnelly, Jennifer
Random House (496 pp.) 
$19.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $22.99 PLB
Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-385-73765-4
978-0-307-98291-9 e-book
978-0-385-90679-1 PLB  

In 19th-century Manhattan, social-
ite Jo Monfort’s wealthy father meets an 
untimely death.

Seventeen-year-old Jo, like her literary namesake in Little 
Women, aspires to be a writer, but her itch to learn about the 
world outside her social class threatens her family’s expecta-
tion that she’ll marry Bram, the most eligible bachelor in New 
York. When Jo’s father is found dead of a gunshot wound in his 
study, it’s assumed to be an accident, but Jo wonders how her 

safety-conscious father could possibly have been cleaning a 
loaded gun. She overhears a rakish young reporter declare that 
her father’s partners in a shipbuilding firm paid hush money 
to keep the fact that it was murder out of the press. Jo won’t 
rest until she gets to the bottom of the story, despite the risk 
to her reputation. Melodrama and intrigue drive this fast-paced 
thriller with a Wharton-esque setting and a naïve young pro-
tagonist willing to be exposed to the shadier side of life—prosti-
tutes, uncouth men, and abject poverty—on her way to solving 
a mystery and asserting her right to claim her future for herself. 
The author keeps the clues coming at a rate that allows readers 
to be one small step ahead of Jo as the story races to its surpris-
ing conclusion.

Readers who love costume dramas will relish this one. 
(Historical mystery. 13-17)

RACE CAR COUNT
Dotlich, Rebecca Kai
Illus. by Slack, Michael
Henry Holt (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-62779-009-3  

The flash and thrill of the race car track—it’s all here in a 
zippy counting book just right for the toddler set.

“Red light, yellow light, green light, GO!” Spread by spread, 
the cars enter the track, each one highlighted in numeric 
order as if by an announcer: “Race car 8 is dynamite— / thun-
ders, roars, swerves to the right.” The rhyme, plenty of action 
words, and some onomatopoeia sustain the excitement, while 
these slightly goofy-looking autos with expressive grilles charge 
around a course of loop-de-loops and obstacles. Making the 
most of vertical planes, tense, comical moments during the 
heat are captured in the bright digital art: racers are splashed, 
engines burn out (ducks compose the pit crew), and autos pile 
up (the ducks go flying). Even the clunky, bold type seems to 
emphasize the funky nature of the circuit and the contestants. 
Anticipation builds as the competition is called, but this is not 
about who wins. The race is concluding by the time the last 
contestant is introduced—No. 10, who “finished last. / Still, his 
wheels were lightning fast.” Groovy. Just like his name. (The 
final page names all 10, along with some of their interests, such 
as collecting oil caps or savoring hot peppers.)

When the cars line up for another race, children will 
cheer. (Picture book. 2-5)
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Evans’ integration of rough-textured fabrics into 
lively and colorful mixed-media illustrations will make 

readers want to reach out and touch them.
mixed me!
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44 HOURS OR STRIKE!
Dublin, Anne
Second Story Press (112 pp.) 
$11.95 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-927583-76-0  

The garment workers’ struggle for 
better wages and employment condi-
tions is vividly portrayed in a story of 
two Jewish sisters living and working in 
Toronto during the Depression.

Sophie and Rose toil long, brutal 
hours in a garment factory in order to support themselves 
and their ill, widowed mother. When union organizers from 
the United States encourage a dressmaker’s strike, at first the 
girls think that marching with the others will be bold and 
courageous. But when Rose is arrested and imprisoned for 
disorderly conduct, 14-year-old Sophie is left to care for their 
mother while continuing to support the strike. Intense, dra-
matic descriptions bring out the hardships of sweatshop life in 
the early 1930s, making plain the motivations for the efforts of 
the International Ladies’ Garment Workers Union. A realistic 
clash of cultures is seen in the undertones of anti-Semitism that 
correspond to Jewish distrust of gentiles. In addition, vague 
references to sexual abuse in a prison environment underscore 
Rose’s dramatic turnaround from a strong, feisty character to 
one of timid sadness. The well-developed characterization folds 
in some historical figures, such as Emma Goldman and Bernard 
Shane of the ILGWU. Yiddish phrases sprinkled throughout 
the text provide a distinct, Jewish-immigrant environment for 
this persuasive narrative with its candid message about the real-
ities of a labor action.

A realistic look at a hard-fought fight. (author’s notes, 
further reading, websites) (Historical fiction. 12-15)

THE RIG
Ducie, Joe
HMH Books (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-544-50311-3  

In the near future, an incarcerated teen 
with a reputation for escape attempts is 
moved to a new, maximum-security facility 
called the Rig, an oil-drilling platform in 
the middle of the Arctic Ocean, now con-
verted to use as a prison.

Fifteen-year-old William Drake is a likable, tough-talking 
narrator who hails from London, the son of an African-Ameri-
can father and a Polish mother. True to hard-boiled type, Drake 
keeps to himself and resists making friends, even as he makes 
enemies of the worst baddies by defending weaker kids from 
them and is won over by the Rig’s kindly psychologist, Dr. Lam-
bros. Flavoring the third-person narration with some great 
one-liners (“She had the voice of a lifelong smoker thrown 
in a blender”), Ducie takes his time setting the stage for the 

action-packed second half of the novel, with Drake carefully 
plotting an escape that involves the skills of his hacker cellmate, 
Tristan, and the knowledge of Irene, a fellow prisoner who hints 
at a conspiracy that eventually blows up in their faces. All the 
elements of a great thriller are here—sinister villains, a stoic 
hero with a heart of gold, even mutated sharks. If some of these 
details seem a bit familiar to seasoned action-adventure fans, 
there is still plenty to keep them engaged, and the open-ended 
conclusion suggests there may be more to come.

A solid genre outing. (Thriller. 13-18)

THE GIRL WHO COULD 
NOT DREAM 
Durst, Sarah Beth
Clarion (384 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-0-544-46497-1  

Sophie, whose overprotective par-
ents run a bookshop but have a risky, 
secret side business collecting and sell-
ing people’s dreams, suddenly faces, on 
her 12th birthday, all the dangers of the 

dream trade.
As the cover art suggests, this fantasy tale is cinematic and 

madcap. Because her parents want to keep their daughter as 
inconspicuous as possible, Sophie’s only friend has long been 
Monster—a cuddly animal rescued from a nightmare and pos-
sessed of soft fur, tentacles, and a penchant for cupcakes and 
self-improvement. Monster has to keep an even lower profile 
than Sophie, but an unexpected visitor exposes both of them 
to possible harm from an entity called the Night Watchmen. 
Also, Sophie’s marginal involvement with certain classmates 
now endangers them as well. Sophie’s parents discuss the situa-
tion behind closed doors: “ ‘But what if the Watchmen—’ Mom 
cut herself off, then said loudly and clearly, ‘Sophie and Monster, 
if you are up there listening at the door, I will revoke all book 
privileges so fast, you will have whiplash.’ ” With similar humor 
throughout, the book lets readers know that, however dire the 
situation, Sophie will be all right—but will Monster? Readers 
will not want to stop reading this quirky, fast-paced adventure 
until reaching its satisfactory, heartwarming conclusion. The 
text happily borrows familiar genre elements but wraps them in 
an entirely fresh package.

Funny, warm, and highly imaginative. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Readers will not want to stop reading this quirky, fast-paced 
adventure until reaching its satisfactory, heartwarming conclusion.

the girl who could not dream
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A BEAR’S YEAR
Duval, Kathy
Illus. by Turley, Gerry
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-385-37011-0
978-0-385-37-13-4 e-book
978-0-385-37012-7 PLB  

In short rhyming text, a mother bear and her cubs experi-
ence a year of changing seasons until it’s time to hibernate.

In winter, a mother bear and her two cubs cuddle, tucked in 
broad snow under the northern lights. In spring, the cubs grow 
among flowers and climb tall trees. Summer is speckled with 
bees and bright red berries as the cubs catch fish and dig roots in 
preparation for the fall, and finally the cubs, now almost grown, 
settle down for winter in “Earth’s safe arms.” While the story 
explores seasons through the experiences of these three par-
ticular bears, some rhymes generalize to fit the rhythm (“Coats 
grow thick, / bodies strong. / Soon bears will doze / all winter 
long”), risking readers’ detachment from the bears in question. 
Often singsong, the text invites a slow reading, appropriate for 
preparation for hibernation. Though Duval’s text acts as a lul-
laby as much as a recitation of ursine activities, Turley’s vivid 
illustrations could tell the story wordlessly. The greenish glow 
of the northern lights or autumn mountains awash in gold lend 
atmosphere the text cannot, and the close perspective—from 
the bears’ shaggy fur to the white breath of the wolf who “wails 
/ a lullaby”—brings the scenes to life.

A slow, soft read-aloud, good for bedtime or when Bear 
Snores On is too rowdy. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE BUBBLE WRAP BOY
Earle, Phil
Delacorte (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-553-51315-8
978-0-553-51317-2 e-book
978-0-553-51316-5 PLB  

Fourteen-year-old Charlie Han, aka 
“Tiny Charlie,” aka “the Chinese midget,” 
is used to being bully bait, the lethal 

combination of his oddly small stature and klutziness making 
him a shoe-in for the worst junior high has to offer.

It doesn’t help that his mother is overprotective to the point 
of smothering or that he’s unsure whether “Sinus” Sedgley is 
his best friend or just an equally bullied buddy by default. All 
Charlie wants to do is find his “thing,” that special something 
that will finally make the kids at school see him, truly, for the 
first time. A newfound love of skateboarding may just be that 
thing, and, together with a real friend, it offers him a chance to 
soar. Charlie’s narration is both laugh-out-loud funny and heart-
breaking. He may be small, but his determination to change 

his lot in life is enormous. Though a secondary plotline meant 
to explain his mother’s extreme overprotectiveness is slightly 
difficult to swallow, the rest of the story more than makes up 
for it. In the fast-growing bullying genre, Charlie’s story stands 
out. This isn’t a kid who will do anything to join the cool clique. 
This is a story about staying true to yourself and following your 
passion.

As much as Charlie would hate hearing it, good things 
do come in small packages. (Fiction. 9-14)

THIS BRIDGE WILL NOT 
BE GRAY
Eggers, Dave
Illus. by Nichols, Tucker
McSweeney’s (104 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-940450-47-6  

Gray bridges abound, but there’s only one major one that’s 
orange—and here’s how that happened.

Striving for whimsy when he’s not being patronizing—“It 
was a long trip, but the pieces of steel did not mind, for they are 
inanimate objects”—Eggers tracks the building of the Golden 
Gate Bridge from rejected design proposals (“It was functional, 
but it was grotesque”) on. Along with giving the bridge’s inno-
vative features a light once-over, he introduces the project’s 
three main architects. One had designed the Manhattan Bridge, 

“believed to be in or near New York City,” as Eggers coyly puts 
it; another led the populist campaign to keep the finished struc-
ture the International Orange with which its prefabricated steel 
parts were (and still are) coated because it “somehow looked 
right.” Whether young readers will find these observations, or 
such lines as, “Sometimes the things humans make baffle even 
the humans who make them,” illuminating is anybody’s guess. 
In broad collages assembled from large pieces of cut paper, 
Nichols illustrates the enterprise with stylized portrait heads 
and abstract views of golden hills set against blue (or sometimes 
gray) expanses of sea and sky. The finished bridge poses grandly 
in several.

That it’s the “best-known and best-loved bridge in the 
world” is arguable; if it is, one wonders why it needs a self-
conscious, 104-page picture book to draw attention to it. 
(jacket poster) (Informational picture book. 7-9)



LIKE A WOLF
Elschner, Géraldine
Illus. by Guilloppé, Antoine
Minedition (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-988-8240-44-9  

High-contrast, laser-cut images accom-
pany a simple story about the destiny of 
a canine whose wolflike appearance and 

behavior lead it from imprisonment in a pound to a better life.
“Pointed ears. Sharp teeth. A back slightly bent under dark 

fur. Wide eyes, always checking, always on alert. This is what I 
looked like. ‘Just like a wolf!’ people said.” These opening words 
are set in white over black negative space on a double-page 
spread. The rest of the illustration uses to great advantage the 
starkness of black on white and white on black, with its depic-
tion of a scruffy, fierce-looking animal behind a chain-link fence. 
It is no wonder why people associate this beast with a wolf. The 
animal builds sympathy as it describes its barren, caged exis-
tence and its longing to be free and to “feel a friendly hand on my 
fur.” Some of the images are powerful, even disturbing, but the 
fact that the dog tells the tale in the past tense provides clues 
to readers that something better is coming. The artwork also 
changes accordingly, with a particularly furry, less-lupine image 
on a page where the dog sighs about all those people who pass 
it by, looking for “something cute”—not something lupine—for 
a pet. The pages are arrestingly beautiful, with sparse, pointed 
text and frame-worthy illustrations.

It’s hard not to feel for this good dog. (Picture book. 4-8)

KOALA HOSPITAL
Eszterhas, Suzi
Photos by the author
Owlkids Books (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 15, 2015
978-1-77147-140-4 
Series: Wildlife Rescue, 1 

This book, abundant with color photographs, takes readers 
into the world’s only hospital solely for koalas.

Both a table of contents and brightly colored banners 
throughout the book help readers home in on their particu-
lar interests. However, the text is short and accessible enough 
so that the book can be read in a single sitting. The hospital 
nurses koalas that are sick, injured, or orphaned, and it releases 
them into the wild whenever possible. The text clearly states 
that most of the problems koalas experience stem from their 
having to share habitat with humans; lest anyone be misguided 
when they see koalas in an Australian’s backyard, “actually, 
it’s people who are living in the koalas’ backyards: Scientists 
have found koala fossils in Australia that are 20 million years 
old. That’s long before people lived there!” All of the text has 
a conversational, matter-of-fact tone that allows readers to 
effortlessly pick up facts about common threats to koalas—
including dog bites—and about the tender care the rescued 

koalas receive from the time they enter the “koala ambulance” 
to the time they are released back into the wild. Readers will 
likely feel a gentle tug of responsibility for the cuddly marsu-
pials, so they’ll appreciate the closing information about how 
kids can help preserve wildlife. The photographs are crisp, 
informative close-ups.

A good read for animal and conservation enthusiasts. 
(author Q&A, glossary) (Nonfiction. 7-12)

THE NIGHT WATCHMAN
Fischer, Jérémie & Labrune, Jean-Baptiste
Illus. by the authors
Translated by Wilson, David Henry
Little Gestalten (192 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Oct. 25, 2015
978-3-89955-749-7  

A mysterious rash of broken clocks 
signals the (literal) rise of old horrors in this sly French import.

The action is as stylized as Fischer and Labrune’s art-deco 
screen-print illustrations, which place semiabstract figures in 
claustrophobic cityscapes formed of geometric spaces, loud 
colors, glaring lights, and deep shadows. “This is my time,” 
begins the titular night watchman, self-assuredly setting off 
on his routine patrol with a lamp that looks inset into his cra-
nium to provide illumination. But the appalling discovery that 
two of the city’s three towering clocks have been dismantled 
on his watch sends him on a long chase after a “Vagabond.” 
This turns out to be the night watchman’s predecessor—a 
robot who had in pre-clock Olden Times driven a plague of 
crocodilian nightmares down into the municipal sewers. The 
clocks’ destruction touches off a general riot, and then (with 
the narrative’s high-toned language pitching even further over 
the top) giant reptiles burst out again, “disgorging themselves 
into the streets through the suppurating wound of the sewers.” 
There’s nothing for it but to flee through those same noisome 
tunnels: “The city has digested us,” the narrator concludes, 
emerging alimentarily with a companion into sunlight. “I shall 
not light my lamp again.”

Readers may have trouble swallowing, much less 
digesting, the tale’s more rococo elements, but both the 
tone and the distinctive art play up its melodrama. (Graphic 
fantasy. 12-17)
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WILLFUL MACHINES 
Floreen, Tim
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster 
(368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-1-4814-3277-1
978-1-4814-3279-5 e-book  

Same-sex dating is tricky when your 
dad is a right-wing political figure. Then 
there’s that whole robot-fueled terror-
ist attack thing threatening to directly 

strike at any second.
In the not-so-distant future, robotics enthusiast Lee Fisher 

is the closeted son of the ultra-conservative U.S. president. 
With only one kiss under his belt, Lee has earned his nickname, 
Walk-In (as in closet). His father has a strict moral agenda to 
steer the country back to ancient ideals, proselytizing the 
dangers of technology; indeed, Lee’s mother was murdered by 
an “artificially conscious” robot named Charlotte who is now 
plotting a terrorist attack. Lee, tailed by the Secret Service and 
scrutinized by the media, wants to keep a low profile. When 
svelte, charismatic, Chilean Nico Medina arrives at Lee’s stuffy 
prep school, the stakes change. Lee decides to explore romance 
even if Nico might not be who he says he is—and even if Char-
lotte has Lee in her cross hairs. Many au courant topics are chal-
lenged: equal rights, conservative closed-mindedness, terrorism, 
global acceptance of same-sex couples, the stickiness of coming 
out. From a first-person perspective, Lee fumbles from self-
deprecation to self-confidence. As varied as his opinions are of 
himself, so too is the landscape, mixing technology with gothic 
settings à la Poe and Stoker.

Gothic, gadget-y, gay: a socially conscious sci-fi thriller 
to shelve between The Terminator and Romeo and Juliet. (Science 
fiction. 12-17)

THE GREAT AND THE GRAND
Fox, Benjamin
Illus. by Robbins, Elizabeth
Familius (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-942672-97-5  

Follow a new baby and a great-grand-
father as they prepare to meet for the 
first time.

A young baby is new to the world. A great-grandfather has 
already seen so much. They seem vastly different. Yet in fragile, 
hushed tones, Fox tells of the delicate opposing balance the two 
create in order to form a family. In stirring side-by-side com-
parisons, the baby is referred to as “The New” and the great-
grandfather, “The Old.” In one instance, the cherub tightly 
grasps a fork with a clenched fist: “The New holds on”; opposite, 
the great-grandfather is shown at a grave: “The Old is learning 
to let go.” On the train to visit the great-grandfather, the baby 
stares out the window: “The New is enchanted by motion.” The 

great-grandfather, on the other hand, sits on a bench looking 
to the mountains: “The Old is soothed by stillness.” Robbins’ 
gorgeous, luminous paintings embolden the purity of the pair, 
tingeing the story in warm tones of both nostalgia and hope. 
When the two finally meet, New and Old, all of the differences 
slip away. They are simply one family.

Deeply touching; though the appeal is primarily for 
adults, it is a quiet story to share across generations. (Picture 
book. 4-8)

A SPECTACULAR SELECTION 
OF SEA CRITTERS
Concrete Poems
Franco, Betsy
Illus. by Wertz, Michael
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-2152-3  

In their third picture-book outing, 
Franco and Wertz (A Dazzling Display of Dogs, 2011, etc.) dive 
into the sea. 

A sunny day provides the perfect entree for a poetic snor-
keling trip revealing dozens of aquatic organisms illustrated 
through Wertz’s vivid depictions of Franco’s concrete poems 
(with the occasional limerick, cinquain, riddle, and haiku tossed 
in). Where the duo’s last effort rather literally threatened to 

“dazzle” the senses, here Wertz’s striking palette of blues, indigo, 
orange, reds, and yellow, showcased in richly detailed images 
and undulating lettering, effectively captures the sea’s dyna-
mism. Franco spotlights interesting fish and other creatures 
one might glimpse during a dive, highlighting vital aspects of 
oceanic life cycles and special characteristics of organisms sure 
to pique a child’s interest. The “Spiny Puffer” is cleverly likened 
to a porcupine, and “Cleaner Fish” are “wary of fish with sharp 
white teeth, / so cleaner fish are wise. / They’ve found a way to 
get along, / help out, and harmonize. / They clean the teeth of 
scary fish / who’d eat them / otherwise.” Young and old Nemo 
devotees will delight to find among Wertz’s wavy orange fronds 
Franco’s revelation as to “why clown fish hang out in the anemo-
nes”—it “poison[s] all your enemies”—and other engagingly 
rhymed facts.

At once light, visually playful, and educational, Franco 
and Wertz’s latest collaboration proves the third time’s a 
charm. (Picture book/poetry. 6-10)
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Many au courant topics are challenged: equal rights, 
conservative closed-mindedness, terrorism, global acceptance 

of same-sex couples, the stickiness of coming out.
willful machines



THE DISTANCE FROM ME 
TO YOU
Gessner, Marina
Putnam (352 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-399-17323-3  

A girl decides to hike the Appala-
chian Trail on her own and meets a boy 
who may actually be living on the trail.

Almost 18, McKenna has been plan-
ning to thru-hike the Appalachian Trail 

with her best friend for the past year. When the friend drops 
out, McKenna lies to her parents and sets out on her own. On 
the trail she meets Sam, who has escaped from an abusive home 
and has been walking the trail, getting jobs in various towns, for 
months. McKenna greatly enjoys her adventure and only reluc-
tantly becomes involved with Sam, but when she does, they 
become a couple, falling in love. Overconfident about their 
wilderness skills, they leave the trail despite warnings and soon 
realize that they have put their lives in danger. Gessner writes 
vividly of the trail and hiking, describing backpacking gear, 
birds, scenery, and many of the difficulties hikers encounter, as 
well as the easy camaraderie hikers find along the AT. She brings 
McKenna and Sam to life as well-rounded characters, gradually 
building their relationship to a satisfying and realistic level. The 
star of the show here, however, is the Appalachian Trail and the 
adventures the teens experience on it.

Good romance, great wilderness. (Romance. 12-18)

FLIGHT OF THE KING
Grey, C.R.
Disney-Hyperion (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4231-8343-3
978-1-4847-1956-5 e-book 
Series: Animas, 2 

In the sequel to Legacy of the Claw 
(2014), Bailey and friends must stop Vivi-
ana’s evil plan while staying off her radar.

After Midwinter break, Bailey and 
his friends must cover up their involvement in the fight that 
killed Viviana’s spy lest she discover that Bailey is the proph-
esied Child of War who heralds the return of the True King, 
Tremelo. They have extra reason for secrecy: Viviana’s starting a 
tour of the kingdom right at the school. This means that Bailey, 
newly awakened to his Animas bond with the white tiger Taleth, 
doesn’t even get a chance to explore the bond before having 
to conceal it. They learn that Viviana is working on a mysteri-
ous, terrible machine—and, incredibly, before they even know 
what it does, they copy the plans and start work on a machine 
to counter it. Evidence of Dominae spies sends Gwen off to 
keep the Seers’ Glass safe, and soon Bailey and Hal are in peril. 
Viviana isn’t the only threat—the Jackal, who assassinated her 
father, the previous king, was merely exiled instead of executed 

when he was deposed, and he is primed to return. Despite the 
intrigues, the storylines frequently fall flat due to implausible 
decisions and weak motivations. The narration doesn’t trust 
readers’ memories of the first book, and the frequent plot-point 
reminders grow repetitive. The climax progresses the series 
plot into the sequel.

Slapdash and paint-by-number. (Fantasy. 9-12)

FINDER, COAL MINE DOG
Hart, Alison
Illus. by Montgomery, Michael G.
Peachtree (192 pp.) 
$12.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-56145-860-8 
Series: Dog Chronicles, 3 

A dog becomes a hero to trapped 
coal miners in this third book of Hart’s 
Dog Chronicles series (Mercy, Gold Rush 

Dog, 2014, etc.).
Young Finder, a mountain cur pup, has a wonderful nose 

for tracking but proves too gun-shy to be a hunting dog. Times 
are hard on the Illinois prairies in 1909; Finder’s family, Uncle, 
Aunt, and 14-year-old Thomas, struggle under debt despite 
Uncle’s job at the Cherry Coal Mine, and the family can’t afford 
to feed nonworking members. Thomas has no choice but to 
fake his age and take a job deep in the mines as a digger, shovel-
ing loosened coal into carts. Finder goes with him—Thomas has 
trained him to haul a small cart, and Finder can reach places the 
mine’s mules can’t. When fire breaks out, Finder not only leads 
Thomas to safety, but goes back to rescue several miners. Told 
from Finder’s point of view, the story moves energetically with 
much of the exposition necessarily told in dialogue that the 
dog fully comprehends. Many miners die in the disaster—a real 
event in history, though Finder and his family are fictional—but 
Hart steers clear of graphic details to keep the story age-appro-
priate. Brief but interesting backmatter explains that, despite 
some legal restrictions, child workers were common in mines 
at this time. Animals, including goats, dogs, ponies, and mules, 
also often worked below, and tracking dogs sometimes work in 
mines today.

Well-told and entertaining, a solid dog story. (Historical 
fiction. 8-12)

THE PRINCESS AND 
THE GIANT
Hart, Caryl
Illus. by Warburton, Sarah
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7636-8007-7  

When a giant keeps the town awake 
at night with his loud stomping, Princess 

Sophie takes matters into her own hands.
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Gessner writes vividly of the trail and hiking, describing backpacking 
gear, birds, scenery, and many of the difficulties hikers encounter, as 

well as the easy camaraderie hikers find along the AT.
the distance from me to you



Written in rhyme, Hart and Warburton’s latest princess 
book once again turns a classic fairy tale upside down (The Prin-
cess and the Presents, 2014, etc.). Princess Sophie refuses to believe 
that giants are “mean and bad”—even if the book of fairy tales 
says they are. She scales the magical beanstalk in the backyard 
in order to help the giant sleep so that she and her people can 
slumber peacefully, too. Inspired by old tales of gingerbread 
houses, three bears, and peas under mattresses, Sophie offers 
the giant several remedies. At first he rejects her help, but her 
persistent kindness wins him over. While each attempt brings 
the giant closer to a restful night, his cranky stomping contin-
ues. Can Sophie discover the final piece of the puzzle before the 
queen sends her troops after the giant? Once again the old fairy 
tales come to their rescue. In addition to her refreshing twist on 

“Jack and the Beanstalk,” Hart also reverses traditional gender 
roles: the king cooks, and the queen chops wood. Young read-
ers may not notice, but adults will appreciate the shift. Warbur-
ton’s bright mixed-media artwork provides a playful stage for 
Sophie’s colossal adventure.

A clever fractured fairy tale that princes and princesses 
of all ages will enjoy. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE BEAR REPORT 
Heder, Thyra
Illus. by the author
Abrams (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4197-0783-4  

Wit, imagination, and a bit of the 
impossible combine with chilly shades of 

icy blue and stormy gray for an elegant beauty of a book.
Combining panel storytelling with full-bleed artwork, suc-

cinct word use, and creative text placement, Heder’s tale comes 
alive as a picture book accessible to younger readers yet engag-
ing to more sophisticated audiences. It’s the story of young 
Sophie, who’d rather watch television than do her homework 
assignment on polar bears. “They are big / they eat things / 
they are mean.” That seems to be all the young girl can think 
of, until a polar bear visits her living room and whisks her off to 
an artfully constructed Arctic, complete with ice floes, whales, 
and snow rabbits. In this follow-up to Fraidyzoo (2013), Heder 
captures the spirit of a child’s imagination, allowing readers to 
watch as Sophie transforms from boredom to curiosity to pure 
delight. Heder uses sumptuous watercolors to depict girl and 
bear laughing, learning, and tumbling through the wintry back-
ground. Wry, hand-lettered dialogue is the only text. “What else 
is under here?” the girl asks. “Seals...foxes...snow rabbits,” the 
bear responds. “But they avoid me.” The author teaches about 
life in the Arctic in the best way possible—by making it feel like 
she’s not teaching at all.

Gorgeous to look at and a tummy tickler to read, this is 
a very fine book indeed. (Picture book. 4-8)

POM POM PANDA GETS 
THE GRUMPS
Henn, Sophy
Illus. by the author
Philomel (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-399-17159-8  

Pom Pom Panda is having a bad day, 
so his friends attempt to cheer him up.

Following Where Bear? (2014), Henn crosses the pond 
once again with her second picture book. As soon as he wakes 
up, young Pom Pom’s day goes wrong. His favorite blanket is 
missing. His breakfast is soggy. His hair will not behave! At the 
school playground, different friends invite Pom Pom to join 
their games. He refuses them, one by one, until he explodes in 
anger and scares his friends away. Pom Pom soon realizes the 
error of his ways. He quickly apologizes and is forgiven just as 
quickly. Henn effortlessly portrays Pom Pom’s grumpiness and 
frustration in her illustrations. Young readers will gleefully fol-
low his expressions, his black-and-white face popping boldly 
against the pastel hues of his friends and his surroundings. Pre-
schoolers will empathize with Pom Pom’s bad day and his inabil-
ity to articulate his feelings. While the book doesn’t approach 
how young children can handle these complex emotions, it 
offers a starting point for adults to discuss how to manage them.

Grumpy yet lovable Pom Pom Panda will help readers 
understand that bad days can happen for no reason at all. 
(Picture book. 3-5)

SEWING STORIES
Harriet Powers’ Journey from 
Slave to Artist
Herkert, Barbara
Illus. by Brantley-Newton, Vanessa
Knopf (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-385-75462-0
978-0-385-75464-4 e-book
978-0-385-75463-7 PLB  

The story of a little-known historical figure whose life was 
sewn together with quilts.

Harriet Powers, born a slave near Athens, Georgia, grew 
up surrounded by textile arts: carding, dyeing, and weaving 
cloth and sewing and stuffing batting into quilts. The women 
and girls in her family taught her these arts at an early age, and 
she promised one day to “sew a magic world.” After she mar-
ried and had children, the Civil War came and went, leaving her 
large family with no livelihood. Harriet picked up her needle 
and began to turn nothing into something...something that she 
loved but sold to feed her family. Though Harriet sewed only 
two story quilts in her lifetime, their uniqueness and intricacy 
have made them museum-worthy; the Smithsonian Institution 
in Washington, D.C., and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston 
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THE STORY BEHIND THE DISCOVERY OF WHAT PET SHOULD I GET? 
By Claiborne Smith

Cathy Goldsmith first saw the manuscript that be-
came What Pet Should I Get? in October 2013. Goldsmith 
is the vice president and associate publishing director of 
the Random House/Golden Books Young Readers Group, 
so from that date until the book’s release several days ago, 
she had plenty of other projects to work on besides What 
Pet Should I Get? Nonetheless, the discovery of a new Dr. 
Seuss book occupied her thoughts and time from its dis-
covery to its release date. Theodor Geisel died in 1991, so 
Goldsmith, who became a senior art director at Random 
House Children’s Books in 1977 and has been at the house 
ever since, and her colleagues were left to decipher his inten-
tions for the book from the notes he left on the manuscript. 
The publisher is producing a first printing of an astounding 
1,000,000 copies of What Pet Should I Get? I talked to Gold-
smith in July about discovering the book. 

Where was the manuscript that became What Pet Should 
I Get? 
In a storage closet. It was in a box, and the box was in the 
storage closet. The background to this is that about two 
years after Ted died, his widow, Audrey Geisel, decided to do 
some renovations on the house [in La Jolla, California] and 
she packed up a lot of material that was in the areas of the 
house she was renovating, put them into boxes, put them 

into the closet, and then promptly did not unpack this box 
when the renovations were over, so it’s been in the box prob-
ably since the early ’90s. One of the areas where she reno-
vated was an area near where he worked in the house but not 
his creative area in the house. My guess is that the stuff was 
misplaced initially and so they never found it because they 
weren’t looking there for it.

Did you get a phone call? 
Yes. 

Who did the phone call come from? 
The call was placed by Claudia Prescott, who was Ted’s long-
time assistant when he was alive and has remained an assis-
tant with his wife Audrey Geisel. 

What did she say?  
She said they were cleaning out a closet and they found a 
box that had some materials in it that she thought Random 
House would be interested in seeing. She really wasn’t any 
more specific than that. I took that to mean that maybe 
there was something publishable there because why else 
would she call us? And did I want to come and look because 
the materials were slated to be turned over to the Mandev-
ille Collection at the University of California San Diego, 
which is where all of his archives are. And if I wanted to look 
at it, I needed to come fairly soon. 

So you flew out there? 
I actually ran first to my boss’s office here, Mallory Loehr, 
who’s our publisher, and said, “They found a box, and they 
want us to come and look! Do you want to go to California?” 
And she said, “Of course,” and I think we went there three 
or four business days later. 

When you saw the papers, did you know they would be 
publishable? 
When we first came in, all of the materials from the box 
were laid out on the dining room table. It’s a big table all 

Photo courtesy Dr. Seuss Enterprises

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
The Return of Dr. Seuss

Theodor Geisel, aka Dr. Seuss, didn’t complete What Pet Should I Get? while he 
was alive.
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in nice piles, folders around them. I’m not sure they were 
found that way, but that’s the way Claudia organized them. 
We looked through a number of folders. Some of the mate-
rial was familiar to us. It was variations on some of the things 
he had already published, magazine pieces. He often took 
the magazine pieces and tried to rework them and make 
them into a book, so that didn’t surprise us that that kind of 
thing was there. And there were some other things in there. 
And [What Pet Should I Get?] was the most extraordinary 
thing that was in there.

It was clear to us it was his work. I’ve seen his work 
enough, I’ve seen his handwriting, I know what his art-
work looks like, I know what the typewriter script looked 
like from the ’50s and ’60s (even though I didn’t work 
with him then), I’ve seen it in the archive, so the material 
looked right to me. Besides, it was in the house—some-
body broke in and planted a forgery? What was extraordi-
nary about it was that, it looked, although we didn’t know 
it at the time, we thought that we had a book there. We 
didn’t have enough time with the material to actually go 
through it enough to validate that everything we needed 
to make a book was there, but we thought that we had a 
book there. Literally, the Mandeville’s vans were in the 
driveway; they were packing boxes. 

In the afterword, you write that there were various versions 
of the text placed on top of one another. Tell me about the 
process to decide which version made it into the final copy. 
It’s not the first time we’ve seen Ted do that. There are re-
productions of his working papers, for example The Cat in 
the Hat, where you can clearly see that the text is layered, 
that there’s something underneath it and a newer version 
on top of it, one taped over the other. In those days, he 
would type on something called onion skin and you could 
see what was beneath it and you could see that it’s a very 
old Remington typewriter typeface, so it wasn’t unusual 
to see versions of things and sometimes he would hand-
write questions to himself on the text.  We came down on 
thinking that probably the version on the top [was the 
one he meant to publish]. Not all of them were attached—
some had fallen off, they were still in the package—so we 
did have to do some sorting; that’s what you do editorially. 
Normally, we wouldn’t do that with one of Ted’s works; he 
would’ve done it for us, in other words. He would deliver 
it finished. You wouldn’t see the versions of it, necessarily. 
But he wasn’t here, so we had to do it. We had to do our 
best job at it. I worked most intensely on this with Mal-
lory Loehr and Alice Jonaitis, who’s our Dr. Seuss editor. 
So the three of us would talk about where we wanted it 

to go—if we chose this version versus that version, what 
were the implications.

What do you think is the likelihood that there are more Se-
uss manuscripts that could be found? 
I’m thinking probably not too great because I don’t know 
where they would come from. We know the house has 
been emptied now. I’m not going to say never because I 
would’ve said never six years ago. I thought I would never 
see this day. Never. 

Why do you think this book wasn’t published while he 
was alive? 
He often worked on more than one thing at once. I think 
it was written right before One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue 
Fish, which was an extraordinarily busy time in his life 
creatively. In ’57, we published Cat in the Hat and How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas. In ’58, you’ve got Yertle the Turtle 
and Other Stories and The Cat in the Hat Comes Back, so in 
that time frame, you’ve got two or three books a year, for 
three or four years. I actually think he wrote this book 
first and then he wrote One Fish, Two Fish, and I think they 
were very close together. I think he spun from one to the 
other. For whatever reason, he came down on the side of 
publishing One Fish, Two Fish and just sort of forgot about 
the other, which is the luxury you’ve got when you’ve got 
a lot of good stuff going on at the same time. I don’t think 
he said, “This isn’t worthy of publishing,” because if he 
had, he would’ve thrown it away. I just think he forgot 
about it. 

You all feel confident that it was written between 1958 and 
1962 because the imagery is similar to One Fish, Two Fish?
The kids in this book are absolutely the same kids that 
are in One Fish, Two Fish, with the exception of a little de-
tail on the way the back of the girl’s sweater sits on her. 
The outfits are the same, they look the same. I knew it 
instantly when I saw it, that they were the same kids. And 
there is a brief point in the book where the boy starts to 
think about made-up animals as opposed to real-life an-
imals, and I actually think that’s the part that gave rise 
to One Fish, Two Fish. If you think about it, there’s whole 
bunches of crazy, made-up, unusual animals and kinds of 
pets in that book, and I think that’s the connecting link 
between the two books. That’s why I think he worked on 
What Pet Should I Get? and it led almost immediately to 
One Fish, Two Fish. 
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How do you feel now that this book is being published? You 
have been working on it, off and on, since 2013. 
I’m very excited. I didn’t even tell my mother about it. [The 
day I appeared on Good Morning America to announce the 
publication of What Pet Should I Get?], I called her at home 
in the morning and said, “Turn on the television! I’m going to 
be on TV!” My mother lives in Florida. She didn’t know what 
channel ABC is. I’m on my iPad trying to figure out what 
channel it would be where she lives. I told nobody about it. 
I thought to myself, “It’s not going to be me who leaks this 
thing.” So that part was the hardest, to keep it a secret. My 
mother would ask me, “What did you do at work today?” and 
I couldn’t tell her anything about it. That was kind of weird. 
But once it was out there, you could talk about being excited 
about it. Already, people say, “Can you get me a copy?” No, I 
cannot. Nobody gets a copy until pub date!

Geisel was a very meticulous writer and artist. What was it 
like working with him? 
First of all, I never saw anything from him until he was done 
with it. As a rule, things didn’t change too much after he said 
he was finished with them. That’s because he’d been work-
ing on them for a long time. When he was done, he thought 
he was done. And he didn’t show you drafts. It’s not like now, 
where somebody submits something and you give them a 
contract but ask for a rewrite. He didn’t work that way. The 
other thing that was extraordinary about him was that he 
never took an advance on a book. It was his theory that when 
the book sold, Random House would make money and we 
would pay him. Of course, he had enough money to live on; 
he didn’t need the advance. But I thought that was interest-
ing because today, everybody takes advance money. The es-
tate did take an advance on this, though. He was meticulous 
in the sense that what he cared about was clarity. Remember, 
his original entry into the mainstream…first he wrote and il-
lustrated what we call big [format] books, but when he got 
into the “reader” area, he became ever so much more con-

scious of being simple and bold and clear and telling stories 
in pictures and words that came together that would make 
kids think that they could read a book themselves. If you’ve 
ever read a book with a child who’s even too young to read, 
if it’s got text that has some rhythm and the rhyme to it, the 
kid learns it, and eventually, they tell it back to you, and they 
say, “I’m reading this!” They’re not really reading it, but that 
whole joy is wonderful; that’s part of what he wanted kids 
to have. He wanted them to be able to think that books are 
powerful things and enjoyable things. 

Claiborne Smith is the editor in chief. 

What Pet Should I Get? is reviewed on p. 124.

On the left is Geisel’s working version of a spread in What Pet Should I Get? with text attached by him; on right is the final version.

WHAT PET SHOULD I GET?
Dr. Seuss
Illus. by the author
Random House (48 pp.)
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB
Jul. 28, 2015
978-0-553-52426-0
978-0-553-52427-7 PLB



now house these works of art. Each of the 11 panels in the “Bible” 
quilt and the 15 in the “Pictorial” quilt contain a story from the 
Bible or from history. Punctuating Herkert’s narrative of Pow-
ers’ life are informative historical tidbits imposed onto small, 
frayed swatches of fabric. Brantley-Newton’s airy, colorful 
mixed-media illustrations include a wonderful array of fabrics 
with different designs and textures, and the skin tones of the 
black characters depict a realistically diverse range. Unsourced 
dialogue makes the book problematic as nonfiction, but as a 
picture-book introduction to an unsung artist, it inspires.

Harriet Powers: an artist worth knowing. (author’s 
notes, bibliography, quilt explanations) (Picture book. 5-8)

HOUSE ARREST
Holt, K.A. 
Chronicle (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4521-3477-2  

A boy works desperately to keep his 
sick little brother safe.

Twelve-year-old Timothy has a pro-
bation officer, a court-appointed psy-
chologist, and a yearlong sentence of 
house arrest. He also has a 9-month-old 
brother who breathes through a trach 

tube that frequently clogs. Heavy oxygen tanks and a suction 
machine as loud as a jackhammer are their everyday equipment. 
Timothy’s crime: charging $1,445 on a stolen credit card for a 
month of baby Levi’s medicine, which his mother can’t afford, 
especially since his father left. The text shows illness, poverty, 
and hunger to be awful but barely acknowledges the role of, for 
example, weak health insurance, odd considering the nature of 
Timothy’s crime. The family has nursing help but not 24/7; the 
real house arrest in Timothy’s life isn’t a legal pronouncement, 
it’s the need to keep Levi breathing. Sometimes Timothy’s the 
only person home to do so. His court sentence requires keep-
ing a journal; the premise that Holt’s straightforward free-verse 
poems are Timothy’s writing works well enough, though some-
times the verses read like immediate thoughts rather than post-
event reflection. A sudden crisis at the climax forces Timothy 
into criminal action to save Levi’s life, but literally saving his 
brother from death doesn’t erase the whiff of textual indict-
ment for lawbreaking. Even Mom equivocates, which readers 
may find grievously unjust.

Easy to read and strong on sibling devotion, with frus-
tratingly mixed messages about personal responsibility. 
(Verse fiction. 9-13)

FEEDING THE FLYING 
FANELLIS
And Other Poems from a 
Circus Chef
Hosford, Kate
Illus. by Kawa, Cosei
Carolrhoda (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-3905-4  

Everyone needs to eat, even circus acts!
In this charming collection of poems, a circus chef waxes 

lyrical about the whimsical meals he must prepare for those 
who perform under the big top. “My days are long and sweaty, 
and the chaos never ends. / But still I find I’m most content 
when cooking for my friends,” declares the chef. Keeping per-
formers well-fed and happy is a challenge. However, this chef 
is up for it, as his quirky poems attest. A rhyme or two may 
sound forced—for instance, for the homesick strongman from 
Ukraine, “I made him vushka and some tea / From his babush-
ka’s recipe”—but for the most part, they delight. “The lion is 
a true gourmet” and a demanding diner. “First comes antelope 
pâté, / Followed by a consommé. / His entrée is a wild boar. / He 
wolfs it down and roars for more.” As for the book’s namesake, 
the Flying Fanellis, “They only ask for lemon cakes / To fill their 
fearless bellies.” Readers should save their biggest applause for 
the illustrator. Kawa’s mixed-media palette is as magical and 
over-the-top as any circus experience. Dreamlike sequences are 
portrayed in rich, vibrant colors. Fantastical scenes pan, track, 
and tilt: top-down, down-up, up-close, and faraway. Don’t miss 
the tiniest details, from flaming teapots to vegetables on legs.

Enjoy a ringside seat and be enthralled by a circus that’s 
like no other. (Picture book/poetry. 5-9)

SNAP! 
Hutchins, Hazel
Illus. by Petricic, Dusan
Annick Press (32 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-55451-770-1  

Evan learns a lot about life in general 
and colors in particular as his new set of crayons ages.

“Evan had a brand new set of crayons, perfect in every way 
until...SNAP!” The tousle-headed, large-eyed Evan is Every-
child as he grapples with the first time a crayon breaks—a 
trauma well-known by young artists. A humorous, four-vignette 
sequence follows on the next double-page spread, as Evan 
tries in vain to mend the unmendable brown crayon, by order-
ing, pressing, and taping it, respectively. His first of many aha 
moments comes when he realizes that “one broken crayon 
became two crayons,” and he proceeds to create such tandem 
items as railroad tracks and tiger stripes. The artwork, a lively 
mixture of colored pencil and, of course, crayons, perfectly 
complements the childlike-but-highly-legible printing on 
each page. As crayons disappear or break or wear down, Evan 
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eventually learns—by his own experimentation—such things 
as the usefulness of primary colors and how to create rubbings 
from textures underneath paper. There is even a gentle hint 
about appropriate ways of venting frustration: “Evan felt like 
throwing things. But instead, he scribbled.” The thoughtful 
ending is a child-friendly way to introduce the philosophy that 
what we call art may well be a mixture of science and imagina-
tion—with a little magic thrown into the mix.

A beautifully humorous ode to both pragmatism and 
imagination. (Picture book. 4-8)

CITY OF HALVES
Inglis, Lucy
Chicken House/Scholastic (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $17.99 e-book  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-545-82958-8
978-0-545-83054-6 e-book  

A tech whiz is prophesied to save 
modern London from the combined 
forces of corrupt government and magi-
cal Chaos.

Sixteen-year-old Lily is Veronica 
Mars meets Shadowhunters’ Clary Fray, a hacker dragged into 
the magical underworld. Lily’s attacked by a two-headed dog 
while seeking a man she believes is a mundane forger and is res-
cued from the brink of death by heavily tattooed and “eerily 
beautiful” Regan Lupescar. As Regan alternately pushes Lily 
away and drags her further into his Eldritche secrets, he reveals 
his hard-core fighting abilities: ripping a banshee’s heart out of 
her chest, punching through a van, and beheading an attacker 
with a single blow. What Regan completely lacks, however, is 
any understanding of technology, and that’s where Lily comes 
in. Her technobabble-inspiring skills (“They said it was impos-
sible that a sixteen-year-old girl was using hexadecimal charac-
ters like that”) reveal the sinister conspiracy of governmental 
forces and big pharma at the heart of the building apocalypse. 
Luckily Regan and Lily are destined to save the world through 
Lily’s incredibly rare Type H blood, though Lily suspects some-
thing darker about the prophecy, something making Regan 
even more attractively standoffish. The refreshing interaction 
of programmer girl meets magical boy is marred by constant, 
appalling racial stereotypes of secondary characters. A turbaned 
Sikh has a hooked nose; a West Indian street cleaner speaks in 
embarrassing dialect; a Japanese spirit longs for geishas.

A clumsy combo, with exciting premise weighed down 
by passive destiny, stale stereotypes, and ugly tropes. (Fan-
tasy. 12-15)
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Ariana Grande’s doughnut licking would probably be 
just another poor choice of young adulthood if it hadn’t 
been caught on video. It’s easy to 
judge, but few of us escaped youth 
without making a few bad deci-
sions—present company exclud-
ed, of course. Rebecca Stead’s new 
novel, Goodbye Stranger (August 4), 
delves into the complicated issues 
of tech’s risks and rewards for con-
temporary teens, as experienced by 
three seventh-grade best friends: 
Emily, Tabitha, and cat ear–wearing 
Bridge, the book’s protagonist.

“It’s hard enough to build your identity in person, 
much less online,” Stead says, displaying a keen sympa-
thy for the teen mind—so full of promise and challeng-
ing questions yet still not always aware of an action’s 
consequences—while living in a state of technological 
self-surveillance. 

Goodbye Stranger addresses choices and consequenc-
es without heavy-handed moralizing, even when one of 
those girls chooses to do something that will cause some 
adults to wince in aversion (or perhaps recognition). 

Stead doesn’t offer clear messages, 
but the novel does feature children 
and adults struggling with empathy, 
communication, and doubt. Even 
the book’s worst social aggressor 
isn’t painted as a one-dimensional 
villain, but a complicated girl. 

“When you’re unhappy, it’s really 
hard to be kind,” Stead says. “A per-
son can have a year where they’re 
just difficult and can never be gen-
erous and maybe even want to in-

flict pain. If that person grows up, in a few years, she can 
be in a completely different place. Most of us have had 
moments like that, maybe remembering something I did 
in middle school: ‘Oh, that was really yucky.’ ”—L.S.

Lora Shinn is a former youth and teen services librarian 
and now writes full-time about literacy, health, and trav-
el. Goodbye Stranger received a starred review in the June 
1, 2015, issue. 

rebecca stead’s 
new novel examines 

technology’s tether

Photo courtesy Joanne Dugan
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ROMANCING THE DARK IN 
THE CITY OF LIGHT
Jacobus, Ann
Dunne/St. Martin’s Griffin (288 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-250-06443-1
978-1-4668-7050-5 e-book  

Summer finds herself living with her 
mother in Paris while attempting to fin-
ish high school so she will be eligible to 
inherit her grandfather’s fortune.

It seems unlikely that 19-year-old Summer will finish a 
four-year college degree by age 22, a stipulation of her grand-
father’s will. Her mother bemoans Summer’s lack of academic 
progress but prioritizes work travel over helping Summer suc-
ceed. Lonely, Summer believes a boyfriend could make all the 
difference and soon finds herself the subject of interest of two 
boys. Kurt, a handsome but also slightly menacing stranger 
she first meets on the Métro, encourages Summer to pursue 
the activities that are most dangerous to her—drinking and 
indulging in suicidal fantasies. Moony, however, is the picture 
of stability, encouraging Summer to study and attend Alcohol-
ics Anonymous meetings. It’s possible the two boys are meant 
to create an engaging love triangle, but Kurt is so obviously a 
terrible choice (and part of a pretty obvious plot twist) that 
Moony quickly becomes the only logical outcome—though 
considering her mistreatment of him, his love for Summer 
is occasionally puzzling. The novel does capture some of the 
crushing feelings of inadequacy that contribute to Summer’s 
growing interest in suicide, but overall, her emotional and 
addiction struggles wrap up very quickly.

Summer’s real troubles are marred by the inclusion of 
fantastical Kurt and the predictably pat ending. (Fiction. 
14-18)

BELIEVAREXIC
Johnson, J.J.
Peachtree (464 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-56145-771-7  

In an autobiographical novel, Jenni-
fer spends two months at a mental hos-
pital in Syracuse, New York, undergoing 
treatment for her eating disorder.

The story begins when Jennifer asks 
her parents to take her to the hospital. 

Though skeptical, her mother assents, and soon Jennifer is a 
resident in the Eating Disorders Unit at the Samuel Tuke Cen-
ter. Immediately, Jennifer is thrust into a world of humiliating 
suspicion (a particularly nasty nurse is certain that Jennifer is 
manipulating her weigh-in results), complex social hierarchies 
(as a bulimarexic, Jennifer falls somewhere between anorexics 
and overeaters), and regimented treatment. Treatment-plan 
documents appear interspersed with the text, which begins as 

a verse novel and abruptly shifts into prose—and from a third- 
to a first-person narrator—when Jennifer enters her second of 
three treatment stages. The 1980s setting is vividly realized, 
clear not only from the dates in each chapter heading, but from 
well-chosen details—the cigarette-smoke–filled EDU lounge, 
the pop-music enthusiasm Jennifer shares with her favorite 
nurse, Chuck. Some storylines begin or end abruptly, however, 
and some details come seemingly out of nowhere. Jennifer is 
relieved midway through the book, for example, to have a new 
roommate who understands how much she misses a dog she’s 
barely mentioned in the preceding pages.

Despite occasional unevenness, a powerful story of 
healing and self-acceptance. (Historical fiction. 12-18)

NO TRUE ECHO
Jones, Gareth P.
Amulet/Abrams (288 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4197-0784-1  

Life in scenic but soggy Wellcome 
Valley is so dull that figuring out what to 
do during midterm break poses a major 
challenge until Scarlett White climbs on 
Eddie’s school bus and starts to unravel 
his world.

An infant when his scientist single mother died in a car 
crash, Eddie lives with his artist grandmother, loving but 
unstable, and hangs out with his best friend, Angus. Like the 
valley, home and school are predictably boring. Mr. Cornish, 
their passionately opinionated English teacher, livens things up 
when he assigns Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein, making it an 
object lesson on hubris and abuses of power. As their friendship 
grows, Scarlett asks Eddie probing questions about his moth-
er’s death yet is stubbornly secretive about herself. Smitten and 
intrigued, Eddie contrives to run into her outside school and 
discovers her spying on Mr. Cornish. Following her, Eddie wit-
nesses a horrific murder that may be tied to his own parentage, 
then abruptly finds himself back on the school bus with Angus 
the day they met Scarlett—except this time she doesn’t get on 
the school bus, and only Eddie remembers she existed. Eddie’s 
voice is likable, smart without being snarky or florid.

At once a classic time-travel narrative and resonant 
fable about the price to be paid when we alter our world 
simply because we can, this smart, satisfying eco–techno-
thriller with heart transcends genre. (Science fiction. 12-18)
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The 1980s setting is vividly realized, clear not only from the dates 
in each chapter heading, but from well-chosen details.

believarexic



EDGE
Collected Stories
Kerr, M.E.
Open Road Integrated Media (200 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Sep. 15, 2015
978-1-5040-0991-1
978-1-5040-0989-8 e-book  

Family, honesty, and status emerge as 
themes in a collection of prolific author 
Kerr’s short stories for teens.

A girl’s ne’er-do-well adopted brother returns to her as a 
ghost. A Holocaust survivor understands her lesbian grand-
daughter better than the girl’s mother fears. A school outcast 
visits an inmate at the town prison, pretending to be his son, 
and thinks he’s lucked into a fortune. Most stories here were 
originally published in the 1990s, but despite occasional dated 
preoccupations, the subject matter still feels fresh and the tell-
ing, crisp. Each piece is tautly constructed and economical, the 
longest clocking in at 16 pages. A couple are gently speculative, 
like wry opener “Do You Want My Opinion?” in which kissing 
and sex are engaged in casually, but philosophical conversation 
is intimate and risqué. Most, however, draw out subtle, every-
day conflicts and experiences. As it’s been many years since 
Kerr has written actively for teens, more introductory material 
than the current plot-based teasers would have provided valu-
able context for readers new to her work. A biographical note at 
the end, however, complete with black-and-white photographs, 
gives readers background on Kerr’s life, career, and multiple 
pseudonyms.

Expertly crafted, with enduring relevance. (Short stories. 
12-18)

PRINCESS ROSIE’S RAINBOWS
Killion, Bette
Illus. by Jacobs, Kim
Wisdom Tales (36 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 7, 2015
978-1-937786-44-1  

Sulky Princess Rosie is only happy 
when there are rainbows in the sky.

Determined to please the little prin-
cess, her parents offer a bag of gold to anyone who can bring her 
a “forever rainbow.” People come from far and wide, offering 
rainbows of all types. But Princess Rosie remains disappointed, 
for none of them are real. The Royal Astronomer has better luck, 
placing a glass of water on a windowsill, at least until the clouds 
roll in and the rainbow vanishes. (A backmatter activity extends 
this lesson.) Finally, Becca, “the Wise Teacher of Farthest Vil-
lage,” arrives and tells the princess that the rainbows live inside 
her and that she can enjoy them whenever she wishes. The prin-
cess’s unrealistic expectations and dour disposition don’t make 
her a very sympathetic character, and in the end, she seems too 
easily persuaded, rendering the resolution unconvincing. The 

lesson, though, is a good one: true happiness comes from inside, 
from focusing on the things and people we hold in our hearts. 
Soft, intricately detailed illustrations accompany the text, help-
ing to establish a believable fairy-tale universe for Rosie and her 
family to inhabit.

Fans of fairy tales as well as adults looking to reinforce 
lessons in how to create and sustain happiness from within 
will appreciate this well-meaning effort. (Picture book. 4-8)

COMMENTARII DE 
INEPTO PUERO
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, 
Latin Ed.
Kinney, Jeff
Illus. by the author
Translated by Gallagher, Daniel B.
Amulet/Abrams (224 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-1-4197-1947-9 
Series: Diary of a Wimpy Kid 

The Latin version of Kinney’s Diary of a Wimpy Kid (trans-
lated by Vatican Latinist Gallagher), is an exploration of new 
form rather than new content, much like the Shakespearean 
version of Star Wars or the Klingon version of Hamlet. 

Cicero would ask, “Cui bono?”: for whom is this a benefit? 
For readers who have soldiered through the phalanxes of Latin 
grammar, the works of Caesar, Catullus, and Virgil have tradi-
tionally been the prizes at the end of their odysseys. Is Kinney’s 
work also commensurate reward for their studies? The chal-
lenge is in finding readers whose Latin skills are up to Galla-
gher’s Latin prose (which is sophisticated) and whose humor 
appreciates the travails of middle school (which are many). The 
decision to omit macrons (an essential vowel accent in elemen-
tary Latin texts) aims the book squarely at experienced readers 
rather than young Latinists. Clever Latin neologisms abound 
for modern words like “video games,” “heavy metal music,” and 

“computer,” although the Latin is a mix of calques and pseudo-
Latin words (“videolusuum,” “musicae metallicae gravis,” and 

“computatro”). 
For most readers, this effort sits as a curio alongside 

other Latin versions of modern books, truly delighting 
only the rare readers who can both navigate the syntax of 
Latin and giggle at the “Tactus Casei” (“Cheese Touch”). 
(Graphic/fiction hybrid. 10 & up)
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The challenge is in finding readers whose Latin skills are up to 
Gallagher’s Latin prose (which is sophisticated) and whose humor

appreciates the travails of middle school (which are many).
commentarii de inepto puero



LOSERS TAKE ALL
Klass, David
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-374-30136-1  

When a football coach–turned-prin-
cipal enforces a new policy requiring 
every senior to join an athletic team, a 
group of self-professed geeks, oddballs, 
and other nonathletes creates a team 
that challenges the high school’s long-

standing sports culture.
Seventeen-year-old Jack Logan’s father and older brothers 

are local football legends, but he has no interest in becoming 
an elite athlete. When “Becca the Brain” suggests fielding a 
soccer team, he is initially reluctant, but Becca’s plan is more 
about having fun than winning. Together they manage to find 
enough like-minded students to fill the roster, but with a goalie 
who falls asleep midgame and a player who speaks only in non 
sequiturs, they are an eclectic bunch. Their first game is a dis-
mal failure, earning them a dressing-down from the principal 
and, oddly enough, a huge Internet following. The Losers touch 
a nerve, driving some to raucous enthusiasm and others to vio-
lence. The depiction of jock culture at “Muscles” High is dis-
turbingly accurate, and Jack’s and Becca’s familial struggles are 
well-played. There is a lot to like here: humor, social commen-
tary, and what it means to be a winner. But the too-easy ending 
feels rushed and false.

A victory, if of the minor sort. (Fiction. 12-16)

IF YOU WRONG US
Klehr, Dawn
Flux (240 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4599-2  

Within the crumbling city of Detroit, 
two grief-stricken teens discover a tenu-
ous thread that ties their personal trage-
dies together and concoct a sinister plan 
for vengeance.

Johnny is a handsome, olive-skinned, 
Mexican jock who excels at sports but has difficulties academi-
cally. Becca is a fair, red-haired honor student whose brilliance 
is overshadowed by her lack of social skills. The two, with 
seemingly nothing in common, meet coincidentally at a crash 
site where Becca’s twin sister, Brit, and Johnny’s mother both 
died in a head-on collision. Becca, believing that the accident 
was anything but, befriends Johnny and convinces him to help 
her exact a plan for revenge. Their friendship deepens into 
romance, as does her control over him. When their plan goes 
horribly wrong—though wrong apparently only to Johnny—he 
begins to question the truth about Becca, their relationship, 
and their jointly diabolical plot for retribution. The story is told 
in short, keep-the-pages-flying, alternating chapters by Johnny 

and Becca, allowing readers to get into their heads as the inten-
sity of their relationship ratchets to a darkly dangerous climax. 
Rife with angst and twists, Becca and Johnny’s machinations 
seem to come to a somewhat far-reaching end; however, with 
the intense pacing and plotting, this should be easily forgiven.

An intricate psychological page-turner that explores 
the darker side of vengeance and reads like Gone Girl 
through a teen lens. (Thriller. 13 & up)

SADIE AND ORI AND THE 
BLUE BLANKET
Korngold, Jamie
Illus. by Fortenberry, Julie
Kar-Ben (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $7.99 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Oct. 1, 2015
978-14677-1191-3
978-1-4677-1192-0 paper
978-1-4677-1193-7 e-book 
Series: Sadie and Ori 

It would be easy to call this picture book two stories in one, 
but that would be glib and irresponsibly reductive.

This picture book is a guide to the Jewish holidays (com-
plete with directions for making raisin challah on Rosh Hasha-
nah), and it’s a story about a grandmother who knits the titular 
blue blanket for her grandchildren. But this is really just one 
book. It’s a story about the passage of time. After a number of 
holidays have gone by, Ori asks, “Why can’t you play with us like 
you used to?” Grandma says: “That is part of growing older. I 
can still sit down on the floor, but I can’t get back up.” Grandma 
is laughing, but some readers will find the story unbearably sad. 
Soon, she can’t remember places or names. Some people may 
also consider the book sentimental. When Grandma cuddles 
under her blue blanket with the children, she calls it their 

“Together Blanket,” and the words appear in bold, blue letters 
whenever mentioned in the text. The story also moves quite 
slowly, dwelling on the details of each holiday, which is apt in a 
book about time but often frustrating. Still, it’s hard not to be 
charmed by Fortenberry’s simple, symmetrical paintings, and 
it’s hard not to be moved when Sadie and Ori read Grandma the 
stories she once told them.

Korngold and Fortenberry move beyond sentimental-
ity to real sentiment. (Picture book. 4-8)
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AT THE EDGE OF EMPIRE
Kraus, Daniel
Simon & Schuster (656 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-4814-1139-4
978-1-4814-1141-7 e-book 
Series: The Death and Life of Zebulon 
Finch, 1 

In 1897, Zebulon Finch, a 17-year-old 
who abandoned his wealthy family in 
favor of Chicago gang violence, is mur-

dered—but it’s 17 minutes later, when he awakens as a sort of 
animated cadaver, that his misadventures and tormented life 
really begin.

This first volume of Mr. Finch’s memoir, composed as he is 
willingly interred in the depths of the foundation of the World 
Trade Center as it is erected in New York City, spans his birth 
to the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Whether he is starring in a 
patent-medicine show, serving as a Harvard professor’s experi-
mental subject, participating in World War I trench warfare, or 
acting as a Hollywood starlet’s bizarre sexual toy, Mr. Finch is 
always quick to remind readers that his own egoism and com-
pulsive behaviors are the root of the pattern of his miserable 
existence. He has an unerring ability to align himself with those 
most eager to destroy him, while often mistreating those who 
offer him kindness. Kraus’ careful prose gifts Mr. Finch with a 
voice that retains a sheen of elegance even as it repulses readers 
with macabre imagery. And still, when his occasional efforts at 
reform fail, Mr. Finch becomes an oddly pitiable character.

Skillful prose creates a strangely engaging narrative 
voice, but the continuous cycle of possible redemption fol-
lowed by failure and loss of hope becomes repetitive over 
the course of 650 pages—and this is just Part 1. (Horror. 14 
& up)

BOY, WERE WE WRONG 
ABOUT THE HUMAN BODY!
Kudlinski, Kathleen V.
Illus. by Tilley, Debbie
Dial (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-8037-3792-1 
Series: Boy, Were We Wrong 

A picture-book history of human anatomy and physiology 
for a young age group—can anyone breathe life into this chal-
lenging concept?

Colorful cartoonlike illustrations combine with brief text 
to provide a history of misunderstandings of human anatomy 
and physiology that often served to misdirect medical care in 
the past. The refrain, “Boy, were they wrong!” concludes many 
spreads. Some of the themes explored: ancient Egyptians’ belief 
that the heart was the site of the personality; the commonly 
held misconception that many illnesses could be cured by 
bloodletting; acupuncture, which is later revealed as one of the 

“ancient ideas that work”; the idea that eyes produced light that 
captured images; and the belief that four types of humors filled 
the body and their imbalance was the source of illness. Each of 
these is described in a sentence or two and accompanied by a 
humorous, never-gory illustration, juxtaposed against a follow-
on double-page spread that explains, very simply, the actual way 
the body works. The final few pages explore recent ideas and 
technologies, including information about DNA and a descrip-
tion of some unnamed imaging techniques. The fourth in the 
series, this clever entry is just as amusing and informative as the 
rest. A timeline that lists numerous highly significant medical 
advances, also—whimsically?—includes the 1921 invention of 
the Band-Aid.

Accurate, informative, and surprisingly enjoyable. 
(Informational picture book. 5-9)

BEYOND THE POND
Kuefler, Joseph
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-236427-2  

Ernest D. transcends the ordinary by 
diving deep into his pond, encountering 
fantastic scenes that ultimately enhance 

his appreciation of home.
Determined, accompanied by his imperturbable terrier, 

Ernest D. dives down, “past the squid and sharks and shapeless 
/ things, into his pond forever deep.” Kuefler’s digital images 
portray this backyard pond’s depths as the inky, lightless sea. 
Ernest D., sporting a vintage diver’s helmet, red flippers, and a 
knapsack full of supplies, emerges from the pond “on the other 
side”—a disjointed fantasy land populated by a baboon, dino-
saurs, squirrels, stylized plant forms, and a bird that carries boy 
and dog aloft. This land’s not merely odd, but “ghoulish / and 
ghastly.” Bats, a spider, and a giant lend a temporary scariness 
to a few spreads, as Ernest D. bravely “battled and brawled / 
until the moon ducked low.” Surveying a dawn-pink, rainbow-
and-koala–enhanced tableau, the boy reflects that “All this 
was hiding in a pond.... / How exceptional.” Diving home, he 
emerges back into a world that “looked a little less ordinary... / 
Beyond every street and silent corner was a place / unexplored.” 
The narrative, while occasionally evocative, renders Ernest D. 
as a contrivance rather than a compelling character. Spreads 
occasionally recall Jon Klassen’s technique and Irwin Hasen’s 

“Dondi” comic strips.
Glints of potential elevate an otherwise derivative, dig-

itally composed debut. (Picture book. 4-8)
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MOLETOWN
Kuhlmann, Torben
Illus. by the author
NorthSouth (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-7358-4208-3  

The evolution of a city built beneath 
a green meadow by anthropomorphic 
moles is narrated visually.

The industrious moles build their elaborate, busy civiliza-
tion without paying much attention to the natural world—with 
predictably bad consequences—in a largely wordless allegory 
about the downside of progress. Kuhlmann’s art for the under-
ground city is richly done in earthy tones, with the gray-blue 
of the moles’ coveralls and the glow of lamps, screens, and 
lightbulbs punctuating the sense of being constantly indoors, 
electricity in use everywhere. Bits of telephones and gam-
ing handsets decorate the moles’ compact living and working 
spaces. Underground trains ferry commuters in all directions, 
including up and down. The city’s development proceeds to the 
point where vehicles packed end to end crowd the square of a 
heavily stacked city as mole-oriented signage looms over the 
streets: “smutch,” “sand,” “soil.” The devastation that has been 
wrought on the surface above them appears in a double-page 
spread just after this: the formerly green meadow is a wasteland 
of derricks and piles of bare earth. It’s only on the rear endpa-
pers that hope appears, with thumbnail black-and-white “pho-
tos” showing a wind farm rising above the bare-dirt meadow 
and a mole enjoying a bit of fresh air.

Kuhlmann’s detailed art will pull in readers who like 
to see how things fit together, while his message is abun-
dantly clear for everyone. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE HOUSE 
Lauren, Christina
Simon & Schuster (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-4814-1371-8
978-1-4814-1372-5 paper
978-1-4814-1373-2 e-book  

A rebellious girl falls for a strange boy 
who lives in an even stranger house.

This superior and unusual horror 
story opens with Delilah, who feels neglected by her unfeel-
ing parents. She’s attracted to Gavin, who has lived quite dif-
ferently: he was raised by the house he dwells in, a living being 
that loves him and cares for him. He communicates with House 
and its various parts, such as Fireplace, which tends its own fire, 
Bed, which stretches at his request, and Piano, which taught 
him how to play music. He has no idea what happened to his 
mother, only that House has always cared for him, serving him 
abundant food and giving him toys. When he brings Delilah 
home, and she asks where he wants to go to college, the room 

becomes colder. House clearly doesn’t like Delilah, but leaving 
it isn’t going to be so easy. With great secrecy, they begin to plan 
their escape. Things will, of course, go horribly wrong. Lauren 
(a joint pen name for Christina Hobbs and Lauren Billings) taps 
into classic haunted-house memes, drawing those ideas to the 
max as they imbue House with a distinct, sinister personality. 
Intrigue builds, and suspense slowly creeps in as readers begin 
to realize the extent to which House can control events, and 
the real danger in which the teens find themselves constantly 
ratchets up.

Don’t read it at night. (Horror. 12-18)

LITTLE RED GLIDING HOOD
Lazar, Tara
Illus. by Cummings, Troy
Random House (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-385-37006-6
978-0-375-98169-2 e-book
978-0-375-97184-6 PLB  

A girl in a hood glides into a new version of an old story.
Little Red (refreshingly, a winsome child of color) is one 

dazzling ice skater. Trouble is, her skates are so shabby and tight 
they might soon keep her from her weekly visits to Grandma’s. 
Then a pairs competition is announced, with new skates as 
the prize. New problem: everyone else seems to be partnered 
up already—Hansel with Gretel, the Dish with the Spoon, for 
example—or is unsuitable. Red dashes to Grandma’s for ideas. 
However, the Big Bad Wolf frightens her, and she skates away 
with lightning speed, nearly taking a nasty spill. Not to worry: 
Wolf rescues Red, compliments her prowess, and points out 
his own worn-out skates. Can you guess who’ll be Red’s part-
ner? The day of the event, Wolf terrifies all the other competi-
tors, but he’s redeemed when Red declares they’re a pair. Their 
spins and twirls leave everyone else in the, er, dust, and Mother 
Goose is on hand to award them their brand-new skates. Read-
ers up on popular fairy tales and nursery rhymes will savor and 
chuckle at the sly visual and textual allusions to a host of well-
known characters from these familiar childhood tales. The 
author also humorously works (and twerks) well-known phrases 
from these stories and rhymes into her text. The colorful retro 
illustrations are aptly cartoonlike, portraying characters, Red 
in particular, with large innocent eyes, befitting make-believe, 
updated protagonists.

No skating on thin ice here—it’s a winner. (Picture book. 
4-7)
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Things will, of course, go horribly wrong.
the house



PLEASE, OPEN THIS BOOK!
Lehrhaupt, Adam
Illus. by Forsythe, Matthew
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster 
(40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4424-5071-4
978-1-4424-5072-1 e-book  

Lehrhaupt and Forsythe reverse an earlier premise, as the 
manic animals from Warning! Do Not Open This Book! (2013) 
return, now exhorting readers not to close the book.

A monkey with a lantern illuminating ink-black pages 
rejoices: “You opened the book. We’re saved!” Illustrating many 
of the terrible things that can happen when a book is closed, 
Forsythe produces an alligator in a cast, a toucan with a ban-
daged beak, and a frightened lemur peeking from a box. A bat-
tered banana is proffered as further evidence. Stalling readers 
from reaching the book’s end, the narrator offers to change the 
story. “We’ll write something with a hero and heroine. You’ll 
like it. It will be a good story!” Amusingly, the earth-toned, 
digitally composed illustrations depict a gorilla hunkered over a 
typewriter; strewn about are drafts whose only word is “banana.” 
More bribes (that banana, now half-eaten) naturally won’t deter 
readers from turning the pages. The panicky monkey laments: 

“One more page and... // THIS BOOK WILL BE // ...CLOSED!” 
This anguished word winds up on the back cover, with small-
print instructions: “You can fix this. Flip it over and....” The 
metafictive silliness will require the suspension of disbelief: if 
a closed book could hurt its characters, wouldn’t a page turn 
inflict some minor injury?

Joining a growing array of coy, self-referential works, 
this one’s handsomely designed but a bit light on concept. 
(Picture book. 4-8)

NIPPER OF 
DRAYTON HALL 
Lewis, Amey
Illus. by McElroy, Gerry
Univ. of South Carolina (48 pp.) 
$19.95  |  $14.95 paper  |  $14.95 e-book
Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-61117-625-4
978-1-61117-626-1 paper
978-1-61117-627-8 e-book  

A graceful, episodic story set in 1916 about South Carolina’s 
Drayton Hall Plantation, told through the eyes of a lively black-
and-white dog, Nipper, who really lived there.

Lewis tells a compelling story, accompanied by McElroy’s 
exquisite watercolor illustrations, of this old plantation house 
and the last generation of the Drayton family, who inhabited 
it. Nipper travels from his owner’s Charleston home to the 
countryside, where he greets Sammy and Emma, the Afri-
can-American couple who take care of the house, and plays 
with Richmond, the African-American boy who lives on the 

property. Into Nipper’s narrative Lewis seamlessly weaves his-
torical tidbits about the family’s coat of arms, the architecture, 
and landscape features, both natural and artificial. While the 
caretakers descended from the slaves who cared for the Dray-
ton family generations before, the book carefully avoids stereo-
type in both the wispy watercolor images and in the language. 
A quintessential dog, Nipper loves all of the humans without 
distinction, and making him the narrator helps with objectivity. 
Rich backmatter about the house and its inhabitants may pique 
readers’ interest in visiting this important historic site, now pre-
served and open to the public.

Between nipping, yipping, and escaping from alliga-
tors, Nipper tells a great story of a long-ago time but of a 
place that still stands. (Picture book. 5-8)

SEARCH AND SPOT
Animals!
Ljungkvist, Laura
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-544-54005-7  

Creator of the Follow the Line series, 
Ljungkvist here trains her digital tool kit on the seek-and-find 
format.

The opening is a colorful compendium of shapes that fill 
the double-page spread from top to bottom; hundreds of 
empty windows decorate the preponderance of rectangles in 
this “big city.” Readers are challenged to find 10 miniature cats. 
Then come the dogs (many collaged), followed by horses in a 
pasture, chickens on a farm, and so on. Several scenes look like 
mid-20th-century Formica-countertop designs, with outlines 
of overlapping animals layered on silhouettes of others. The 

“farm” is actually a solid yellow background. Single-color pages 
with instructions are interspersed between the busy scenes, 
offering a visual break. The text serves primarily to direct: “In a 
big field outside / the city, all the horses are / grazing in the pas-
ture. / SEARCH and SPOT / 7 blue horses, / 6 that are brown, / 
8 pink horses, / and 4 that are orange.” Although children love 
to search for hidden objects, it may be only the most obsessive 
that continue to the end. Many will tire of the repetitive pat-
terns, some with hundreds of similar-looking creatures.

With only the barest suggestion of a narrative—explor-
ing implied settings from morning to night—and no com-
pelling character to relate to, it is likely that this book will 
compel children who are not serious puzzle aficionados to 
search for something else. (Picture book. 4-8)
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A quintessential dog, Nipper loves all of the humans without 
distinction, and making him the narrator helps with objectivity.

nipper of drayton hall



SADAKO’S CRANES
Loske, Judith
Illus. by the author
Minedition (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Sep. 21, 2015
978-988-8341-00-9  

The story of “Hiroshima’s most 
famous victim” is matched to delicate 
sepia illustrations decorated with images 
of brightly patterned origami cranes.

Oozing sentimentality so gooey it’s a wonder the pages can 
be separated, this version of the often told tale is narrated by 
Sadako’s cat. It opens with a peaceful August morning over-
shadowed by a “huge black cloud” before cutting ahead 10 
years to Sadako’s hospitalization. The cat curls up in her lap to 
share visions of future outings together (which seems at best 
an insensitive brand of comfort). The cat recounts how the girl 

“fell gently asleep and flew away with 1000 paper cranes” and 
then embarks on a mission to “carry Sadako’s story out into the 
world.” Though the numerous folded cranes shine out against 
pale backdrops in the fine-lined illustrations, Loske depicts 
the cat as disquietingly eyeless until a final view and, along with 
Sadako and the other white-faced human figures, with fiery red 
cheek patches that look like clown makeup. In her afterword, 
the author assures readers that Sadako “actually lived,” but this 
mannered, anemic portrayal of that life isn’t likely to make 
them care.

A pretty but overworked addition to the well-stocked 
shelf of tributes to a silent but nonetheless eloquent voice 
for peace. (Picture book. 6-8)

QUEEN OF SHADOWS
Maas, Sarah J.
Bloomsbury (576 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-1-61963-604-0
978-1-61963-605-7 e-book 
Series: Throne of Glass, 4 

Having cast off her Celaena identity, 
Aelin returns to Adarlan to reclaim her 
crown.

Leaving Rowan behind after Heir of 
Fire (2014), Aelin arrives determined to stop the king’s deadly 
demons, the Valg. She seeks out her former master from her 
assassin days, the charismatic and devious Arobynn, and also 
finds Chaol, but there’s no happy reunion between the two. 
(Chaol fans shouldn’t worry—while he and Aelin may not see 
eye to eye, he has prominent storylines and character growth.) 
Aelin’s most pressing priority is the rescue of her cousin Aedion, 
slated for execution at Prince Dorian’s birthday as an obvious 
trap for her. As for Dorian, he’s imprisoned in his own body 
by the Valg controlling him—Chaol holds hope that he can 
be saved; Aelin knows how unlikely that is. Meanwhile, Wing 
Leader Manon, head of Adarlan’s wyvern-riding witch army, 

finds growing dissent at the commands she is given, leading 
to tough choices. At times believability is stretched (fugitives 
travel around the city freely, one or two heroes defeat large 
groups of enemies), but character motivations and interac-
tions—friendships, romances, and others—are always nuanced 
and on point, especially as Aelin’s growing maturity offers her 
new perspectives on old acquaintances. The ending leaves read-
ers poised for the next installment.

Impossible to put down. (Fantasy. 14 & up)

FREEDOM’S PRICE
MacColl, Michaela & Nichols, Rosemary
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (224 pp.) 
$17.95  |  $6.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-62091-624-7
978-1-62979-432-7 e-book  

This entry in MacColl and Nichols’ 
Hidden Histories series takes a fictional 
look at the Dred Scott decision.

Eliza Scott lives like she’s free, but 
her liberty is tenuous, at best. She is the 

11-year-old daughter of Dred Scott, the litigant in the epony-
mous 1857 U.S. Supreme Court case regarding African-Ameri-
cans’ liberties. She and her family live in a nether life between 
independence and slavery, and she, like quite a few hardheaded 
preteens, wants to live as though freedom is an assumption, not 
a wish. However, the realities the Scotts experience curtail Eli-
za’s sense of entitlement. They must live in a St. Louis jail while 
awaiting the outcome of the trial and avoid slave catchers who, 
as her mother reminds Eliza, could kidnap her and sell her—and 
then there’s the cholera outbreak that kills regardless of race or 
gender. As she struggles with this contradiction, she manages to 
make decisions that jeopardize her, her family, and her commu-
nity. The narrow-escape scenarios MacColl and Nichols create 
shouldn’t lead readers to cheer Eliza’s pluck so much as to shake 
their heads at her foolhardiness—and in the antebellum United 
States, such foolhardiness would have led to sexual violence, if 
not death. While most middle-grade readers may not know this, 
presenting it as otherwise, even in a fictional frame, does both 
them and history a disservice.

It’s understandable to want to create spunky historical 
heroines, but some children in the past weren’t free to be 
headstrong—their survival depended on caution. To write 
fiction otherwise becomes gross revisionism. (author’s 
note, sources, further reading) (Historical fiction. 8-12)
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BOO’S BEARD
Mannering, Rose
Illus. by Straker, Bethany
Sky Pony Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-63450-207-8  

Children are given practice in reading facial expressions in 
this purposive picture book.

Though there are several children in the park outside Tom’s 
house, he’s lonely: “They didn’t play with Tom because he didn’t 
understand them, and they didn’t understand him.” Luckily, 
he’s got Boo, who wags her tail when she’s happy and whines 
when she is sad. One day, a girl in the park laughs as she watches 
Boo, as the dog’s beard is upturned in a smile. But Tom doesn’t 
understand. Sculpting the dog’s facial fur, Lydia emphasizes 
Boo’s smile and makes a direct connection: “Look! This smile 
means she’s happy.” She then models sad, angry, confused, and 
surprised with Boo’s beard and invites Tom to play. “ ‘Okay,’ said 
Tom. He pointed to his smile and said, ‘This means I’m happy.’ ” 
While readers may take away that there are some children who 
have not learned to read facial expressions, they may be frus-
trated when Lydia’s simplistic solution fails to work for every 
situation. Autism is never mentioned by name in the book 
(indeed, there is no letter to readers or parents and no backmat-
ter), but it’s clear that Tom is on the spectrum, and parents of 
similar children may roll their eyes at the idea that teaching this 
skill is really this simple and one-and-done. Ironically, Straker’s 
illustrations show children with rather wooden expressions, 
and Boo’s aren’t all that clear, either.

Oversimplifies a complex issue. (Picture book. 3-6)

GATHERING DEEP
Maxwell, Lisa
Flux (360 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  Oct. 8, 2015
978-0-7387-4542-8  

Magical mother-daughter bonds prove 
tough to sever in this sequel to the South-
ern gothic Sweet Unrest (2014).

Recently possessed Chloe Sabourin 
is reeling from her unwitting role in 
the recent murders and dark magic that 

rocked New Orleans and devastated by the discovery that her 
mother, Mina, is the witch Thisbe. Chloe fears further manipu-
lation and questions her newfound magical powers but finds 
allies in her friend Lucy Aimes, mixed-magic practitioner Mama 
Legba, and Legba’s flirtatious nephew, Odane. Less helpful are 
Chloe’s preoccupied boyfriend, Piers, and Odane’s icky father, 
Ikenna, whose warped idea of family ties echoes Thisbe’s. Miss-
ing her own mother and ignoring Mama’s advice, Chloe learns 
about Thisbe—a former 19th-century slave longing for her 
lost love, Augustine, and locked in an eternal battle with psy-
chotic slave owner Roman Dutilette—through convenient touch-
induced flashbacks and frequent nightmares. Chloe’s struggle 

to separate herself from her mother gains urgency when Chloe 
must stop Thisbe from summoning Baron Samedi—darkly 
delightful but vaguely defined as a demon, a Loa, and a trickster 
psychopomp—and fight her mother in order to save her friends. 
While the inconsistent use of dialect and magical catchall ver-
sion of Voodoo prove distracting and insensitive, Maxwell’s 
mixture of past and present, dreams and reality, speech and 
telepathy is immersive and delirious.

Mommy dearest’s deal with the devil offers psycho-
logical melodrama and ghoulish thrills. (Paranormal suspense. 
14-18)

THANK YOU AND 
GOOD NIGHT 
McDonnell, Patrick
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-316-33801-1  

Clement, Jean, and Alan Alexander 
(a small rabbit, miniature elephant, and 

a pint-sized bear) enjoy a proper pajama party—complete with 
chicken dances, funny faces, balloon bounces, midnight snacks, 
stargazing, and lullabies.

Maggie, a little girl herself, acts as a chaperone, nudging 
them into bed when their eyes get heavy and finally leading 
them in an evening giving of thanks. Her lyrical recounting of 
the friends’ night together, strung together with sweet S sounds 
and snug images, sends readers slipping and sliding into sleep 
themselves. Some parents might feel tempted to sing such 
quaint rhymes: “Cozy pajamas, / a happy surprise, / night birds 
singing / sweet lullabies....” This picture book’s satisfyingly 
soft illustrations and diminutive dimensions (7 inches by 8 1/2 
inches) feel just right for its plush language and darling charac-
ters and content. Handmade paper absorbs pen, ink, and water-
color artwork: islands of images, nebulous in shape but rich in 
saturation and suggestive linework. As so often with McDon-
nell, the details charm even the most cynical viewers: the wee 
animals chow down to a chorus of “nom”s; they sleepwalk their 
ways to bed uttering little “Z”s. Reproduced on unusually and 
comfortably thick card stock, the illustrations offer tactile as 
well as visual joy.

Small listeners will nestle deep under their covers feel-
ing thankful for tender books that make bedtime a plea-
sure. (Picture book. 2-5)
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Handmade paper absorbs pen, ink, and watercolor artwork: 
islands of images, nebulous in shape but rich in saturation 

and suggestive linework.
thank you and good night



THE DREADFUL FATE OF 
JONATHAN YORK 
A Yarn for the Strange 
at Heart
Merritt, Kory
Illus. by the author
Andrews McMeel (128 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4494-7100-2  

A night in the swamp converts a mild-mannered clerk into a 
wily yarn spinner in this hair-raising tribute to the life-changing 
power of stories.

In his debut, Merritt shows both a knack for evocative 
phrasing—“evening shadows had sidled in like predators seek-
ing out the sick animals in a herd”—and a deft hand at craft-
ing flamboyantly icky monsters in creepy settings. He sends his 
nerdy-looking protagonist into the murky gloom of Halfrock 
Swamp, where the price for a room at the only shelter, rickety 
Cankerbury Inn, is a story. A story? Jonathan York has none to 
tell. None, that is, until he’s cast out into the night and into the 
clutches of the extraordinarily toothy West Bleekport Gang, 
then swallowed by the dreaded Bogglemyre (to be ejected “with 
one great phlegm-rattling belch...like a human loogie”). Proving 
increasingly quick both of wit and feet, he escapes the terror-
scenting Fear’im Gnott and numerous other hazards on the 
way back to the inn and, one yarn later, a well-earned night’s 
sleep. “Time will take many things from you,” the innkeeper 
declares, but “you’ll always have your story.” The atmospheric 
drawings not only offer an array of luxuriantly grotesque swamp 
residents to ogle, but sometimes even take over for the legibly 
hand-lettered narrative by expanding into wordless sequences 
and side tales.

Poor Jonathan York, condemned to newfound self-con-
fidence and awed listeners wherever he goes. (Graphic fantasy. 
11-14)

FINS, FLUFF AND 
OTHER STUFF
Merz, Bruno
Illus. by Blow, Dreda
QEB Publishing (24 pp.) 
$15.95  |  Nov. 2, 2015
978-1-60992-818-6
Series: Storytime 

A little boy imagines all the different things he might be...
and do.

Each stanza of Merz and Blow’s rhyming text begins with “If 
I were made of...” and amusingly shows, as well as tells, a variety 
of possibilities, all the more appealing for their unexpectedness. 
As “scales and fins,” he’s green with webbed hands and feet and 
mossy hair, swimming near a friendly crab and a sunken ship. As 

“water,” he’s an amorphous blue blob with a face, filling a tub in 
which a little girl floats a rubber duck. As “needles,” he’s a cac-
tus who just happens to be the best soccer goalie ever. As “twigs 

and leaves,” he’s a heavily populated tree, with an owl family, a 
turkey, all manner of singing birds, and others nesting in him. As 

“feathers,” he can run and jump but, wingless, not quite manage 
to fly. Other flights of imagination find the boy made of fluffy 
stuff, soapy suds, candy, cobwebs, flowers, and metal. Best of 
all, when he imagines himself as himself (that is, made of “skin 
and bones”), the amount of amazing things he can do makes 
him feel “quite content and lucky to be ME!” A helpful adden-
dum called “Next Steps” offers teachers a handful of follow-up 
activities. The crisp, apt verse leaves ample room for Merz’s rib-
tickling cartoonlike illustrations, done in bright colors. While 
the narrator is Caucasian, other humans depicted demonstrate 
a nice variety of diversity.

Lively, entertaining, and educational to boot. (Picture 
book. 3-6)

THE RED SHOES AND 
OTHER TALES
Metaphrog
Illus. by the author
Papercutz (64 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-62991-283-7  

In this slim anthology, two of Hans Christian Andersen’s 
timeless tales are visually reimagined and presented along with 
one original offering.

Hailing from France and Scotland, respectively, Sandra 
Marrs and John Chalmers, collectively known as Metaphrog, 
have envisioned three dark fairy tales to make this slender col-
lection. The first tale, Andersen’s “The Red Shoes,” is rendered 
in a muted palette dominated by washed-out blues and punctu-
ated by splashes of rust-colored red. It recounts the familiar tale 
of a young girl obsessed with a pair of scarlet shoes that causes 
her to dance without end, until she must cut off her own feet to 
quell their perpetual motion (depicted graphically but blood-
lessly). The second, “The Glass Case,” is an original, sepia-toned 
tale of a young boy who’s beaten and unloved at home and who 
befriends a doll at a museum, eventually running away to be 
with her. The final piece is the well-known “The Little Match 
Girl,” which uses austere, glacial grays to tell the story of a 
young girl fruitlessly trying to sell matches on a cold, bleak win-
ter night. Similar panel sizes and layouts and a homogeneous 
tone throughout create a smartly cohesive and atmospheric col-
lection, each vignette made distinctive by a carefully selected 
color scheme. This is a must-read for fans of Emily Carroll’s 
Through the Woods (2014).

A darkly pensive read, perfect for chilly fall evenings. 
(Graphic fairy tales. 8-13)
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FIRST & THEN 
Mills, Emma
Henry Holt (272 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-62779-235-6  

YouTube personality Mills (aka vlog-
ger Elmify) debuts with a novel that 
mixes football and romance.

Senior Devon Tennyson assumes col-
lege is next but isn’t so clear on why. 
Her longtime friend and crush, Cas 

Kincaid, isn’t interested in her romantically, alas. While she is 
part of his football crew, Devon has other friends who are as 
individual, though not as average, as she is. The wide-ranging 
cast provides background to Devon’s struggles with her future, 
exemplified by her boring college essay. Add in the long-delayed 
and -dreaded phys-ed requirement to make her unhappiness 
complete. It’s mostly freshmen except for Devon and an All-
American football player and transfer student, Ezra. Also in the 
class is Foster, a freshman and a cousin who recently joined her 
household after his mother asked her parents to take him on 
full-time. Devon’s clearly not impressed with his irrepressible 
presence and knowing observations. However, her protective 
instincts go on high alert when socially inept and scrawny Fos-
ter’s great ability to kick a football is discovered by Ezra. When 
Ezra takes Foster under his wing, Devon isn’t sure if it’s a setup 
or real, given Ezra’s low popularity quotient. With sporadic 
references to Jane Austen’s famous characters and wickedly 
inventive language, Mills closely observes the social milieu of 
an American high school obsessed with our favorite sport and 
makes readers care what happens.

A fresh, smart, inventive, and altogether impressive 
debut. (Romance. 11-16)

WHAT IS PUNK?
Morse, Eric
Illus. by Yi, Anny
Akashic (32 pp.) 
$15.95  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-61775-392-3  

A punk primer for the youngest set.
There is no doubt that kids can make a deafening roar. But 

do they care about the energy and hard-edged spirit of punk 
music? Morse, in attempt to capture that unique history, tells 
the story of punk within the confines of rhyming couplets. 
The rhymes give the text an appreciated momentum, but the 
cramped (and sometimes-stilted) cadence seems an odd choice 
for such an aggressive movement. Morse says himself of punk 
beginnings: “With their eyes open wide / they shouted in fear, / 

‘What new sound is this?’ / and covered their ears.” Regardless, 
Morse does include an impressive list of bands: the Ramones, 
Iggy Pop and the Stooges, and across the pond to the Clash, and, 
yes, even the Sex Pistols (the ladies of punk are represented 
as well—we’ll disregard the stereotypical pink backdrop). Yi’s 

incredibly detailed clay figures are a kinetic and inspired art 
choice. Their crazy creativity matches the expressive spirit 
of punk. Morse doesn’t necessarily answer the title question, 
instead offering a simple string of bands, but as he points out, 
the best way to learn about punk is just to listen.

The target audience may be a bit perplexed, but if 
invested adults love the topic, a shared reading experience 
can’t be beat. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE REST OF US JUST 
LIVE HERE 
Ness, Patrick
HarperTeen (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-240316-2
978-0-06-240318-6 e-book  

It’s not easy being normal when the 
Chosen One goes to your high school.

High school senior Mikey Mitchell 
knows that he’s not one of the “indie 

kids” in his small Washington town. While they “end up being 
the Chosen One when the vampires come calling or when 
the Alien Queen needs the Source of All Light or something,” 
Mikey simply wants to graduate, enjoy his friendships, and 
maybe, just maybe, kiss his longtime crush. All that’s easier said 
than done, however, thanks to his struggles with anxiety, his 
dreadful parents, and the latest group of indie kids discovering 
their “capital-D Destinies.” By beginning each chapter with an 
arch summary of the indie kids’ adventures before returning to 
Mikey’s wry first-person narration, Ness offers a hilarious—and 
perceptive—commentary on the chosen-one stories that are 
currently so popular in teen fiction. The diverse cast of charac-
ters is multidimensional and memorable, and the depiction of 
teen sexuality is refreshingly matter-of-fact. Magical pillars of 
light and zombie deer may occasionally drive the action here, 
but ultimately this novel celebrates the everyday heroism of 
teens doing the hard work of growing up.

Fresh, funny, and full of heart: not to be missed. (Fantasy. 
13 & up)

KETZEL, THE CAT WHO 
COMPOSED
Newman, Lesléa
Illus. by Bates, Amy June
Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-7636-6555-5  

A cat strolls down a piano keyboard and saunters into musi-
cal history.

Composer Moshe Cotel finds a stray kitten near his home 
and dubs her Ketzel, Yiddish for “little cat.” One day a letter 
arrives, announcing a contest for a piece lasting one minute or 
less. Moshe toils away at his piano, but nothing he composes 
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meets the time limit, and he gives up. Aiming to pounce on the 
grievous paper—Ketzel just knows it’s causing her guardian’s 
distress—she walks across the keys to reach the table where 
the letter lies. Little does she know what she’s wrought. Moshe 
is astounded by what he’s heard, immediately reproduces 
the notes on paper, and mails the “composition” off. In time 
another letter arrives—congratulating Ketzel on her award of 

“a certificate of special mention” for her “creative instinct and 
imagination.” There’s more: “Piece for Piano: Four Paws,” will 
be performed! News of Ketzel’s extraordinary achievement 
spreads, and she receives a royalty check that buys a bounty of 
cat food. This adorable account is as warm and fuzzy as Ketzel 
herself and all the sweeter because it’s based on fact. The water-
color, gouache, and pencil illustrations suit the text perfectly, 
delightfully capturing Ketzel’s furriness, the story’s charming, 
lively energy, and Moshe and the “composer’s” loving friendship.

Truly, the cat’s meow. (author’s note) (Picture book. 5-8)

SHEHEWE
Nordling, Lee
Illus. by Bosch, Meritxell
Graphic Universe (32 pp.) 
$6.95 paper  |  $25.26 PLB  |  Nov. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-4578-9
978-1-4677-4574-1 PLB 
Series: Three Story Books 

Both literally and figuratively a three-
story book, this follow-up to BirdCatDog 

(2014) and FishFishFish (2015) illustrates the fantasy adventures 
of a girl (she) and a boy (he), along with the real story of their 
picnic and playtime together (we).

As this graphic novel is wordless, this book’s design helps 
with the telling. The top two horizontal panels, edged with 
wavy lines, delineate the imaginary, gendered stories—hers in 
deep pink, his in purple. The bottom panel, edged with straight 
lines, delivers the “real” story.  Hence, the bottom panel illus-
trates a jolly day of play in the park with the girl’s stuffed bunny 
and the boy’s dog. In the girl’s adventure, she transforms into 
a rabbit and serves tea to entertain a strange, long-legged bird 
(clearly the transformed boy, still wearing his green cap). The 
purple middle panel, the boy’s story, exudes a sinister mood, but 
it should, since he tells readers in the front endpapers: “watch 
me defeat dark forces.” These are everywhere: in the sky, the 
landscape, and even in the picnic drink he thinks is poisoned. 
Readers will enjoy trying to make sense of this story while they 
appreciate just how differently boys and girls play.

Fun, adventure, misadventure, dragons, flying fish, 
and lots of color...maybe there’s something for everyone in 
this thrice-told tale. (Graphic adventure. 4-8)

LITTLE SHAQ
O’Neal, Shaquille
Illus. by Taylor III, Theodore 
Bloomsbury (80 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-61963-7214 
Series: Little Shaq, 1 

An argument between Little Shaq 
and his cousin Barry turns the two young 
basketball players into gardeners.

After Little Shaq makes a spectacular play in a basketball 
game at the rec center, Barry storms away mad. Astute read-
ers will, like Little Shaq’s next-door neighbor Rosa, recognize 
Barry’s reason before Little Shaq does: rather than pass the ball 
to Barry when he called for it, Little Shaq ignored him, keep-
ing the fun and the glory for himself. When Little Shaq’s self-
centered behavior rears its head again in a video gaming session, 
Barry throws his controller in frustration, breaking the game 
disc. After a fortuitous gardening lesson at school and an inter-
vention by Little Shaq’s dad, the boys launch a plan together to 
earn money for a replacement game. The boys’ pride in their 
work shines through both the text and the artwork, and the 
basic elements of planting and watering are conveyed simply 
and effectively. There are lively, full-color illustrations through-
out, some full-page, many playfully interspersed with the text. A 
community gathering to refurbish the rec center’s garden—and 
eat a neighbor’s homegrown tomato salsa—provides a feel-good 
finale to this above-average celebrity vehicle.

A conflict-resolution story that may well inspire young 
sports lovers to garden—or young gardeners to pick up a 
basketball. (Fiction. 5-8)

FLASHES
O’Rourke, Tim
Chicken House/Scholastic (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $16.99 e-book  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-545-82959-5
978-0-545-83059-1 e-book  

An English girl sees “flashes” of 
murders from victims’ eyes but can’t get 
anyone to believe her in this detective 
mystery.

Charley, 17, lives in Cornwall with her 
father, her mother having committed suicide years before. She’s 
learned to keep her visions to herself. Just two days after bury-
ing her best friend, killed in an accident, she has a new vision, 
of a girl named Kerry being dragged to her death on railroad 
tracks. Newly minted police constable Tom, 19, doesn’t believe 
that Kerry’s death is as straightforward as his belligerent fel-
low detectives do, so when Tom and Charley meet, and Charley 
tells Tom her secret, he tries to use her visions to find the killer. 
Charley’s father disapproves of their relationship, while Tom 
runs afoul of his new superintendent when he admits his activi-
ties. Meanwhile, more clues point to an actual serial killer on 
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appreciate just how differently boys and girls play.
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the loose. O’Rourke, himself a former policeman, writes with 
confidence, but both characters and story are fairly uncom-
plicated. Although much of the dialogue strains credulity, the 
author includes enough clues and red herrings to keep readers 
guessing.

A simple but suspenseful and entertaining mystery for 
readers who can’t get enough. (Paranormal mystery. 12-18)

BIGFOOT DOES NOT LIKE 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES
Ode, Eric
Illus. by Temairik, Jaime
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-63217-004-0  

A town prepares for Bigfoot’s birth-
day—whether Bigfoot wants a party or 

not.
The town of Mossy Pockets is abuzz with excitement. Today 

is Bigfoot’s birthday! But alas, he will not be at the party because 
(as readers are told in no uncertain terms, with the words 
sprawled boldly across the page) Bigfoot does not like birthday 
parties. It’s no matter. The town gathers anyway. The mayor, in 
his dapper plaid suit, the marching band, the baker with tray 
piled high with pies, and all the rest: “the cowboy in his boots 
and vest, / the lady with the purple hat, / the circus clown, the 
acrobat.” They all parade to the mountains to celebrate. Bigfoot, 
who in theory should be far away since he dislikes parties so 
much, has bright blue fur and is seen hiding (ineffectively) on 
almost every page—peering around corners, concealed in trees, 
etc. His proximity muddles the suspense a bit, but a comical, 
cumulative chain of events resulting in a pie-flying catastrophe 
will make readers (and Bigfoot) smile. Temairik’s flat illustrative 
style, with pops of color, is full of visual wit—not to mention 
particularly diverse townsfolk.

An energetic read-aloud with plenty of repetition and 
zest. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE NEST 
Oppel, Kenneth
Illus. by Klassen, Jon
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-4814-3232-0
978-1-4814-3234-4 e-book  

Steven must fight for his own life as 
well as for his baby brother’s when he’s 
offered a chance to exchange human life 

for something better.
Steve has figured out strategies to cope with many of his 

anxieties and OCD behaviors, but this summer the pressure is 
on. Readers see through Steve’s eyes his parents’ fears for the 
new baby, whose congenital health issues are complicated and 

unusual. Readers may find parallels with Skellig in the sibling 
anxiety and the odd encounter with a winged creature—but 
here the stranger is part of something sinister indeed. “We’ve 
come to help,” assures the winged, slightly ethereal being who 
offers a solution to Steven in a dream. “We come when people 
are scared or in trouble. We come when there’s grief.” Oppel 
deftly conveys the fear and dislocation that can overwhelm a 
family: there’s the baby born with problems, the ways that 
affects the family, and Steve’s own struggles to feel and be nor-
mal. Everything feels a bit skewed, conveying the experience 
of being in transition from the familiar to the threateningly 
unfamiliar. Klassen’s several illustrations in graphite, with their 
linear formality and stillness and only mere glimpses of people, 
nicely express this sense of worry and tension. Steve’s battle 
with the enemy is terrifying, moving from an ominous, baleful 
verbal conflict to a pitched, physical, life-threatening battle. 

Compelling and accessible. (Fantasy. 9-12)

THE RED APPLE
Oral, Feridun
Illus. by the author
Minedition (36 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-988-8240-00-5  

How will hungry Rabbit reach the 
apple hanging so far out of reach? With 
help from friends, of course!

Shuffling miserably through a barren, 
wintry landscape speckled with falling snow, Rabbit spots the 
bright red apple hanging from a leafless branch in truly mouth-
watering splendor. His own efforts to reach it proving vain, off 
he goes to enlist aid from Mouse, then from an ill but amicable 
Fox. Neither alone nor stacked atop one another can they reach 
high enough until Bear joins them. Success at last, though Fox’s 
ill-timed sneeze causes all to tumble into the snow. Oral pays 
more attention to his theme than to finicky details: the animals 
divvy up the apple (how?) and eat their portions for dinner (a 
rather paltry meal, except maybe for Mouse, and a surprising 
choice for Fox, considering that two of his three companions 
are prey). They then repair to Bear’s den and fall together “into 
a deep, happy sleep”—right next to the apple’s intact, neatly 
shaved core. Analytical young readers will have questions about 
the internal logic here and will also note that as often as not in 
the illustrations the animals walk on their hind legs. No matter: 
cooperation toward a goal is always worth a shoutout, and shar-
ing the resulting prize seems only fair.

A worthy tale, if not very well thought out nor the 
comic gold of Eric Rohmann’s similar, Caldecott-winning 
My Friend Rabbit. (2002). (Picture book. 6-8)
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A TALE OF HIGHLY UNUSUAL 
MAGIC
Papademetriou, Lisa
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-06-237121-8
978-0-06-237107-2 e-book  

Two contemporary girls become linked 
by a bizarre story from the past, magically 
emerging from an old book.

Twelve-year-old Kai’s visiting her 
great-aunt in Falls River, Texas, while Leila’s visiting her uncle’s 
family in Lahore, Pakistan. A solitary only child, Kai recently 
stopped playing her violin after deciding she would never be 
the best, while Leila longs for an international adventure to 
compete with her academically gifted younger sister. When 
Kai discovers a book entitled The Exquisite Corpse, inviting her 
to “embark on a journey of magic beyond your powers of dis-
cernment, imagination, and belief,” she sets a story in motion 
by writing on the blank page. Likewise, Leila finds and writes 
in a copy of The Exquisite Corpse. Each girl is stunned when her 
writing automatically appears in the emerging love story of 
Ralph Flabbergast and Edwina Pickle, turn-of-the-last-century 
residents of Falls River. As Ralph and Edwina’s intriguing story 
unfolds in The Exquisite Corpse, bewildered Kai and Leila (and 
readers) wonder what’s happening, but the omniscient, uniden-
tified intrusive narrator eventually pulls most disparate ele-
ments together, connecting past to present and Lahore to Falls 
River. Papademetriou writes with assurance, spinning a beguil-
ing tale of seemingly unrelated characters and events and tying 
it all together with a touch of magical realism.

Readers will respond to this tale of enduring love and 
nascent self-discovery. (Fantasy. 8-12)

SANITIZED FOR YOUR 
PROTECTION
Pastis, Stephan
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (144 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-7636-8092-3 
Series: Timmy Failure, 4 

Detective Timmy Failure is on the 
case...probably not a good thing for any-
one involved.

Timmy (formerly of Total Failure Inc., but he had to fire 
his partner, Total the polar bear) has a new case: someone stole 
the funds from YIP YAP, a charity created to raise money to 
buy books for the bookless tot Yergi Plimkin. Unfortunately, 
Timmy’s mother is forcing him to use his precious spring break 
to help her boyfriend, Doorman Dave, move to Chicago. The 
investigation goes on the road, with the help of Timmy’s best 
friend, Rollo Tookus, via telephone. Who will Timmy find as a 
scapegoat—er, discover to be the perpetrator? This case may 

answer these crucial questions: can Molly Moskins, criminal 
mastermind, be rehabilitated? Will Total the polar bear ever get 
enough bonbons? And what did Timmy actually hear his mother 
and Doorman Dave talking about that could change everything? 
Cartoonist Pastis brings his intelligent yet clueless, arrogantly 
overconfident detective back for a fourth nonsensical (and non-
existent) case. Some of the humor (such as the plays on song 
titles, quotes, and lyrics that name most chapters—“Rainy Days 
and Mothers Always Get Me Down,” for instance) will fly over 
the heads of all in the target audience. Nevertheless, for fans of 
the bestselling series, this one’s more of the same.

Abundantly illustrated fun for readers who are tired of 
the Wimpy Kid. (Graphic/fiction hybrid. 8-12)

UNDERNEATH EVERYTHING
Paul, Marcy Beller
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-06-232721-5
978-0-06-232723-9 e-book  

After dropping off the social grid 
for a year and a half, Mattie decides to 
attend a party that will change the course 
of her senior year in ways she never could 
have imagined.

Running into an ex-boyfriend not only rekindles old feel-
ings, but also sets Mattie down a path that will inevitably force 
her to confront the same friend who drove her to give it all away. 
Jolene’s power over Mattie is destructive and all-consuming. 
Only Mattie can decide if the pleasure is worth the pain. Unfor-
tunately for readers, what could have been a haunting story of 
an obsessive friendship falls flat. Jolene is far too one-sided. 
Her cruel intentions and manipulations are painfully obvious, 
and there is absolutely no evidence that she has a redeeming 
side, making it impossible to understand her hold over Mattie. 
Even worse, it makes Mattie look weak, and worse yet, refer-
ences to a sexual attraction between the two feel gratuitous. 
A painfully slow reveal of what happened to temporarily end 
their friendship doesn’t help matters, as it is both frustrating 
and disappointing. It is increasingly difficult to muster up any 
empathy for Mattie, as she appears to be getting exactly what 
she deserves, at least for most of the novel.

As it turns out, what’s really underneath everything 
just isn’t all that compelling. (Fiction. 13-17)
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MISTLETOE AND MR. RIGHT
A Christmas Romance
Payne, Lyla
Bloomsbury (368 pp.) 
$19.00  |  $5.99 e-book  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-61963-927-0
978-1-61963-817-4 e-book  

Two Christmas-themed novellas 
explore college romances.

In the title story, college junior Jes-
sica is so determined to stick to her 

planned future that she impulsively flies to Ireland to visit her 
boyfriend, Brennan, for Christmas. Intent on making a good 
impression and getting Brennan to commit to her, Jessica tries 
too hard with his family—it’s only when she’s with Grady, the 
family’s farmhand, that she feels like herself. A secret about 
Brennan’s high school love and her own soul-searching leave 
Jessica wondering whether her plan matters more than love. 
Taking place a year later, Sleigh Bells and Second Chances follows 
Jessica’s sorority roommate, Christina, as she travels to Lon-
don for a holiday-break internship. She’s doing PR for the hot 
band Pursuant—whose lead singer, Cary White, was Christina’s 
summer romance four years ago. But Cary regrets walking away 
from Christina and wants to try again. Their chemistry is even 
more sizzling now than ever, but when Christina discovers why 
Cary broke up with her before, she doubts everything that’s 
happened between them. Although both protagonists’ voices 
become interchangeable, and each scenario is something of a 
fairy tale, these young women are college students, with every-
thing that implies.

These fluffy yet sexy romances will wrap readers in 
warm blankets. (Romance. 16-20)

DEMONS AND DRAGONS
Peebles, Alice
Illus. by Chilvers, Nigel
Hungry Tomato/Lerner (32 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  $26.65 PLB  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-7651-6
978-1-4677-6341-7 PLB 
Series: Mythical Beasts 

Ten monsters from myth and leg-
end take a bow—each furnished with competitive scores 
in five monstrous characteristics and a portrait in full, lurid 
melodramaticolor.

Arranged 10th to first on a cumulated “Beast Power” rating 
based on Strength, Repulsiveness, Special Powers, Ferocity, and 
Invincibility, each creature except the glowering Echidna (who 
resembles Patti Smith in a giant snake outfit) is posed in Chil-
vers’ painted scenes looming out of mist or wave, stupendous 
dentifrice on full display, in the midst of a ferocious attack. Pee-
bles begins each profile with a perfunctory scenario (“A cloud of 
fear hung over the village. For months an Oni had been lurking 
by the village gates...”). She then explains how each monster was 

or might be defeated and identifies the culture or a literary work 
with which it is associated. Following a recapitulative “Rogues’ 
Gallery,” she closes with notes on related subjects, such as the 
dragon Fafnir’s cursed golden ring. Readers will find this besti-
ary thrilling edutainment, though they are sure to wonder how 
the Balinese Leyak, which are “disembodied heads propelled by 
the pulsating movement of their own entrails,” only come in as 
No. 9. The co-published Giants and Trolls (a third new volume 
in the series, Mighty Mutants, was not seen) offers similar draws, 
though Cuchulain is an odd choice for inclusion.

Hits the sweet spot between chortles and choked 
screams. (Nonfiction. 8-10) (Giants and Trolls: 978-1-4677-6340-0; 
978-1-4677-7653-0 paper)

GOODNIGHT, 
GOOD DOG 
Ray, Mary Lyn
Illus. by Malone, Rebecca
HMH Books (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 10, 2015
978-0-544-28612-2  

It’s bedtime for a puppy who is not 
sleepy at all.

Though the biscuit-brown puppy knows that it’s dark and 
that his moon-round bed is ready for him, he is not sleepy. He 
knows he’s had a busy day and understands the words, “Good-
night, good dog,” but it does not matter. The house is asleep, 
and the children are too, but this little canine is still moving. 
Like many of the little ones who will read this perfectly paced 
goodnight book, this good dog doesn’t think he is ready for bed, 
but just getting comfy in the bed allows him to feel snug enough 
to drift off to dreamland. The muted acrylic drawings, outlined 
in heavy black lines, show the darkening house quieting down 
for the evening. This keeps the focus on the dog, allowing young 
readers to observe the puppy and predict just when he will drift 
off, never realizing that the puppy is the perfect stand-in for 
the human child, who is also beginning to settle in for the night. 
Rich language (“Maybe he can dream back the sun?”), so rare in 
a book that new readers might tackle on their own, adds to the 
appeal. The pace of the page turns gently slows down as this 
good dog heads to his dreams.

Goodnight, Good Dog. Sure to be shelved next to Good-
night, Moon. It deserves that rarefied spot. (Picture book. 3-7)
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THE COLORS OF ISRAEL
Raz, Rachel
Photos by the author
Kar-Ben (24 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $7.99 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-5539-9
978-1-4677-5540-5 paper
978-1-4677-8836-6 e-book  

Bold, bright photography illustrates this color-concept pic-
ture book set in Israel.

With a design reminiscent of Tana Hoban’s classic books, 
numerous scenes both rural and urban showcase some distinctly 
Israeli features represented through the color palette. The red 
of an Israeli mail van or double-decker train, the yellow of a bus-
stop sign or tree blossoms, and the brown of freshly baked chal-
lah at market or a cow in the Golan Heights are some examples. 
The shades of gray are seen at the beach with pigeons on the 
sand or the public benches in Jerusalem, while black flags at the 
beach serve as warning signs. White is the color of the Shrine of 
the Book, and pink is clearly the color of postage stamps. The 
name of each color is printed in English, Hebrew, and transliter-
ation, and there is an abundance of Hebrew captured in many of 
the crisp photographs. With sites including Akko, Jaffa, Tel Aviv, 
Jerusalem, and Giv’atayim, among others, Raz offers a pleasing 
survey of the country’s geography.

A nice, basic introduction to language, Israel, and some 
of its vibrant highlights. (Picture book. 2-4)

THE SECRET BAY
Ridley, Kimberly
Illus. by Raye, Rebekah
Tilbury House (36 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-88448-433-2  

Facts about estuaries are accompa-
nied by pages that often include rhymes 

and always include watercolor illustrations.
“You’ll find me right here, where river meets ocean / shining 

and muddy and always in motion. / Grass, mud, and water might 
be all that you see, / but don’t be fooled—there is much more 
to me!” Similar clumsy verses abound, complemented by prose 
paragraphs that explain and expand on the verse. Although many 
of the watercolors are colorful and well-executed, it is some-
times hard to read the text printed over the art—especially tiny 
names of flora and fauna. Some fascinating information is com-
municated through fairly sophisticated prose, as in the passage 
about how halophytes (salt-loving plants) have adapted to brackish 
water: “While pickleweed stores excess salt in compartments in 
its leaves, smooth cordgrass ‘spits out’ extra salt through special 
pores. Look closely at blades of smooth cordgrass, and you can 
see salt crystals.” This is followed by another, seemingly obliga-
tory, pair of bad couplets—an unfortunate pattern in the book. In 
a similar vein, the glossary contains words already well-explained 

in the text, such as “plankton,” but fails to define the unexplained 
word “spawn.” The importance of preserving all players in the 
estuary ecosystem does come out clearly, and there are interest-
ing tidbits of word derivation, as well as a lively section about how 
various animals avoid/escape predators.

Wade past the subpar poetry to find some good science. 
(list of estuarine animals and plants, author’s note) (Infor-
mational picture book. 7-11)

NANNY X RETURNS
Rosenberg, Madelyn
Illus. by Donnelly, Karen
Holiday House (112 pp.) 
$16.95  |  $16.95 e-book  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-8234-3533-3
978-0-8234-3519-7 e-book  

Is Nanny X of the Nanny Action 
Patrol too old for the spy game?

It’s been so long since their first 
case (Nanny X, 2014) that fifth-grader 

Alison Pringle worries she, her brother, Jake, and their baby 
sister, Eliza, will never again experience the thrill of helping 
their secret-agent nanny chase and catch a bad guy. Then the 
mysterious Angler threatens to destroy the national treasures 
of Washington, D.C., if the president doesn’t install a fish 
sculpture created by the Angler on the White House lawn. Can 
Nanny X, the three Pringle children, a monkey named How-
ard, and fellow (and rival) NAP agent Boris discover who the 
Angler is before pieces of our national heritage are destroyed? If 
Ian Fleming wrote Mary Poppins, the outcome would resemble 
Rosenberg’s second pleasantly foolish mix of child care and 
espionage, which is as breezy and funny as the first. Alison and 
Jake, two Everykids, again trade off narrative duties chapter by 
chapter as they help Nanny X solve the case with her teething-
ring handcuffs, baby-powder spyglass, and diaper-phones, thus 
ably proving she’s not ready for retirement.

Readers will join Alison in hoping for more cases to 
come their way. (Fiction. 7-10)

SET YOU FREE
Ross, Jeff
Orca (256 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4598-0797-6  

Lauren’s young babysitting charge, 
Ben, the mayor’s son, has gone missing in 
the middle of the night.

Seemingly, the first she hears of it 
is when sneaky Detective Carole Evans 
shows up on Lauren’s doorstep, want-

ing her to come along to search for the missing child. Lauren 
quickly learns that her high school–senior brother, Tom, seems 
to be the primary suspect since he may have been stalking Ben 
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in the days before he disappeared. But Tom has gone miss-
ing too. Grady, who, though previously unknown to Lauren, 
appears to be Tom’s best friend, combines forces with Lauren, 
utilizing his very superior knowledge of all things computer to 
both try to locate Tom and figure out who the actual kidnap-
per could be. JJ, the mayor’s sketchy teenage son, seems like a 
good candidate. Tension—as well as a developing connection 
between Grady and Lauren—quickly increases, culminating in 
a bit of illegal entry and a scary car chase. It’s only near the con-
clusion that Lauren reveals her actual role in the entire affair. 
Since she’s served as narrator, her near-complete failure to hint 
at her much greater knowledge seems like a rather underhanded 
ploy. Still, Lauren’s edgy personality, Grady’s admirable tricks, 
and plenty of suspense make this a worthy read.

An engaging and entertaining mystery, especially for 
those who don’t mind if they can’t solve it before the pro-
tagonist. (Mystery. 12-18)

ROBO-SAUCE
Rubin, Adam
Illus. by Salmieri, Daniel
Dial (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 20, 2015
978-0-525-42887-9  

The creators of Dragons Love Tacos 
(2012) and Secret Pizza Party (2013) serve 
up another heaping helping of silliness.

A robot-crazy kid whips up a batch of Robo-Sauce, a magi-
cal concoction made up of a list of ridiculous ingredients such as 

“12 volts gluten-free kookamonga flakes” and “a sprig of sparken-
farfle.” After pouring it over himself, he morphs into a robot 
and has a blast, at least until everyone skedaddles and he real-
izes that a rampage is “a bit more fun for the giant robot than it 
is for all the squishy little humans.” Perhaps counterintuitively, 
Robo-Kid destroys the ROBO-ANTIDOTO that would have 
restored him to squishy humanity, opting instead to launch a 
vat of Robo-Sauce at his family. Ultimately, he turns everything 
into a robot, including his friends, his dog, and finally, the book 
itself! Following the instructions provided, readers can pull out 
and attach a special silver dust jacket, and ROBO-BOOK is 
born! This slim silver volume contains a brief story starring the 
new robo-family and features a QR code leading to an interac-
tive website. The engaging art, wry narrative voice, and surprise 
ending make for a winning combination.

An abundance of absurdity that will entertain boys and 
girls of all ages. (Picture book. 4-8)

WHAT PET SHOULD I GET?
Dr. Seuss
Illus. by the author
Random House (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Jul. 28, 2015
978-0-553-52426-0
978-0-553-52427-7 PLB  

Almost 25 years after the death of 
the great Dr. Seuss, a new book hits the 
market.

“We want a pet. / We want a pet. / What kind of pet / should 
we get?” So begins the narrator and his sister’s visit to a pet 
store, where they find themselves torn among a bevy of cute, 
furry creatures including cats, dogs, rabbits, and fish, as well as 
some “new things.” As presented in the lengthy publisher’s note 
that follows the story, this newly unearthed picture book likely 
dates to the late 1950s or early ’60s and has been reconstructed 
from finished art and multiple iterations of draft revisions. The 
result is a far more satisfying experience than such other post-
humous Seuss publications as Horton and the Kwuggerbug and 
More Lost Stories (2014) and The Bippolo Seed and Other Lost Sto-
ries (2011), which paired more or less finished stories with a few 
pieces of art. This new-old book presents a complete storyline 
with a pleasing balance of text and art featuring, on average, one 
quatrain per page. Unfortunately, it still has a fairly unfinished 
feel. It’s hard to imagine that the notoriously finicky—admira-
bly so—author would have been entirely happy with the occa-
sionally lackluster and stumbling verse. Moreover, while the 
illustrations demonstrate an intensifying looniness, progressing 
from cats and dogs to Seuss’ trademark, unidentifiable rubber-
limbed, mop-topped creatures, the text does not keep pace. 
The “yent” or the “fast kind of thing / who would fly round my 
head / in a ring on a string” the brother considers feel like first 
steps toward zaniness rather than a finished artistic vision. The 
concluding note likewise suffers from a lack of unity, offering an 
earnest exhortation to eschew pet shops for shelter adoption, a 
survey of the dogs in Theodor Geisel’s life, and the process art 
director Cathy Goldsmith followed in turning the newfound 
manuscript into a book.

Of more lasting interest to scholars than children, this 
genial pet-shop visit provides a tantalizing glimpse into a 
master’s artistic process. (Picture book. 3 & up)

FRANKIE LIKED TO SING
Seven, John
Illus. by Christy, Jana
Abrams (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4197-1644-7  

A picture-book biography of that leg-
endary Jersey boy, Frank Sinatra.

The lightly sketched, brightly hued images evoke both the 
style and spirit of their protagonist, from the 1920s and ’30s 
through the ’80s, bearing witness to the title, as in every image, 
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the figure in the suit and fedora is singing. In this homage, the 
husband-and-wife author-and-illustrator team focuses on how 
much the Hoboken-born, Italian-American Frank Sinatra loved 
to sing, even from his earliest days, and how hard he worked in 
order to sing to more and more people. Brilliant small sketches 
of his album covers are sprinkled like jewels throughout the 
pages. Seven and Christy are also good at capturing how Sina-
tra’s voice made his audiences feel: “When Frankie sang, girls 
screamed with excitement...because his singing made them 
burst with happiness.” His fame in the movies and in recording 
is touched upon, although no mention is made of his marriages 
or the unsavory pieces of his life. But because the focus is on 
the power and influence of his voice, it works. There’s even a list 
of a dozen songs the authors think children will especially love, 
including “High Hopes” and “Pocketful of Miracles.”

A remarkably successful lens into the life and career 
of one of the 20th century’s formidable musical talents. 
(author’s note, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

BORROWED TIME
Smith, Greg Leitich
Illus. by Walls, Leigh
Clarion (192 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Nov. 10, 2015
978-0-544-23711-7  

This sequel to Chronal Engine (2012) 
finds Max and his friend Petra thrust 
into the Cretaceous.

The Pierson family has generations 
of experience with time travel to the 

far-distant past on their Texas ranch, starting with World War 
I–era Mad Jack and his invention of the Chronal Engine. It is 
now up to current-day Max and his friend Petra to travel back in 
time, apparently to save and bring back his 1985-era teen uncles. 
Naturally, not everything goes as planned. Max and Petra run 
into a wide variety of dinosaurs and threats to their safety, not 
to mention a fellow time traveler who apparently holds a grudge 
against them...even if they’ve never met before. Can they find 
Max’s uncles in time to save them? If they do, should Max 
share with his uncles what he knows about their futures? The 
narrative alternates between chapters related in the third per-
son from Nate’s point of view and Max’s first-person account, 
a device that only emphasizes the confusion created by the 
mess of generational references (readers may find themselves 
wishing for a family tree to consult). Likewise, dinosaur names 
are flung about almost dizzyingly during action sequences, but 
none are particularly scary, even T Rex. The plot feels mostly 
like an excuse to put the characters up close and personal with 
the giant reptiles.

Reserve this read for serious dino fans only. (Science fic-
tion. 10-12)

THE EDGE
Smith, Roland
HMH Books (240 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-544-34122-7  

Only months after an aborted attempt 
to summit Everest (Peak, 2007), 15-year-old 
Peak Marcello travels with his mother and 
a crew of videographers to Afghanistan to 
participate in an international peace climb.

With 200 climbers from all over the 
world, climbing in multiple locations around the globe, there 
are bound to be problems. But for Peak and his fellow climb-
ers, the stakes are particularly high. Even though Afghanistan is 
not officially at war, its various factions are always at odds and 
looking for ways to use high-profile events to draw attention to 
their separate causes. A group of ruthless mercenaries kidnaps 
several of the climbers, including Peak’s mother, and kills many 
of them. Peak, with guidance from Zopa, the Buddhist monk 
and climbing master, and Ethan, a fellow climber and daredevil, 
must track the kidnappers through the desert and rescue the 
captives before anyone else is killed. While the climbing details 
are interesting and the setting in Afghanistan is a suitably dan-
gerous and stark backdrop, the story is far from riveting. Awk-
ward pacing, one-dimensional characters, and long stretches of 
exposition designed to educate readers in climbing minutiae 
and Afghan history further slow the action.

Fails to summit. (Adventure. 12-16)

FIGHTING CHANCE
Stevens, B.K.
Poisoned Pencil (326 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-92934-514-4
978-1-92934-515-1 e-book  

A teenage gumshoe investigates the 
probable murder of his beloved coach 
and mentor.

Matt Foley has always felt a slight 
disconnect from his brainy family. He seeks refuge in basket-
ball and taekwondo, excelling at both. While attending a local 
taekwondo tournament, Matt’s mentor, Coach Colson, spars 
with an enigmatic stranger. Things go terribly wrong, and 
Coach ends up with a crushed larynx, but Matt doesn’t think 
this was an accident. Soon he rallies a few friends, including 
the student paper’s editor, Graciana, and the group dives into 
the various hidden secrets their little town has to offer. Ste-
vens crafts a mostly excellent mystery here, packing it with 
suspense, red herrings, double meanings, and obscured clues. 
The author complements the mystery with solid character arcs 
for Matt and Graciana and engrossing characterization for the 
supporting players. This small Virginia town feels fully fleshed 
out. Eagle-eyed mystery fans may be able to craft a solid hunch 
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about the whys and whos of Coach’s murder, but even the most 
hardened crime buff would find it difficult to predict this who-
dunit’s resolution—which comes, unfortunately, as a letdown. It 
all makes sense, and the path taken toward this conclusion is 
gripping, but once readers get to the end, there’s less of a satis-
fied fist pump waiting and more of a respectable nod.

Overall, a smartly crafted mystery filled with suspense 
and intrigue. (Mystery. 12-18)

THE ANATOMY OF CURIOSITY
Stiefvater, Maggie; Gratton, Tessa & 
Yovanoff, Brenna
Carolrhoda Lab (296 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-1-4677-2398-5  

In this second collaboration inspired 
by their writing blog (The Curiosities, 
2012), three fantasy novelists aim to illu-
minate their craft through stories cre-
ated for that purpose. 

Stiefvater’s Petra is a bright, klutzy teen with a gift for 
oratory, hired to read to an elderly shut-in who affirms Petra’s 
undervalued gifts while modeling the gracious poise Petra longs 
for. Though grateful, Petra senses a sinister, hidden agenda at 
work. In Gratton’s novella, set in a world recovering from war, 
a young, disillusioned soldier returns to the site of his deploy-
ment, this time to deactivate deadly bombs, and there finds 
love that draws him out of his comfort zone. Yovanoff ’s tale, 
in several iterations, portrays a girl haunted by a boy recently 
drowned in a shallow creek. Through short essays and annota-
tions, the authors share the challenges and dilemmas they faced 
writing these stories. Stiefvater and Gratton, especially, offer 
advice and encouragement to aspiring writers: tips on charac-
terization, worldbuilding, theme, revision, and more; they point 
out where and why they changed, condensed, or deleted scenes. 
Yovanoff ’s tale is weakest, the dead teen serving mainly to show-
case the protagonist’s sensitivity and alienation, and it conveys 
a chilly narcissism that distances readers. That is echoed in 
vague, abstract annotations too inward-looking to empower 
novice writers.

At its best, this is an accessible guidebook for creating 
fiction that illustrates the complexity of the process while 
offering practical tips for managing it. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE BEAST OF CRETACEA
Strasser, Todd
Candlewick (432 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7636-6901-0  

Moby-Dick on an alien planet.
Having left the arid, chemical-laden, 

dying Earth for a yearlong assignment, 
Ishmael awakens from stasis already on 
the Pequod, a ship in the middle of the 
ocean on a planet called Cretacea. He’s 

never seen an ocean before—nor rain, nor plants, nor solid 
food, nor nonhuman animals like the sea creatures this ship 
is hunting. He needs money to buy his foster parents passage 
off of Earth, but Capt. Ahab’s singular, manic focus on killing 
the Great Terrafin (think: white whale) prevents the crew from 
harvesting other sea animals, despite the profit they offer. Stras-
ser crams in a lot: post-apocalyptic Earth, ship life, enthusiastic 
and bloody sea hunting, time travel, naturally occurring opioids, 
pirates, stereotypically simple-hearted islanders, inexplicable 
and pointless dialects, and a blind man who smells informa-
tion. The rusty, old Pequod is powered by nuclear reactor, and 
technological gadgets—tablets, magnetic levitation, drones 
that track sea life—make strange bedfellows for harpoons and 
people unaware of the concept of reading. Despite the science-
fiction premise—including a surprise late reveal—this has a 
pure adventure core; Ishmael undergoes no emotional growth 
arc whatsoever, and his characterization comes straight from 
lost-heir fantasy.

An odd combination of genres and tropes for fans of 
old-fashioned adventure. (author’s note, glossary) (Science 
fiction/adventure. 12 & up)

TRUST ME, I’M TROUBLE
Summer, Mary Elizabeth
Delacorte (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-385-74414-0
978-0-385-38289-2 e-book
978-0-375-99152-3 PLB  

Quick-thinking grifter Julep Dupree, 
introduced in Trust Me, I’m Lying (2014), 
returns for a second round of high-

stakes intrigue.
With a few snappy lines, readers who have forgotten or 

missed the details of Book 1 are up to speed. Strong-willed 
and eminently resourceful, Julep has taken down Ukrainian 
mob boss Petrov and gained the protection of Dani, a former 
enforcer for Petrov’s organization. When a distraught woman 
comes to Julep claiming her husband has been manipulated by a 
cultlike “leadership and personal development organization,” a 
possible connection to her mother’s disappearance convinces 
Julep to take the case. The action moves as quickly and crisply 
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as the dialogue, and the author nimbly juggles interconnected 
subplots, double crosses, and hidden identities. The plot 
advances more often through timely disclosures than by par-
ticularly clever investigating, but Julep isn’t a detective. She’s a 
grifter, and the fun here is watching her scheme and manipulate 
her way out of a sticky situation. Julep’s tender, sarcasm-laden 
relationship with her FBI–affiliated foster parents provides 
an emotional center—as does a potential romance with Dani, 
where Julep’s bisexuality (she had a male love interest in the pre-
vious volume) is, refreshingly, almost a complete nonissue.

A clever romp that keeps readers guessing. (Thriller. 
12-18)

WHO DONE IT? 
Tallec, Olivier
Illus. by the author
Chronicle (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4521-4198-5  

The talented French author/illustrator Tallec returns with a 
puzzle game in which readers are challenged to pick the trans-
gressor out of the lineup.

At nearly 12 inches tall by 6 inches wide, this book is to be 
rotated 90 degrees and read latitudinally. On the top of the 
top page, as it were, Tallec poses a question: “Who didn’t get 
enough sleep?” “Who is nervous?” “Who forgot a swimsuit?” 
(That last one is easy.) The rest of the double-page up-and-down 
spread has a line of four or five characters—as in a police perp 
walk—on each page to choose from, populated by kids, anthro-
pomorphic animals, and animallike animals. Sometimes there 
may be more than one answer, and sometimes the answer isn’t 
altogether clear-cut: “Who ate all the jam?” Well, it could be the 
fox with the jam smeared all over its face, the queasy-looking 
rabbit, or the humongous dog—things aren’t always as they 
appear. Each fine-lined character has a soupçon of personal-
ity, and the paints’ shading and highlighting dazzle against the 
white backdrop. The limited amount of movement the charac-
ters are allowed is tapped to its deepest: in “Who’s shy about 
dancing?” the mouse is firing off a mean petite allegro en pointe. 

“Who couldn’t hold it?” (another easy one) is actually funny, not 
the usual desperate bid for yuks.

One page of pleasure after another. (Picture book. 3-6)

WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND
Talley, Robin
Harlequin Teen (416 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-373-21175-3  

A relationship between Gretchen, 
who identifies as a lesbian, and Toni, 
whose gender identity evolves, suffers 
growing pains when the two attend col-
lege in different cities.

When they started dating, Toni had 
just fought their all-girls school for the right to wear pants, and 
Gretchen had just arrived from New York. Two years and almost 
no fights later, Toni and Gretchen leave for Harvard and NYU 
respectively. Toni falls in with a group predominantly consist-
ing of young trans men and begins to explore new labels and 
pronouns. Gretchen becomes close with Carroll, an acerbic 
gay freshman whose discomfitingly vitriolic derision toward 
Toni’s identity forces Gretchen to confront her own insecuri-
ties. Characterization is poignant and razor-sharp; well-drawn 
secondary characters often notice details about Toni and 
Gretchen before they do. There is no definitive resolution for 
the questions about Toni’s gender or Gretchen’s uncertainty 
about partnering with someone male-identified, but explora-
tion is the point here more than answers are. The story does 
suffer, however, from a few strange omissions: only when Toni’s 
mother threatens to take away Toni’s credit-card privileges is 
there a hint of acknowledgement Toni has vastly more finan-
cial resources than the average teen, and despite Carroll’s use 
of slurs typically wielded against transgender women, trans 
women themselves are conspicuously absent.

Emotionally astute, with a few gaps. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE IMMORTAL HEIGHTS
Thomas, Sherry
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (432 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-06-220735-7
978-0-06-220737-1 e-book 
Series: Elemental Trilogy, 3

Thomas wraps up her trilogy with a 
grandiose finale, plus a hearts-and-flowers 
denouement.

Elemental mage Iolanthe Seabourne 
and her beloved, Prince Titus, have survived the attack on the 
rebel base in the Sahara; now they’ll take the fight directly to the 
tyrannical Bane in his impregnable fortress deep in the heart of 
Atlantis itself. But even when joined by allies old and new, some 
expected and some surprising, all their courage, ingenuity, con-
viction, and sacrifice cannot circumvent the explicit prophe-
cies that both will die in the attempt. While Iolanthe remains a 
ridiculously overpowered superspecial “chosen one,” her stub-
born, no-holds-barred personality holds a prickly charm. Titus 
is still deliciously anguished and adoring, shouldering every 
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responsibility and protective to a fault. Even if the remaining 
characters function mainly to admire and support these two 
protagonists, each is also given a moment to shine. The plot 
surges forward relentlessly through its tumultuous course, navi-
gating the occasional revelatory twists and tender, impassioned 
eddies, until it finally crests in a confrontation that manages to 
be simultaneously gloriously over-the-top and oddly mundane—
an assessment that might be applied to the trilogy as a whole.

Delivers on all the grand epic sweep, lush prose, and 
overwrought emotion promised by the first two volumes; 
if that’s the sort of thing you like, this is the sort of book 
you’ll love. (Fantasy. 12 & up)

CRYSTAL CADETS
Toole, Anne
Illus. by O’Neill, Katie
Roar Comics/Lion Forge (112 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-1-63140-431-3 
Series: Crystal Cadets, 1 

On her birthday, a teenager learns 
that she is one of the Crystal Cadets, a 
textbook group of young, magic-wield-
ing heroines charged with saving the 

world from vague, clichéd darkness.
This series opener introduces Zoe to the other Crystal 

Cadets: Jasmine, Olivia, Gwen, Liz, Milena, and a sixth, who 
is used as a plot twist. They ride fabulous creatures like winged 
horses and giant butterflies and use magical tools to fight off 
creepy people with black eyes. Zoe seems only momentarily 
fazed to find her parents evidently possessed before being 
whisked away. Glib dialogue makes the book feel trite and 
superficial. “Nonny, nonny boo boo. You can’t catch me!” sings 
a young cadet as she faces off against what looks like a toothed 
shadow. Attempts at puns create cringe-worthy moments: 

“Looks like the crystal’s out of the bag!” The story was originally 
published as a digital comic series, and Toole’s writing offers 
mostly choppy transitions and is further hampered by poor 
worldbuilding, logic, and back story. In what feels like a half-
hearted stab at grounding the story, Olivia explains, “The dark-
ness has been around forever. It feeds on bad stuff, like fear and 
greed and bad manners.” If both story and illustrations remind 
readers of Sailor Moon, that is about par for the course. O’Neill’s 
depictions are fair and in the vein of manga comics, though at 
times they look depthless.

Skip and pass. (Graphic fantasy. 10-12)

THE GIRL WHO BURIED HER 
DREAMS IN A CAN
Trent, Tererai
Illus. by Gilchrist, Jan Spivey
Viking (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-670-01654-9  

The dream of education comes true 
for a girl from Zimbabwe.

Born in what was then Rhodesia, she’s given a Shona name 
meaning “listen to the word of the spirit.” She grows up work-
ing hard at her chores and tending cattle but yearns to attend 
school with her brother. He agrees to teach her in secret and 
does it “the Shona way, through song.” She is finally admitted 
to the local school even as war forces the men in the village to 
travel to work. They bring back transistor radios, however, and 
listening to the radio leads to a further dream—visiting other 
countries. The girl grows into a wife and mother and shares her 
thoughts with an American woman visiting the village, who 
encourages her path. But first, according to local belief, she 
must write down her dreams on a piece of paper and bury it, 
including one that will enrich her home. Trent relates her own 
story of great achievements in the third person, filling it with 
dialogue meant to inspire young readers with her love for learn-
ing and mission to provide educational opportunities for girls. 
Gilchrist’s soft-toned watercolor art provides a positive picture 
of a southern African village.

An inspirational look at one woman’s journey from 
ambition and vision to the reality of schooling and schools. 
(author’s note, afterword, color photographs) (Picture book/
biography. 5-8)

THE SEA TIGER
Turnbull, Victoria
Illus. by the author
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7636-7986-6  

Turnbull’s debut plumbs the depths 
of a friendship between a confident Sea 
Tiger and a quiet merboy.

On the opening page, a stream of little fish swims into the 
wide maw of the Sea Tiger, standing on an ocean rock like the 
Lion King. Narrating this tale in a larger-than-life voice, its sen-
tences command attention. “I am Oscar’s best friend. We do 
everything together. / Where I lead, Oscar follows.” The merboy, 
a diminutive creature with soft eyes, is entranced by his giant 
striped friend. The two begin a magical adventure through the 
shadowy seas. Swinging on a clamshell trapeze and riding a sea-
horse carousel, anything is possible for these creatures. On page 
after page, the illustrations capture the essence of friendship. 
With a subtle palette of hazy greens and blues, Turnbull creates 
a haunting underworld of turtles, octopuses, jellyfish, and shells. 
The architectural use of black space shines a spotlight on the 
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pair, with energy on some pages and quietness on others. Col-
ored pencils capture the movement of the waters with the tiny, 
swaying tufts of the tiger’s pelt. With a twist near the end, read-
ers are encouraged to consider love through separation.

A sweetly imaginative story about friendship whose 
message will linger. (Picture book. 3-7)

SNOW
Usher, Sam
Illus. by the author
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-0-7636-7958-3  

With untouched snow outside, all a 
boy wants to do is to go to the park, but 
there is an obstacle.

While the boy gets ready, desperate 
to be the first child out in the snow, Granddad is reading in bed. 
He finally rises, but another child got there before him—and 
then a whole mob of them. Granddad insists on scarves and 
hats while putting on his own vest and tie. After all, decorum 
is important in this British import. While the child grows 
glum, bitterly remarking that even “all the cats and dogs were 
out there,” Granddad has the wit to observe that “the whole 
zoo was probably out there.” Little do they know that there 
is a menagerie having a snowball fight in a perfectly ordinary 
park. An elephant, a giraffe, and a walrus are among the par-
ticipants, but the monkey and the penguin look familiar. Were 
they in the house? Usher uses large expanses of white space that 
increasingly show the traffic in the snow. His quirky ink-and-
watercolor drawings are full of cavorting children and animals. 
A double-page spread depicting a calm elephant in a stocking 
hat, a girl and a frisky monkey perched on his tusks, is particu-
larly amusing. Granddad looks wary, but he soon flings snow-
balls with the rest.

With toys coming to life, all the fun in the snow, and the 
lovely child-grandparent relationship, this is a welcome 
addition to the winter bookshelf. (Picture book. 3-6)

COCO AND THE LITTLE 
BLACK DRESS
van Haeringen, Annemarie
Illus. by the author
NorthSouth (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 1, 2015
978-0-7358-4239-7  

A picture-book look at one of fash-
ion’s most iconic designers.

First published in the Netherlands in 2013, this playful 
sketch of Coco Chanel treats pre-readers to a revealing glimpse 
of the designer’s early life. Born to humble origins, Coco grows 
up in an orphanage, sent there by her father when her mother 
died prematurely. There, under the strict tutelage of nuns, Coco 

learns needlework even before reaching her teens. Young Coco 
soon finds that her talents as a seamstress and singer gain her 
entree into high society, where, van Haeringen suggests, observ-
ing the rich inspires her. “So this is what rich people do!” Coco 
notes: “They go to parties, to the races, and to the beach. But 
look at their clothes...those hats!” Coco’s response is to create 
jodhpurs for women, and she makes her first splash into fash-
ion by designing hats. As her passion for creating fine clothing 
turns into a vocation, Chanel loosens the stays of the Edward-
ian corset and aims for more practical designs, like crushable 
hats and the eponymous—now ubiquitous—little black dress. 
Van Haeringen’s spare mixed-media illustrations throughout 
this tiny tribute are as alluring as her subject’s timeless designs, 
capturing the eye with fine pen and ink detail, stark colors, 
warm watercolor shading, and Bemelmans-like playfulness.

With no notes or sources of any kind, the book is unsuit-
able as biography, but as a picture book, it is utterly endear-
ing. (Picture book. 4-8)

B IS FOR BEAR 
A Natural Alphabet
Viano, Hannah
Illus. by the author
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-63217-039-2  

Viano interprets the letters with dra-
matic paper cuttings in a sophisticated, 
artistic style.

Each page is bordered in black with stylized images that 
resemble poster art of the early 1900s, but they are crafted with 
a contemporary graphic style with striking results. The words 
chosen for the letters all relate to nature, as the subtitle sug-
gests. Most of them will be familiar to young readers such as 

“dandelion,” “fawn,” “grass,” “lightning bug,” and “violet.” Pleas-
ingly, K is for “kids,” underscoring the importance of the out-
doors to child development. Viano’s liberal approach makes the 
typically difficult letters relatively easy: there is “Queen Anne’s 
lace,” “underground,” and “lynx” (for X). The top of each page 
cites a capital and lowercase letter, with the key word opposite 
and descriptive sentences running across the bottom that often 
offer tantalizing facts. “This NEST belongs to paper wasps 
and is made from a mixture of chewed-up wood and spit.” The 
images are similar to Nikki McClure’s, made by cutting black 
paper and then coloring the resulting negative space digitally. 
The swirling school of herring is simply astounding. While 
adults are more likely to appreciate the artwork than children, 
the elegance of the images will leave an imprint with even very 
young listeners.

Rate this book with an A and an O for awesome and out-
standing. (Alphabet book. 3-8)
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A BLIND GUIDE TO STINKVILLE
Vrabel, Beth
Sky Pony Press (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-1-63450-157-6  

When Alice and her family move 
to Sinkville, South Carolina, the town’s 
nickname of Stinkville feels particularly 
apt.

In Seattle, everyone accepted 12-year-
old Alice’s albinism and blindness. Her 

best friend guided her through school, and her mother told 
her stories. In Stinkville, she doesn’t know anyone, her brother 
won’t guide her, and her mother’s depression worsens. As if that 
weren’t enough, her parents want her to attend the Addison 
School for the Blind. With trepidation and humor, Alice decides 
to “advocate for [herself]” and enter the Sinkville Success Sto-
ries essay contest. Her research leads her, white cane and (decid-
edly nonservice) dog in tow, to make friends with the townsfolk 
and peace with her visual impairment and family upheaval. 
Some subplots feel contrived, and some characters are stock—
the kindly waitress who knows everyone’s orders, the whittling 
old man, the bully who hides her own vulnerability—but their 
effect is cozy. Most commendable is Vrabel’s focus on compro-
mise and culture shock. Disorientation encompasses not only 
place and attitude, but also the rarely explored ambivalence of 
being disabled on a spectrum. Alice’s insistence that she’s “not 
that blind” rings true with both stubbornness and confusion as 
she avails herself of some tools while not needing others, in con-
trast to typically unambiguous portrayals.

Readers who worry about fitting in—wherever that 
may be—will relate to Alice’s journey toward compromise 
and independence. (Fiction. 9-12)

PULL
Waltman, Kevin
Cinco Puntos (216 pp.) 
$16.95  |  $11.95 paper  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-941026-26-7
978-1-941026-27-4 paper 
Series: D-Bow’s High School Hoops, 3 

It’s junior year, and Division I schools 
are lining up to stake their claims to Indi-
anapolis b-ball phenom Derrick Bowen.

D-Bow is certainly older and a little 
bit wiser than in his first two outings, Next (2013) and Slump (2014). 
He begins this year without irrepressible teammate Moose, now 
graduated, and beautiful and brilliant Jasmine is growing ever 
distant, eyes on her prize. Best friend Wes, too, is pulling away, 
hanging with bangers and blazing up, and little brother Jayson 
is withdrawing. On the bright side, there’s the fiine Lia Stone, in 
whom D-Bow might find a balanced relationship. Readers who 
have followed D-Bow through his first two years at Marion East 
will find themselves slipping effortlessly back into his life, his 

candid, present-tense narration comfortably familiar. Punctuat-
ing the now-typical rhythms of his basketball season—tension 
with gruff coach Bolden, the realignment of the starting five 
with the new year, D-Bow’s increasing responsibilities as a team 
leader, and, of course, lovingly described hoops action—are 
the letters and phone calls from college coaches eager to sign 
D-Bow’s unquestioned talent. Though Waltman has given his 
protagonist enormous advantages, he doesn’t make life easy on 
him; D-Bow’s success is not assured, and both he and readers 
finish the year genuinely wondering if high-level college ball is 
really in his future.

Waltman continues to keep it both real and fresh for 
D-Bow. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE STORY OF DIVA AND FLEA
Willems, Mo
Illus. by DiTerlizzi, Tony
Hyperion (80 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Oct. 13, 2015
978-1-4847-2284-8  

A large cat and a small dog strike up 
an unlikely friendship in this early chap-
ter book.

Set in Paris—a setting charmingly 
brought to life in DiTerlizzi’s illustrations—the book intro-
duces readers to Flea and Diva. Flea is a large cat who is also a 
flâneur: “someone (or somecat) who wanders the streets...of the 
city just to see what there is to see.” Flea’s flâneur-ing is how he 
chances to discover Diva, a very small dog who guards the court-
yard of the grand apartment building where she lives. At first 
Diva is afraid of Flea (as she is most things) and yelps and runs 
away. This makes Flea laugh, and he visits the courtyard daily. 
Eventually Diva strikes up the courage to ask Flea if he enjoys 
hurting her feelings, and Flea feels ashamed. The two become 
friends. Clever plot twists are woven into the storyline, as is the 
occasional French word, including the chapter headings. Wil-
lems’ adroit storytelling is on display as Flea encourages Diva 
to try flâneur-ing herself and helps her overcome her fear of feet, 
while Diva encourages Flea to try indoor living complete with 
regular Breck-Fest—a novelty in Flea’s scavenging street life—
and helps him overcome his fear of brooms.

The message—about the value of trying new experi-
ences and learning to trust—lies lightly on this lively tale. 
(author’s note, illustrator’s note) (Animal fantasy. 6-8)
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BOTTLE CAP BOYS
Dancing on Royal Street
Williams-Garcia, Rita
Illus. by Ward, Damian
Marimba Books (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Oct. 15, 2015
978-1-60349-030-6  

The tale of two brothers who have 
a tip-top, tapping time on the streets of 

New Orleans.
Rudy, wearing a green-sleeved T-shirt, and his brother Randy, 

wearing purple, meet on Royal Street, press bottle caps into the 
bottoms of their white tennis shoes, and the duel commences. 
They tap dance for audiences large and small, the rhyming text 
echoing the rhythms of their movement. To help readers keep 
track of the back-and-forth dialogue, each boy’s words are set 
in type that matches his shirt color. The text makes clear the 
goal of this duel: “who dances best / Eats good tonight.” Beig-
nets, pralines, red beans, jambalaya, and “po’boys for poor boys” 
will constitute their feast, and they plan to save a seat on the 
trolley for Mama. Williams-Garcia tells an important story of 
how many industrious African-American boys in New Orleans 
make money entertaining tourists, but readers who expect the 
brilliance of One Crazy Summer (2010) and its sequels will find 
this picture book a disappointment. Lackluster illustrations 
that flatten out rather than enhance the racial and ethnic diver-
sity of the spectators detract further from the book’s appeal. 
Williams-Garcia ends with a note about her experiences with 
New Orleans bottle-cap boys and provides a culinary glossary 
for those unfamiliar with Creole and Cajun cuisine.

An important story that just doesn’t quite come 
together. (Picture book. 3-6)

BEEN THERE, DONE THAT
Writing Stories from Real 
Life
Winchell, Mike-—Ed.
Illus. by Ceulemans, Eglantine
Grosset & Dunlap (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Nov. 3, 2015
978-0-448-48672-7  

Twenty writers share how they drew 
upon personal experiences to write short 
fiction.

Gary D. Schmidt kicks off the collection with a fine story 
based on a summer-camp job in which his fictional character 
falls in love and deals with some scary peer pressure. Claire 
Legrand transmutes a personal experience into an eerie dysto-
pian tale with a tone akin to that of “The Lottery.” Julia Alvarez’s 

“My First True Frenemy” combines the politics of the Domini-
can Republic, immigration to the United States, and the diffi-
culties of forging a friendship. A brief “What Really Happened” 
section precedes each story so that readers can compare the 
real-life experiences with the fictional renderings. Stories are 

arranged by theme—peer pressure; regret, guilt, and sadness; 
being surprised by what some people do; putting others first; 
asking questions about the world around you; and dealing with 
change. The stories are purposive, out to show the connections 
between personal experience and fiction, so there’s a same-
ness in the first-person point of view and the reminiscent tone, 
though variety is provided by stories in a graphic novel format, 
monologues, and verse. Though no single story is a knockout, 
the collection is consistently strong and useful. What Rebecca 
Stern and Brad Wolfe did for personal essays in Breakfast on 
Mars (2013), Winchell delivers for teachers of short fiction.

A fine collection and a boon to writing teachers every-
where. (Anthology. 10-16)

CLASS DISMISSED
Woodrow, Allan
Scholastic (272 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $16.99 e-book  |  Oct. 27, 2015
978-0-545-80071-6
978-0-545-80073-0 e-book  

When a fed-up teacher unexpect-
edly resigns, her unruly fifth-grade class 
decides not to tell anyone.

Woodrow’s agile classroom comedy 
has much in common with the kind of 

sports story during which the bumbling players come together 
to win the big game. Similarly, this novel is about a group of dis-
parate children who learn how to cooperate as a team, making 
friends and honing their talents to achieve victory. The story is 
narrated in alternating first-person voices by five classmates: 
Kyle, the bully; Samantha, the critical rich-girl fashionista; Eric, 
the so-quiet-he’s-practically-invisible writer/wallflower; Mag-
gie, the bossy brain; and Adam, the well-meaning kid who is 
always in trouble. The children think their teacher’s absence 
will be a blast, but there are many problems to solve, the most 
challenging being the creation, rehearsal, and performance of 
an original play about the American Revolution for after-school 
activity night. The play, a comic set piece that neatly caps the 
action, is this book’s big game, and besides being funny and 
delightful, it showcases the group’s new grasp of teamwork and 
also demonstrates how each child has grown individually. The 
story is a little slow to get going, and inexperienced readers may 
find it difficult to distinguish among the narrative voices, but 
the premise can’t miss.

Aimed equally at boys and girls, this engaging comedy 
offers some life lessons with a giggle. (Fiction. 8-12)

Woodrow’s agile classroom comedy has much in common 
with the kind of sports story during which the bumbling 

players come together to win the big game.
class dismissed
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THE WHISPER 
Zagarenski, Pamela
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Oct. 6, 2015
978-0-544-41686-4  

A “magical book” on loan from her 
teacher loses its words on the trip home, 
so a little girl spins her own stories for 

each enchanting picture.
Seeing the letters tumble from the binding, a fox encourages 

her, whispering, “Remember: beginnings, middles, and ends of 
stories can always be changed and imagined differently.” Read-
ers join in, captivated by a series of spellbinding illustrations 
whose strangeness, recurring imagery (crowns, rabbits, wheels, 
bees, honeycombs, stars, suns, moons, teacups), expansiveness, 
and downright beauty beg for unbridled storytelling. The little 
girl sits crouched in the lower corner of each page, chin in hand, 
her eyes scanning the very same spreads that dazzle readers. A 
conversation emerges, in which the girl and readers volley nar-
ration, with increasing confidence and intensifying specificity. 
The girl submits, “As instructed, we arrived at exactly 3:33. One 
four-leaf clover and a large pot of hot, steeping tea had been 
purposely placed  near the entrance of the woods,” and then 
trails off with ellipses....Readers’ cerebral wheels will continue 
to spin, providing a resolution of their own—perhaps aloud to a 
caregiver or maybe just inside their own heads.

Surreal, staggering mixed-media paintings make trav-
eling across such beautifully varied and bizarre storyscapes 
exhilarating. (Picture book. 4-8)

CAN YOU WHOO, TOO?
Ziefert, Harriet
Illus. by Fatus, Sophie
Blue Apple (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-1-60905-524-0  

Ziefert and Fatus explore and inter-
pret familiar animal sounds.

Squarely in the growing genre of 
bilevel informational picture books, it combines simple text 
overlaid on the humorous collage-style illustrations with more 
advanced marginal notes intended to appeal to older children 
who want in-depth information. The very young can simply 
enjoy the colorful spreads with their simple rhymes: “Horses 
neigh. Donkeys bray. Mice squeak. Eek! Eek!” and older kids 
can satisfy their natural curiosity with the relatively complex 
marginal text. A wide range of animals from barnyard to jungle 
is illustrated, from cows through owls, whales, monkeys, sheep, 
lions, pigs, deer, geese, horses, and snakes. And be ready for 
surprises....How many readers knew that moose honk, just 
like geese? The marginal notes encourage readers to analyze 
the motive behind animal language, to make comparisons 
with human speech, and to think about animal and human 

body language and habits. Readers learn that snakes only make 
a sound when they’re angry, so the author asks them to think 
about noises they make when they’re angry and whether the 
angry sound is louder than a happy sound. This could spark an 
interesting discussion among preschoolers about the meaning 
of animal language and how thoughts, feelings, and desires are 
conveyed through speech, whether animal or human.

Attractive, unusual, and unexpectedly informative. 
(Informational picture book. 2-6)

SAY IT!
Zolotow, Charlotte
Illus. by Voake, Charlotte
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Sep. 8, 2015
978-0-7636-8115-9  

As a mother and daughter enjoy “a 
golden, windy autumn day,” the daughter 

urges her mother to “say it.”
Their walk in a countryside full of fall’s beauty is punctu-

ated by a series of small activities such as kicking up leaves, 
and by amiable encounters with, first, a small black kitten and, 
later, an obviously familiar big dog. Masterful imagery in the 
text includes “and the trees in the pond shivered into a million 
zigzagging streaks of color.” The mother uses some delicious 
phrases, such as, “It’s a golden, shining, splendiferous day!” 
Voake’s pen-and-ink with watercolor illustrations perfectly 
complement the mood set by Zolotow’s text, which combines 
love and camaraderie with the exhilaration of a sunny, crisp day. 
The artwork is so well-executed that simple lines clearly com-
municate such emotions as tenderness and trust on faces and in 
posture. The layout is handsome, from text placement to end-
papers. The mother’s gently teasing responses to the little girl’s 
insistent “Say it” conclude with a sweet reminder to little ones 
who are looking at the pictures and listening to their favorite 
grown-up read the book. The only disappointment for those 
who remember the original, equally endearing, illustrations by 
James Stevenson might be that the characters are again por-
trayed as decidedly of European descent.

Zolotow’s text was first published in 1980, but it still 
resonates with today’s parents and children, particularly 
as imagined by Voake. (Picture book. 3-5)

A conversation emerges, in which the girl and readers volley 
narration, with increasing confidence and intensifying specificity.

the whisper
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h a l l o w e e n 
p i c t u r e  b o o k s

A SPOOKY, SPARKLY 
HALLOWEEN
Andrews, Julie & Hamilton, Emma Walton
Illus. by Davenier, Christine
Little, Brown (32 pp.) 
$18.00  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jul. 21, 2015
978-0-316-28304-5
978-0-316-38175-8 e-book 
Series: Very Fairy Princess 

Gerry shines again in the latest entry in the Very Fairy Prin-
cess series.

Halloween is near, and the perennial dilemma of what to 
wear is especially tricky for Gerry. She must find a costume that 
works with her wings and crown, after all. Even though she has 

“a THOUSAND ideas... / ...nothing seems quite right.” Daddy 
suggests the obvious, Mommy offers encouragement, while 
brother Stewart cracks a joke. But “fairy princesses always come 
through in a pinch,” and Gerry decides to be an angel. Excited 
to get to school, Gerry meets up with her best friend, Delilah, 
who has come as a dentist because that is “what she wants to be 
when she grows up.” All goes well until rambunctious Connor 
has a ketchup mishap at lunch. Suddenly Delilah’s costume is 
ruined, and furthermore, the apparent spatter of blood “sends 
TOTALLY the wrong message about dentists!” Gerry applies 
fairy magic and comes up with a creative solution just in time 
for the Halloween parade. She makes a sacrifice for her friend 
and in turn inspires Delilah to be innovative. It’s hard not to 
warm to the irrepressible Gerry, even in her seventh picture-
book outing.

Teamwork and being true to oneself are always cel-
ebrated, but Andrews, Hamilton, and Davenier combine 
talents to produce a charming tale full of girl power that 
readers can applaud. (Picture book. 4-8)

BOO-LA-LA WITCH SPA
Berger, Samantha
Illus. by Roxas, Isabel
Dial (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 16, 2015
978-0-8037-3886-7  

It seems even witches like to treat 
themselves to a bit of TLC after the 
frenzy of Halloween.

Berger follows a pleasant young witch who “feels worn out 
and majorly blah,” so “she books herself into the fab-BOO 
Witch Spa.” The rhyming couplets relentlessly describe every 
detail, including (but not limited to) “toadstool-and-skunk can-
dles filling the air, / and paths of black rose petals, scattered with 
care.” She luxuriates in the Broom Bristle Facial, a Serpent Spit 

Spritzer, and a Scalp Scrub administered by a couple of spiders. 
Roxas has fun illustrating the action in a wide range of full-bleed 
spreads, framed pages, and vignettes. A particularly silly scene 
showcases the witch in a massage chair reading such magazines 
as Craftsmopolitan and VooDoo-y Fair. Kids will especially like 
seeing how the witch’s familiar, a black cat, enjoys the spa. But 
a little cleverness goes a long way. Without any real plot, the spa 
day begins to drag on. By the time the witch is enjoying lunch 
(Hex-Mex and Jinx-Drinks), most readers will be ready for this 
slim tale to be over. 

The excess smothers any potential oohs and aahs. (Pic-
ture book. 4-6)

MY ROTTEN FRIEND
Blake, Stephanie J.
Illus. by Epelbaum, Mariano
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-8075-5327-5  

A friendship between a girl and a zombie goes awry. The 
results are downright frightening.

Penelope is the narrator’s best friend. She is also a zombie. 
The other kids in school give Penelope a wide berth since she 
always seems eager to bite someone. Blake tells the majority of 
this unfortunate tale in awkwardly rhyming text. “She said she’s 
in the eating mood, / But she didn’t want to share my food. / 
She bit the coach. A teacher too. / Do you think they’ll be OK?” 
Penelope goes home with her friend, and then the inevitable 
happens—the narrator is bitten by her zombie pal. Soon, her 
father, the letter carrier, and a dog become part of the “zom-
bie buffet.” Readers may cringe or cackle at the page showing 
a blissful Penelope enjoying her plate of pink brains, but there 
are few places where readers can fully engage. Epelbaum ably 
adds comic touches with his slick digital cartoon illustrations, 
but even those fail to rescue this tainted tale.

While zombies appear to be the creature of this Hal-
loween season, look elsewhere for an entertaining reading 
experience. (Picture book. 4-6)

IT’S RAINING BATS & FROGS
Colby, Rebecca
Illus. by Henry, Steven
Feiwel & Friends (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-1-250-04992-6  

When gloomy weather threatens the 
Witch Parade, young Delia tries out various spells to change the 
weather.

As Delia swoops in for the Halloween event, the rain is “pos-
itively pouring buckets,” so Delia brandishes her wand declaring, 

“It’s raining, it’s pouring, / but raindrops are BORING. / Change 
the rainfall on my head. / Make it CATS and DOGS instead!” 
Though at first they enjoy the adorable animals falling from 
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the sky, the witches soon begin to grumble again. Delia sum-
mons further odd pairings from above, such as hats and clogs 
as well as bats and frogs. But nothing seems to work to keep 
everyone happy. Delia decides to cast one more spell—to return 
things to the way they were. Her chant brings back the rain, and 
the parade proceeds to the delight of all. “The floats began to 
float. The marching band learned synchronized swimming.” All 
is well, but the final page turn reveals a future weather conun-
drum. Colby’s playful spells encourage interactive participation, 
while repetition of key phrases adds a pleasing rhythm. Henry 
also gets the illustrations right, with mostly gray tones punctu-
ated by muted greens, purples, and orange to display the kindly 
coven of green-skinned gals hovering on their brooms.

Share at Halloween or use as an example of playing 
with chants and rhymes. Perhaps this title will inspire 
many magical spells. (Picture book. 4-7)

CARL’S HALLOWEEN
Day, Alexandra
Illus. by Day, Alexandra
Margaret Ferguson/Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-0-374-31082-0 
Series: Carl the Dog 

In this long-running series of nearly 
wordless picture books, young Madeleine and her beloved Rott-
weiler, Carl, set off for a Halloween evening adventure.

The book opens with Madeleine and Carl greeting trick-
or-treaters at their front door. While they offer candies to the 
costumed kids, the girl’s mother is off to the side talking on the 
phone. Then, per series formula, the mother makes a decision 
that will make most parents uneasy. “I have to go help Grandma 
for a little while. You can hand out candy to any children who 
come.” Once the mother leaves, chubby preschooler Madeleine 
begins to decorate Carl with beaded necklaces. She then finds 
a big floppy hat to wear, and off they go into the night, trick-
or-treating with abandon and even attending a Halloween party. 
Vignettes show the two enjoying themselves until it is time to 
turn toward home. With Madeleine riding on Carl’s back, they 
make it home right before the mother returns. The mother 
comments that “next year, you two will be able to go trick-or-
treating yourselves.” Although children may wish they had such 
independence to go off on their own, the reality is that this title 
may be more an example of what not to do on Halloween night 
than anything else.

All but extreme fans of the series can pass on this slim 
title. (Picture book. 3-5)

MUMMY CAT 
Ewert, Marcus
Illus. by Brown, Lisa
Clarion (48 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 21, 2015
978-0-544-34082-4  

“Deep within this maze of stone, / a 
creature wakes up, all alone.”

On this evening in Egypt, a cat that 
has been mummified and placed inside a pyramid awakens 

“for the first time in a hundred years.” Will he find what he is 
looking for? Ewert has created a compelling story that mas-
terfully melds introductory information about the ancient 
Egyptian practice of mummification, its royalty, the people’s 
reverence of cats, and a look at hieroglyphics. As the cat 
explores the tomb, he fondly remembers his owner, Hatshep-
sut, and all they did together. Brown expertly employs a mix 
of media to create illustrations in a palette of soft browns 
with pops of blue, yellow, and orange hues. Paintings on 
the pyramid’s walls depict not only the cat and the queen’s 
relationship, but also the perils of being an Egyptian ruler. 
The mummy cat wanders, lonely. “This cold, golden coffin—
is this all he gets? / Where is the girl he can never forget?” 
Readers will smile as the page turn reveals the mummy queen 
beginning to emerge from her sarcophagus. For those who 
would like to learn more, the backmatter includes succinct 
yet helpful notes on “Mummies, Cats, Queens, and Hiero-
glyphs.” A seek-and-find feature with sets of hieroglyphs 
invites further investigation as well.

Elegantly designed for young fans of ancient Egypt, this 
sweet ghost story of a pet’s love for its owner transcends 
time. (Picture book. 5-9)

DRAGON JELLY
Freedman, Claire
Illus. by Hendra, Sue & Linnet, Paul
Bloomsbury (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jul. 7, 2015
978-1-6196-3682-8
978-1-4088-4619-3 e-book  

A cuddly, lime-green monster gets ready for a bash.
“Come to Max’s Monster Party. There’s GOO-LICIOUS 

food to eat! / It’s creepy-crawly, stinky fun—don’t miss the 
SCARY treat!” A bright-eyed group of smiling monsters, some 
with rounded front teeth, one with glasses, and another with 
an eye patch, comes through the door bearing gifts. Pres-
ents are opened, the magician entertains, the bouncy castle 

“sprays out gunk,” and the monsters take part in the “stinky 
breath contest.” Then it is time to blow out the “earwax can-
dles” on the “eyeball birthday cake.” Once all the festivities 
draw to a close, not only do the attendees get to sample the 
titular dragon jelly—a “scrumptious, sizzling treat”—but each 
monster also gets a goody bag with a small, red, fire-breath-
ing dragon to take home as a pet. Freedman’s rhyming text 
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matches the rollicking party action, while Hendra and Lin-
net choose a festive, neon pastel palette set against a black 
background to make the festivities truly pop. Bouncy though 
the book is, it’s hard to imagine that the overcrowded field 
of birthday books really needs another. Without a plot, this 
benign offering, even with the charming monsters, fails to 
stand out.

After one reading, the party is over—pass. (Picture book. 
3-5)

OTTER LOVES HALLOWEEN!
Garton, Sam
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Jul. 1, 2015
978-0-06-236666-5 
Series: Otter 

Halloween is coming, and Otter is 
taking the holiday quite seriously, picking out the best pump-
kin, choosing an appropriately scary costume, and thoroughly 
decorating the house—but when trick-or-treaters come, she is 
in for an unexpected surprise.

Fans of Otter’s previous titles will certainly celebrate her 
autumn return (Otter in Space, 2015, etc.). Just like any young 
tyke who is excited about Halloween, Otter marks the date 
on the calendar, enlists her (stuffed animal) friends to help 
her prepare, and often takes things a bit far due to her abun-
dant enthusiasm. In one humorous series of vignettes, she 
decorates everything she can reach with cobwebs, including 
Otter Keeper’s leg, and dumps a whole container of glitter on 
her magical broomstick. Even when things don’t turn out the 
way she would like, her innovative resolve inspires, as when 
Giraffe wants to dress up like a fairy. “He wasn’t really taking 
Halloween seriously. Everyone knows fairies aren’t scary. So I 
added some teeth.” After practicing at being scary with Pig, 
Otter and her cuddly buddies, Giraffe and Teddy, seem ready—
until the doorbell rings. The costumed kids at the door prove 
a bit too scary for dear Otter. But wise (adult human) Otter 
Keeper chats with her and Pig, and they come up with a crafty 
solution. Garton pairs his charming story with funny details 
in the bright digital illustrations that only make a great book 
even better. 

This one’s a real treat. (Picture book. 4-8)

SEEN AND NOT HEARD
Green, Katie May
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Jul. 1, 2015
978-0-7636-7612-4  

Welcome to Shiverhawk, a big, stately 
home where all items are arranged just so, including the portraits 
of children, who are, as most people know, better seen and not 
heard—till sundown.

“When the night is whispering and the moon is high, / when 
there’s no one to see them, when there’s no one to spy, / care-
fully they creep, nice and quiet... // and the Shiverhawk children 
all run RIOT!” Dressed in finery typical of period dramas, the 
cherub-faced children descend from their poised perfection to 
gallop through the house with gusto. Most of the kids indulge 
in messy sweets in the kitchen, embellish the hallway portraits 
with “pots of treacly goo,” and boisterously bounce on the well-
appointed bed. But the DeVillechild girls with straight dark 
hair are “PERFECT ANGELS” and show up in each spread, 
calmly observing the mayhem with eerily expressionless faces. 
Once “the moon is getting tired,” the pack of young ones race 
back to their frames before sunrise, where they “stay still and 
sweet and good, / just as children should.” Green neatly bal-
ances her slightly shivery atmosphere with rollicking high jinks. 
The gray tones of the graphite and charcoal illustrations help 
set the mood of an old, neglected estate where everything is 
forgotten and dusty.

Share this slightly silly yet decidedly creepy story about 
haunted pictures in a spooky house at Halloween or any-
time. (Picture book. 5-8)

THE FUN BOOK OF 
SCARY STUFF 
Jenkins, Emily
Illus. by Yum, Hyewon
Frances Foster/Farrar, Straus & Giroux 
(32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-0-374-30000-5  

With the help of his two dogs, a boy attempts to tackle his 
fears—both imagined and real.

Opening the book is a list of four scary things: monsters, 
ghosts, witches, and trolls. At first the boy doesn’t want to 
reveal them to his dogs, a pug and a bull terrier. “Can’t tell 
you. It’s too much terror.” But the bull terrier persists, and the 
two discuss each creature’s scariness quotient. This hilarious 
back-and-forth conversation occurs in dialogue bubbles as the 
quizzical pug looks on. The boy then turns to scary “stuff that 
definitely exists,” such as his nasty cousin, the bossy crossing 
guard, big growling dogs, and swimming pools that might have 
sharks in them. The terrier breezily brushes away each fear 
until the boy mentions the dark. “Okay,” says the terrier. “Now 
that’s a little scary.” As the boy says, “Nameless evil could be 

Readers and their grown-ups will howl with laughter at the 
dry humor and the detailed illustrations that capture every 

eye roll and skeptical sideways glance.
the fun book of scary stuff
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lurking” there. The page turn reveals the boy and both dogs on 
a pitch-black spread with only eyeballs and dialogue to convey 
the heightened fear they are experiencing. The boy’s solution is 
obvious but feels absolutely perfect given the scenario. Readers 
and their grown-ups will howl with laughter at the dry humor 
and the detailed illustrations that capture every eye roll and 
skeptical sideways glance.

Jenkins and Yum perfectly portray the anxiety and 
false bravado of this delightful cast of characters who ulti-
mately find fun in the scary stuff. (Picture book. 4-8)

TRICK ARRR TREAT
A Pirate Halloween
Kimmelman, Leslie
Illus. by Monlongo, Jorge
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-8075-8061-5  

When a pack of kids decides to all dress up as pirates for 
Halloween, their imaginations almost get the best of them.

Kimmelman uses rhyming text in her latest offering with 
mixed results. Yes, pirate fans will hear plenty of pirate lingo, 
but too often the rhythm feels forced. The story is, however, 
full of action as a diverse group of boys and girls eagerly sets off 
to get as much sweet loot as they can. Notably, the pirate chief 
is an African-American girl. As the gang makes its way through 
the neighborhood, a black creature in the shadows comes on 
the scene. Charlotte Blue-Tongue, Rude Ranjeet, and Glass-
Eyed Gabby board their ship, but the shadowy figure gets closer. 
Is it a monster or a sea serpent? Here, Monlongo shifts from a 
deep-hued spread of reds, black, and purples with a menacing, 
sharp-toothed monster ready to swallow the boat whole to the 
next full-bleed spread, which reveals a shaggy, friendly big dog 
with its pink tongue hanging out expectantly. It’s a cute reveal, 
but the payoff doesn’t seem commensurate with the buildup. 
The illustrations have a textured look but ultimately do little to 
add subtlety to the overwrought wording.

While many would welcome a pirate-themed Hallow-
een tale, this one isn’t quite shipshape. (Picture book. 4-8)

I WANT TO EAT YOUR BOOKS
Lefranc, Karin
Illus. by Parker, Tyler
Sky Pony Press (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Sep. 22, 2015
978-1-63450-172-9  

A zombie wreaks havoc in the library 
until he learns that books are to be read and shared—not eaten.

In Lefranc’s debut, she uses rhyming couplets to deliver her 
tale. Unfortunately the rhythm takes on a forced singsong qual-
ity that overpowers the often clever, humorous descriptions. 

“The zombie stops and shoots a glare, / then tilts his head to 
sniff the air. / His monstrous plan I quickly see / is to devour the 

library!” Periodically, the zombie shouts the titular refrain, “I 
WANT TO EAT YOUR BOOKS!” As the kids in school grow 
alarmed at the behavior of this unwelcome creature, one brave 
boy has the brilliant idea to offer the zombie a book about the 
brain. Why this book-eating monster would respond to the 
popular zombie-eating-brains trope goes unexamined. “I hold 
it up with shaking hand. / I hope our friend will understand. / 
He grunts and groans. Then grasps the book / and flips the page 
to take a look!” Luckily the zombie gets engaged in the con-
tents and requests, “PLEASE READ!” Although the message is 
unquestionably well-intentioned, the lackluster text and pecu-
liar logic combine with Parker’s flat, often garish illustrations 
for an underwhelming outing. 

Pass. (Picture book. 5-8)

TACKY AND THE 
HAUNTED IGLOO
Lester, Helen
Illus. by Munsinger, Lynn
HMH Books (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 21, 2015
978-0-544-33994-1 
Series: Tacky the Penguin 

While his friends busy themselves 
getting the igloo ready for Halloween, Tacky the Penguin is less 
than helpful.

Lester and Munsinger continue their popular, long-running 
series with another tale about lovable Tacky. Although the other 
penguins get a bit exasperated when he samples all of the treats 
of “yummy gummy Swedish fish, batcicles, and awful waffles,” 
they do want him to participate in the Halloween festivities. 
The penguins decide to choose costumes that reflect what 
scares them the most. Readers will either relate to or giggle at 
their choices: an insect, the dark, a monster, “a stormy outfit,” 
and bubbles. But Tacky cannot decide on what to wear, so he 
goes off to think. In the meantime, a long line of trick-or-treat-
ers arrives at the haunted igloo—everything goes wonderfully 
until there is a commotion at the door. When three huge ghosts 
swoop in, the penguins quickly learn they are their feared 
predators. The two wolves and the bear begin to tear the igloo 
apart looking for treats. If all the sweets are gone—and they are, 
thanks to Tacky—they are “gonna catch some pretty penguins / 
And we’ll grab ’em by the toe / And we’ll plop ’em in our treatsie 
bags / Hodey ho ho.” Luckily, Tacky has selected a very scary 
costume in the nick of time—one that ends up frightening the 
trio of bullies so much they run away.

Halloween has not been as shivery, silly, and satisfying 
as in this polar romp. (Picture book. 4-8)

Readers will either relate to or giggle at the penguins’ choices: 
an insect, the dark, a monster, “a stormy outfit,” and bubbles.

tacky and the haunted igloo
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THE RUNAWAY PUMPKIN
A Halloween Adventure Story
Lewis, Anne Margaret
Illus. by Zenz, Aaron
Sky Pony Press (40 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-1-63450-214-6  

When a little pumpkin tells his mother about all the adven-
tures he wants to have on Halloween, she makes loving prepara-
tions so that he will have the best time ever.

Lewis carefully crafts a tale of a watchful mother who wants 
to ensure a safe and positive experience for her little one. Riff-
ing on The Runaway Bunny, the young gourd imagines riding a 
witch’s broom, visiting a haunted house, dancing the monster 
mash at a party, joining friends in a mummy-wrap activity, enter-
ing a pumpkin contest, trick-or-treating all through town, and 
going on a hayride. His mother responds to each announcement 
with what she thinks will help him: a parachute, his “blanky,” 
favorite monster shoes, rolls of tissue, a pirate costume, and 
baked treats to share. Zenz creates flat, uncluttered cartoon 
illustrations that have a nostalgic feel that pairs well with the 
comforting cadence of the text. While not artful, they are 
cheery and bright. “ ‘Hmm...’ the little pumpkin said....‘If you 
think exploring Halloween will be so great, then you may as well 
come with me.’ / ‘Then we will explore Halloween together,’ his 
mother replied. ‘After all, you are my little pumpkin.’ ” Readers 
will have fun spotting mother pumpkin on the pages showing 
all the fun her son wants to have. 

Little ones just beginning to celebrate Halloween are 
sure to chime in on the repeated refrain, “you are my little 
pumpkin,” and be inspired to dream up all the exciting 
things they can take part in during Halloween night. (Pic-
ture book. 3-6)

FRIGHT CLUB
Long, Ethan
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-1-6196-3337-7
978-1-61963-418-3 e-book  

The members of Fright Club are in for a surprise when a 
crew of cuddly critters wants to join and participate in Opera-
tion Kiddie Scare.

On the night before Halloween, Vladimir the vampire 
attempts to coach his fellow scary creatures on “The 3 Traits 
of Highly Successful Monsters.” But there’s a knock at the 
door: an innocuous bunny politely requests to join the club. 
But Vladimir shoos the rabbit away, saying “Fright Club is for 
monsters only!” In the meantime, the club members are hope-
lessly not scary. When Vladimir responds to a second knock, 
he finds the bunny has brought her attorney, Frances Foxx, to 
plead her case. Vladimir sends them off because only monsters 
are frightening, not sweet woodland creatures. Opening the 

door to a third knock, the vampire encounters a gang of animals 
chanting, “HISS, MOAN, BOO! WE CAN SCARE TOO!”—
and proceeding to prove it. How can the monsters turn them 
down now? Long delivers an original story full of droll humor 
while also introducing the concept of questioning stereotypes 
and rules. His gray-toned cartoon illustrations are touched with 
just tinges of color (green skin, brown fur, the bunny’s cute, pink 
eyes), and he adds details sure to amuse, such as Frances’ glasses 
and briefcase and the monsters’ absurd expressions.

Long ably proves that “when it comes to scaring, the 
more the merrier.” (Picture book. 4-8)

HOT ROD HAMSTER AND THE 
HAUNTED HALLOWEEN 
PARTY!
Lord, Cynthia
Illus. by Paprocki, Greg
Scholastic (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $3.99 paper  |  Jul. 28, 2015
978-0-545-81529-1
978-0-545-81528-4 paper 
Series: Hot Rod Hamster 

This third early reader in the Hot 
Rod Hamster series (Hot Rod Hamster and the Wacky Whatever 
Race, 2014) finds the likable rodent and his crew of pals planning 
costumes for a big Halloween bash. 

Hot Rod Hamster convinces Dog to attend the upcoming 
Halloween party, but first they must acquire the perfect get-
ups in order to win either the “best” or “spookiest costume.” 
The duo, along with a few enthusiastic mice, searches for the 
perfect thing to wear. “Ghost fun. Clown fun. Star fun. Crown 
fun. / Which would you choose?” This familiar phrasing, though 
utilized in previous Hot Rod titles, is less than effective here 
in creating a rhythm, since dialogue bubbles are interspersed 
throughout the text irregularly. When the group settles on 
dressing up as a rock band, they must come together to write a 
song to sing, build a stage, and integrate a ghostly choir to add 
pizzazz to their musical debut. Guess who wins? Unfortunately 
Paprocki’s illustrations have a mass-produced cartoon quality 
that do not quite match Derek Anderson’s more painterly style, 
seen in the picture books in the series.

No doubt fans of the previous titles will appreciate the 
story of friends cooperating on such an exciting venture, 
but overall this offering falls a bit flat. (Early reader. 5-8)
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EVEN MONSTERS SAY GOOD 
NIGHT
Marts, Doreen Mulryan
Illus. by the author
Capstone Young Readers (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Aug. 1, 2015
978-1-62370-256-4  

“Avery never liked bedtime, and she liked it even less on Hal-
loween when all the monsters were out.”

Fearful that monsters may be in her closet or under her 
bed, Avery sneaks back downstairs after her mother tucks her 
in. Her mother humors her daughter by offering logical answers 
to her litany of queries. In between working on the computer 
and washing dishes, Mom states that werewolves sleep in dens, 
ghosts settle down in “big haunted mansions,” witches “go to 
bed the moment their potions are brewed,” mummies rest in 
coffins, skeletons snooze in empty closets, and vampires get 
their shut-eye during the daytime. White dialogue bubbles 
contain most of the back and forth but switch to convention-
ally set text when the explanation is placed on a page without 
the speaker. Marts’ illustrations mix cartoonlike characters 
(the monsters are particularly friendly-looking) set against tex-
tured backgrounds in appropriately moody hues of dark blues, 
purples, browns, and green. Observant readers will enjoy spot-
ting Avery’s cuddly cat in each spread—and they will be tickled 
by the gently surprising ending that proves Avery’s fears aren’t 
quite so imaginary after all.

Share this with those looking for a benign Halloween 
story or for those children who always resist bedtime. (Pic-
ture book. 3-6)

SCARECROW MAGIC
Masessa, Ed
Illus. by Myers, Matt
Orchard (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jun. 30, 2015
978-0-545-69109-3  

What happens to a scarecrow under 
the glow of a full moon? He leads a night 
of fun and frolic with other nocturnal 

creepy creatures.
Masessa creates suspense with steady rhyming text: “Hung 

from a post, a man made of straw / Moves a finger, a hand, an 
eyebrow, a jaw. // The magic is building. The ground comes alive. 
/ Troublesome creatures begin to arrive.” Readers will observe 
oddly shaped beings emerging from the soil and appearing in 
jagged silhouettes on the horizon. Fantastical ghouls of many 
types come running to join the scarecrow in his field. But a page 
turn shows him as “He jumps from his post, landing light as a 
pin. / With a zip and a swoosh, he slips out of his skin.” The dou-
ble-page spread shows the scarecrow stripped down to his skel-
etal self (but for polka-dot boxers) and gleefully jumping into 
the pond. Soon the goblins are jumping rope and bowling with 
pumpkins and gourds, and each monster hides “while skeleton 

seeks!” But soon the sun begins to rise, and the creatures must 
“blend into the shadows” or “burrow down low” while Scarecrow 
“zips up his skin” and climbs back to his post. Myers expertly 
paints highly detailed and textured illustrations to bring all the 
nighttime antics to life. Even though the various creatures look 
scary at first glance, a closer look reveals their toothy grins and 
playful behavior.

Share with kids who like their spooky stories more silly 
than scary. (Picture book. 3-6)

PEANUT BUTTER & BRAINS
A Zombie Culinary Tale
McGee, Joe
Illus. by Santoso, Charles
Abrams (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-1-4197-1247-0  

Everyone knows zombies love to eat brains. What happens 
when one has a taste for something else, instead?

“Reginald was not like the other zombies,” preferring peanut-
butter–and-jelly sandwiches to brains. Reginald tries the corner 
cafe, but no zombies are allowed there. He goes to the school 
cafeteria only to be served “a hunk of meat loaf ” that “looked 
an awful lot like brains.” Oscar’s Grocery has the ingredients 
he needs, but all he has in his pockets are worms. When all 
hope seems lost, he spots a girl with a telltale jelly stain seeping 
through her paper bag. As Reginald shambles toward her, the 
rest of the zombies follow. They want brains, Reginald wants 
the sandwich, and the townspeople want them all to go away. In 
a bold move, Reginald seizes the bag—then throws the sand-
wich “into the crowd of drooling zombies.” As he suspected, 
the zombies love the peanut butter and jelly, much more than 
brains. With their bodies no longer in danger, the townspeople 
decide to welcome the zombies and keep them supplied with 
their new favorite food. Santoso milks the faux horror for all it 
is worth with his child-friendly illustrations in pen and ink and 
watercolor—imagine heads thrown back in terrified screams. 
Readers will chuckle as Reginald is grossed out in the cafeteria 
and cheer once all the creatures in Quirkville figure out a way 
to get along.

Run, don’t shamble, to get this original zombie tale. 
(Picture book. 4-8)
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HAPPY HALLOWEEN, 
WITCH’S CAT!
Muncaster, Harriet
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Jul. 1, 2015
978-0-06-222916-8  

Muncaster follows up I Am a Witch’s Cat (2014) with another 
mother-daughter tale. 

“My mom is a witch, and I am her special witch’s cat. She 
is a good witch, and together we are just right.” With Hallow-
een coming, they go out shopping. Mother is busy purchasing 
decorations while her daughter tries to decide upon a costume. 
The pair goes to multiple stores, and in each the girl spots a 
potential outfit. Here readers can treat themselves to visual 
masterpieces crafted with various papers, textures, fabrics, 
and sculptures with the mentioned costume as the center-
piece. Turn the page, however, and the young girl is wearing 
the said costume (often but not always rendered two-dimen-
sionally) but looking disappointed with the results. Being a 
green frog is “too slimy,” a silver skeleton is “too bony,” and a 
pink ballerina is “too frilly.” Seven costumes and correspond-
ing colors in all are considered and rejected. They return home 
to eat, and just before bed—when all good ideas come—the 
girl has “the best idea of all.” The final page turn reveals the 
mother dressed as a black cat, and her daughter cavorts at the 
party wearing a witch’s hat.

This offering is more of a snack than a satisfying treat; 
all readers will focus on are the meticulously created pic-
tures full of fun things they can almost reach out and touch. 
(Picture book. 3-5)

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, MY 
BROTHER HAS A MONSTER!
Nesbitt, Kenn
Illus. by Slonim, David
Cartwheel/Scholastic (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jun. 30, 2015
978-0-545-65059-5  

A boy is horrified as his older brother 
collects increasing numbers of scary and 

creepy creatures—and brings them all in the house!
Nesbitt delivers this overlong cumulative tale in a series 

of rhyming couplets. The awestruck younger brother nar-
rates. “It happened just last Halloween, / the weirdest thing 
you’ve ever seen: / My brother went out after dark / and found 
a monster in the park.” Soon two hairy spiders, three rats, four 
toads, five black cats, and so on have invaded their house. The 
younger brother repeats, “I hope our parents don’t find out,” at 
the end of each new iteration. The text describes the mayhem 
that ensues while Slonim has fun giving the various animals 
hilarious expressions with his cartoon illustrations. Finally 
the dreaded moment comes when the parents arrive. But 
instead of gruesome unwanted visitors, there is a menagerie of 

more welcome inhabitants, including caterpillars, butterflies, 
geckos, kittens, and gerbils. The original monster that started 
the story is “a shaggy dog, just big and hairy.” The story takes 
yet another surprise twist after this one, and with few clues as 
to its internal logic, readers may find themselves scratching 
their heads.

This title could be a fit for those kids whose imagina-
tions occasionally run amok or those whose memories of 
actual events get wildly embellished. (Picture book. 5-7)

SPOOK THE HALLOWEEN CAT
Norman, Dean
Illus. by the author
Star Bright (32 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Aug. 31, 2015
978-1-59572-709-1  

On Halloween, a series of events leads to a young girl, a 
helpful man, a lost cat, a friendly witch, and an excitable dog 
crossing paths with mixed results.

Norman utilizes comic-book panels to create a story about 
being in the right place at the right (or wrong) time and being 
open to the incongruous. Wally and his dog, Beaver, are all set 
to help take care of young Karen on Halloween. Elsewhere 
in town a kindly witch named Hexabell finds a lost kitten, 
which she takes home. The witch uses a potion to grant the 
cat magical powers, and all goes well until the cat falls off dur-
ing a broom ride to be discovered by Karen, who immediately 
wants to keep it as a pet. Wally is dubious but allows Karen to 
temporarily keep the kitten, whom she calls Spook. Eventu-
ally Hexabell locates the cat and asks Wally to return her pet. 
At this point, Spook feels torn between returning to Hexabell 
and keeping the magical powers or becoming Karen’s much-
loved pet but losing the amazing new powers. Occasional 
humorous moments round out the rambling story, but it goes 
on too long and lacks a cohesive flow to keep young readers 
eagerly turning the pages. With usually three panels to a row 
and two rows to a page, the format is too uniform to generate 
any narrative momentum.

A well-meaning narrative fail. (Graphic fiction. 7-10)

Readers can treat themselves to visual masterpieces crafted 
with various papers, textures, fabrics, and sculptures with 

the mentioned costume as the centerpiece.
happy halloween, witch’s cat!
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THE LITTLE SHOP OF 
MONSTERS
Stine, R.L.
Illus. by Brown, Marc
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$17.00  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Aug. 25, 2015
978-0-316-36983-1
978-0-316-38173-4 e-book  

Two proven masters combine talents 
to produce a deliciously creepy mock-

horror picture book.
Stine, of Goosebumps fame, and Brown, of the popular 

Arthur series, challenge readers before the title page. “Pssssst...
HEY, YOU! Are you afraid of MONSTERS? Do they make 
you SHIVER and SHAKE and shut your eyes really tight at 
night? / If you think you’re brave enough, then come with me.” 
A boy and a girl look in the window of the Little Shop of Mon-
sters. The merchandise looks like an innocuous, ragtag bunch 
of rather friendly creatures, but the intrusive narrator delivers 
ominous warnings: “I hope they don’t break the glass, jump out, 
and EAT you.” Within the store, the girl looks to be the brave 
one, while the boy seems alarmed or at least wary. Caged mon-
sters with arms outstretched and mouths in smiles (or perhaps 
evil grins) greet them. Their tour through the shop finds them 
face to face with a series of goofy monsters with silly, unthreat-
ening names like Tina-Not-Ticklish. Brown uses colored pencils, 
watercolor, spray paint, and gouache in double-page spreads to 
show hulking, sometimes wild, but never terrifying monsters, 
while the text tries to convince readers that these are a fierce 
and threatening group. After all, “when you come to the Little 
Shop of Monsters, you don’t CHOOSE a monster... / A MON-
STER CHOOSES YOU!”

Readers are sure to visit this shop again and again for 
its fantastical creatures and its slightly sinister tone. (Pic-
ture book. 4-8)

GILBERT THE GHOST
van Genechten, Guido
Illus. by the author
Clavis (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Jul. 1, 2015
978-1-60537-223-5  

A little ghost unapologetically makes 
the most of being different.

From the beginning, pink-sheeted 
Gilbert stands out among all the other 

white-draped ghosts, but his parents love him no less for it. His 
peers accept him too, letting him daydream alone in his room 
at Ghost School when he wants to. But the principal is not so 
understanding, banishing him to the Abandoned Tower when 
Gilbert can summon only a weak “Ba...ba...bahoo” during “real 
ghost” class. Off Gilbert floats to the tower, where he meets a 
black cat named Meow, who wears a pink bow on his tail and 
shares Gilbert’s penchant for interior decoration. They make 

the tower into a cozy home, where they entertain all the other 
ghosts when they get tired of haunting. What with the color 
and behavior codes planted in the story and illustrations, it’s 
hard not to read this as a coming-out allegory, but the agenda 
does nothing to weigh down its sheer, goofy good-heartedness. 
Van Genechten adopts a gray palette for the ghostly scenes, Gil-
bert’s pink sheet noticeably standing out; Gilbert and Meow’s 
tower home features green-and-pink curtains and porcelain 
tea things, all lit with a rosy glow. Children will wonder why 
Gilbert’s loving parents don’t stick up for him, but they’ll also 
applaud the way Gilbert calmly makes his own way.

“Different” never looked so appealing. (Picture book. 3-5)

THERE WAS AN OLD MUMMY 
WHO SWALLOWED A SPIDER
Ward, Jennifer
Illus. by Gray, Steve
Two Lions (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 21, 2015
978-1-4778-2637-9  

Ward and Gray exchange the little old lady for an old 
mummy, and the book gets pleasantly goofy from there.

Cartoon illustrations with Technicolor clarity follow a 
round-eyed mummy as he traipses from the cemetery to a 
haunted house. Along the way he swallows a spider, rat, crow, 
bone, brew, witch, and a ghost. Obviously the narrator doesn’t 

“know why he swallowed the spider,” but the rhyme always ends 
with an odd “Open wider!” Even though the transitions from 
item to consumed item seem a bit arbitrary, young readers will 
focus on the comic details and opportunity to chime in with 
the familiar song. Fortunately for sensitive children, all the 
live creatures that end up in the mummy’s tummy appear to be 
getting along well enough. Just remember: “There was an old 
mummy— / this story is true. / You’d better look out, / or he’ll 
swallow... // YOU, too! / BOO!”

For preschoolers who want a Halloween book that is 
more silly than scary. (Picture book. 4-6)

BRAVE AS CAN BE
A Book of Courage
Witek, Jo
Illus. by Roussey, Christine
Abrams (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Sep. 15, 2015
978-1-4197-1923-3  

Throughout the large, sturdy, die-
cut pages, a little girl talks about her fears and how she copes 
with them.

Following In My Heart (2015), Witek and Roussey have 
again produced text and art that deal with children’s emotions 
without sentiment, condescension, or oversimplification—and 
with humor. The pen-drawn girl gazes at a greenish mound that 
spills over the gutter to where she stands on the verso as she 

Brown shows hulking, sometimes wild, but never terrifying 
monsters, while the text tries to convince readers that these 

are a fierce and threatening group.
the little shop of monsters
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confesses, “When I was little, I was afraid of everything! Little 
creaks and squeaks and booming thunderclaps. Teeny creepy-
crawlies and monstrous, pointy fangs. I had a pile of fears as 
big as a mountain.” The next double-page spread, sporting a 
comical, blue-furred, monster-ish being, describes the icy feel-
ing that often accompanies fear; its yawning mouth is a circular 
cutout that leads to the next spread. On it, the girl mentions 
fear of the dark, this time also explaining what helps her: “a 
bright night-light and my superpowered pajamas, which are 
100 percent danger-proof.” On each successive double-page 
spread, the girl describes one fear and then explains her cop-
ing mechanism, always aided by enormously amusing art, plus 
the bonus of punched-out holes. There’s even a child-friendly 
version of the imagine-your-audience-nude advice sometimes 
given to timorous adults, as the girl imagines her angry teacher 
as an owl: “Imagining her feathers makes me feel brave.” The 
book also affirms the fact that sometimes it’s fun to scare and 
be scared, as at Halloween.

Thoroughly entertaining and probably useful. (Picture 
book. 3-7)
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Shelf Space

Garrison Keilor first opened his St. Paul, Minnesota, 
bookstore, Common Good Books, in 2006. It’s already out-
grown its original quarters. The new, larger, sunnier location 
can serve even more book lovers, many of whom hope to catch 
a glimpse of Lake Wobegon’s most famous resident. Here we 
talk with CGB’s manager, David Enyeart, about Midwestern 
credos, John Cage, and a Weimaraner named Heddy. 

What is Common Good Books 
famous for?
We’re probably most famous for our own-
er, Garrison Keillor, host of the radio 
show A Prairie Home Companion. It’s a 
rare week that we don’t get a visit from a 
fan of the show who is making a pilgrim-
age of sorts to our store. 

If Common Good Books were a religion, what 
would be its icons and tenets?
I think we’d be a weird sort of maximalist Shaker sect. We’re 
rather restrained in many ways. There’s no music playing 
in the store, for example. We don’t sell a lot of cuddly toys, 
and the chairs look more comfortable than they actually 
are. What’s decidedly un-Shaker, though, is the profusion of 
books. They’re everywhere—stacked high on every flat sur-
face except the floor. They’re falling into the aisles.

Which was your favorite event and why?
The most striking event I’ve arranged was also the quietest. 
In March 2013, we hosted a reading by Terry Tempest Wil-
liams. Before the event, she met with St. Paul composer Steve 
Heitzeg. (Steve and his Weimaraner, Heddy, are regulars in 
the store, too.) Steve had set one of Williams’ poems “Wild 
Mercy” to music and was performing the piece before the 
reading. They got to talking about one of the passages in Wil-

liams’ book When Women 
Were Birds, which discuss-
es John Cage’s piece “Four 
Minutes Thirty-three Sec-
onds.” The work was writ-
ten in 1952, and the score 
instructs the performer not 
to play during the entire 
length of the piece. 

The event began with Steve Heitzeg’s piece. “Wild Mer-
cy” is scored for soprano, Yupik frame drum, and two Belu-
ga whale jawbones harvested from a stranded whale, which 
were on loan from the National Oceanic Atmospheric Ad-
ministration and the National Marine Fisheries Service. 
(You need special permission to use parts of endangered 
animals in a public performance.) Then Terry Tempest Wil-
liams talked about When Women Were Birds and its themes of 
erasure and silence. It was a crazy evening, full of music and 
words, but the part that’s stayed with me the longest is the 
silence. I treasure the reminder of what can happen when 
you say “yes” and listen.

What is your ideal busman’s holiday?
Last summer, I spent a few days in a fire lookout in western Mon-
tana. It’s way off the beaten path, with no electricity or phone. 
There are only views. I read two books in a single day—a trick 
I haven’t managed again since then—and they were very fitting 
to the setting. The first was All the Wrong Places, Philip Con-
nors’ beautiful, heartbreaking memoir about his brother’s sui-
cide. That episode drove Connors to leave his life in New York 
to spend his summers working in a fire lookout in New Mexico. 
The later part of his life is the subject of his first book, Fire Season, 
which I reread immediately after All the Wrong Places. The time 
and the quiet to read so much are the best vacation.

Karen Schechner is the senior Indie editor.
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EAT IT LATER
Mastering Self Control & the 
Slimming Power 
of Postponement 
Alvear, Michael
Woodpecker Media  
Jun. 1, 2015  

A weight-loss guide that relies on the 
power of delayed gratification to reach 
one’s goals.

Many diet books rely on strictly counting calories, cutting 
out certain categories of foods, and/or punishing amounts of 
exercise. In other words, they require that readers remain vigi-
lant at all times in the war against fat. The only problem with 
this approach, argues Alvear, is that all that energy erodes one’s 
willpower, sabotaging one’s efforts. If such diets don’t work, 
though, how is one to lose weight? Alvear’s answer is not merely 
another diet, but a threefold “eating strategy” that has its roots 
in addiction recovery: “habituation,” “systematic desensitiza-
tion,” and “If-Then Implementation Planning.” The underlying 
idea of taking everything in moderation isn’t new; however, this 
action plan considers the fact that eating is a particularly thorny 
mental activity. Obviously, people eat because they’re hungry, 
but they also eat because they’re bored, because they’re sad, 
angry, or happy, or because a box of cookies is singing a siren 
song. Alvear’s plan tackles these reasons for eating without cut-
ting out unhealthy foods: “You are going to change how much you 
eat, not what you eat,” he writes. Systematic desensitization, he 
says, is the process of making such tiny changes—such as going 
from eating 16 cookies in a sitting to 14—that one’s body barely 
notices the change. Habituation, he writes, is the acclimation 
of the body to those new changes, and If-Then Implementa-
tion Planning takes the “temperature” of one’s cravings: if the 
craving is intense, eat the food; if low, delay until later. The psy-
chological terminology may seem confusing in summary, but 
Alvear’s writing style and the structure of his book make for an 
easy read and, more importantly, easy use in daily life. However, 
as he warns, ease of understanding does not necessarily make 
for effortless results. Although readers won’t suffer from hunger 
pangs or other gastronomic deprivation, they will need to be 
patient and committed to the system. Overall, the book meets 
its ultimate goal of promoting psychological, emotional, and 
physical health. 

A wellness strategy that’s more about changing the way 
one thinks about food than about controlling every morsel 
that passes one’s lips.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THE GHOST PRINCESS
Walsh, M.
CreateSpace (324 pp.)
$11.95 paper  |  Apr. 14, 2015
978-1-5088-7319-8
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TRUTH EVOLVES
Arand, Dustin
CreateSpace (274 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Apr. 11, 2015
978-1-5088-8381-4  

Arand discusses the relative nature 
of truth in this work of nonfiction.

Though many people think of truth 
as something that is fixed, objective, and 
eternal, Arand argues that it is anything 
but. Rather, he posits that truth is an 
evolving set of circumstances tied to and 

affected by the myriad variables of our mercurial human con-
dition as well as biological and cultural evolution. “I propose 
a view that defines the meaning of a belief as a commitment 
to behave—to think, feel, or act—in certain ways with respect 
to certain objects or events,” he writes. “Consequently, mean-
ing cannot be understood as something fixed by metaphysical 
properties like essences or ends. Rather, meaning is more or 
less elastic depending on the relative variance or invariance of 
the environmental backdrop against which this evolution has 
occurred.” The work is divided into two sections: the descrip-
tive “What Can We Know?” and the prescriptive “How Should 
We Live?” The former deals with the evolving nature of truth, 
and the latter, with its implications for human morality, liberty, 
and responsibility. Central to Arand’s description of truth is 
the concept of “corrigibility,” which he defines as the capability 
of an institution—political, economic, academic, professional, 
etc.—to adapt itself “to the changing demands of the environ-
mental conditions that constitute [its] raison d’être.” Arand 
coins a few other concepts—e.g., “essentialism,” “telism”—to 
describe his ideas, but for the most part he eschews jargon, 
writing in simple, accessible prose that even epistemologi-
cal novices should be able to follow. He bolsters his argument 
with examples from the history of religion, philosophy, poli-
tics, and art, always explaining these references and sometimes 
supplementing his points with graphics and reprinted artwork. 
Though his ideas may not be shattering for the well-read, they 
are presented in a way that makes them digestible while dem-
onstrating their meaningful application in the real world.

An accessible, enlightening rumination on the nature 
of truth.

THE SECRET REBELLION
Baggen, Martin
eBookIt.com (189 pp.) 
$2.99 e-book  |  Oct. 5, 2013  

A thoroughly innovative reworking 
of “the greatest story ever told.”

Readers have heard tales from the 
life of Jesus so many times, in the Bible 
and a bevy of other ancient texts, it’s a 
wonder that anyone has anything left 
to say about it. Yet nothing can stop 

Stories of robots and artificial in-
telligence have seen a resurgence in 
recent months. The films Terminator 
Genisys and Robot Overlords, for exam-
ple, promise terrifying tales of robotic 
takeover, as did last year’s tradition-
ally published story collection Robot 
Uprisings, edited by Daniel H. Wilson 
and John Joseph Adams. Other mov-
ies, such as Ex Machina and Transcen-
dence, have recently explored other 

possible consequences of creating AI’s. Indie authors, 
too, are telling stories of artificial beings—and some ask 
sharp questions.

A few delve into artificial intel-
ligence’s potential to change lives. 
In Spencer Wolf ’s After Mind, a de-
ceased 12-year-old boy’s mind lives on 
in a computer program. Kirkus called 
it a “rewarding tesseract” for “fans of 
dense, hard science fiction, artificial 
intelligence, and futurist literature.” 
Mark Duncan’s lighter Bringing Up 
Mike tells a story of an amiable AI 
with a love of classic TV that helps a 
high schooler evade a mobster. (Kirkus’ reviewer recom-
mended it as “[w]arm, human sci-fi for the YA set.”)

The sci-fi play “Reset,” in Isham Cook’s The Exact 
Unknown and Other Tales of Modern China (which Kirkus 
called a “surreal compilation of tales about sex, love, and 
money in the Far East”), goes in a very different direc-
tion. It uses a graphic tale of Chinese “sexbots” to exam-
ine different facets of human relationships: “Jealousy can 
arise even with a luvbot, I always tell my customers,” says 
one character. 

Physicist Louis A. Del Monte, in 
the nonfiction work The Artificial In-
telligence Revolution, asks a question of-
ten addressed in fiction: will machines 
ever become self-aware? If so, should 
we think of them as “a new life-form” 
with “ ‘machine rights’ similar to hu-
man rights”? The book is a “clearly 
argued—if sometimes overstated—
prophecy about the rise of robots and 
cyborgs,” according to Kirkus. Time 
will tell.—D.R.

David Rapp is an Indie editor.  

indiebots
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modern authors—from Norman Mailer to Anne Rice to José 
Saramago to Philip Pullman—from returning to this fertile 
story. In Baggen’s debut, readers get yet another take on Christ’s 
life, yet this one feels truly original. In brief, it reimagines the 
familiar New Testament narrative as a sort of political thriller 
in which Jesus—or Yeshua, as he’s called here—is less the Son 
of God than a charismatic insurgent. (Think Dan Brown with 
more than a hint of Vince Flynn.) Working by Yeshua’s side, or 
sometimes behind his back, are Yohannan (John the Baptist), 
Yehudah (Judah), Miriam, Nicodemus, and a handful of other 
disciples and allies. Baggen tells his story not only through Yesh-
ua’s eyes but also from supporting characters’ perspectives—an 
excellent narrative decision that lends the novel complexity 
and depth. Furthermore, and much to his credit, the author 
offers historical details that make Jesus’ story both more and 
less unique, noting that Jesus was just one of many messianic 
figures wandering Palestine; that there were other new religious 
movements, such as the Essenes and Gnostics, competing with 
early Christianity; and that many other upstarts’ lives came to 
an end on a cross. Perhaps the story’s only real weakness is that 
it sometimes pales in comparison to the original, with which 
it tacitly competes. The Bible’s style is striking in its austerity, 
simplicity, and accessibility, and Baggen’s prose, by contrast, is 
occasionally wordier than it should be. That said, this rookie 
effort stands sturdily on its own.

A Gospel retread but one that’s provocative, tense, and 
exciting.

SIGNAL FIRES
Baldwin, Sy Margaret
Word Project Press (122 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  Oct. 31, 2014
978-0-9890682-4-6  

Baldwin’s debut poetry collection 
blooms delicately, with occasional 
shock flares.

The author splits the book into four 
numbered sections, grouping her poems 
loosely into reflections on childhood, 

adult life, places she’s visited, and world events. However, the 
sections never close their borders to a variety of other subjects. 
The purest lyrics pull on the taut, gem-encrusted strings of 
early awareness: the young self at the beach, keenly observed 
life in a pond, and the linkages that bind people each to each 
and threaten to snap. She dedicates the book to her elder sister, 
so it seems fitting that she notes her sister’s tenuous position 

“lying among the snares / of insectivorous plants, the strange / 
and rare sundews” in the meadow of girlhood. “Surely the clear 
cold eye / of the spring will still connect us,” the speaker insists, 
knowing that she must leave her sister be, and must give her 
over, in her growing pains, to the nurturing plant-scape of soli-
tude. Along with this ultra-close focus on reassuring natural 
patterns, the book also reaches into the dark. A haunting poem 
called “The Teacup,” for example, depicts a domestic change: a 
woman accidentally sweeps her cup off the table, and the birds 

outside the room sound an alarm: they “twitched in and out of 
the rose trellis / flicking their loosely-hinged tails. / The room 
became shadowy. / The ghost of her mind began crying.” The 
scene evokes Lewis Carroll’s Alice at a strange tea party, for 
the leafy hedge absorbs the wrens and there is “no path back.” 
But this tiny poem also describes the physical uncertainties of 
older age, and as it shows only aftermath and disappearance, 
it swallows itself up. Responses to paintings and photographs 
round out the collection, and the titles alone say much about 
their political subjects: “Berlin,” “Voices of Nagasaki,” “Nadya, 
Stalin’s Wife,” “Chernobyl.” Cameos from Gertrude Stein and 
Alice B. Toklas and “Notes of a Lesbian Physics Teacher” muse 
on the emotional significance of loving companionship and the 

“dead-nettles,” “dead silence,” and “dead weight” of unarticu-
lated desire.

A fine poetry volume to read aloud in a quiet room.

THE DEATH OF MAGIC
Book 2: Saga of the 
New Gods
Black, Daniel
Amazon Digital Services (330 pp.) 
$2.99 e-book 

From author Black (Be Careful What 
You Wish For, 2013, etc.) comes the sec-
ond installment in an urban-fantasy 
series about a group of young people 
with magical powers.

A group of college students has gone from unleashing the 
magic of Dungeons and Dragons into the world to dealing with 
the resulting chaos. After a wild adventure in Book 1 involving a 
misplaced wish, unrelenting supernatural changes, and the fed-
eral government, Book 2 finds the same main characters in an 
altered landscape. Though their magical abilities have matured, 
the world around them has become even more barbaric. In an 
area around New Orleans, there are monsters in the streets 
eating each other. One character observes, “We did this, you 
know....I thought everything would be better with magic, and 
it could have been, but it’s not.” The reader soon learns that 
this is an understatement. From a group of Minotaurs raping 
an elf girl to the torture of a cat named Mr. Mephistopheles, 
the new world is a vicious one indeed. How will characters 
like Michelle, “with blue fire for eyes and mouth,” and “Mage 
Lord” Tim respond to a land in which many regular people 
have been turned into monsters and a shadow begins to spread 
over the nation? Combining sources as diverse as the World of 
Warcraft and Norse legends, the novel blends many fantastical 
creatures and possibilities. Every bit as violent as the first book 
in the series (“The poor people were raped repeatedly until—
battered and bloody—they joined their friends and relatives 
on the spits”), it’s not a narrative for the meek. Part fantasy 
adventure, part post-apocalyptic future, this volume keeps the 
reader guessing in a world full of potential. Though portions 
of dialogue are mundane (“Fine, you can have it; we will find 
someplace else,” a goblin comments after he and his cohorts are 
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asked to leave a school gym), the story as a whole is creative, 
dark, and entertaining.

A riveting postmodern world infused with myth, cru-
elty, and heavy doses of magic.

KILLING MAINE
Bond, Mike
Mandevilla Press (390 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  May 15, 2015
978-1-62704-030-3  

In Bond’s (Tibetan Cross, 2014, etc.) 
thriller, Hawaiian surfer Pono Hawkins 
books a flight to Maine to help a fellow Spe-
cial Forces vet duck a murder conviction.

Pono doesn’t consider Bucky Frank-
lin a friend. Years ago, Bucky left with 

Pono’s love, Lexie, and provided testimony in one of two cases 
that sent Pono to jail (although both convictions were over-
turned). But Bucky saved Pono’s life when they were in Spe-
cial Forces, and he’s determined to help when Lexie tells him 
he’s been arrested for killing environmentalist Ronnie Dalt. It 
doesn’t look good for Bucky. The murder weapon was his, and 
his alibi is shaky. But Pono knows he’s on the right track when 
someone tries to shoot him. He starts a dangerous relation-
ship with Dalt’s widow, Abigail, and gradually exposes a string 
of political unscrupulousness. Bond’s novel, the second to fea-
ture Pono, makes its protagonist credible as an amateur sleuth; 
Pono’s smart enough to enlist hacker pal Mitchell, whose skills 
draw more viable suspects than Pono can find on his own. And 
his beloved home is always on his mind as he suffers the Maine 
winter hoping to wrap everything up before an upcoming surf-
ing festival, the Tahiti Tsunami. The story has an unusual villain, 
WindPower LLC, whose deafening, monstrous turbines are 
an incessant presence throughout the story. The political and 
financial muscle behind WindPower is abundantly clear from 
the beginning, immediately demonizing the company. The 
book, however, isn’t short on mysteries. Abigail, for one, inex-
plicably vanishes, a disappearance that the cops blame on Pono, 
and there are a couple of murders. As in Pono’s previous story, 
the surfer’s fondness for women creates a triad of drama: Abi-
gail; lawyer Erica, a lover from back when Pono was a mere 14; 
and Lexie (Pono won’t sleep with her while Bucky’s in jail, but 
it’s obvious that he’s trying his hardest not to). Pono’s relation-
ship with his Pa is the strongest; the most heartfelt moment is 
Pono rushing back to Hawaii, regardless of cops wanting him to 
stay in Maine, when Pa’s diagnosed with cancer.

Another stellar ride from Bond; checking out Pono’s 
first adventure isn’t a prerequisite, but this will make read-
ers want to.

THE ENIGMA STOLEN
Breakfield, Charles V. & Burkey, Roxanne E.
CreateSpace (348 pp.) 
$12.55 paper  |  $5.95 e-book  |  Apr. 21, 2015
978-1-5085-5528-5  

A secret organization is hellbent on 
using a supercomputer to predict future 
events in the fifth outing of Breakfield 
and Burkey’s techno-thriller series (The 
Enigma Wraith, 2014, etc.).

When a political candidate believes 
his campaign has been targeted by a cyberassassin, he enlists 
the help of the R-Group, an information-gathering and secu-
rity team. This attack, however, seems to be one of many made 
possible with “heavy computer muscle.” The covert Werewolf 
Clan, with ties to Nazis, may be responsible and has been 
using a computer program to accurately predict stock futures. 
But it has an even more ambitious plan to link supercomput-
ers around the world and potentially manipulate the future. At 
the same time, R-Group’s Julie, newly married and pregnant, 
is starting her own Cyber Assassin Technology Services but 
may have a mole among the recruits feeding info to an old 
enemy, Chairman Chang. The authors focus on characters in 
preceding books, but this time, they’ve breathed new life into 
the series with Julie’s CATS. Her subset, of sorts, allows for 
the introduction of unfamiliar faces, like employee Brayson, 
and fresh storylines. Breakfield and Burkey once again deliver 
the goods, as returning readers will expect—intelligent tech-
nology-laden dialogue; a kidnapping or two; and a bit of action, 
as Jacob and Petra dodge an assassin (not the cyber kind) in 
Argentina. Comedy, interestingly, comes from R-Group’s own 
supercomputer, aka Immersive Collaborative Associative 
Binary Override Deterministic system, who, as it happens, is 
invested in understanding humanity’s humor. ICABOD finds 
other supercomputers and, rather imperiously, names them 
himself; the Russian Binary Operations Recalculating Inte-
gers Simultaneously has one of the shorter acronyms. There 
are a fair number of romantic relationships, most established 
in earlier books, including Jacob and Petra’s, and ICABOD 
designer Quip and Eilla-Zan’s. But the romance between Julie 
and husband Juan is unparalleled. Their storyline warrants a 
spinoff novel or two.

Should lure readers who haven’t yet discovered the series.
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STEWIE BOOM! BOSS OF THE 
BIG BOY BED
Bronstein, Christine
Illus. by Young, Karen L.
$23.59  |  $11.99 paper  |  Jul. 30, 2015
978-0-9904-6529-4
978-0-9963-0740-6 paper

A young boy grapples with his new 
big-boy bed in this fun and sleep-deprived children’s book.

Stewie Boom is like most kids his age: he likes soccer and 
space travel, and he idolizes his big brother, Zoom. When 
Stewie’s parents tell him that he’s getting a big-boy bed just 
like Zoom’s, Stewie is excited, but when the first night of sleep 
comes, he is nervous. After he’s tucked in, a worried Stewie tells 
his parents that he’s ready to get his crib back. He just can’t get 
comfortable in the new bed! Everyone reassures him, but he’s 
highly skeptical and tests all the beds of all of his family mem-
bers. After a night spent with Zoom, Stewie realizes that he is 
a big boy, having slept a full night in a real bed. Now, it’s time 
for the sleep-deprived family to celebrate. Bronstein (Stewie 
Boomstein Starts School, 2014) certainly knows what it’s like to be 
awake for hours at the beck and call of a young child, but she 
also perfectly articulates what it’s like to be a kid in a new situ-
ation. Stewie’s tale is relatable not just for the parents of young 
kids hitting the new-bed milestone, but also for the little ones 
who are fighting sleep. There’s a large dose of humor here, mak-
ing this book a must-have for parents and children at this tricky 
stage. Young’s illustrations are darling, capturing the exhausted 
faces of Stewie’s parents as well as his skepticism over his new 
bed. Included are a series of parenting tips by a certified pedia-
trician. They’re a lovely companion to the story. The second 
book in Stewie’s series, this work shows that sometimes miss-
ing a little sleep can add up to a whole lot of fun.

A relatable and generation-spanning tale of milestones 
and sleeplessness.

KINGS OF FORTUNE
Cheung, Roderick
SmoothOperratus (404 pp.) 
$14.49 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Apr. 21, 2015
978-0-692-39912-5  

In Cheung’s novel, a man’s boring 
life is interrupted by a gang of immortal 
bounty hunters trying to take his soul.

Every day, Leon Zylo, “gets off work 
feeling a little more dead than the day 

before.” Even his beautiful, loving girlfriend, Rachel, and the 
tantalizing sights and sounds of Fortune City, the sprawling 

“megatropolis” where he lives, aren’t enough to combat the apa-
thy brought on by his boring office job. One day, he’s awakened 
from his lethargic existence by loud bangs at his door. A stylish 
man named Kitsune informs him that he’s been “contracted.” A 
gang of “Baya,” known as the Immortal Aces, will be coming to 

kill him in 24 hours: “The last day of your life starts after the 
next sixty seconds,” Kitsune says. Leon receives an official-
looking contract that explains the rules, but it doesn’t reveal 
what a Baya is or why this is all happening. He largely ignores it, 
and the next day, he finds himself the prey of a pack of “[s]ome 
super invincible league of assassins who dress like pompous 
jerks.” He struggles through daring street chases, hops on roofs, 
and evades his pursuers on speeding trains before realizing that 
the bounty they seek is more than his life itself—it is his very 
soul. Soon, even more dangerous hunters are drawn into the 
chase, and Leon makes a daring choice that leads him to the 
truth about the Baya and their mysterious powers. Cheung’s 
prose is reminiscent of a comic book: short, punchy sentences 
propel exciting moments of action and complement his amus-
ing, pun-filled dialogue. The clever conceit at this thrill ride’s 
core—that the more Leon tries to stay alive, the more valuable 
his life becomes—turns the cat-and-mouse game into a concise 
metaphor for urban ennui. However, halfway through, Cheung 
boldly goes in a surprising new direction, developing the lore of 
the Baya and leaving behind some of the more intriguing and 
universal elements. The author continues to maintain an excit-
ing pace, but something special gets lost when he delves too 
deep into the fantasy.

A fast-paced adventure that will excite lovers of anime 
and comics, but one that trades wider appeal for complex 
mythology.

UNTOLD STORIES
Life, Love, and Reproduction
Cockrill, Kate; Gimeno, Lucia Leandro &
Herold, Steph—Eds.
CreateSpace (210 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  $15.00 e-book
Oct. 22, 2014
978-1-5002-4851-2  

Seventeen short essays explore non-
stereotypical experiences of pregnancy, 
childbirth, and child-raising, including 

the choice to be child-free.
In January 2014, the Sea Change Program (“a nonprofit 

organization committed to a world that upholds the dignity 
and humanity of all people as they move through their repro-
ductive lives”) advertised on Twitter and Facebook for personal 
stories about stigmatized reproductive experiences. (The edi-
tors note that their first submissions were all “from ciswomen,” 
but after further outreach, “we are glad to have included experi-
ences from straight, queer, trans, and intersex people.”) Because 
stigmas thrive in an atmosphere of silence, the editors aim to 
publish stories that usually go untold, even to family and friends. 
The personal essays discuss topics that include egg donation, 
remaining childless, open adoption, abortion, and parenting 
while trans. The stories are often wrenching, whether it’s the 
panic of a young girl (as young as 13) discovering she’s pregnant 
or grief over being unable to conceive. In “If,” a particularly 
well-written and moving essay by Susan Ito, her life-threatening 

This work shows that sometimes missing a little sleep 
can add up to a whole lot of fun.

stewie boom! boss of the big boy bed
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pre-eclampsia requires abortion of a wanted baby. In a heart-
breaking image, after the injection, she puts her hands on 
her stomach, where not long ago, she’d felt her baby kick: He 

“jumped against my hand once. He leaped through the space 
into the darkness and then was gone. All gone.” Questions of 
identity plague several writers, like the young woman whose 
baby was adopted; she asks, “[B]ut am I really a mother?” Other 
common experiences include dealing with uncaring or quickly 
absent birth fathers and family members who may be unsup-
portive: “My aunt asked me why I had been gardening the day 
of the miscarriage, as though my pulling weeds had somehow 
caused the babies to dislodge.” Most contributions are from the 
well-educated and accomplished, mirroring the editors’ circles 
of book club, Facebook, and Twitter friends, but several are 
from those who’ve faced poverty and prejudice.

By telling the untold, these essays illuminate and help 
normalize reproductive experiences outside the norm.

JOSHUA CHAMBERLAIN AND 
THE CIVIL WAR
At Every Hazard
Cost, Matthew 
CreateSpace (382 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Apr. 22, 2015
978-1-5115-2796-5  

Cost’s (Mainely Power, 2001, etc.) his-
torical fiction follows the wartime activi-
ties of Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.

In 1862, 14-year-old Emmett Collins 
of Brewster, Maine, is an orphan whose remaining siblings have 
all enlisted with the Union Army. His father’s last letter asked 
him to seek help from Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, a noted 
local professor. Having decided the Union’s cause is just, Cham-
berlain is determined to enlist along with his brother, Tom. 
When Emmett shows up on his doorstep, Chamberlain decides 
to take Emmett along with him. The three men could not be 
more different: Joshua is a rarified intellectual, Tom a general 
store owner bored by his humdrum routine, and Emmett a lost 
boy with no family. Yet the three men are going to have to rely 
on each other as they’re thrust into some of the most danger-
ous fighting in the war: Fredericksburg, Gettysburg, and then 
the long siege of Petersburg. Along the way, Emmett is witness 
to a country in tremendous transition as he meets some of the 
era’s most notable characters. The book’s title is somewhat mis-
leading, however, as the story also deals equally with Tom and 
Emmett. That approach works well, though, since Joshua Law-
rence Chamberlain is such a mythical figure in American history 
that he can be hard to see as a relatable man. Tom and Emmett, 
then, help ground the story. Cost does an excellent job immers-
ing the reader in the history and feeling of the time, down to the 
language of the enlisted men. Additionally, the narrative voice 
changes appropriately with Emmett as the war years roll on 
and he grows worldlier. However, the author sometimes relies 
on Chamberlain to explain to readers the significance of events 
such as the Emancipation Proclamation, which will be useful 

information for those unfamiliar with Civil War history but too 
direct for those already aware.

A lively and enjoyable read for those interested in the 
Civil War experiences of extraordinary soldiers.

DANGEROUS JEEPS AND ME
Embrey, Jenelle R.
CreateSpace (312 pp.) 
$35.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Apr. 14, 2015
978-1-4953-5511-0  

After witnessing a fatal crash and 
learning of a dangerous flaw in some 
Jeep models, a Virginia woman ran a 
grass-roots campaign for their recall, as 
described in this memoir.

In October 2012 on Virginia’s I-81, stalled traffic stopped 
Embrey’s car and the 1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee behind her. A 
big rig hit them both. Embrey witnessed two Jeep passengers 
die, trapped in flames, one still trying to get out; her father man-
aged to save a third. Afterward, Embrey experienced PTSD; she 
woke up screaming from horrible nightmares of charred skel-
etons. Her distress worsened when she learned a badly placed 
fuel tank was a known problem in some Jeep models. People 
were surviving Jeep crashes only to be burned to death. Embrey 
realized she “had to do something...to inform others about the 
potential danger of certain-model Jeeps.” Remembering a news 
report about a successful Change.org petition, Embrey began 
one of her own to demand a recall, setting a goal of 100,000 
signatures and eventually gathering more than 128,000. She 
collected supporting evidence, talked to experts, sought guid-
ance from sources like the Center for Auto Safety, contacted 
journalists, posted on social media, wrote to government offi-
cials, and arranged a billboard. Her efforts gained attention, but 
Embrey never got the recall she wanted. She writes persuasively 
of what seems like backroom dealing between Chrysler and the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration; she notes that 

“ConsumerAffairs.com named NHTSA’s handling of the Jeep 
recall, or rather lack thereof, in their Top 10 Scams, Scandals, & 
Outrages of 2013.” A medical review transcriptionist, Embrey 
had no previous media or activist training, performing advocacy 
out of pocket while caring for two children, an intellectually dis-
abled cousin, and the pets she owned and fostered. The writ-
ing is sometimes overly earnest—“The Roe parents exchanged 
glances relaying their loving gratitude at being alive and blessed 
with each other, their boys, and another beautiful day”—but 
Embrey has made painstaking efforts to present her case and 
check her facts. Her compassion and hard work come through, 
but it’s her carefully presented evidence that convinces readers 
justice has not been served.

Disheartening about big companies and government; 
encouraging about the human natures of people like Embrey.
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CANDIDATE 
A Love Story
Ewens, Tracy
Self (298 pp.) 
$11.05 paper  |  Jun. 12, 2015
978-0-9908571-3-6  

Love and politics make uncomfort-
able bedfellows in Ewens’ (Premiere: A Love 
Story, 2014, etc.) latest romantic caper.

Grady Malendar, the wealthy, spoiled 
son of U.S. Sen. Patrick Malendar, works 

hard to maintain his image as an irresponsible playboy. Unfor-
tunately for him, his father is running for re-election, and Grady 
has been assigned a public relations rep to help him clean up his 
act. Kate Galloway is less than thrilled with her new assignment, 
but she takes on the Grady problem with aplomb. It won’t come 
as a surprise that Grady and Kate experience an immediate 
spark. They do their best to fight the attraction, though; Grady 
has secrets he’s trying to keep from the spotlight, and Kate is 
still recovering from a failed marriage and difficult divorce. Yet 
Grady finds himself drawn to the high-strung PR professional, 
who also has a vulnerable side, and Kate is intrigued by the kind, 
compassionate man she finds underneath Grady’s public per-
sona. As their relationship blossoms, they’re forced to confront 
the demons of infidelity and determine whether complete trust 
in another person is truly possible. The arc of the narrative is 
certainly familiar, and the expected outcome is never really in 
jeopardy. The boy-meets-girl plot is a tried-and-true one, but 
the likability of Ewens’ protagonists places the book a notch 
above the typical romance. Kate suffers from insecurities that 
could doom many relationships, and Grady is a little too perfect 
(he’s rich, well-built, humble, and enjoys intellectual reading 
material), although he makes moves that are sure to set romance 
readers’ hearts aflutter. Ewens also does an admirable job of 
infusing some tension into the storyline, particularly regard-
ing Grady’s secret (Is it smuggling? Drugs?), but without caus-
ing undue concern over the story’s conclusion. The dialogue is 
witty and full of cultural references. Set against a backdrop of 
national politics, Ewens’ novel is also a timely read as another 
election cycle commences.

A fluffy romance with a happy ending that will satisfy 
even the stodgiest political analyst.

DON’T CALL ME KIT KAT
Farnham, K.J.
CreateSpace (312 pp.) 
$13.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Apr. 20, 2015
978-1-5008-5033-3  

In this hard-hitting YA novel, a teen-
age girl wrestles with low self-esteem, 
body image issues, and an eating disorder 
after she is unable to ingratiate herself 
into the popular clique at school.

As junior high begins, Katie Mills thinks she has found a 
clear path into the cool clique at school through her lab partner, 
Anica. However, after a shoplifting expedition spearheaded by 
Anica goes awry, Katie is more shunned by the upscale “Orchard 
Hills girls” than ever. Her next tactic is to try out for the cheer 
squad, but that also backfires when her tomboyish friend, Carly, 
gets picked instead of her. As Carly begins hanging out with the 
popular crowd and her other best friend, Dominic, acquires a 
new girlfriend, Katie feels more left out than ever. Her divorced 
parents don’t help matters: mom would rather harangue Katie 
for being pudgy than support her, while dad is preoccupied 
with spoiling his new daughter from his second marriage. After 
she overhears head cheerleader Amy Bowie throwing up in the 
bathroom after lunch, Katie decides to be more like the pretty, 
skinny, popular girls the only way she knows how: lose as much 
weight as possible by bingeing and purging. Soon, Katie’s secret 
threatens to get in the way of her burgeoning friendship with 
the cute new boy at school, Hunter, not to mention her existing 
relationships. Farnham (Click. Date. Repeat., 2014) has created a 
powerfully relatable character in Katie, whose struggles to fit in 
will ring true for many. Be warned though: the vivid first-person 
descriptions of Katie’s bulimia and the feelings she associates 
with bingeing and purging may be triggering for some readers. 

“After I eat, I can’t think about anything but the food churning 
around in my stomach, just waiting to be absorbed by my body,” 
she says. “My chest feels like it’s going to explode if I don’t get 
rid of the food.” Other intense issues covered by Farnham, 
albeit in a deft and sympathetic way, include divorce, bullying, 
and abuse.

An important, difficult book that will appeal to girls 
who feel lost in the world.

Farnham has created a powerfully relatable character in Katie, 
whose struggles to fit in will ring true for many.

don’t call me kit kat
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Kendall Ryan

THE PART-BUSINESSWOMAN, PART-WRITER EXPLAINS HER SUCCESS
By Poornima Apte

Kendall Ryan started off by writ-
ing young-adult books and tried 
the traditional publishing route 
at first. This was before Fifty 
Shades of Grey made headlines. 
Deciding to plunge into the ro-
mance genre in 2012, Ryan de-
cided to pursue indie publishing, 
a path that had been tested with 
headline-grabbing success by a 
fair number of authors. Using 
marketing strategies such as free 
book downloads, music playlists, 

and author appearances, Ryan paved her path to success. Today, 
Ryan is a New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal 
bestselling author with many romance titles to her credit. 

When did you get started writing, and why did you decide to 
self-publish?
I began writing in the fall of 2010 on a whim, enrolled in cre-
ative writing classes, read books on crafting plots, and develop-
ing character arcs. My first novel, a “trunk novel” as some would 
say, was a historical romance. I was reading great young-adult fic-
tion—Divergent, The Hunger Games, books by John Green and 
Gayle Forman—and became inspired to write YA. I wrote sev-
en YA novels in a year, signed with an agent, and began submit-
ting my work to publishers. At that time, self-publishing was not 
as popular and still had somewhat of a stigma attached to it, so 
it wasn’t immediately on my radar. I ended up receiving two of-
fers from small, digital-only publishers and turned them down. I 
wanted to wait for something bigger. 

It was in 2012 that I started seeing amazing self-published 
books by Abbi Glines, Tammara Webber, and Tracey Garvis 
Graves, and then later, the literary world began buzzing about 
a very adult romance called Fifty Shades of Grey. I decided that 
while I was waiting for a traditional publishing deal on my YA 
work, I would try my hand at writing an adult romance and self-
publish it. I wanted to take matters into my own hands, just like 
the authors I admired. 

What’s been the most pleasing or revelatory aspect of self-
publishing for you? 
Hands-down, the most pleasing aspect is the control. I decide 
my price, release date, cover, promotion, everything. I like being 
in charge of my business, because for me, it’s not just the creative 
side of writing that I enjoy, but the business aspects as well, and I 
see myself as a publisher.

What has been the most 
difficult aspect of 
self-publishing? 
The most difficult aspect for 
me is probably just keeping up 
with the pace at which every-
thing moves. At any given time, 
I’m generally working on two 
to five books. One I’m plotting, 
I’m writing one, editing another 
etc. It can become difficult to 
keep up, especially when I’m 
writing multiple books in mul-
tiple tenses. My readers have a 
healthy appetite, and God bless them for it. As long as they con-
tinue to want books from me, I will keep writing them.

What is your advice to other writers considering 
self-publishing?
Learn the craft first. I think there’s so much more pressure to-
day to do it all at once. Learn why you should use adjectives and 
adverbs sparingly and how to work in back story before you’re 
focused on gaining Twitter followers. In many ways, I’m grateful 
self-publishing wasn’t readily available to me when I first began 
writing. I would hate to think that some of those horrible first 
drafts were published for all the world to see. It allowed me the 
time I needed to learn and explore so that I was ready to share 
my books. 

Poornima Apte is a Boston-area freelance writer and book reviewer. 

 

Photo courtesy M
aris Ehlers
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HEAVY WEATHER
A Carolina Coast Novel
Fischer, Normandie
Sleepy Creek Press (408 pp.) 
$13.95 paper  |  Mar. 15, 2015
978-0-9861416-0-7 
Series: Carolina Coast Stories, 2 

Set in the coastal town of Beaufort, 
North Carolina, Fischer’s (Becalmed, 2013, 
etc.) novel focuses on a multifarious cast 
whose very different lives end up inter-

twining in ways they never expected.
After being abused by her ex, Roy, young Annie Mac vows 

to protect her two children, Katie and Tyler. At the start of 
the novel, barbarous Roy comes to Annie Mac’s home to claim 
Katie, the 4-year-old biological daughter he has been sexually 
abusing. When he can’t find the young girl (she’s in hiding), he 
nearly beats Annie Mac to death before fleeing the scene to 
escape law enforcement. Fortuitously, while the beating is in 
progress, another Beaufort resident, Hannah Morgan, heads 
out to walk her dog, and she discovers Annie Mac’s two young 
children cowering in fear under a bush. After she makes sense 
of the scene, Hannah rushes to help Annie Mac, who asks her 
neighbor to care for the children while she receives medical 
care, pleading: “Hide my babies. Please. Please.” At first, Han-
nah and her husband, Matthew, who never had children, are 
hesitant to welcome two young strangers into their home, but 
Hannah begins to fall in love with the children and feel mater-
nally protective of them. She also realizes that Roy is on the 
loose and willing to stop at nothing to get his hands on the lit-
tle girl. As the novel unfolds, the entire town of Beaufort joins 
forces—from Clay, the closed-off, lonely police lieutenant, to 
Rita, the town lawyer who’s expecting a child herself—in an 
attempt to keep the family safe from its abuser. Fischer’s novel 
examines several weighty themes: domestic and sexual abuse, 
lost pregnancies, and the fear of letting one’s guard down to 
make a human connection. At times, the dark and depressing 
subject matter can feel too heavy, with no lightness built in to 
balance the bleakness. However, the book’s strengths lie in its 
suspense and vivid characters, whose personalities and small-
town relationships are truly believable.

A heavy, suspenseful North Carolina novel about par-
enthood, human connection, and how to make peace with 
the cards you’re dealt.

WELCOME TO PLANITDO!
Fraser, Melissa
Westbow Press (137 pp.) 
$30.95  |  Mar. 21, 2014
978-1-4908-2842-8  

In her debut self-help guide, certi-
fied public accountant and motivational 
speaker Fraser provides planning tools 
and a faith-based framework for a fulfill-
ing life.

Fraser understands burnout, business, 
and the Bible. A highly accomplished accountant, including a 
10-year stint managing the finances for a church organization 
with media and other holdings, Fraser admits that several times 
she’s had to focus on getting back on track to her true destiny—
and God’s plan—of leading a successful, balanced, and, thus, 
wealthy life. In this primer, she outlines the guiding principles 
to prompt this restart using the acronym FOCUS: Faith, Open, 
Cut, Unleash, Serve. Believing that “Every success idea (sic) and 
concept ever conceived can be found in the Bible,” Fraser high-
lights where many people have misinterpreted God’s word. For 
example, the actual quote from the Gospel of Matthew is “the 
love of money is the root of all evil,” she says, not money itself. 
Fraser also prefers translations stating that God “gives you the 
ability to produce wealth” versus the “the power to get,” since 
the former better signals one’s own responsibility to take action. 
Helping to get that ball rolling, Fraser points readers to a quick 
online career-assessment tool; Lean Canvas, a one-page visual 
board to use when starting a business; and most significantly, 
her Single-Page Planning Tool to spec out tangible objectives 
and steps, complete with due dates and performance measures, 
which will help readers move forward on life and career goals. 
Whatever one feels about the use of Scripture in this realm, Fra-
ser offers value to all with her simple yet effective planning aids, 
which help to cut through the clutter found elsewhere in the 
complex world. She is also no holy roller: She offers lay refer-
ences (including Rick Pitino and Stephen Covey) to support her 
narrative and acknowledges modern dilemmas, e.g., that she, 
too, gets distracted by Dancing with the Stars. Overall, her tone 
is embracing and empowering; one of her key pieces of advice 
is to “be salty....don’t be afraid to follow your instincts even if it 
means being irritating.”

An inspiringly practical, not preachy, approach to stra-
tegic life planning.
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SECOND-CLASS SAILORS
Garland, Lance
CreateSpace (238 pp.)
$14.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Jun. 1, 2015
978-1-5143-1025-0

A crime novel about the aftermath 
of a brutal act that examines sexuality’s 
uneasy place within the strictures of 
military life.

Garland’s debut begins with a grim 
act of ferocious violence as U.S. Navy 

sailor Danny Stone, nearly catatonic from a night of hard drink-
ing, is raped by his colleague. He’s reluctant to pursue charges 
against his aggressor, however, as he’s hobbled by the shame of 
his victimization, conflicted about his own sexuality, and afraid 
to openly state his sexual orientation in an environment that 
essentially criminalizes same-sex love. His best friend and fel-
low sailor, Cash Mulroney, knows about the crime and gives 
testimony regarding it. A tender romance between Cash and 
Danny slowly blooms. The relationship, which unfurls slowly, 
is often captured in poetic language: “In the darkness that is 
now our haven we sit like statues against time. No longer alone, 
we are capable of anything; the pain, the misery, the damnation, 
all fall like distant stones to the far reaches below our senses.” 
However, its discovery threatens to end Cash’s career in the 
Navy with a dishonorable discharge. The narrative perspective 
often shifts among multiple characters, giving readers a fuller 
vision of the drama’s overall emotional stakes. Sometimes Cash 
provides the narrative perspective; at other times, Danny and 
occasionally Dorothy Paige, the lead investigator of the rape, 
are the primary storytellers. The story also serves as a socio-
logical study of the possibility of tolerance in an institution 
that aspires to govern every aspect of its members’ private lives. 
The author began writing this book while he was the subject of 
naval court-martial proceedings himself, but despite the book’s 
indictment of the military’s stance on homosexuality, it never 
devolves into a facile rejection of military life. In fact, it pres-
ents Cash’s commanding officer as a model combination of mili-
tary toughness and tolerance. The cinematic courtroom drama, 
meanwhile, keeps the pace quick and tense.

A courageous exploration of the power of love and sexu-
ality to transcend institutional boundaries.

UNDER LOCK AND KEY
The Experiment
Geesman, Robin
iUniverse (350 pp.) 
$20.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Jun. 2, 2014
978-1-4917-3352-3  

In Geesman’s debut thriller, a secret 
government-funded experiment allows 
family members to communicate with 
comatose relatives, but there may be a 
sinister agenda.

When renowned scientist William Parks goes on a crazed, 
murderous rampage at his home, police arriving at the scene 
find his dead wife and survivors: their children, Saedie, Kyle, 
Sarah, and Michael. Those still alive are in a vegetative state, 
but there’s hope, grandmother Emily Williamson is told. Dr. 
Rhymer tells her of technology for constructing “artificial sub-
stitutes for brain processes.” This not only allows techs to moni-
tor a simulated world they’ve created for the comatose, but also 
for Emily and Aunt Rita to enter the simulation to help ease 
the children back into consciousness. The experiment’s appar-
ent success leads to an introduction of another similar patient, 
Marchessa. But someone soon witnesses the lengths to which 
the doctors will go to maintain the experiment’s secrecy. After a 
tense opening in which college student Saedie tries to save her 
younger siblings from their rifle-toting father after he’s already 
killed their mother, Geesman’s novel becomes a quieter medi-
cal thriller. Despite the potential for a sci-fi bend, Rhymer’s 
clinical details keep the novel firmly grounded. But it’s Gees-
man’s seamless shifting between the real world and “the digital 
side” that truly makes the unknown technology believable. The 
scenes concentrating on Emily and Rita talking to the children 
in simulations go on for a bit too long; they’re riveting but show 
little progress before Marchessa joins the story. Marchessa, 
however, ignites the thriller. Her father, Greg, learns that his 
daughter’s attack, which left her in a coma, may not have been 
at the hands of fiance Spencer, who was convicted of the crime. 
But Greg can’t tell anyone of Spencer’s innocence without vio-
lating an anti-disclosure statement, something the doctors will 
protect in a terrifying way. Geesman leaves the story of Emily 
and her grandkids unresolved at the end, but the planned sequel 
is sure to pick up where the family’s tale left off. Hopefully, it 
will explain Rhymer’s project-related conversations with a supe-
rior who’s most likely even more evil.

An understated medical thriller that serves as a solid 
springboard for the series.

GOODBYE, MISS EMILY
George, Martha Sibley
CreateSpace (248 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Nov. 16, 2014
978-1-5032-4695-9  

A man struggles to rebuild his life 
after the untimely death of his young 
wife in George’s debut historical novel.

Morgan Bigley, an affluent, attractive 
attorney in 1930s Georgia, seems to have 
everything.  He runs a thriving law prac-

tice, has two devoted daughters, a loyal household staff, and a 
beautiful spouse. His idyllic life is torn apart, however, when 
his wife dies in a car crash. Suddenly, he must figure out how 
to turn his young girls into proper Southern ladies without a 
woman’s help. Before long, all the local, unattached females 
(and their mothers) descend. He’s unimpressed by his prospects, 
though, and won’t settle for a woman he doesn’t love. Instead, 
he hires a matronly housekeeper, Miss Mattie, to act as a sort of 

The author deftly explores...the complexities between black 
nannies and the white children they raise.

goodbye, miss emily
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governess, and he tries to accept his fate as a single man. He’s 
surprised a few months later to meet an intriguing woman—and 
a Northerner, at that—named Theodosia Boyd, who reawakens 
emotions he thought had died. However, they both quickly 
realize that they have more differences than commonalities. 
She’s a New Yorker with a Jewish heritage who’s uncomfortable 
around many aspects of Southern life—particularly the bigotry 
she encounters. Even so, Morgan is besotted by her vibrancy, 
kindness, and beauty. Their courtship meanders between long 
periods of separation, and Morgan struggles to keep Theodo-
sia in his family’s life, despite her protestations. George ably 
portrays Morgan’s complicated life against the backdrop of the 
impending war with Germany while also providing rich details 
about the exacting social standards of the “old South.” Along 
the way, the author deftly explores relationships between dif-
ferent classes in Southern society as well as the complexities 
between black nannies and the white children they raise. Over-
all, the story is rife with cultural and emotional drama; at the 
same time, it’s narrated at a slow Southern pace that’s sure to 
transport readers.

A close look into a bygone society and one man’s diffi-
cult life, well-suited for fans of the forgotten South.

DESPERATE SHOP GIRLS
Gersh, David L.
Self (314 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Mar. 26, 2015
978-0-692-38921-8  

Gersh (Art Is Dead, 2006), a former 
attorney, charmingly lampoons his one-
time profession in this lighthearted 
legal thriller.

A. James Emerson “Jimmy” Harris is 
an alcoholic, sketchy lawyer who gave up defending drug deal-
ers in the city of San Buenasera, California, to go into prac-
tice in a small coastal California town. He’s no Perry Mason; 
his paralegal, Clyde, handles all legal matters for him, while 
his partner, Karen, does his analytical thinking. Instead, the 
wisecracking, self-deprecating Jimmy reacts impulsively when 
opportunity arises. So when Janet Mason, star of the recent 
television show Desperate Shop Girls, walks into his office want-
ing to divorce her developer husband and put a stop to his cur-
rent project, Jimmy doesn’t think too deeply about it. But Karen 
does: “But why would she want to stop the development? It’s 
part of the community estate. She’ll lose half the money.” Mix 
in a vengeful mortician, a stern FBI agent, and a threatening, 
mob-connected union boss, and Gersh has all the makings for 
a wonderfully convoluted mystery. The author skillfully blends 
his narrator’s internal monologue and his sarcastic dialogue 
with others to propel the narrative along. Take, for example, 
this explanation of Jimmy’s ethics: “I’m an attorney. I’ve hum-
bly bent the knee of fealty to my lord client. I’ve attorned. Get 
it? Attorney, attorned.” The author also sketches colorful char-
acters, as seen by his snarky protagonist; here’s Jimmy’s take on 

the local police chief: “When he was a patrolman, the town had 
been beset by the scourge of jaywalking. He was assigned to a 
task force to stamp it out. It was that success that got him his 
job as our Chief of Police.” Confused Jimmy is so busy going 
down his own rabbit holes that readers will likely figure out 
whodunit and why long before he does. However, the way that 
Gersh guides Jimmy to the case’s conclusion is what makes this 
novel so enjoyable.

A welcome new approach to the small-town legal thriller.

KINGDOM OF SPECULATION
Goldberg, Barbara
Katerina Stoykova-Klemer 
$8.00 paper  |  Feb. 15, 2015
978-1-936628-31-5  

Goldberg pulls hard truths from 
simple tropes in this superb collection 
of verse.

The late child psychologist Bruno 
Bettelheim once wrote that “nothing can 
be as enriching and satisfying for child 

and adult alike as the folk fairy tale.” Whether or not Goldberg 
knows of Bettelheim, the spirit of his line infuses her book, as 
it’s filled with dwarfs, demons, princesses, and queens. And yet 
this is not kids’ stuff, for Goldberg takes some of the themes of 
children’s literature and repurposes them to crafting this blade-
thin but lightning-powerful exploration of loss, love, and the 
life of the mind. Although readers will hear in her work echoes 
of contemporary poets such as Louise Glück and Jorie Graham, 
more helpful comparisons are to Lewis Carroll and John Bun-
yan. It’s Carroll, more than anyone else, who teaches readers 
that child’s play is seldom childish. From Bunyan, Goldberg 
borrows an allegorical streak; the former author personifies 
Faith, Hope, and Ignorance in The Pilgrim’s Progress, the latter 
births characters named Reason, Passion, and Grief in “The 
Early Childhood of Grief ”: “And from the loins of Reason and 
Passion / springs Grief, a surly, birdlike boy / who refuses to cry. 
No gurgling, no babbling, / no scattershot foray into the dense 
/ and dissonant world, choosing instead / to stay mute.” Gold-
berg deploys her poetic tricks—the assonant “surly, birdlike,” 
the alliteration in “dense and dissonant”—with thrift and sub-
tlety. As an able, award-winning writer, she has no need to flaunt 
her gifts, and from the outset, readers will know they’re in the 
hands of an unpretentious master. Additionally, she’s smart and 
economical in her use of symbols; favorites include the egg and 
the flowering plant called love-lies-bleeding. Returning to such 
images over and over again, she’s content to dig deep into their 
many meanings, reminding readers anew of the old truth that a 
rose is never just a rose.

Poetry that excites and mystifies in all the best ways.
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YOUR CASH IS FLOWING
Why every entrepreneur 
needs to think like a CFO
Homza, Kenneth M.
Homza Press (208 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Jun. 26, 2014
978-0-9897069-0-2  

A “fractional CFO” offers useful 
snippets of financial advice to small busi-
ness owners.

Homza, who works on a contract basis as a “fractional” 
(part-time) CFO for small businesses, debuts with a book that 
acts as a kind of armchair adviser. More an assemblage of bite-
sized essays than logically organized chapters, the book is an 
easy but potentially enlightening read for the busy business 
owner. The author touches on a smattering of both financial and 
organizational topics and issues, including financial statements, 
financial plans, key indicators, receivables, payables, work-
ing with a banker, effective management teams, setting strat-
egy, problem-solving, and more. Homza writes with a strong, 
authoritative voice in a no-nonsense style, dishing out counsel 
clearly borne of professional experience. “Get the entire orga-
nization focused on a few key numbers so that everyone has an 
appreciation for the results of the organization,” he says. When 
businesses are “languishing,” Homza observes, “I see that the 
problem with many is that they have no Push. No one is setting 
the tone or holding people within the organization account-
able for goals and objectives.” The author draws a distinction 
between working in a business and on a business: “Too many 
small business owners find themselves working in the business. 
This means they are working on day-to-day operational issues,” 
he says. “Ask yourself: what you are doing today which will alter 
the course of your business over the next three to five years?” 
And as for those office plants, “one of the first things that I 
look for when I walk into an office is whether anyone waters 
the plants...what I am really looking for is whether anyone goes 
above and beyond to take care of little things that are usually 
not in anyone’s job description.” Some readers may think these 
pithy observations are tossed out casually and lack substance, 
but most small-business owners should be able to find ample 
wisdom in these pages.

A business how-to for some and a collection of helpful 
reminders for others; makes for an engaging light read.

WARRIOR
Irving, Terry
Ronin Robot Press (299 pp.)
$2.99 e-book  |  Jun. 25, 2015

Irving’s (Courier, 2015) historical thriller, 
the second in his Freelancer series, offers 
a provocative reinterpretation of the infa-
mous Wounded Knee incident.

Irving reprises the picaresque role 
of Rick Putnam, a motorcycle-riding 

courier and war-hardened Vietnam veteran. Set in 1973, the 
story centers on the Wounded Knee debacle in South Dakota, 
in which members of the American Indian Movement seized 
and occupied a small town within the Pine Ridge Indian Res-
ervation. In this fictional version, the activists, surrounded and 
beleaguered by U.S. law enforcement, are increasingly threat-
ened with the possibility of a final, deadly raid that ends the 
standoff once and for all. Rick joins his Native American friend 
Eve Buffalo in an attempt to sneak badly needed supplies past 
the blockade surrounding the town. The area is crackling with 
violence, riddled with various tribal factions all deeply territo-
rial, suspicious of outsiders, and accustomed to spontaneous 
bouts of violence. Rick, troubled by the political intrigue he 
encountered (and barely survived) in the previous novel, uncov-
ers yet more subterfuge regarding the collusion of the federal 
government with corrupt officials within the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. What follows is an action-packed adventure that incu-
des nefarious government forces, intramural tribal conflict, 
and motorcycle gangs. Rick remains the constant through the 
two volumes: he’s still a chain-smoking, wisecracking tough 
guy haunted by memories of service in Vietnam. His character 
can be a bit overdrawn, flirting with caricature as the wounded 
but incorruptible warrior with “eidetic memory.” However, his 
developing romance with Eve humanizes him, adding a layer of 
complexity and vulnerability. Once again, the story’s pace is tor-
rid, moving from one taut scene to another while the historical 
drama of Wounded Knee facilitates Irving’s principal strength: 
rendering the wildly implausible believable. Rick’s irrepressible 
wit will help readers through the sometimes-dark material. In 
response to a Native American introducing himself as Pete Tall-
trees, Pawnee out of Oklahoma, Rick responds, “Rick Putnam, 
BMW out of Washington DC.”

A brisk, suspenseful adventure nestled in real, histori-
cal drama.
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INCARCERATED
Letters to Inmate 92510
Iversen, Inger
CreateSpace (342 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Aug. 13, 2014
978-1-5007-9800-0  

A prison correspondence program 
brings together two unlikely souls.

When, out of loneliness and per-
haps a bit of misplaced idealism, Kath-
ryn Rose Andreassen signs up for the 

Inmate Pen Pal Program at Capshaw prison in Alabama, her 
best friend warns her against such an apparent act of folly and 
desperation. But her decision seems to be vindicated when, 
writing as “Kris,” she increasingly begins to enjoy the letters 
she gets from an inmate named Scott Logan, who confesses up 
front that he’s guilty of the robbery and assault for which he’s 
serving his sentence and seems entirely honest and open with 
her. The beginning of Iverson’s winning novel about the rela-
tionship that forms between these two is conducted mainly 
through the letters themselves, but readers gradually learn 
the two major factors complicating any potential romance 
between Scott and Katie: she’s black (to Scott’s surprise), and 
he’s not only white, but a racist who, mainly due to the vio-
lence of his past, harbors a great deal of anger and resentment 
against black people (scenes of his background as well as his 
daily grim reality in prison are grippingly portrayed). When 
Scott is released early due to a combination of good behavior 
and prison overpopulation, he and Katie decide to try form-
ing a relationship. Iverson smoothly handles the personal ele-
ments of her story with skill. Katie and especially Scott are 
drawn with pleasing complexity, and the cast of supporting 
characters—particularly Katie’s sassy best friend, Teal, and 
Katie’s formidable prison warden father—are fleshed out well. 
The narrative builds to a climax that’s slightly pat (Scott’s rac-
ism turns out to be the kind that’s relatively easily cured), but 
the portrait of two lonely people taking serious chances to 
connect with someone else is sensitively rendered, and Iver-
son’s ear for dialogue is very good. The societal prejudices 
Scott and Katie face—both toward ex-convicts and mixed-
race couples—are unflinchingly dramatized, which makes the 
book’s concluding chapters all the more satisfying.

A gripping, complicated novel of tense interracial 
romance.

AD NAUSEAM
How Advertising and 
Public Relations 
Changed Everything
Koob, Jeff
iUniverse (196 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Mar. 26, 2015
978-1-4917-5891-5  

In this brief but smoldering tract, a 
psychologist deconstructs contemporary 
advertising as psychologically perverse, 
endlessly manipulative, deceitful, and 
ubiquitous.

Koob (Two Years in Kingston Town, 2002) succinctly describes 
how advertising and its equally out-of-control cohort, pub-
lic relations, strive to mold behavior. He tells of how they use 
techniques of propaganda—and in fact become propaganda—in 
order to sell products, points of view, political candidates, and 
anything else, up to and including war. “As a psychologist, it 
disturbs me greatly to see that our society’s primary, systematic 
application of the principles of psychology has been as a tool for 
commercial and political persuasion and for the manipulation 
of behavior in the service of commerce,” he writes. He delin-
eates these techniques of persuasion and shows, in a somewhat 
limited way, how they’re applied in ads that play on feelings of 
love, fear, anger, and other emotions that advertisers think will 
trigger purchases. Some readers may suspect early on that this 
heartfelt argument belabors the obvious. In truth, few people 
could fail to perceive how advertisers, with their psychology-
driven bag of tricks, are encroaching ever further into common 
spaces, including the Internet. But Koob’s competently written, 
highly readable primer on how the culture came to this awful 
point would certainly be instructive to a younger audience that 
is growing up in a time when the $130 billion advertising indus-
try is running at full tilt and slick ads are promoted as enter-
tainment. Who could gainsay his recommendation that every 
student be taught how to recognize and resist this ceaseless 
assault? His plea for enforcement of “a strict truth-in-advertis-
ing law with teeth” appears equally worthy. Yet neither seems 
likely to happen, and mass manipulation through advertising in 
the interest of earning profits doesn’t appear on most lists of 
common public concerns. One is left to hit the mute button, 
avert one’s eyes, and swat away ads as one would mosquitoes. 
Quite clearly, Koob doesn’t believe that’s nearly enough.

An illumination and critique of a commercial culture 
that distorts reality for gain.

The societal prejudices Scott and Katie face—both toward 
ex-convicts and mixed-race couples—are unflinchingly dramatized.

incarcerated
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CLARION CALL OF THE 
LAST KALLUS
Krass, Peter 
Pajwood Farm  (340 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Jun. 1, 2015
978-0-692-43898-5  

In Krass’ (Carnegie, 2011, etc.) novel, 
a National Security Agency assassin finds 
that things aren’t what they seem after 
he carries out orders to kill a fellow agent.

This story wraps a mystery in an 
enigma, cloaks it in allusion, and ties it up neatly in harebrained 
humor. K, an overly erudite killer who speaks and thinks in a 
nonstop stream of wisecracks, bons mots, and epigrams, begins 
to feel guilt over his career choice after his latest hit urbanely 
informs him as he lies dying, “I believe you’ve mistaken me for 
someone else, my good man.” This sense of disquiet is exacer-
bated when a man dressed as a nun in a Sally Field mask on a fat-
wheeled mountain bike tells him that he is on the wrong side, 
supplying him with anagrams to back up his statement. After 

“The HEAD” (K’s “bobble-head” of a boss, whose syntax is remi-
niscent of Yoda’s) tries to kill him, K is finally convinced. He sets 
out on a journey to Wyoming, encountering a Shakespearean 
pornography shop, a Native American shaman who worships 
basketball legend Michael Jordan, earth-mother mysticism, as 
well as his tripped-out brother-in-law, his nagging sister, their 
adopted Shoshone daughter, and massive doses of self-doubt, 
existential ennui, linguistics lessons, and peyote. As K follows 
leads, including those fed to him by unlikely seers, soothsayers, 
prophets, and saviors, he discovers a plot that, quite literally, will 
shake the Earth’s foundations. Meanwhile, he also falls in love 
with a newscaster. The climax arrives in a complex amalgam 
of soul-searching, mysticism, psychedelics, and good old-fash-
ioned action. Equal parts James Joyce, Franz Kafka, and Dave 
Barry, this farcical romp is packed with puns, literary references, 
anagrams, palindromes, and all manner of wordplay, including a 
lipogram—an obscure word game in which one avoids using a 
particular letter or group of letters. Krass manages to success-
fully juggle the book’s multiple levels while delivering dialogue 
that’s a series of one-liners—some intellectual, some aimed at 
the gut. At the same time, he skillfully moves the action along, 
maintaining tension and an overall sense of mystery, and wields 
a biting wit with such unique imagery as “tumbleweed eye-
brows” and twisted, invented words, such as “alwaysthemore” 
and “lessunder.” Overall, it’s a well-plotted, intricate work filled 
with humor, insight, and adventure.

This clever mystery will particularly delight hard-core 
wordophiles—and send them scrambling for the dictionary.

GUITAR HERO
Lee, Day’s 
CreateSpace (176 pp.) 
$11.50 paper  |  Aug. 31, 2013
978-1-4823-5824-7  

In this coming-of-age story, 16-year-
old David Chang finds that striking a 
balance between his dreams and his 
heritage is harder than striking the right 
chord on a guitar.

Lee (The Fragrant Garden, 2005) writes 
her first teen novel from the perspective 

of a Montreal boy who wants nothing more than to become 
a rock ’n’ roll legend like John Lennon or Carlos Santana. He 
imagines them cheering on his guitar practices from their post-
ers on his bedroom wall. But his real-life circumstances aren’t so 
encouraging. His dad, a second-generation Chinese immigrant 
who now works at a grocery store after losing a high-paying job, 
has plunged the family into debt by gambling. David’s relation-
ship with his band, Pumping Iron, is strained after he makes a 
mistake that takes them out of a major competition. To make 
matters worse, his parents don’t want him to be a musician; 
expecting him to become a “professional”—i.e., a lawyer or 
doctor—they stop paying for his guitar lessons to save money. 
David resents his dad for losing the family’s money and for get-
ting in the way of his dream. But as he struggles to keep play-
ing in spite of all the obstacles, he finds that he and his father 
have more in common than he thought. Throughout the story, 
a lively narration brings Montreal and its Chinese subculture 
to life through the young protagonist’s eyes. The Chang fam-
ily is made up of well-rounded, believable characters who really 
love each other but often let mistakes and lack of communica-
tion disrupt their relationships. David’s problems with friends, 
girls, and his parents’ expectations will also ring true for many 
teen readers. There are a few times when the story does stretch 
the bounds of belief: David’s grandmother, for example, always 
speaks Chinese, so Lee’s decision to translate her dialogue into 
broken English makes little sense, and some of the secrets the 
characters keep from each other seem to exist only to create 
conflict. Yet the book’s main themes of family and love drown 
out all the off notes.

A joyful teen drama told with soul and style.
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THE DARK PRINCE
Les Fées: The French Fae 
Legend Book 1
Leech, Emma V.
CreateSpace (280 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Feb. 12, 2015
978-1-5077-8554-6  

A young author discovers that a mys-
tical world she thought she created is 
all too real in Leech’s (The Key to Erebus, 
2012, etc.) fantasy.

Océane DuBeauvoir spends her days in a Paris museum, 
engrossed in the research and writing of a novel titled The 
Dark Prince. It describes a time when the lives of mortals and 
supernatural beings called Fae were intertwined and both races 
traded freely between their respective worlds. It also tells of 
three royal houses of Fae: the Light Fae, the Dark Fae, and the 
Elves. The story relates how, after years of peaceful coexistence, 
the relationship between mortals and Fae fractured, the connec-
tion between the worlds was closed, and all evidence of the Fae 
was destroyed. Océane believes that her book is merely a work 
of fiction until the day an angry man comes charging into the 
museum, murders a security guard, and abducts her. Her kid-
nappers turn out to be two Dark Fae—Prince Laen and his sis-
ter, Aleish. They discovered the existence of Océane’s book and 
are taking her to the land of the Fae to find out more about it. 
As the young woman learns about the real-life Fae, she becomes 
caught in a love triangle with two possible suitors: Laen and his 
best friend, Corin, the crown prince of Alfheim in the Elvish 
lands. Leech’s briskly paced, compact narrative is bolstered by 
well-developed characters and richly imagined settings. Océane 
is a plucky, resourceful heroine who balances writing her book 
with volunteering and caring for her best friend, Carla, who’s 
battling cancer. Leech’s descriptions not only give life to the 
land of the Fae, but to Paris as well. She nicely stages scenes in 
which Laen, Corin, and Océane journey to the City of Lights 
and provides some light humor as Laen struggles to adjust to 
life among the mortals. Although the relationship triangle 
among Océane, Laen, and Corin follows a predictable trajec-
tory, the author’s attention to the romantic needs and histories 
of her characters and how they affect their choices keeps the 
subplot emotionally involving.

An enchanting fantasy with a likable heroine, romantic 
intrigue, and clever narrative flourishes.

KIERKEGAARD’S 
EXISTENTIALISM
The Theological Self and the 
Existential Self
Leone, George
iUniverse (152 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Nov. 18, 2014
978-1-4917-4361-4  

A searching account of the self in 
Kierkegaard’s work.

Leone has been grappling with Kierkeg-
aard for the bulk of his adult life. Now, with a Ph.D. and Doc-
tor of Theology degree in hand, he captures that long-standing 
engagement. Kierkegaard’s complex legacy has been claimed by 
two often strikingly disjunctive traditions: the Christian and 
the existential. Leone, however, argues that a sensitive read-
ing of the Danish philosopher reveals that the two strains are 
inseparable, producing an inclusive view of the self that is aware 
of its worldly manifestations as well as its spiritual relation-
ship to the absolute. “God is the absolute,” he says, “but love, 
often associated with God, either as God’s love for us or our 
love for God, is in the realm of the universal.” The theological 
self crescendos in human spirituality in its relation to the abso-
lute, and the existential self asserts its being free of any inde-
pendent or external frameworks. “We are not manifestations of 
any objective overarching reality, such as what the great systems 
represent, whether religious, political, philosophical, or social,” 
Leone writes. Kierkegaard presented this dialectical rendering 
of the self as a dialogue between Socrates and Jesus—represent-
ing “the two poles of his existence”—which Leone examines as 
evidence of Kierkegaard’s complex personality. Along the way, 
Leone astutely tackles some of the central topics in Kierkeg-
aard’s often esoteric body of work, including his unconventional 
view of God, his radical interpretation of faith, and his ground-
breaking view of ethics, which turn out to be demanding but 
unencumbered by normative standards. What emerges from 
this analysis is a lively portrait of a philosopher who understood 
better than any philosopher before him the basic paradox of 
the self. Leone’s prose is refreshingly lucid for what is essentially 
an academic monograph. Still, the scholarly aims require a close 
read, so this may be challenging for those not accustomed to 
dense, research-heavy literature.

A welcome, rigorous contribution to Kierkegaard-ian 
scholarship.

Leech’s descriptions not only give life to the land 
of the Fae, but to Paris as well.

the dark prince
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THE CHILDREN OF DARKNESS
Litwack, David
Evolved Publishing (314 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jun. 15, 2015
978-1-62253-434-0 
Series: The Seekers, Book 1 

Litwack (The Daughter of the Sea and 
the Sky, 2014) begins a new fantasy series 
about a post-apocalyptic future run by 
religious fanatics.

In the quiet village of Little Pond, 
Nathaniel, Thomas, and Orah are teenage friends on the verge 
of adulthood. What responsibilities will they shoulder in their 
rural society, which frowns upon music, forbids unsanctioned 
books, and discourages imagination? As tradition dictates, a 
vicar arrives from the Temple of Light to choose someone 
among the new adults who needs a “teaching,” a mysterious 
ritual from which the chosen return quite somber. Although 
Nathaniel dreams of adventure and wants to see the magical 
Temple City, the vicar chooses Thomas instead. It turns out 
that the teaching process involves solitary confinement and 
other mental manipulations to crush people’s wills and keep 
the villagers from flirting with “darkness.” Soon after Thomas 
returns as a dead-eyed husk, Nathaniel learns of the temple’s 
true nature; when the vicars take Orah, Nathaniel is outraged, 
so he travels to Temple City and offers to take the girl’s place. 
While temporarily confined, he meets another prisoner named 
Samuel, who explains that the temple’s magic actually came 
from a prior society that prized individual freedom and creativ-
ity. Somewhere, he says, is a hidden keep full of wonders, and if 
it’s found by the right person, its secrets could start a revolution. 
As Litwack opens his meticulously crafted new series, he aids 
his righteous protagonists with a series of magical scrolls, writ-
ten clues, and cooperative “keepers.” He effectively describes 
how the Temple of Light uses doublespeak to praise its mono-
culture and vilify the era of darkness, in which “people spoke 
different languages and worshipped different gods.” The author 
never veers into zealotry himself, however, always exploring 
both sides of the progress-versus-security argument (“Perhaps 
the quest for knowledge brought change faster than it could be 
assimilated,” muses a vicar). Orah, meanwhile, provides the soul 
of the narrative: a young woman who’s wistful and optimistic 
by turns and who understands that although “nothing can com-
pete with childhood,” there’s no going back.

A tightly executed first fantasy installment that cham-
pions the exploratory spirit.

SHADES OF AFRICA
Kwasuka Sukela 
Loshe , Toko
Xlibris (236 pp.) 
$24.19 paper  |  Mar. 21, 2015
978-1-5035-0365-6
978-1-5035-0366-3 paper  

A photo album in prose about the 
brutality of life in British South Africa.

Loshe’s debut novel offers glimpses 
into the unrelentingly sad and violent life 

of Shirley Schreiber in the British South African territories in the 
mid-20th century (now Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa). 
Shirley and her siblings are raised by her mother and a brutish 
drunk of a father who drags them from Durban to Port Eliza-
beth to the Transvaal and points north in search of work and, later, 
safety. Businesses are festooned with signs reading “Nee blanks 
nee” (Afrikaans for “Nonwhites No”), and the sound of tribal 
drumming fills the air. As the narrator, Shirley remembers and 
vividly recounts the almost incomprehensible cruelty of the men 
around her: her father bloodies her brother and mother, a close 
relative rapes Shirley herself, and revolutionaries behead a gentle 
servant and burn a woman to death in her car. The man she mar-
ries when she comes of age attempts to murder her twice, then 
threatens to kill their children. Halfway through the story, just 
as readers assume things can’t get any worse, they’re warned that 

“the terrifying ordeals that we had survived had only been the 
beginning.” This is not merely a collection of horror stories, how-
ever: Shirley loves the wilderness, enjoys sweet moments with 
her mother and sister, and feels joy. But because so much of what 
happens is narrated from a young girl’s point of view, these scenes 
carry a strange, varying weight: through a small child’s eyes, bouts 
of sickness and “Soft, yellow, baby chickens” assume the same 
narrative importance as rapes and beheadings. As a result, this is a 
novel of subjective reportage, not objective analysis. Still, though 
readers may not know why or even when events are happening, 
they’re always presented with vivid pictures of what is happen-
ing. Readers won’t be able to stop reading in order to learn more 
about this bad, vanished world.

A deeply impressionistic, compelling novel about a 
young girl’s life in the waning days of the British Empire. 

GRIEF, FOLLY, LOVE
Searching for Truth in War
Martin, Timothy
The Garvey Writer (288 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2015
978-0-9963225-1-5  

A tale of love and personal redemp-
tion set in war-torn Afghanistan.

Martin served as an Army soldier dur-
ing the Cold War, then as a political officer 
for the State Department in Afghanistan 

as well as in the Department of Homeland Security—experiences 
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that radiate from every page of his debut novel. The story’s pro-
tagonist, Hank Garvey, is also a Vietnam vet and political officer 
in Afghanistan, assigned to Harmez to report, somewhat optimis-
tically, on any signs of progress following the American invasion. 
What Hank finds, though, is poverty, rampant cynicism, and the 
brutal rule of the warlord Akbar Khan. Neither a soldier nor a dip-
lomat, Hank is considered an “outlier,” and he struggles to be taken 
seriously as he discovers a progressive group organizing opposi-
tion to Khan’s tyrannical grip on the city. Meanwhile, he develops 
a deep romantic attachment to a Danish nurse named Illse Lill-
estrom, who embodies the mysteriousness and disaffectedness of 
Harmez itself. The plot, which develops slowly in episodic drips, 
is not the prime mover here. Instead, Hank’s character keeps the 
reader drawn in: a former soldier and cop, he’s not quite a hero; the 
inclination to heroism is but one ingredient in the complex brew 
that is his personality. Also, the setting, painted by the author in cin-
ematographic detail, functions like a second main character, with 
ambience captured in brooding tones. The writing is always sharp 
and, when the subject turns to love, even poetic: “Fully invested 
in the moment now, blind to doubts and consequences, his arms 
closed around her in a victory of lust over judgment.” Hank’s ten-
ure in Harmez turns out to be an exercise in renewal; still devas-
tated from the loss of his wife to cancer, he gropes in the dark for 
purpose and happiness. In addition to touching on the treatment 
of women’s rights, the book as a whole is a kind of cautionary tale 
about the fragility of freedom as an export. It’s a rewarding read for 
those interested in an insider’s account of Afghanistan, revealed in 
all its unvarnished grimness.

A timely and thoughtful account of a lost American try-
ing to find himself in a lost country.

CORTES CONNECTION
Mateland, Vanessa
CreateSpace (412 pp.)
$15.00 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Jun. 11, 2015
978-1-5078-8835-3

In Mateland’s romance novel, a kayak 
trip through the Victoria, Canada, region 
comes alive through the eyes of two lovers.

Dr. Juli Armstrong needs a break 
from her high-intensity practice, and 
what better way than a guided ocean 

kayak tour? Despite the advice of her best friend, who wants Juli 
to meet a man, Juli is convinced she’s there for her own enjoy-
ment...until she gets partnered up with Dr. Richard Thompson, 
an arrogant, overbearing doctor from rural Cortes Island. She 
wants peace and quiet, not commands from a man who isn’t 
even her tour guide. However, once others abandon the trip, he 
actually does become her tour guide. Rich loves his rural island 
practice, but working constantly for the last several years has 
taken a toll on his health. He wants a break, and the kayak trip 
is exactly what he needs. Despite his stress, however, Rich is 
ready for a relationship. He’s immediately interested in Juli, but 
it takes a lot of paddling and some natural challenges before he 

can start to break through her guarded exterior and get to know 
the woman beneath. Both Juli and Rich are reluctant to trust, 
but their souls are drawn to each other, pulling them together 
despite the differences and challenges between them. The 
relationship between Juli and Rich is believable, fraught with 
real-life difficulties. Their emotional growth is complex, with 
the stops and starts of real life as they try to change and evolve. 
Despite strong characters, the story is slowed by pacing issues. 
Mateland spends time on mundane things like Juli’s preparation 
for the trip even though the story doesn’t really begin until she 
arrives at the docks. The author does a fantastic job bringing 
the setting to life, providing vivid detail about all aspects of the 
region. At times, however, the book reads like a tour guide, and 
even Juli rolls her eyes at Rich’s extensive lectures about the 
local tides, animals, and nature.

Takes time to gain momentum, but an enjoyable roman-
tic adventure with a strong conclusion.

LITTLE JESSIE’S BEACH FUN
Nat, Gowri
Illus. by Kumari, Luckshmi
Outskirts Press Inc. (40 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Apr. 8, 2015
978-1-4787-5089-5  

In Nat’s debut picture book, a young 
girl spends the day exploring and learning at the beach with 
her dad.

Jessie is very excited as she and her dad prepare to head out 
for the day. She puts on her favorite dress, a matching hat, and 
sandals and sets off with him on a walk to the beach. Once they 
arrive, she watches the waves, meets a little crab, and decides 
to build a sand castle for her new crustacean friend to live in. 
When she heads home, she reflects on what a great day she had. 
Overall, Nat offers a sweet tale that focuses on friendship and 
family. Jessie and her father are shown to have a good relation-
ship as they hold hands and share thoughts while walking down 
the beach: “She pointed at the tides and said to her dad, ‘It’s like 
they are singing a song.’ ” He also personally introduces her to 
the crab on the beach by picking it up and putting it in her hand. 
Going to the beach is an exciting prospect for Jessie because 
it’s not only fun in itself, it also means spending quality time 
with her father. A beach trip is about exploration as well—Jes-
sie is thrilled to see the baby crab in the sand and enjoys how 
it climbs up on her shoulder and tickles her. A sign of friend-
ship from the creature inspires her to build a house for him as 
a kindness, and she’s rewarded for her efforts: “Jessie enjoyed 
looking at the baby crab settling in his new home.” With its 
easy vocabulary and repetition, this is a story that will be ideal 
for youngsters who are practicing their reading skills. The sim-
ple, brightly colored illustrations by Kumari effectively reflect 
what’s happening in the text, which will allow children to easily 
interpret any unfamiliar words.

A cute story that imparts lessons for kids about friend-
ship and family.
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SECOND CHRONICLES 
OF ILLUMINATION
Pack, C.A.
Artiqua Press (480 pp.) 
$25.95 paper  |  $5.95 e-book
Jun. 30, 2015
978-0-9915428-5-7  

Pack’s encore batch of riveting adven-
tures about an interdimensional library 
system.

In Chronicles: The Library of Illumina-
tion (2014), readers met Johanna Charette and Jackson Roth, 
teens who co-curate a library where the subjects of books can 
enter the real world. In their first five adventures, the two faced 
increasingly complex situations that tested their inquisitiveness 
and loyalty to each other. This second volume reprints the fifth 
story, “Portals,” to reintroduce audiences to the 13 Libraries 
of Illumination set on different worlds, including Romantica, 
Scientico, Terroria, and Fantasia (Earth). The next entry, “The 
Overseers,” brings the teens to Lumina, the prime library realm, 
where Johanna’s mentor, Mal, is tested for a position in the Col-
lege of Overseers, which runs the library system. Competing 
against Mal is Terroria’s horridly ambitious Nero 51 (introduced 
in “Portals”). “Myrddin’s Memoir,” a novella-length sequel, sees 
a book arrive on Johanna’s desk that proves to be the legend-
ary wizard Merlin’s diary of spells. The wizard projects himself 
through the open volume and explains to Johanna that someone 
wants to steal his work and must be stopped at all costs. The 
collection ends with a preview of “Escape to Mysteriose,” the 
next story in Pack’s deftly expanding universe. As in the first 
Chronicles, the relationship between 18-year-old Johanna and 
slightly younger Jackson is grounded in light romance and 
sarcasm; when he suggests he’s one of a kind, she replies, “We 
can only hope.” Pack’s prose is lucid and tight, especially when 
explaining the libraries’ logistics: “This is a Library of Illumina-
tion. When the information kept here disappears, the contents 
of [citizens’] personally owned literature and documents will 
vanish.” Nero 51, meanwhile, is a master manipulator who lies 
as steadily as a heart beats; he also smells like “a chemical fac-
tory built in a field of rotting flesh.” Pack’s aptitude for spinning 
plots major (time travel) and minor (Pru Tellerence’s missing 
child) continues to make this a singularly engaging series.

The stakes have never been higher in Pack’s inventive epic.

A YEAR OF LEARNING, 
LAUGHTER, AND LIFE
365 Motivational Parables
Rajah, Jaishen
CreateSpace (470 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  May 29, 2015
978-1-5024-6247-3  

A lifetime of collected anecdotes in 
an excellent and entertaining resource 
for speakers, writers, and storytellers.

Physician, researcher, and speaker 
Rajah writes that he spent 20 years amassing these 365 parables 
and is grateful for his early realization that he needed to record 
these stories because “the faintest ink is stronger than the best 
memory.” Each month of the year has a theme: e.g., “Philosophy 
and Wisdom” for January, “Best Humor” for June, and “Inspira-
tion” for December. Most days, the anecdote is accompanied 
by a brief message and a quote, the sources ranging from Che 
Guevara and Friedrich Nietzsche to Martin Luther King Jr. and 
Mark Twain. “Plowing Troubled Land” tells of a Jewish potato 
farmer sent to a concentration camp while his gentile wife 
was left to manage the farm. The man wrote his wife a letter 
and said, “Don’t dare plow the field. There is a lot of hidden 
hardware buried.” The very night she received the letter, the 
Gestapo arrived and raided the farm, digging up all the land. 
The confused wife wrote her husband about the incident, and 
he replied, “Now plant the potatoes”: after all, “Every crisis rep-
resents at the same time an opportunity.” It’s hard to imagine a 
reader who won’t discover fresh stories in these pages. That said, 
a few of the stories are overly familiar or commonplace, such as 
the “Footprints in the Sand” legend in which a man dreams he’s 
walking on the beach with God. Nevertheless, the well-written 
book would make a fine resource for anyone needing a brief 
illustration to share at a church or civic club meeting. While 
offering a year’s worth of stories, the book never turns tiresome, 
perfectly illustrating the quote from Winston Churchill that 
a good speech should be like a woman’s skirt: “long enough to 
cover the subject and short enough to create interest”—an apt 
description of the book itself.

Pithy portions of wisdom well-told.

THE RECHARGEABLES
Eat Move Sleep
Rath, Tom
Illus. by Aón, Carlos
Missionday (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  May 5, 2015
978-1-939714-04-6  

A sister and brother learn about healthier living through 
trial and error in this picture book.

Rath (How Full is Your Bucket?, 2015, etc.) tells the story of a 
village called Verve, in which all the residents are unable to move. 
That is, until the wind blows young Poppy off a hilltop and she 
feels a positive charge as she rolls down the hill. She learns that 
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“what you do gives you energy,” and she then rolls an immobile boy, 
Simon, down the hill to wake him up, as well. Together, Poppy 
and Simon realize that movement makes them feel better—but 
that alone isn’t enough for the strip of colored lights on their 
shirts (signifying their energy levels) to change from red to green. 
So they try eating different types of foods—first snack foods 
and soda, then fruits and vegetables—before figuring out that 
healthful food makes them feel great. But something’s missing, 
and they quickly realize it’s sleep. Once they put together the 
equation—“Eat right, move more, and sleep well for energy”—
the kids, along with their parents, set off to re-energize the 
whole village by sharing the lessons they’ve learned. Rath writes 
in clear prose and asks lots of questions so that kids can work 
through the problems themselves—“When Poppy and Simon 
wake up the next morning, they feel even better than they did 
the day before. Simon looks at Poppy and asks her, ‘Do you think 
sleeping gave us more energy?’ ” The story’s lesson is straightfor-
ward but important, as it teaches kids that taking small steps in 
their lives can make them feel better physically and think more 
clearly. Aón’s (The Lonely Existence of Asteroids and Comets, 2012, 
etc.) detailed, colorful illustrations, in which the people resemble 
Pixar characters, will help draw readers in. The book also doubles 
as a workbook, as Rath lists discussion questions at the end that 
may help kids talk to parents or teachers about living healthier 
lives. It also includes stickers to help motivate younger readers, 
including one with an illustration of a colored-lights strip and one 
that reads, “I am fully charged!”

A children’s book that imparts key lessons about health 
without forfeiting an entertaining story.

TRUE LOVE’S KISS
Disney Romance from Snow 
White to Frozen
Rustad, Robert
New Element (198 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Feb. 14, 2015
978-1-5084-1851-1  

The treatment of gender and romance 
in Disney “princess” films is explored in 
this debut essay collection.

The animated Disney film Frozen 
(2013) may seem like an expression of pure girl power, but can 
we really, as the song goes, “let it go” at that? Rustad doesn’t 
think so, noting “a certain insidiousness” to this popular and 
thus highly influential film. Following this provocative opener, 
Rustad provides some film theory overview: film offers both 
the pleasure of looking and ego identification. He then delves 
into the use of gender and romance in 14 Disney movies that 
he believes fall within the “Disney Princess film” genre, starting 
with Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) and including not-
so-obvious choices, such as Hercules (1997). Giving each selec-
tion its own chapter, Rustad asserts that while early films had 
shallow romances and passive heroines, Disney’s later return 
to this genre, from The Little Mermaid (1989) onward, advanced 
on such origins with mixed results. He makes the case for the 

way Aladdin (1992) conveys “a very positive and healthy vision of 
romantic love,” yet Tangled (2010) disappoints with “pandering 
insincerity.” As for Frozen, the sneer put on Elsa at the end of her 
big song and Hans’ shift to villainy are among the “flaws which 
at first seem inconsequential next to so much quality work, but 
really drag the film down upon careful analysis.” An essay on 
Enchanted (2007), the only live-action selection and only film 
assessed out of release-date chronology, wraps up this collec-
tion, with Rustad praising it as “mature and balanced.” Debut 
author Rustad, who unfortunately never states his particular 
credentials, has written a series of engaging if not particularly 
groundbreaking essays that will be enjoyed by film buffs as 
well as parents feeding/tempering princess fever. Rustad quite 
rightly expresses concern about sneaky sexualization (e.g., 
Ariel’s arched back) and mixed-message merchandising, includ-
ing Mulan’s warrior heroine “swooning on Shang’s shoulder on 
the cover of a glittered diary.” Yet he also credits “the ability of 
children to form their own judgments and values.” Overall, a 
thought-provoking, evenhanded examination.

Accessible, entertaining analysis via a feminist lens.

CLIENTELLIGENCE 
How Superior Client 
Relationships Fuel 
Growth and Profits
Rynowecer, Michael B.
The BTI Press (188 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Aug. 11, 2015
978-0-9964134-3-5  

An in-depth study of what it takes to 
develop and maintain superior relation-
ships with clients.

Every business that provides a service has clients, and any suc-
cessful service business understands how to cultivate lasting client 
relationships. Rynowecer has discovered the “secret sauce” to do 
just that, which he eloquently describes in this debut work. The 
author enumerates 17 “specific and unique activities driving supe-
rior client relationships” derived from an exhaustive study in which, 
over decades, he collected insight in 14,000 telephone interviews 
with senior executives. Rynowecer organizes this intelligence into 
a “Clientelligence Matrix” that divides the activities into four quad-
rants. The top right of the quadrant, which represents “high differ-
entiation” and “higher importance,” is labeled “Relationship Bliss” 
and contains what Rynowecer claims are the four most important 
activities: commitment to help, client focus, understanding the 
client’s business, and providing value for the dollar. The author 
explains the portions of the quadrant and provides sufficient 
detail about each of the 17 activities, tossing in some pertinent 
war stories along the way. The genius of Rynowecer’s approach is 
twofold: first, he delivers his treatise within the context of solid 
research, which provides a great deal of credible support. Second, 
by employing such a facts-based approach, the author can address 
even the most emotionally charged aspects of client relationships 
in an objective way. Rynowecer’s sage observations are doled out 
at the end of each short chapter in sections called “Clientelligence 

Rustad quite rightly expresses concern about sneaky sexualization...
and mixed-message merchandising.

true love’s kiss
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Master Class.” Here, he offers specific, sometimes-blunt advice: 
“Superheroes don’t stop until the client’s goal has been met,” he 
writes. Superheroes “take bullets for their clients [and] tell clients 
the truth, no matter how unpopular the opinion may be.” A clev-
erly devised road map closes the book to help professionals master 
their client service skills.

Deftly written and well-presented; principals of any 
service firm will appreciate this treasure trove of useful 
intelligence for business improvement.

100 YEARS IN THE LIFE OF AN 
AMERICAN GIRL
True Stories 1910-2010
Sherman, Suzanne
SZS Publishing (334 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Jan. 7, 2015
978-0-9904527-0-6  

This nonfiction collection offers more 
than 50 entertaining, informative memoir 
pieces about American girlhood from 1910 
to 2010.

Sherman (Lesbian and Gay Marriage, 1992) taught memoir 
writing for many years. Many of these entries were written by 
her students, while others were adapted from interviews with 
women and girls from diverse cultural, geographical, racial, and 

class backgrounds. Sherman asked her interviewees about their 
first 13 years and specifically about their experiences with fam-
ily, school, friendships, and play; other topics include “racism, 
divorce, [and] being ‘different.’ ” Readers will see the differ-
ences, similarities, and connections within and across decades 
as they compare and contrast other childhoods with their own. 
Each chapter has a useful introduction explaining the historical 
characteristics of a particular decade, including its newest prod-
ucts, books, and similar artifacts, and the 10 most popular girls’ 
names. There’s much food for thought here, whether readers 
focus on a single decade or trace themes over time, such as the 
immigrant experience, how appliances have eased household 
chores, or how expectations regarding girls’ dress, schooling, 
and careers have changed. Some cultural experiences serve as 
common touchstones through the years (such as reading Louisa 
May Alcott’s works); others are very much of their time, such 
as accompanying the iceman on his deliveries. Overall, the 
contributions are wonderfully lively and vivid. Here, Florence 
Smith—5 years old in 1911—describes the excitement of her 
family buying the first Model T on the block: “Neighbors up 
the street came outside to see us, and they waved as we passed. 
My mother was laughing and hugging my father as we bounced 
along and I was feeling the air move through my fingers with 
both hands held up.” Readers inclined to take modernity for 
granted will find much here to surprise and interest them. As 
the first in a planned series of “100 Years in the Life” books, it 
also has great classroom potential with its discussion questions.

A useful sourcebook and an entertaining read.

FOSSIL ISLAND
Sjoholm, Barbara
Cedar Street Editions 
$18.00 paper  |  Sep. 1, 2015
978-0-9883567-4-0  

A teenage girl in 19th-century Den-
mark navigates first love and widening 
life prospects in this rich historical novel 
based on the life of artist and ethnogra-
pher Emilie Demant Hatt.

In the summer of 1887 in the village 
of Selde, 14-year-old Emilie—“Nik” to her family—is delighted 
when Carl Nielsen, a 22-year-old musician and budding com-
poser, arrives for an extended stay, along with Nik’s rich Aunt 
Marie, his benefactress. Carl is talented, charming, and soulful, 
and the two are soon inseparable—until Nik’s prettier older 
sister, Maj, returns from teachers’ college. She starts monopo-
lizing Carl’s time with piano duets while also vacillating over 
Frederik Brandt, an army officer who’s courting her. Sjoholm 
weaves these romantic entanglements with subtlety and sensi-
tivity and sets them against the growing suffragist movement; 
Maj’s desire for a career and Nik’s artistic and scientific inter-
ests sit uneasily alongside their expected roles as wives and 
mothers. The novel’s second half takes Nik, Maj, and Carl to 
Copenhagen, where these conflicts only intensify. Nik and Carl 
secretly agree to marry once his musical career takes off, but 
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Nik is put off by his incessant pawing and evidence that he’s 
an unreliable cad. Meanwhile, Maj gravitates further to the 
women’s rights movement, spurred by a deep relationship with 
feminist Eva. Throughout, the sisters brave a sexist world that 
imposes exasperating constraints—Nik can’t respectably walk 
city streets without a chaperone, for example—while offering 
new glimmers of freedom and self-fulfillment. Sjoholm (The 
Palace of the Snow Queen, 2007, etc.) fictionalizes the real-life 
stories of Hatt and Nielsen (who later became Denmark’s great-
est composer) by joining time-honored marriage plots with a 
socially acute novel of ideas. There’s plenty of Jane Austen-like 
drollery here—“Oh, to be loved by a young man who has an 
opinion about sculpture,” trills one character—but also earnest 
engagement with contemporary intellectual debates on every-
thing from Darwinism to free love. The latter can lead to some 
stilted dialogue: “The message of Nietzsche, correct me if I’m 
wrong, is that there’s room at the top for only a few, and those 
few are not women.” Still, Sjoholm gives readers vibrant charac-
ters whose personal travails are all the more engrossing for the 
cultural upheavals that energize them.

An entertaining, thoughtful story of old-fashioned 
romance complicated by dawning modern mores.

THE ANTICHRIST OF 
KOKOMO COUNTY
Skinner, David
Oct. 6, 2015  

Skinner’s debut novel is a clever, 
funny chronicle of an apocalypse nar-
rowly averted and of greatness diverted.

Franklin Bartholomew Horvath is a 
loser from a long line of losers. But at the 
outset of this story, he proclaims that his 
time as an inconsequential cog is about 

to come to an end and that he may be the savior of mankind. 
He’s about to enter the office of the former United Church of 
Satan in Berry, Indiana (they now call themselves the Church 
of the Epistemological Emendation to avoid harassment from 
the locals). He has a 9 mm handgun hidden in his pants and his 
12-year-old son, Michael, nicknamed “Sparky,” in tow. Skinner 
then tells the story of what led Frankie to this desperate point. 
When Frankie was 12 years old, his father had an epiphany that 
there would be a “Great Horvath,” an exceptional person, in the 
family. Young Frankie is crushed to learn, though, that it won’t 
be him—but it could be his son. When Frankie finally has a 
kid, the local Rev. Phipps declares little Sparky the Antichrist. 
Frankie doesn’t believe it, but his wife buys it immediately. So 
he and his wife try to save the world by raising an unremarkable 
child, addling him with sugar and television and doing every-
thing they can to keep him from excelling. (It’s also perfect 
revenge against Frankie’s father, who was counting on Sparky 
to be the Great Horvath.) This eventually leads to a showdown 
with the Satanists, which Frankie believes could decide the fate 
of humanity. Overall, this is a fantastically inventive story with 
plenty of fun twists that’s told with great humor. In Frankie, 

Skinner has created his own version of Ignatius J. Reilly from 
John Kennedy Toole’s A Confederacy of Dunces (1980); Frankie is 
a bit more self-aware than Toole’s protagonist, but he’s no less 
deluded. The structure of the novel does make it seem like a bit 
of a shaggy dog story at times, and the author holds back a few 
details for a setup in a way that seems like cheating. However, 
the payoff is worth it.

A stylish novel from a fine comedic storyteller who 
hopefully has more than one book in him.

BEHIND THE CURTAIN
A Peek at Life from within 
the ER
Sterling, Jeffrey E.
Brown Books Publishing Group 
(184 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  Jul. 24, 2015
978-1-61254-852-4  

Drawing on over 20 years of experi-
ence in emergency medicine, debut author 
Sterling presents alternately humorous 

and sobering stories of the “controlled chaos” of a hospital emer-
gency room.

In these wry, short essays, the author strikes an appropri-
ate balance between serious warnings and diverting stories. In 
one, he tells of a nurse who was murdered in the office below 
his, proving that a hospital can be a risky environment; in oth-
ers, though, he provides plenty of laughs. Many pieces tread a 
fine line between being comical and raunchy; for example, the 
author writes of finding a potato up a patient’s anus and of treat-
ing a four-hour erection. He uses a mix of the past and pres-
ent tense to re-create the immediacy of climactic moments. 
Snappy conversations—such as one that he has with macho 
young men who assume that they’re invincible against sexually 
transmitted diseases—reflect his no-nonsense attitude toward 
patient responsibility: “It’s my job to treat, not to judge, but 
sometimes it’s very difficult,” Sterling admits. Too many cases, 
he notes, result from reckless behavior involving overeating, 
alcohol, drugs, or careless driving. For instance, he describes 
one drag-racing fatality with three inches shaved off his skull 
and a man who drank window-washing fluid and suffered per-
manent visual damage. Even the most tragic, cautionary tales 
can still hold a grain of hope, though. In one of the strongest 
anecdotes, “Extracting Life from Death,” he writes of a woman, 
nine months pregnant, who got into a high-speed crash while 
not wearing a seatbelt. She was dead on arrival at the hospital, 
but Sterling delivered her baby girl alive. The book proves to be 
as informative as it is entertaining, thanks to its reader-friendly 
tactics: unfamiliar terms appear in italics, connections are 
made between similar cases, and bullet-pointed lists detail pro-
cedures and treatment options. Taken together, they’ll provide 
laymen with a way through what Sterling calls the “never-end-
ing alphabet soup of protocols.” A gripping step-by-step narra-
tion of a cricothyrotomy (which involves making an incision in 
the throat to create an airway) is a highlight: “Gain control of the 

A fantastically inventive story with plenty of fun twists 
that’s told with great humor.

the antichrist of kokomo county
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windpipe with one hand. Let’s go. Stab incision with only the tip of the 
scalpel.” Two messages come through clearly in this collection: 
knowledge is power, and it’s better to be safe than sorry.

Accessible and often amusing medical anecdotes.

RETURN TO EDEN
Taylor, Richard
CreateSpace (254 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Oct. 4, 2014
978-1-5010-6941-3  

The second book in a historical fic-
tion trilogy set in the Japanese-occupied 
Philippines during World War II.

Taylor’s (Eden Lost, 2014) latest picks 
up in 1941 with Joe Armand—the son of 
Joshua from the previous novel—who’s 

in Manila to arrange for the purchase of a ship. Joe knows of 
Joshua’s own experience in the Philippines, during which his 
father fell in love with a woman named Isabella. Although she’s 
not his mother, Joe wants to know more about this legendary 
woman. While waiting for orders, he wanders to the church 
where she was buried and meets Luci Blake, an American from 
Hawaii with bright red hair—and it’s love at first sight. Luci has 
come to the islands to join the Red Cross and has become a part 
of an elite social circle. She finds out more information about 
Isabella from her friend Leah Ramirez, a Spanish-American 
socialite. After Pearl Harbor is attacked in December 1941, the 
Japanese military bombs the Philippines and begins its invasion. 
Together, Joe and Luci face near-death experiences that serve 
to strengthen their already close bond. Leah helps Luci escape 
the Philippines on a ship bound for Australia, leaving Joe alone 
to avoid capture by the Japanese. At the last minute, though, 
Luci and Leah decide not to go. Separately, Luci and Joe fight 

for their lives; they eventually meet again, transforming from 
young lovers into guerrilla fighters opposing the Japanese occu-
pation. Overall, Taylor has embarked on a great undertaking in 
this second novel in his trilogy. He incorporates a great deal of 
history into his novel—each chapter, for example, opens with 
a historical note or an entry from Leah’s journal. A common 
theme soon emerges in the parallel stories of Isabella and Luci 
of how women (and men) are changed by war. At times, though, 
the prose is hindered by its staccato rhythm, which is choppy 
rather than nimble. That said, Taylor does succeed in illustrat-
ing the complex history of WWII in the Pacific through the 
eyes of his characters.

A sometimes-brutal but also heartwarming book about 
two people who learn life lessons from their war experiences.

MY LADYBIRD STORY
The Growing Pains of 
a Transsexual
Tor, Magus 
CreateSpace (276 pp.) 
$15.90 paper  |  Feb. 3, 2015
978-1-5078-3680-4  

Pseudonymous Singapore-based author 
Tor (High Noon, 2015, etc.) charts the com-
ing-of-age of a resilient teenager confront-
ing issues of gender.

John Bird is an effeminate North Carolina high schooler 
who’s bullied by fellow students who call him “Ladybird.” How-
ever, he’s swiftly befriended by a striking, indigo-eyed transfer 
student named Aureus Conner. John isn’t drawn to her with 
romantic intentions but with emulative ones; his own secret 
pleasure lies hidden in his bedroom in a box containing girl’s 
blouses and jewelry. His older brother Devon tries to help him 
clarify his sexual proclivities by supplying him with various 
types of pornography, but it only fuels his confusion and shame. 
As his friendship with the spirited Aureus deepens into their 
college years, John’s comfort with his sexual identity grows 
despite sporadic confrontations with former high school bully 
J.P., who winds up at the same university. His admiration of titil-
lating artwork featuring women, combined with his continued 
admiration for Aureus’ physical beauty, furthers his burgeoning 
desire to explore his feminine side despite a few unexpected 
setbacks. A Halloween party where he and Aureus both cross-
dress and a stroll around campus in women’s clothing solidifies 
his suspicion that being a woman makes him the happiest and 
the truest to himself even if it briefly challenges Aureus’ previ-
ously hidden religious beliefs. This last theme may be the only 
part of this thoughtful narrative that Tor fails to deeply explore. 
This affecting, meandering novel is flush with dialogue, but its 
true engine is its characterizations. Both of the quirky, endear-
ing, relatable outcasts will grab readers’ attention from the 
first page due to their unique struggles to establish their own 
identities within a critical, conformist society. The power of 
their unconditional, complex relationship and the authentic-
ity and seriousness of John’s gender-transformative journey are 
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inspiring and thought-provoking. Tor’s book is sure to ignite 
galvanizing conversation as it adds to the growing library of 
transgender-themed YA titles.

An inspiring, empowering chronicle of self-discovery 
and fearless pride sure to entertain and inform both cis-
gender and transgender readers.

THE GHOST PRINCESS 
Walsh, M. 
CreateSpace (324 pp.) 
$11.95 paper  |  Apr. 14, 2015
978-1-5088-7319-8 

In this subversive debut fantasy, a 
fallen heroine is drawn into the schemes 
of madmen.

Alcoholic Katrina Lamont is in 
the frontier town of Dictum in the 
untamed Graylands that separate the 

Two Empires. While drinking away memories of her tragic past, 
she’s approached by the suave Rasul Kader who needs help 
tracking down a mystery woman with a grand destiny. “I’ve had 
enough destiny in my life,” she declares. Meanwhile, Capt. Dea-
con Marcus of the Sentry Elite has arrived in Dictum on a hunt 
for the stolen Dragon’s Fang dagger. He meets with Guardian 
Mage Elijah Warren, who informs him that a sickness is brew-
ing in the nearby forest and he must investigate a possible 
breach into the Black, where evil rules. South of Dictum, in a 
fortress near the Dark Lands, the vile Jacob Daredin waits for 
his machinations to bear fruit. He possesses the Dragon’s Fang 
and needs only to spill royal blood during the Devil’s Moon to 
become all-powerful. And finally, there’s the legendary pirate 
Krutch Leeroy, whose agents have assaulted Katrina, pushing 
her to join Deacon Marcus on his quest in the Derelict Woods. 
Katrina, however, has no idea that she’ll soon confront the bru-
tal, invincible Enforcer and a girl named Lily, whose fate over-
laps with her own. If these “Travelers on a mission” and “talk of 
quests and destiny” make author Walsh’s debut seem like every 
other fantasy adventure, think again. His self-aware approach 
to genre blending (using not just orcs and gargoyles, but also a 
serial killer) provides a rigorous example of tight, engaged story-
telling. The playful prose dances the line between silly and epic, 
like when Krutch is described as “a legit, real-deal pirate.” After 
the complex chess-style setup, Walsh begins savagely removing 
pieces from the board in ways that should satisfy fans of gory 
creature features. It’s Katrina and her incredible past, though, 
that make this a must for casual and hard-core fantasy readers.

This debut features a string of startling, satisfying 
twists wrapped up in mesmerizing fantasy.

THE D WORD
First Came ABC then Came D.
Warrington, Joanna
CreateSpace (264 pp.) 
Dec. 9, 2014
978-1-5027-7890-1  

Warrington tells the story of a memora-
bly mismatched couple in her debut novel.

Clifford is 54, newly divorced and 
stretched beyond his financial means. 
He has a body that’s failing him and an 

elderly mother who insists that he murdered his infant brother 
more than 40 years ago. Meanwhile, Gina has two children 
from her abusive first marriage and a third from an affair, as well 
as plenty of regrets, a dearth of confidence, and a desire to find 
love again. When the two meet online, they find an immedi-
ate affinity—although perhaps it’s a warning sign that Gina is 
attracted to Clifford’s frank negativity. At first, it seems as if the 
two may form a perfect partnership, as they commiserate over 
how life seems to delight in tormenting people. But when the 
chaos of their respective lives begins to butt in, their personal 
flaws make for a difficult love affair. They must decide whether 
a relationship is actually possible and, if so, if it’s really worth 
the effort. Clifford is delightfully repugnant: selfish, reaction-
ary, angry, and self-pitying. He’s an addition to the pantheon 
of somehow-lovable, angry, middle-aged British men in litera-
ture. Gina is more sympathetic, yet she possesses her own rich 
collection of shortcomings that make her a vigorous character. 
The couple’s vitality gives the novel a human center, which 
makes the plot feel effortless and organic. Warrington’s prose 
is as sharp and unadorned as her characters, and it’s laden with 
the wry cynicism of someone who isn’t interested in peddling 
romantic fantasies. Much of the book’s humor comes from 
the delight it takes in humbling its characters (“His body was a 
bendy metal coathanger performing a very poor job of support-
ing his weighty clothing”). Although the ending isn’t a complete 
surprise, there’s still something quite satisfying in it. Overall, 
this is the story of a modern, dysfunctional, second-chance sort 
of love—the kind that people don’t necessarily expect or desire. 
It may, however, be just the sort of love that has the most to 
teach people about dignity, charity, compassion, and trust.

An offbeat, honest take on romance that offers cringes 
and laughs in equal supply.

Walsh begins savagely removing pieces from the board in ways 
that should satisfy fans of gory creature features.

the ghost princess
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By Megan Labrise

“One of the major surprises of writing this 
novel has been being told it’s a ‘YA novel’ 
or ‘young adult novel,’ and originally 
I really resisted that. I thought it was a 
diss, even though I like reading YA....
Now that I’ve had a month of people 
saying that, I’m leaning into it and see-
ing it as a way of reaching more readers. 
I think that this is a great book for young 
people to read. 

—Naomi Jackson, author of The Star Side of 
Bird Hill, a coming-of-age story set in Bar-
bados and Brooklyn, in conversation with 
Tiphanie Yanique at Greenlight Bookstore 
in Brooklyn 

“There are things I just happen to love 
or like and get interested in that other 
people think are terrible and preten-
tious. So I don’t think to myself, ‘I want 
to find the most difficult thing I can find,’ 
I just respond to things and then notice 
they might be regarded as thorny or 
obtuse or somehow difficult. And then, 
occasionally, I like to try to reveal what’s 
exciting about them. 

—Ben Marcus, editor of New American Stories, 
on promoting “difficult” fiction

“...I needed to kind of investigate the 
materiality of what a book is, of why to 
write a book, to look at the picked-over, 
desiccated bones of post-modernism, 
in which we all know that a writer’s 
behind everything, and we read about 
the writer in the profiles that come out—
when reviewers are too lazy to review 
the book so they write a profile—so we 
have the personality of the writer, and 
then we have the writer’s intrusion in his 
or her own story.” 

—Joshua Cohen on autofiction in The Book 
of Numbers, in conversation with editor 
Sam Nicholson at McNally Jackson Books 
in Manhattan
 

Fi e l d  No t e s

Submissions for Field Notes? 
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.

“History is full of Lizzie Magies, and it’s full of these stories we think are true but are actu-
ally more complicated or nuanced or have more to them than what is told to us by a 
company that’s trying to sell things.” 

—investigative journalist Mary Pilon, author of The Monopolists, on Monopoly inventor Lizzie 
Magie, in conversation with Jim Miller at the Bryant Park Reading Room in Manhattan. The 
game was acquired in 1935 by Parker Brothers, who “in some cases very deliberately wrote her out 
of the history.”

Photo courtesy Lola Flash
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Seventy years ago, just at the close of World War II, an Italian Jewish doctor 
named Carlo Levi published a quiet memoir called Cristo si è fermato a Eboli, or 
Christ Stopped at Eboli, recounting a year he had spent in a forgotten hill town in 
the southern province of Basilicata. He had not wanted to go there but instead 
was sent in a program of internal exile instituted by the Mussolini regime, silenc-
ing critics and dissidents by packing them off to places where they wouldn’t be 
heard from again.

Aliano, which Levi called Gagliano in his book, was one such place. It lies in 
the fantastically rugged reaches of the Apennine Mountains, far from anywhere, 
so far from the center of Italian life that the peasants who lived in the region had 
a saying: we’re not Christians, they averred, for “Christ stopped short of here, at 
Eboli,” a crossroads and railhead on the other, civilized side of the mountains. 

There, in Aliano, in 1935, Levi found himself, perched in a crumbling house in a crumbling hill town, watched 
halfheartedly by the local gendarmes but the object of intense curiosity and scrutiny on the part of the villagers. 

“I felt,” Levi recalls, “as if I had fallen from the sky, like a stone into a pond.”
From a prosperous family in Lombardy, Levi encountered poverty he could scarcely imagine. In his sympa-

thetic memoir, a combination of ethnography and journal, he also encountered illiteracy, ignorance, superstition, 
and almost slavish docility—but, as well, a fierce resolve to resist outside authorities 
whose rules and demands simply had no meaning or force. When Levi is ordered, for 
instance, not to practice medicine, even though medical care is nonexistent in the 
town and surrounding countryside, the police sergeant in charge decides to overlook 
that mandate from Rome: “A human life,” the sergeant declares, “should be above every 
other consideration.” A human life—and this in a place where, as Levi writes, official-
dom seldom intrudes, a place where “we’re not thought of as men but simply as beasts, 
beasts of burden, or even less than beasts, mere creatures of the wild.”

Levi did not remain long in Aliano; at the end of a year, he was released thanks to 
the intervention of friends, with perhaps a bribe or two paid to officials in Rome. He 
returned to his native Turin, then left for France. In 1941, he returned to Italy and was again arrested, though, 
against the odds, he escaped being sent off to the concentration camps when the Germans seized control. After 
the war, he enjoyed some success as a writer and painter, and he served in the Italian Senate for a decade until 
retiring for reasons of health.

Levi died 40 years ago, in 1975. He asked to be buried in Aliano, that place of bitter exile. The house in which 
he lived has been preserved as a museum. Still in print in both Italian- and English-language editions, his book 
remains, a classic in the small library of books devoted to the better angels of our nature.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.

Appreciations: 
Carlo Levi’s Christ Stopped at Eboli at 70
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